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STRATIGRAPHY, SEDIMENTOLOGY, AND HYDROCARBON POTENTIAL OF EOCENE

FOREARC AND SUBDUCTION ZONE STRATA IN THE SOUTHERN TYEE BASIN,
OREGON COAST RANGE

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

GEOLOGIC PROBLEMS

The discovery of gas in 1979 at Mist field in the northwest Oregon has brought renewed
interest in exploration of Eocene rocks throughout western Oregon and Washington (Armentrout

and Suek, 1985; Fig. 1.1). Despite the increased interest, few basin analysis studies of the
hydrocarbon potential of the region have been conducted. Works by Browning and Flanagan
(1980), Newton (1980), Brown and Ruth (1983), and Law and others (1984) deal mainly with
source rock evaluation.

The most recent evaluation of hydrocarbon potential and stratigraphy of the southern
Oregon Coast Range was compiled by Niem and Niem (1990). This compilation pointed out the

need for a more comprehensive study of the hydrocarbon potential and a better understanding of

the stratigraphic framework of the southern Coast Range. Several recent papers also indicated

uncertainty about the earlier stratigraphic nomenclature, correlation, and distribution of
Eocene strata in the southern Tyee basin (Chan and Dott, 1983; Heller and Dickinson, 1985;
Miles, 1977; Molenaar, 1985; Newton, 1980; Figs. 1.2 and 1.3). This stratigraphic uncertainty, in

turn, has resulted in conflicting interpretations of the fades distributions and depositional
models of Eocene units (e.g., Tyee Formation) in the basin (Chan and Dott, 1983; Heller and
Dickinson, 1985; Fig. 1.4).

These problems mainly stem from the lack of detailed description of type sections, field
mapping, comparison with reference sections, and correlation to the subsurface (wells). Also

stratigraphic units have been correlated in earlier investigations using a classical
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Figure 1.2-Index map of western Oregon showing two interpretations of
the distribution of the Umpqua Group (including Siletz River
Volcarncs in southwestern Oregon) and the Tyee Formation.
A) Map shows interpretation of Molenaar (1985). B) Map shows
interpretation of Baldwin (1974).
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Early Eocene Tyee-Flournoy depositional model for deltaic shelf sands in line source cascade into
deep water to form a
bmarine fan (from Chan and Dott, 1983).

Paleogeographic reconstruction of southern part of Oregon Coast Range during Eocene deposition
of Tyee-Flournoy formations (fmm Heller and Dickinson, 1985).

Figure 1.4-Comparison of depositional models proposed for the Tyee-Floumoy formations
of the Tyee basin. A) sand-rich submarine fan model of Chan and Doff (1983);
B) submarine ramp model of Heller and Dickinson (1985).
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stratigraphic approach with regional unconformities (Baldwin and Perttu, 1989) without
combining subsurface information. These problems have led to erroneous prediction for

hydrocarbon exploration in the basin.
A systematic basin analysis approach is crucial to understand hydrocarbon potential

and stratigraphic relationships of the Tyee basin. This approach, utilizing detailed geologic
mapping, correlated closely spaced measured stratigraphic sections, petrography (thin section,
SEM, and XRD), organic geochemistry (Rock-Eval pyrolysis and gas chromatography),

biostratigraphy (foraminifers and coccoliths), basin modeling (BasinMod), and geophysical
(wireline logs and seismic reflection profiles) techniques, give a better insight to the

stratigraphic framework and hydrocarbon potential of the southern Tyee basin. In addition,
application of the recent concepts of sequence stratigraphy (Van Wagoner and others, 1990)

results in a more sophisticated interpretation of the stratigraphic relationships of these Eocene
units in time and space as a function of eustacy and tectonics. Coupled with sequence

stratigraphy, the basin analysis approach allows a better understanding of the relationship
between sedimentation, hydrocarbon development, and tectonics of the southern Tyee basin.

Such integrated analysis is the fundamental approach now being espoused for interpretation of
basins as indicated by Piper and others (1989).

As a result of this study, a coherent stratigraphic framework is proposed to unravel
sedimentologic response to tectonic evolution of the basin. Moreover, this comprehensive study

greatly contributes to a fundamental understanding of the hydrocarbon potential of the basin,

providing basic information on spatial and temporal distribution of potential reservoirs,
stratigraphic and structural traps, and source beds and seals.

PURPOSE OF INVESTIGATION

The primary purpose of this study is to propose a coherent stratigraphic framework to
unravel sedimentologic response to tectonic evolution of the southern Tyee basin. Previously
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named lithostratigraphic units are reevaluated and a revised lithostratigraphic framework is
proposed for the basin. This stratigraphic framework is based on the detailed descriptions of

each lithostratigraphic unit and the spatial and temporal distribution of lithofacies
throughout the basin. To facilitate the primary purpose, the following objectives were
accomplished:

To describe the lithofacies variations of each stratigraphic unit throughout the basin
based on the closely spaced measured sections;

To integrate detailed outcrop descriptions with subsurface data obtained from well
cuthngs and wireline logs;

To correlate each lithostratigraphic unit within a biostratigraphic framework by using
foraminifers and coccoliths;
To integrate outcrop, subsurface, and biostratigraphic data in order to document the

sequence stratigraphic relationships within the basin; and
To construct a fence diagram, showing temporal and spatial distribution of each

lithostratigraphic unit.
A second purpose of this study is to determine the hydrocarbon potential of the lower to
middle Eocene strata of the southern Tyee basin. For the study, the following objectives wifi be
examined:

To document the compositional variations and diagenetic alteration of potential sandstone
reservoir units;
To assess quantitatively the reservoir potential of sandstone units (e. g., measurements of

porosity and permeability);
To assess quantitatively the source rock potential (i.e., generative potential, type of
hydrocarbon generated, maturation, and timing of expulsion); and
To suggest suitable plays for further hydrocarbon exploration in the basin.

STUDY AREA AND THE SOUTHERN TYEE BASIN

Study Area

The study area encompasses the western half of the Roseburg 1:250,000 sheet, the
easternmost part of the Coos Bay 1:250,000 sheet, and the northwestern corner of the Medford
1:250,000 sheet in western Douglas, eastern Coos, northeastern Curry, and southwestern Lane
counties. The area extends from 44°N to 42°30'N latitude and from 123°00W to 124°10'W

longitude. It indudes the lower to middle Eocene units of the southern Tyee basin (Figs. 1.1 and

1.5). In addition, Cretaceous limestone in the adjacent Kiamath Mountains and some basement
Triassic and Jurassic igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic accreted terranes (Blake, 1984;

Blake and others, 1985) crop out in the southernmost part of the study area (Fig. 1.5). However,

these pre-Tertiary terranes are not included in the proposed study because these rocks are
considered to be economic basement. Twenty oil and gas exploration wells have been drilled

within the southern Tyee basin (Fig. 1.6). Eleven of those wells were analyzed in this study
(Fig. 1.6 and Table 1.1).

Definition of the Southern Tyee Basin

The southern Tyee basin indudes an area of approximately 4800 square miles from
Powers and Agness on the south to Roseburg and Glide on the southeast and Florence and

Cottage Grove on the northwest and northeast, respectively (Figs. 1.1 and 1.5). The Tyee basin
itself extends another 150 miles north to the vicinity of Tillamook (Fig. 1.1). The southern Tyee
basin is part of the Oregon Coast Range geologic province but overlaps the northern boundary of
the Kiamath Mountains geologic province (Figs. 1.1 and 1.5).

The southern Tyee basin is a composite of two superimposed basins with different trends
and geologic and tectonic histories (Ryu and others, 1992; Fig. 1.5). The older northeastsouthwest-trending Paleocene to early Eocene Umpqua basin has two subbasins: (1) the
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Figure 1.6-Location map of exploration wells in the Tyee basin. The wells with
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Well No.

Operator and Well Name

#1

General Petroleum Long Bell No. 1
Florida Exploration Harris 1-4
Northwest Exploration Sawyer Rapids No. 1
Amoco Wayerhaeuser F-i
Amoco Wayerhaeuser B-i
Mobil Sutherlin Unit 1
Union Liles No. 1
Hutchins and Marrs Glory Hole No. 1
Oil Developers Inc. Scott No. 1
Uranium Ziedrich No. 1
Hutchins and Marrs Great Discovery No. 2

#2
#3
#4
#5

#7
#8
#9
#10
#16
#17

Date Drilled

Total Depth

(Year)
1957
1982
1980
1985
1985
1979

(ft.)
9,004
5,962
5,562
4,428
11,330
13,177

1951

7,002

1983

2,987
3,693
4,368
3,510

1954
1955

1984

Table 1.1 Summary of exploration wells analyzed in this study.
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Sutherlin-Myrtle Point subbasin, filled with turbidite sandstone and mudstone and (2) the
Smith River subbasin to the north that contains dominantly deep-marine mudstone. These
subbasms are separated by the Umpqua arch, a volcanic basement high of Siletz River
Volcanics (Fig. 1.5). Superimposed on the Umpqua basin is the late-early to middle Eocene Tyee
forearc basin (Chan, 1982; Heller and Ryberg, 1983) which trends north-south. Generally,

strata in the Umpqua basin are more structurally deformed than strata in the Tyee forearc
basin. The more gently deformed middle Eocene Tyee strata are preserved in the broad syncline

of the southern Oregon Coast Range. The underlying Sutherlin-Myrtle Point subbasin and part

of the Umpqua arch are partially exposed on the eastern and western flanks of the southern
Oregon Coast Range. The Tyee forearc basin is bordered on the west by the upper Eocene Coos

Bay basin (Fig. 1.5). Upper Eocene to Miocene Western Cascade calcalkaline volcanic arc rocks
i.mconformably overlie the eastern boundary of both the Tyee forearc basin and the Umpqua

basin.

METHODS OF INVESTIGATION

Field Procedures

Field studies were largely completed during four summer field seasons of 1989 to 1992.

Field work consisted of description and sampling of sedimentary units in the southern Tyee

basin. Measurement of type and reference stratigraphic sections was accomplished with a
Jacobs staff and Abney level. Clastic rock units were described using standard grain size charts,
the Geological Society of America "Rock Color Chart", and the stratification and cross-

stratification terminology of McKee and Weir (1953). Each measured stratigraphic section was
logged in detail; these sections are included in Appendix 1.
Approximately 400 sandstone and 600 mudstone samples were collected from the

measured stratigraphic sections for laboratory analysis. All sample locations referred to in the
text are presented in Appendices 2, 3, and 4. Samples were collected for a variety of purposes
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induding sandstone provenance and diagenesis analyses (thin section, SEM, and X-ray

diffraction of clay minerals; Appendices 2-1 and 2-2), reservoir potential (porosity and

permeability measurements; Appendix 2-3), biostratigraphic correlation (foraminifer,
coccolith, and molluscs; Appendix 3), and source rock potential and level of thermal maturation

(total organic carbon content, Rock-Eval pyrolysis, vitrinite reflectance, and visual kerogen
typing; Appendices 4-1,4-2, and 4-3). Source rock, porosity and permeability, and fossil

samples were sent to spedalists or technical services for identification or quantitative

analysis.

Laboratory Procedures

Lithologic logs of 14 exploration wells were constructed by studying the well cuttings
using binocular microscope and mounting the splits of washed well cuttings (30-ft intervals) on

cloth strips. Visual descriptions of well cuttings included rock type, color, texture (grain size,
shape, and sorting), mineral composition, and any fossils, or sedimentary structures. Wireline
log interpretations were based on well log responses (e.g., spontaneous potential, gamma ray,
resistivity, neutron, density, sonic, and dipmeter logs). Subsurface rock units were correlated by
combining lithologic log descriptions with wireline log responses of each well.
All outcrop mudstone samples (approximately 600 samples) and well cuttings
(sampled every 30 ft in 8 wells; Long Bell, Harris 1-4, Amoco B-i, Amoco F-i, Union Liles, Mobil

Sutherlin, Glory Hole, and Great Discovery) were visually evaluated to identify microfossils
using a binocular microscope. Approximately 550 surface and subsurface samples were selected

for micropaleontologic analyses (foramiriifers and coccoliths). These samples were

disaggregated using Quaternary-O treatment, wet-sieved for foraminifera, and then mounted
on gridded slides. Dan McKeel, a private consultant, analyzed 245 samples for identification,
age determination, and paleoecological information of foraminifera (Appendix 3). Some
samples were clisaggregated to small fingernail size fragments by using a geologic hammer. Two
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or three pieces of these fragments were then ground up with a mortar and pestle, adding water

to facilitate grinding. Using an eye dropper, the water/sample mixture was stirred. After
allowing the larger particles to settle (about 15 seconds), some suspended fine silt-clay-size

sediment was absorbed with an eye dropper and smeared on a prepared cover slip. After drying
on a hot plate, the cover slip was mounted with piccolyte medium on a glass slide. Smear slides
prepared from disaggregated samples were examined for calcareous nannofossils (coccoliths).

Dr. David Bukry of the U.S. Geological Survey, Menlo Park, California, analyzed 181 samples
for age determination (Appendix 3). Ellen Moore, Courtesy Professor of Geology, Oregon State

University (formerly of the U.S. Geological Survey), identified molluscan fossils collected from

12 localities (Appendix 3) and provided age and paleoecologic information.
Four hundred sandstone and conglomerate samples were examined with a hand lens to

estimate variations in composition. Seventy representative samples were selected for
petrographic analyses and porosity and permeability measurements. Billets for thin sectioning
were cut normal to bedding, impregnated with blue epoxy resin for porosity detection, and

stained for potassium feldspar and calcite (on separate half of slides). Thin sections were
prepared by Quality Thin Sections of Tucson, Arizona. All thin sections were point counted (400

points per slide) using a mechanicaj stage and counter. Points were categorized into 30 mineral
variables. Tables of point count data are in Appendix 2-1. The summary results of point count

analysis were plotted on Folk's sandstone classification (QFL) diagram (1974) and Dickinson
and Suczek's ternary diagrams (1979) to determine tectonic provenance (Appendix 2-2).
Porosity and permeability of sandstone and conglomerate samples were measured by

Goode Core Analysis Services of Bakersfield, California. They drilled plugs of the sandstone
and conglomerate samples, using fresh water as the bit coolant. Prior to measurement of

porosity and permeability in air, the samples were dried at 235°F. Grain volume was
determined by Boyle's Law method using helium as the gaseous medium. Bulk volume was
measured by mercury displacement at ambient conditions. A confining pressure of 500 psig was
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used for permeability measurements. Individual porosity and permeability analyses are listed
in Appendix 2-3.

X-ray diffraction analyses of 20 sandstone samples were performed on a Phiffips
XRD machine (Department of Geosciences, Oregon State University) for identification of clay
mineralogy of sandstone matrix. Jeff Shatz and Jim McConkey, geology undergraduates at OSUF

helped in preparation of samples.
Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) of 6 sandstone samples was performed using an

AMRAY 100A SN A-b machine operated by Al Soeldner (Department of Botany, Oregon State
University), for determining diagenetic products in sandstones.
More than 193 samples were selected and analyzed for source rock geochemistry. The

types of analyses include total organic carbon (TOC), Rock-Eval pyrolysis, vitrinite

reflectance, visual kerogen, and some C15 extraction with chromatography. These analyses
were performed by Paul Lillis, Ted Daws, and Mark Pawlewicz of the U. S. Geological Survey

organic geochemistry laboratory in Denver, Colorado (Lulls and others, in prep.) and by the
DGSI in Woodlands, Texas, for samples provided to Dave Long for a Portland State University
mastefs thesis (Long, 1994). In addition, source rock data for more than 1625 outcrop and well
samples from earlier reports (e.g., Amoco (1983, 1985), Browning and Flanagan (1980), Brown

and Ruth (1983), Law and others (1984), Mobil (1980), and Newton (1980)) are also incorporated

in this study (also see distribution maps in Niem and Niem, 1990; Appendices 4-1, 4-2, and 4-3).

A description of the methodology for determination of TOC, Rock-Eval pyrolysis, vitrinite

reflectance, visual kerogen, and Ci5 bitumen analysis appears in Appendix 4.

PREVIOUS WORK

Duller (1898) was the first to map and define the sedimentary units (i.e., Umpqua Group
and Tyee Formation) in the southern Oregon Coast Range and pre-Tertiary rock units of the

northern Klamath Mountains (Fig. 1.3). Baldwin and his 32 graduate students at the
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University of Oregon did detailed pioneering work in the 1960s and 1970s in mapping and

developing the Eocene stratigraphy of the Coos Bay and Tyee basins. Baldwin synthesized
this work into a series of geologic maps and reports (Baldwin, 1974; Baldwin and Beaulieu,

1973) in which the Eocene stratigraphy of the area was defined (Fig. 1.3). Beaulieu and Ramp
compiled mapping of the southern Tyee basin in Ramps (1972) mineral resource evaluation of
Douglas County.

In 1980, Newton produced an oil and gas evaluation of the adjacent Coos Bay basin (Fig.

1.5) that included an updated geologic map. That report also contains a brief discussion of the
source rocks and maturation of some strata in the Tyee basin. Law and others (1984) included
some source rock data on the Tyee basin in their reconnaissance study of the oil and gas

potential of western Oregon.

Sedimentologic studies of facies variations of units within the Tyee basin have been
conducted by Snavely and others (1964), Lovell, (1969), and Bird (1967). Chan (1982) and

Heller (1983) completed their doctoral investigations to define the depositional models of the
Tyee-Floumoy formations. However, these contemporaneous theses proposed different deltaicsubmarine fan models for the same rock unit (Fig. 1.4). Chan (1982) concluded that the Tyee

Formation is a sand-choked submarine fan fed by line source, whereas Heller (1983) maintained

that this sequence was deposited as a submarine ramp. Their disagreement over the
interpretation of the depositional environment stems from lack of systematic facies analysis
and detailed study of complete closely spaced measured sections and lack of geologic mapping

of the distribution of these units. In addition, they did not have access to, or did not use, any
subsurface (well or seismic) information. One of the goals of this study is to resolve the

controversy between these two models with additional biostratigraphic and

lithostratigraphic control as well as using well data not available to Chan or Heller.
Ryberg (1984) completed a doctoral investigation that described the plate tectonic and
structural setting and depositional environments of the underlying Umpqua Group. He
suggested that the Umpqua Group was created in and near a subduction zone that was being
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underthrust beneath and accreted to the North American plate during deposition. Ryberg
recognized the importance of possible early Tertiary strike-slip movement on the boundary

faults (e.g., Wildlife Safari fault) and outlined the general distribution of the submarine fan
and fan-deltaic facies of the Umpqua Group. He constructed a new geologic map of the Umpqua

Group and the Mesozoic rocks of the northern Kiamath Mountain area. Recently, Niem and
Niern (1990) compiled a preliminary geologic map (1:125,000) that integrates 55 sources and a
resource map showing locations of gas seeps, coals, organic geochemistry analyses, and porosity

and permeability of units in the southern Tyee Basin.
Petrographic studies of the sandstones in the study area have been conducted by a
number of workers. Bums and Ethridge (1979) and Ryberg (1984) did some petrography of the

lithic sandstones of the Urnpqua Group; and Chan (1982, 1985) examined surface samples of the

Tyee Formation. Heller and Ryberg (1983) concluded that there are major changes in
composition from the lithic sandstones of the Umpqua Group to the micaceous volcanic arkosic

sandstones of the Tyee Formation. Umpqua sandstones were derived locally from the uplifted
Mesozoic Klamath Mountains during the early Eocene; Tyee sandstones were derived from the

more distant Idaho Batholith and a volcanic arc during the middle Eocene. Trace and rare
earth elements and isotopic geochemistry by Zell Peterman (in Heller and others, 1985) also

indicate the Idaho Batholith as a source for the micas and K-feldspar in sandstone of the Tyee
Formation. This siliciclastic sediment was brought to the Tyee basin by a major river system
prior to clockwise rotation of the Coast Range forearc basin (Wells and Heller, 1988).
Detailed paleontologic studies have been conducted by a number of workers including
Miles (1977), Orr and Miles (1978), McKeel (1972), McKeel and Upps (1972), Thorns (1965),

Turner (1938), and Brouwers and others (in prep.). Most Tyee basin units were deposited in the

early to middle Eocene (Penutian, Ulatisian to lower Narizian foraniiniferal stages; Fig. 1.3).
Further investigation of planktonic foraminiferal and coccolith assemblages by McKeel and

Bukry during this study has resulted in refinement of this biostratigraphy and has helped
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resolve disagreement over lithostratigraphic interpretations between Molenaar (1985) and
Baldwin (1974) (Fig. 1.3).

Earlier, Perttu and Benson (1980) suggested that the Umpqua submarine fan strata and
turbidites were deposited in a subduction zone between the Siletz River Volcanics oceanic crust

and the pre-Tertiary Kiamath Mountains. As an analog for the Eocene units deformed by

imbricate thrust faults, they linked the Eocene units to the Plio-Pleistocene accretionary thrust
wedges on the continental slope of Oregon that have been underplated beneath the North
American plate and recognized by KuIm and Fowler (1974). Baldwin and Beaulieu (1973)

mapped some thrust slices of pre-Tertiary rocks as well as Umpqua turbidite strata and oceanic
basalts on the west side of the basin. Later, Baldwin (1984) suggested that the small blocks of
mélange and greenstone are olistostromal blocks that slid into Umpqua basin during the early
Eocene from Klamath Mountains tectonic highs. In the mid-1980's, Blake (1984) redefined the

Mesozoic stratigraphy of Diller (1898) and Ramp (1972) in the Kiamath Mountains as a series

of displaced tectonostratigraphic terranes. Franciscan-age units among these terranes represent
late Mesozoic coffision between a marginal basin and an island arc, forming a series of nappes
and overthrusts (Roure, 1981; Roure and Blanchet, 1983; Roure and others, 1986). The U.S.

Geological Survey, however, has abandoned tectonostratigraphic nomenclature in the northern

margin of the Kiamath Mountains and has returned to traditional stratigraphic nomendature
in maps in progress (R. E. Wells and A. Jayco, 1995, personal communication). For example, the

Sixes River Terrane of Blake (1984) and Niem and Niem (1990) will, once again, be called
Dothan Formation as used by Ramp (1972).

REGIONAL SEllING

Early to middle Eocene tectonic history of the Pacific Northwest has been largely

controlled by northeast motions of the Kula and Farallon oceanic plates relative to the North
American continental plate (Atwater, 1970; Coney, 1978; Drake, 1982; Fig. 1.7a). Subduction of

Figure 1.7-Models of tectonic rotation in the Pacific Northwest during middle Eocene time.
(A) Model shows rotation (heavy arrow) of Oregon Coast Range during collision of
a seamount terrane. (B) Model shows clockwise rotation (heavy arrow) subsequent
to collision (from Helter, 1983),
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the Kula and Farallon oceanic plates beneath the North American continental plate during
early Eocene time probably produced a trench that lay east of the Puget Sound Lowland in

Washington and the Willamette Valley in Oregon (Snavely and others, 1980; Niem and Niem,
1984; Niem and others, 1992). During the Paleocene and early Eocene, basaltic seamounts and

oceanic islands were erupted along the Kula and Farallon spreading ridge, perhaps over a hot

spot (Duncan, 1982). These basaltic edifices may have, alternatively, formed within a rifted
continental margin by oblique subduction of the Farallon plate beneath the North American
plate (Wells and others, 1984; Wells and Snavely, 1989). When the seamount terrane was

partially subducted beneath the North American margin (represented by the uplifted Mesozoic
Klamath Mountains terranes), it was accreted to the Mesozoic crust along a series of northward
verging imbricate thrust faults. The faulting deformed the lower Eocene conglomerates and

turbidite sandstones that are interbedded with and overlie mafic pillow lavas and breccias of
the Siletz River Volcanics (Heller and Ryberg, 1983; Snavely and others, 1980; Fig. 1.8a). The

oceanic basaltic crust becomes progressively younger toward the north and is locally separated
from the overlying sedimentary section by an angular unconformity. By the late-early Eocene,

this oceanic ridge and searnount province was apparently accreted to the North American
Kiamath continental margin which then was rotated clockwise up to as much as 50° (Wells and
others, 1984; Heller and Ryberg, 1983; Fig. 1.7b).

During the late-early to middle Eocene, subduction ceased along the early Eocene
trench, possibly because the thick buoyant mass of seamount oceanic crust clogged the subduction
zone. The early Eocene position of the subduction zone was abandoned, and a new subduction

zone formed to the west beneath the present outer continental shelf and slope of Oregon
(Snavely and others, 1980; Fig. 1.8b). As the western subduction zone developed, a magmatic arc
formed in central Oregon (e.g., Clarno Formation). A forearc basin, the Tyee basin, formed

between the western subduction zone and the magmatic arc. The forearc basin developed

partially on the accreted subsiding Siletz River Volcanics oceanic crust and seamount terrane,

and partially on the subsiding northern margin of the Mesozoic Kiamath Mountains. Thick
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sand-rich, deltaic to turbidite micaceous lithic arkosic to volcanogenic sediments prograded

from the Idaho Batholith across the volcanic arc margin and Kiamath Mountains into the
forearc basin. These sediments enveloped the seamounts and buried the partially subducted
Umpqua Group trench or marginal basin strata (Snavely and others, 1980; Heller and Ryberg,
1983; Chan and Dott, 1983; Niem and others, 1992; Fig. 1.8b). In the distal northern part of the

Tyee forearc basin (outside the study area) in the late Eocene, there was local mafic volcanism
(e.g., Tillamook Volcanics, Goble Volcarucs, and Nestucca Volcanics) and deposition of deep-

marine hemipelagic mud (e.g., lower Yamhill Formation of Snavely and Wagner, 1964; Chan

and Dott, 1983). With the intermittent forearc mafic volcanism and periods of extension which
accompanied plate reorganization, several transgressions and regressions occurred in the

subbasin within the forearc (Niem and others, 1992). These depositional events are preserved
in the thick upper Eocene to middle Miocene siiciclastic sequences of the southern Oregon Coast
Range.

Calcalkaline volcanics of the western Cascades arc were initiated in the late Eocene
(Sherrod and Smith, 1989). The western Cascades arc consists of a thick sequence of massive

andesitic, dacitic, and rhyodacitic flows, tuffs, and volcanic breccias (Wells and Peck, 1961;

Walker and MacLeod, 1991). Debris flows, basaltic andesite lavas, variegated tuffs, and
fluvial volcaniclastics (e.g., Fisher and Colestin formations) crop out on the eastern margin of

the southern Tyee basin. The great volume of volcaniclastic detritus generated by calcalkaline
Cascade volcanism overwhelmed the supply of micaceous arkosic and metamorphic sands in
the forearc basin. Therefore, much of the upper Eocene to Miocene sedimentary sequence in the

adjacent Coos Bay basin is tuffaceous and volcanolithic (Heller and Ryberg, 1983). During the

middle Miocene, flood basalts of the Columbia River Basalt Group which were erupted on the

Columbia Plateau of eastern Oregon, eastern Washington, and Idaho, apparently flowed down
an ancestral Columbia River. At the Miocene strandline, these flows invaded the Eocene to
Miocene sequence (Beeson and others, 1979; Niem and Niem, 1985; Wells and Niem, 1987).
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Snavely and others (1973) initially suggested that middle Miocene pillow basalts, breccias,
sills and dikes along the Oregon coast were erupted from magma chambers directly below.

Major uplift of the Oregon Coast Range, subsidence of the Wilamette Valley, and
subsequent erosion of Tertiary rock units started by the late-middle Miocene (Snavely and
others, 1980; Niem and others, 1992). Earlier, brief episodes of uplift of the Coast Range forearc
have been interpreted by Snavely and others (1980) and by Wells and others (1984) to be the
result of pulses of oblique underthrusting of the Juan de Fuca oceanic plate beneath the North

American continental plate. In addition, clockwise rotation (up to 22°) of this Coast Range

block ("Willamette Plate") since the middle Miocene may have been associated with back-arc
spreading and extension of the Basin and Range Province (Wells and Coe, 1985; Wells and

Heller, 1988).

EARUER EOCENE S11ATIGRAPHIC NOMENCLATURE OF THE SOUTHERN TYEE BASIN

The Eocene stratigraphy of the Tyee basin was first described by Difier (1898) who
mapped the Umpqua and Tyee formations (Fig. 1.3). Baldwin (1965, 1969) divided Diller's

Umpqua Formation into three members which he later raised to formation status: the Roseburg,
Lookingglass, and Floumoy formations of the Umpqua Group (Baldwin, 1974; Baldwin and
Beaulieu, 1973; Figs. 1.3 and 1.9). The Tyee Formation remained the same as originally

described by Diller, but younger middle to upper Eocene formations to the north were separated
out and named the Elkton and Bateman formations (Baldwin, 1974; Fig. 1.9).
The Roseburg Formation comprises the lower part of the Umpqua Group. The Roseburg is

composed of volcanic rocks in the lower part of the unit and rhythmically bedded sedimentary
rocks in upper part of the unit. The formation is commonly in fault contact with Mesozoic rocks

of the northern Klamath Mountains. The volcanic rocks include pillow basalts, flows, and
breccias interfingered with basaltic conglomerate and tuffaceous siltstone. These rocks are
comparable to the lower Eocene Siletz River Volcanics to the north (Snavely and others, 1968)
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and are interpreted to have formed at an oceanic ridge and seamount terrane (Duncan, 1982).
Bukry and Snavely (1988) cited K-Ar dates of 62.1 - 59.2 Ma for the Roseburg basalts and also

reported a coccolith assemblage in interbeds that, like the basalts, ranges from Paleocene to
early Eocene. Sedimentary rocks within the upper part of Roseburg Formation include thick

sections of rhythmically bedded lithic turbidite sandstone, mudstone, and local polymict
conglomerate. These sedimentary rocks are interpreted to have been deposited as submarinefans in a trench (Ryberg, 1984). The age of these strata is restricted to the early Eocene based on

planktonic foraminifera and calcareous nannoplankton (Miles, 1977).
The Lookingglass Formation, according to Baldwin (1974), overlies an unconformity on

the Roseburg Formation and onlaps pre-Tertiary formations to the south. Despite the fact that
an unconformity separates the Lookingglass Formation from the Roseburg Formation, planktonic

foraminifers from the Lookingglass strata are indistinguishable from faunas of the Roseburg
Formation (Miles, 1977). The Lookingglass was divided into the Bushnell Rock, Tenmile, and
Olalla Creek members by Baldwin (1974; Fig. 1.3). The Bushnell Rock Member is composed of

polyniict boulder-cobble and pebble conglomerate and pebbly sandstone. Many pebbles are

sandstone, basalt, phyllite, or greenstone, but some are granodiorite, quartzite and chert.
Although the Bushnell Rock Member is interpreted to be a fan-delta deposit (Kugler, 1979;
Ryberg, 1984), it could include a submarine canyon or channel facies (Molenaar, 1985). The

conglomeratic unit grades upward into massive very thick-bedded sandstone which gives way
to the rhythmically bedded Tenmile Member. The Tenmile Member consists of thin- to medium-

bedded, very fine-grained turbidite sandstone and mudstone. The member is interpreted to

represent ifiling of the basin with slope or deep-water deposits in the lower part, grading up to
outer shelf or shallow-marine massive siltstone in the upper part. The Olalla Creek Member is
composed of pebble-cobble conglomerate, cross-bedded pebbly sandstone, coal-bearing

sandstone, and mudstone. The Olalla Creek Member is interpreted to be fluviatile to an
alluvial fan deposit (Ryberg, 1984).
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The Flournoy Formation forms the uppermost unit of the Umpqua Group and, according

to Baldwin (1974), overlies a disconformity on the Lookingglass Formation (Figs. 1.3 and 1.9).

At some localities, however, the contact appears to be gradational. Miles (1977) estimated a
hiatus of only a million years between the Lookingglass and Flournoy formations.

Foraminiferal assemblages in the Flournoy Formation are characteristic of the early Ulatisian
Stage (zone P 10) of the earliest middle Eocene (Fig. 1.9). The Flournoy is divided into two

members based on lithology; the lower White Tail Ridge Member and the upper Camas Valley
Member (Fig. 1.3). The White Tail Ridge Member is characterized by fine- to medium-grained

sandstone that is thin- to medium-bedded, well-sorted, and extensively bioturbated. Shallow
cut and fill channels, planar and trough cross-bedding, and laminations are common. Small
bivalves, the suite of sedimentary structures (e.g., hummocky cross-bedding), and the presence

of estuarine coal in places suggests a shallow shelf depositional setting, probably as prograding
a delta front (Heller, 1983). The Camas Valley Member consists mostly of thick structureless,
mollusc- and concretion-bearing mudstone. A few slump structures are preserved. The Camas

Valley Member is interpreted to be an outer shelf or upper slope deposit (Molenaar, 1985).
The middle Eocene Tyee Formation is a thick-bedded, massive or graded, micaceous

sandstone unit that regionally overlies the Umpqua Group with angular unconformity. It is the
most widespread formation in the basin (Fig. 1.5). Foraminiferal assemblages recovered from
the Tyee Formation indicate the Ulatisian Stage (zone P 11) of the middle Eocene (McKeel and
Lipps, 1975; Figs. 1.3 and 1.9). Baldwin (1974) and Baldwin and Perttu (1989) divided the Tyee

Formation along its eastern margin into the Tyee Mountain, Hubbard Creek, and Baughman
members in ascending order. The Tyee Mountain Member is composed of alternating very thick-

bedded, massive or graded, fine- to medium-grained, micaceous lithic arkosic sandstone and
thin-bedded mudstone. The Hubbard Creek Member consists of thinly bedded, fine-grained
sandstone and thick-bedded mudstone. The Baughman Member is a thick sequence of

alternating very thick-bedded, massive medium- to coarse-grained, micaceous lithic arkosic
sandstone and medium- to thick-bedded mudstone with local coal and carbonaceous mudstone.
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These three members are being extended and mapped in the western, southern, and northern

areas of the Tyee basin (Black and others, in prep.). Details concerning the depositional model
of the Tyee Formation are discussed by Chan and Dott (1983) and Heller and Dickinson (1985).

They applied different delta-fed submarine-fan models (sandy fan versus fan ramp) (Fig. 1.4).
The overlying middle to upper Eocene Elkton Formation consists of alternating thinbedded deep-marine siltstone and mudstone, but indudes some lenses and channels of micaceous

arkosic sandstone. The formation is conformable on and apparently gradational with the
underlying Tyee Formation (Fig. 1.9). The unit grades up section into thick, medium- to coarsegrained, cross-bedded arkosic m.icaceous sandstone, mudstone, and local coals of the Bateman

Formation (Baldwin, 1974; Fig. 1.9). These formations are interpreted to be a shoaling-upward
succession from upper slope to shelf and delta (Baldwin and Beaulieu, 1973; Chan, 1982;

Weatherby, 1991).
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INTRODUCTION

As part of the final phase of a 5-year program established by the Oregon Department
of Geology and Mineral Industries (DOGAMI) to assess the hydrocarbon potential of the Eocene
southern Tyee basin, a fence diagram was constructed from 24 composite measured sections and

11 oil and gas exploration wells (Fig. 2.1 and Plate 1). The 3,000- to 17,000-ft thick sections were

measured from outcrops on the western and eastern flanks of the basin and correlated to the

wells which are located in the southern, central and northern parts of the basin.
The positions of the composite sections and wells are shown on the index map (Fig. 2.2

and Platel). The names of the sections and wells are tabulated on Table I and II on Figure 2.2
and Plate 1. Correlation of units between measured sections and wells on the fence diagram is

based on stratigraphic position, lithology, examination of well cuttings, ages of strata as
indicated by microfossils (foraminifers and coccoliths) and molluscan fossils, wireline logs,
seismic reflection proffles between wells, and measured sections. These correlations are

supplemented by geologic mapping and field studies by Ewart Baldwin and his graduate
students at the University of Oregon, by late C. M. Molenaar (formerly USGS), by G. L. Black
and T. J. Wiley (DOGAMJ), by A. R. Niem (OSU), and by R. E. Wells, A. Jayco, and R.
McLaughlin (USGS).

Niem and Niem (1990) compiled geologic mapping of the basin that existed prior to

this program. They also made a preliminary interpretation of oil and gas data that they
tabulated from various sources. Furthermore, they prepared an overview of the geologic history
and stratigraphy of the basin. A revised geologic map of the Tyee basin (Black and others, in
prep.) and a geologic report on the oil and gas potential of the basin (see Chapter 3) should be
used in conjunction with this fence diagram in interpreting the surface and subsurface

stratigraphic relationships in this basin.
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Figure 2.1-Reduced schematic fence diagram of the southern Tyee basin, Oregon Coast Range, showing stratigraphic relationships of
exploration wells to surface measured sections (see also Plate 1).
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Figure 2.2-Index map offence diagram of the southern Tyee basin.

Table I Exploration well numbers and well names

Na

Operator and Well Name

#1

General Petroleum Long Bell No. 1

Florida Eçloration Harris 1-4
NcrihwestE,qlorationSawyer Rapids No.1
Amoco Wayerhaeuser F-i
Amoco Wayerhaeuser B-i

#2
#3
#4
#5
#7

MthilSuthedinUniti

#8
#9
#10
#16
#17

Oil Developera Inc. Scott No. 1
Uranium ZiedriCh No.1
Hutchins and Marrs Great Discovery NQ 2

UriionLilesNo.1
Hutchins and Marrs Glory Hole No. 1

Date Drilled
1957
1982
1980
1985

1985
1979
1951
1983
1954
1955
1984

Total Depthjfl
9,004
5,962
5,562
4,428
11,330
13,177
7,002
2,987
3,693
4,368
3,510

Table!! List of measured stions and exploration holes that comprise the stratigraphiccolumns
Column No.
1

2
3

4
5
6
7
8

9
10

--

o

4

8

12

miles
Horizontal scale

ii

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22

23
24

Measured Sections and Eqloration Holes

Agnes
Agnes Pass

China Flat
Coal Creek and Sand Rock Mountain
Powers
Rader Creek
Remote and Sandy Creek
Slater Creek
Twelvemile Creek, Oregon HIghway 42, and Bingham Creek
Reston Road, Suicide Creek, iield Creek, and Lost Lake
Reston Junctionand Burnt Ridge
Glory Hole well (#9), Lookinggiass Road, and Callahan Road
Scott well (#10), Cow Hollow, and Melrae
Glide
Metz Hill
Union Liles well (p8) and Tyee Road
LaVem Creek and Middle Creek
Allegany
Lcon Lake
Kellogg and Waggoner Creek
Elkton
1-5

S. Rosebui
Sutherlin Creek
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FENCE DIAGRAM CONSTRUCTION

The solid vertical line forming each column of the fence diagram (Fig. 2.1 and Plate 1)

represents a composite measured section or logged interval (in exploration wells). A dashed
vertical line in any column represents the probable extension of the thickness of units inferred
from thicknesses measured in adjacent sections and/or from nearby geologic mapping. Each
column is numbered prominently, and the corresponding names of wells and measured sections
are shown in Tables I and II on Figure 2.2 and Plate 1. The symbol # preceding a number denotes

an exploration well.
The solid line connecting the top of the stratigraphic section from one column to another

represents the present land surface; it is exaggerated in places so that the reader can more

clearly see the stratigraphic relationships in adjacent panels.
The vertical scale in all sections is 1 inch equals 5,000 feet (Fig. 2.1). However, the

horizontal scale varies in order to fit the diagram onto standard width paper. Because the
horizontal scale varies, we have indicated the number of miles between adjacent measured
sections and/or wells on the diagram. (Fig. 2.1).

MODIFICATIONS TO THE STRATIGRAPHIC NOMENCLATURE OF
THE SOUTHERN TYEE BASIN

The stratigraphic framework on which this fence diagram is based builds upon
elements from Baldwin (1974), Baldwin and Perttu (1989), and Molenaar (1985), upon field
work completed for this project, and upon new mapping by Black (1990, 1994a, 1994b), Black and

Priest (1993), Wiley and Black (1994), Wiley and others (1994), Black and others (in prep.),
and Wells and others (in prep.) (see Figs. 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5). Stratigraphic changes include:
1. Following Molenaars suggestion, the Bushnell Rock, Tenmile, White Tail Ridge, and
Camas Valley members of Baldwin (1974) and Baldwin and Perttu (1989) are raised informally

to formation rank within the Umpqua Group;
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Several new informal units are recognized. They are: (a) the Slater Creek member of
the Bushnell Rock Formation and (b) Berry Creek, Remote, and Coquffle River members, and

Rasler Creek Tongue (from oldest to youngest) of the White Tail Ridge Formation; the map
distribution of these units will be shown on the geologic map by Black and others (in prep.);
We drop Baldwin's (1974) and Baldwin and Perttu's (1989) Lookingglass, Flournoy,
and Roseburg formations and Olalla Creek Member of the Lookingglass Formation due to

confusing stratigraphic and mapping relationships between the eastern and western flanks of
the basin (for further discussion see Molenaar, 1985; Niem and Niem, 1990; Black and others, in

prep.);
We retain the Tyee Formation and its three members (the Tyee Mountain, Hubbard
Creek, and Baughman members of Baldwin, 1974 and Baldwin and Perttu, 1989), the Elkton

Formation, and the Bateman Formation because these units can be mapped and correlated

throughout the basin.
In the southern part of the Umpqua basin, upper Paleocene and Eocene turbidite lithic
sandstone, mudstone, and polymictic conglomerate (derived from the Kianiath Mountains)

interfinger with thick pillow basalt flows and breccias, basaltic lapilli tuff and tuffaceous
mudstone, and associated diabase sifis and dikes of the upper part of the Siletz River Volcanics
(the Roseburg volcanics of Baldwin, 1974; see Fig. 2.5). Following the usage of Wells and others

(in prep.), we informally use the name Bushnell Rock Formation for the thick-bedded

polymictic conglomerate and pebbly, coarse-grained, lithic sandstone and apply the name

undifferentiated Umpqua Group to the thin- to medium-bedded, lithic, turbidite sandstone and

mudstone that are locally interstratified with and that overlie these volcanic rocks. In the
northern part of the Umpqua basin where the Bushnell Rock and White Tail Ridge formations

pinch out, the name undifferentiated Umpqua Group is also applied to deep-marine lithic
turbidites and mudstone that overlie the Siletz River Volcanics. (Note the pinchout of White
Tail Ridge Formation units between column 12 and column 16 in the eastern part of the basin and
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the pinchout of these units between columns 7 and 17 in the western part of the basin; Fig. 2.1

and Plate 1).
The depositional environment is also indicated for each member or formation shown on
the fence diagram (Plate 1). For example, the Bushnell Rock Formation is composed of

fanglomerate, beach, and submarine fan facies.

On the fence diagram, facies variations within the undifferentiated Umpqua Group are
indicated by lithologic symbols. We recognize thick-bedded, pebbly sandstone-dominated inner
and middle submarine fan facies, thin- to medium-bedded turbidite outer fan facies, and
basinal and slope mudstone facies. More detailed mapping is required, however, before these
facies can be elevated to member status.
The changes in group, formation, and member status and the new names of units used in

this report are informal. The new names, however, have been reserved with the U.S.
Geological Survey Geologic Names Committee. When the new map by Black and others (in

prep.) is published, we intend to formalize the new names.
The following discussion should be used with the fence diagram (Fig. 2.1 and Plate 1) in

full view.

BASEMENT ROCKS

Two basement rock units form the bottom of most measured sections or exploration wells

(columns) in the fence diagram. These units are: (1) the older accreted Mesozoic terranes of the
Klamath Mountains (Blake and others, 1985; Niem and Niem, 1990) (columns 1 through 10) and
(2) the Paleocene to lower Eocene Siletz River Volcanics of the southern Oregon Coast Range

(formerly the Roseburg volcanics of Baldwin, 1974) in the central, northern, and southeastern
parts of the diagram (columns 10, 13,14, 15, 18,21, 22, and 23; wells #1, #2, #4, #5, #7, and #10;

Fig. 2.1).
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Accreted Mesozoic Terranes

Nomenclature and Lithology:

The igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic rocks that comprise the Kiamath
Mountains of southwestern Oregon have been interpreted as a series of thrust-bounded terranes
(Dott, 1971; Blake, 1984; Blake and others, 1985; Roure and Blanchet, 1983; Roure and others,

1986). The accreted Mesozoic terranes in the area of the fence diagram are dominated by the
Sixes River terraiie of Blake (1984) and Blake and others (1985). This terrane is a mélange

dominated by intensively sheared, deep-marine dark gray mudstone containing fractured and
highly faulted phacoidal blocks and broken formation. The tectonic blocks and broken

formation are composed of thin- to thick-bedded, well-indurated, micaceous quartzofeldspathic and lithic turbidite sandstone and thin-bedded, carbonaceous, gray mudstone. Some
quartz-chert conglomerate and polymictic conglomerate also occur. In addition, this terrane
indudes scattered, exotic tectonic blocks of greenstone, blueschist, meta-gabbro, diabase, diorite

and microtonalite, red and green radiolarian cherts, metatuff, edogite, and limestone
(Whitsett Limestone of Duller, 1898; Niem and Niem, 1990). The limestone blocks are tens to

hundreds of feet long and thick. They are incorporated in a mélange of sheared mudstone and

turbidite sandstone with scattered small blocks of red radiolarian chert and greenstone.
Limestone blocks are composed of shallow-marine, massive, red algal-stromatoporoid

boundstone, floatstone, oolitic to intraclast grainstone, and deep-marine, thin, rhythmically
bedded micrite (planktonic foraminiferal wackestone), gray chert, and carbonaceous mudstone
(Niem, unpublished). Recently, the U.S. Geological Survey returned to the older nomenclature,
using Dothan Formation of Ramp (1972) for Sixes River terrane in their geologic mapping of the
Roseburg-Canyonvile-Bridge area (Wells, Jayco, and McLaughlin, 1995, pers. commuris.).
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Age and Contact Relationships:

The Sixes River terrane is considered by Blake (1984) and Blake and others (1985) to be

Upper Jurassic (Tithonian to Hauterivian) and middle to Upper Cretaceous (Albian to
Cenomarilan). Near Bushnell Rock, a klippe of Sixes River mélange (bottom of column 10)

contains small blocks of fresh microtonalite that Mobil Oil Corporation K-Ar dated (whole
rock) as 147.4 ± 5.4 Ma and 174.5 ± 4.5 Ma, or Jurassic (unpublished data from Mobil courtesy of

Bifi Seeley). The tectonic blocks of Whitsett Limestone contain Lower and middle Cretaceous

foraminifers (Albian to Aptian; Bill Sliter, USGS, 1986, personal communication).

The Sixes River terrane is overthrusted by Jurassic and Triassic island arc and ophiolite
terranes (Blake, 1984; Roure and Blanchet, 1983; Roure and others, 1986). In turn, the Sixes

River terrane has been thrust over the Paleocene-lower Eocene Siletz River Volcanics and
undifferentiated Umpqua Group of the southern Oregon Coast Range (Carayon, 1984; Carayon

and others, 1984; Niem and Niem, 1990; Wells, in prep.; Black and others, in prep.) (e.g.,
columns 9 and 10). For example, in columns 9, 10, and #16 of the fence diagram (Fig. 2.1), note the

thrust relationship of pre-Tertiary Kiamath terranes over lower Eocene Siletz River Volcanics.

The Wildlife Safari Fault (Fig. 2.3) has been mapped as a high-angle right-lateral
strike-slip fault (Ramp, 1972; Baldwin, 1974; Ryberg, 1984) and more recently as a thrust fault

with some right-lateral oblique slip (Wells, in prep.). Small klippen of Mesozoic terrane rocks

in thrust fault contact with the Siletz River Volcanics also occur north of the Wildlife Safari
fault (Carayon, 1984; Niem and Niem, 1990). Thrust faulting and accretion appear to have been
accomplished in the Paleocene to early Eocene prior to deposition of the Tenmile Formation.

Baldwin (1974) and Baldwin and Beaulieu (1973) alternatively mapped many of these thrust

faults as high-angle normal and reverse faults which juxtapose Kiamath Mountain terranes
(Mesozoic basement) against Siletz River Volcanics (Tertiary basement) and Umpqua Group

strata. Baldwin (1984) offered the alternative interpretation that the small outliers or
"klippen' of pre-Tertiary rocks surrounded by Tertiary rocks in the southern Oregon Coast
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Range are olistostromal or slump blocks that slid into the Umpqua fisych basin during the early
Eocene.

The pre-Tertiary terranes in the northern Kiamath Mountains are regionally truncated
by an angular unconformity which is overlain by conglomerate and lithic sandstone of the
Bushnell Rock and younger formations (columns 1,3,5,6,7,8,9, and 10 on Fig. 2.1).

Siletz River Volcanics

Nomenclature:

The basaltic basement rocks of the central and southern Oregon Coast Range have been

assigned to several formations over the years. Diller (1898), on his pioneering map of the
Roseburg quadrangle, included a thick pile of Eocene basalts and sedimentary interbeds as part
of his Umpqua Formation. Baldwin (1974) and Baldwin and Beaulieu (1973) subsequently

raised the Urnpqua Formation to group status. The lowermost part of the Umpqua Group was
renamed the Roseburg Formation. The lower member of the Roseburg Formation contained the

basalts (see Fig. 2.5). Basalts and sedimentary rocks exposed along the North Umpqua River
were designated as the type section of the Roseburg Formation.

In the central Coast Range, the Siletz River Volcanics were named by Snavely and
Baldwin (1948) for a thick sequence of lower Eocene tholeiitic pillow lavas, submarine breccias,

and capping alkalic subaerial flows exposed along the Siletz River.
Snavely and others (1968) noted the chemical and petrologic similarity between the
Siletz River Volcanics and the basalts in Dillers (1898) Umpqua Formation. In 1985, Molenaar
assigned the Eocene volcanic rocks of the southern Coast Range to the Siletz River Volcanics.
Furthermore, the recently published geologic map of Oregon (Walker and MacLeod, 1991) refers

to these basalts in the southern Oregon Coast Range as the Siletz River Volcanics.
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There is ongoing discussion whether to call the Eocene mafic lavas in the southern
Oregon Coast Range Roseburg Formation (Baldwin, 1974) or Siletz River Volcanics (Molenaar,
1985). Exposures of the type Siletz River Volcanics and the Eocene volcanics in the southern

Coast Range are physically separated by many miles, which supports applying two names.
However, the Eocene volcanic rocks in the southern Tyee basin are geochemically,

petrographically, and lithologically similar to the type Siletz River Volcanics (Pyle, 1988). In
addition, geophysical studies indicate that the basalts of the two areas are continuous in the
subsurface (Snavely and Wagner, 1963).

The basalts in the southern Tyee basin appear to be, in part, older than the type Siletz
River Volcanics (Duncan, 1982). Also, unlike the basaltic lavas in the type area, they are
locally interbedded with thick sequences of extrabasinal sedimentary rocks (Baldwin, 1974;
Ryberg, 1984; Niem and Niem, 1990; R. E. Wells, 1992, personal communication). We prefer to

assign the thick, mappable interbeds of interfingering sedimentary rock to sedimentary
formations (e.g., undifferentiated Umpqua Group and Bushnell Rock Formation) rather than
include them in an igneous unit. This follows the convention set by Swanson and others (1979) on

the Columbia Plateau of southeastern Washington and northeastern Oregon. When defining
the middle Miocene Columbia River Basalt Group, they restricted the igneous unit name to the

widespread tholeiitic lavas and associated basaltic pyroclastics. They excluded the locally
thick sedimentary interbeds, which they assigned to other formations (e.g., Ellensburg Group of

eastern Washington). In addition, the Columbia River Basalt Group has been further
subdivided into members and formations on the basis of geochemistry and magnetostratigraphy

(Reidel and Hooper, 1989). In the future with additional mapping, magnetostratigraphy,
petrography, and geochemical analyses, the Siletz River Volcanics of the Roseburg-Myrtle
Point-Drain area of the southern Oregon Coast Range may be similarly subdivided.
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Lithology:

The Paleocene to lower Eocene Siletz River Volcanics of western Oregon have been

interpreted as an early Tertiary oceanic crust and seamount province accreted to the North
American continent (Snavely and others, 1968; Simpson and Cox, 1977; Dickinson, 1979; Heller
and Ryberg, 1983; Snavely, 1987; Niem and others, 1992).

In the southern Tyee basin, this unit (Roseburg basalts of Baldwin, 1974) consists of a

thick sequence of tholeiitic pillow lavas veined with calcite and zeolites. The pillow lavas

are interbedded with and overlapped by palagonitized basaltic breccia and local highly
undersaturated alkalic subaerial flows (Pyle, 1988). The pillow lava and breccia sequence also

indudes subordinate beds of moderately indurated, dark gray, basaltic, tuffaceous mudstone,
lapilli tuff, and hyaloclastites (R. E. Wells, 1992, personal communication). Associated
diabase sills are most numerous near thrusts and near the upper contact with strata of the
Umpqua Group (e.g., Glide section, column 14 of Fig. 2.1; R. E. Wells, 1992, personal

communication).

Several subaerial flows, consisting of amygdaloidal, columnar jointed, plagioclase- and

augite-phyric to finely crystalline basalt, containing abundant zeolite-filled vesicles in flow
top breccias and red oxidized paleosols, are exposed in basalt quarries in the Drain antidline
near the settlement of Drain (near column 22). Pyle (1988) noted also that pillow lavadominated sections are more common in the Roseburg and Sugarloaf Mountain (i.e., Remote)

areas in the south whereas subaerial alkalic (or differentiated) flows, basaltic breccias, and
hyalodastics are more abundant in the northern part of the basin (i.e., the Drain area). He
suggested that the northern volcanics represent a differentiated sea mount(s) or Hawaiian-like
shield volcano(es).
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Thickness and Distribution:

Geophysical studies indicate that the Siletz River Volcanics are at least 25 km thick
in the central Oregon Coast Range (Trehu, 1993, personal communication; Trehu and others,
1992). These rocks represent economic basement. Based on exploration wells and outcrops, these
volcanics can be traced throughout the Tyee basin (see columns #10,23, 14, #7, 15,18, #4, #5, #2,

and #1). For example, Mobil's Sutherlin well (#7 on Fig. 2.1) in the southeastern part of the
Tyee basin penetrated more than 8,900 ft of Siletz River Volcanics. Amoco's Weyerhaeuser B-i

well in the central part of the basin (#5 on Fig. 2.1) drified more than 4,400 ft of pillow lavas
and breccias. In the northeastern part of the basin, Florida Exploration's Harris 1-4 well (#2 on
Fig. 2.1) encountered more than 3,700 ft of mafic volcanics; and in the northwestern part of the
basin, the bottom 1,700 ft of the Long Bell well (#1 on Fig. 2.1) are basalt. A partial
representative section of more than 5,300 feet of continuously exposed, unfaulted, homodlinally

dipping pillow lavas and basaltic breccia containing a few thin sedimentary interbeds was
measured along the North Umpqua River (base of the Glide section, column 14 on Fig. 2.1; secs.
16, 17, and 18, T. 26 S., R. 4 W.).

Locally, a thick carapace of basaltic breccia and tuffs overlies the pillow lavas. In the
Sutherlin (#7), B-i (#5), Harris 1-4 (#2), and Long Bell (#1) wells, the thickness of breccia
encountered is more than 2,500 ft, 1,400 ft. 1,800 ft, and 1,300 ft, respectively.

Geophysical Expression and Basin Topography:

A network of multi-channel seismic reflection profiles (unpublished data courtesy of
Mobil Corp. and Weyerhaeuser-Amoco Production Co.) extends from the southeastern part of

the basin (i.e., well #7) to the central and northern parts of the basin (wells #4, #5, #1, and #2).

On these records, the Siletz River volcanic basement appears as numerous subparallel, gently

inclined, strong and weak reflectors that can be traced for miles (Peter Hales, Weyerhaeuser,
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1990, personal communication). The reflectors approximately outline several broadly folded,
coalescing shield volcanoes or elongate oceanic island and seamount volcanic edifices, named

the Umpqua arch in this report (Figs. 2.1 and 2.3; Plate 1). A petrographic study of cuttings from
Mobil's Sutherlin well (#7) and from Amoco's Weyerhaeuser F-i and B-i wells (#4 and #5)

shows that the shallowest of the gently inclined, continuous reflectors within the Siletz River
Volcanics are alternating layers of soft palagonitized breccia, lapilli tuff, and minor mudstone
interbeds and hard, dense, pillow basalt flows (unpublished Amoco-Weyerhaeuser report).

However, there is a regionally traceable seismic reflector within the Siletz River Volcanics
that has not been penetrated by drilling and that does not crop out (Peter Hales, 1993, written
communication). The reflector was a drilling objective in both Amoco's Weyerhaeuser B-i and

Mobil's Sutherlin wildcats, but both wells stopped <500 ft short of penetrating it. The seismic

reflector may indicate a transition back to sedimentaiy rocks (Peter Hales, 1993, written
communication).

The early Eocene volcanic highs that.form the Umpqua arch are also recognizable as a
series of elongate, en echelon, northeast-southwest trending magnetic anomalies and gravity
highs. These anomalies can be traced on unpublished gravity and magnetic maps (from Mobil

Oil Corp. and Amoco Production Co.-Weyerhaeuser) from mapped antidines cored with Siletz
River Volcanics on the eastern flank of the basin (e.g., Drain, Jack Creek, and Red Hill
antidlines on maps of Hoover, 1963 and Niem and Niem, 1990) southwestward beneath the
middle Eocene Tyee forearc strata preserved in the central part of the basin. The volcanics crop

out again in the cores of faulted anticlines on the southwestern flank of the basin at Sugarloaf
Mountain between Remote and Myrtle Point (Fig. 2.3).

The Umpqua arch is centered in the subsurface near the Amoco-Weyerhaeuser F-i and
B-i wells (#4 and #5) and in measured sections 18 and 21 (Fig. 2.1). The Florida Exploration

Harris 1-4 well (#2) penetrated the Tyee Formation and a thin section of Umpqua Group strata
and abruptly encountered Siletz River volcanic basement in the northernmost of these buried

"anticlinal" or oceanic volcanic highs in the eastern part of the basin.
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The arch affects the geometry of the overlying undifferentiated Umpqua Group strata.
For example, field maps (Baldwin, 1974; Black and others, in prep.), seismic-reflection profiles
(Peter Hales, 1989, personal communication) and measured sections and wells (e.g., column 15

and wells #7 and #8) show that south of the arch several thousand feet of Klamath Mountains-

derived, lithic turbidite sandstone and bathyal mudstone of the undifferentiated Umpqua
Group are preserved in a depositional low herein named the Myrtle Point-Sutherlin subbasin

(Fig. 2.3). These submarine fan strata onlap the arch to the north, thinning rapidly to < 200 ft
of bathyal mudstone on the axis of the arch (columns 18 and 21). Some locally derived,

shallow-marine basaltic sandstone unconformably overlies subaerial Siletz River lavas,
reflecting erosion of volcanic islands on the arch prior to thermal (?) subsidence and slow burial

by bathyal mudstone. On the north side of the arch, the undifferentiated Umpqua sedimentary
section again rapidly thickens to more than 3,000 ft of deep-marine mudstone in the Long Bell

well (#1 on Fig. 2.1). This thickening perhaps reflects a separate, more distal depositional low,
herein called the Smith River subbasin (Figs. 2.1 and 2.3). The extent of the Smith River
subbasin is unclear because it is buried by the north-south trending Tyee forearc basin. However,

well logs and seismic-reflection profiles indicate that the strata thin to the southeast (e.g., 700
ft of Umpqua mudstone in the Harris 1-4 well [#21) and to the south (e.g., in the Sawyer Rapids

well [#31) and thicken to the northwest and north.
The Myrtle Point-Sutherlin subbasin was a syntectonic marginal basin or trench that
was subsequently shortened by imbricate thrusts (e.g., the Bonanza fault zone on Fig. 2.3) during
late-early Eocene subduction (Heller and Ryberg, 1983). Lower Eocene undifferentiated Umpqua

Group strata that comprise the northeast-southwest-trending Myrtle Point-Sutherlin subbasin
crop out in the Roseburg-Sutherlin area on the east and in the Myrtle Point-Coquille-Blue
Ridge Mountain-Sugarloaf Mountain area on the southwest. Younger middle Eocene units

(largely Tyee Formation) bury the locally more deformed Umpqua strata in the center of the
basin. The southern boundary of the Myrtle Foint-Sutherlin subbasin is unclear, but it extended
as far south as Agness on the Rogue River (column 1 on Figs. 2.1 and 2.3).
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Contact Relationships:

The basal contact of the Siletz River Volcanics is not exposed in the Oregon Coast

Range. The upper contact of the unit is both depositional and tectonic. Siletz River basalts
interfinger with and are locally unconformable with overlying undifferentiated Umpqua Group
strata and the Bushnell Rock Formation in the southern Oregon Coast Range (Molenaar, 1985;
Figs. 2.4 and 2.5).

In the Roseburg-Glide-Sutherlin area (in the southeastern part of the basin; Figs. 2.1
and 2.3), for example, pillow lavas, basaltic breccias, and tuffs of the Siletz River Volcanics
interfinger with mappable lenses and beds (tens to hundreds of feet thick) of polymictic
conglomerate, debris flow deposits, and thick-bedded, pebbly lithic sandstone of the lower
Bushnell Rock Formation (e.g., Glide section, column 14 on Fig. 2.1; Baldwin, 1974; Ryberg, 1984;

Wells and others, 1984; Wells and others, in prep.). These deep-marine conglomerates and
turbidite sandstones were derived from metamorphic, igneous, and sedimentary rocks of the

Mesozoic Klainath Mountains. Some interbeds within the volcanics are deep-marine, thin- to
medium-bedded, graded, coarse-grained, lithic turbidite sandstone, mudstone, and minor
conglomerate lenses of the lower undifferentiated Umpqua Group (lower part of column 10 and
column 23).

Mapping and seismic-reflection proffles show that the Siletz River Volcanics are also
commonly in fault contact with Bushnell Rock Formation conglomerate and the Umpqua Group

and with the pre-Tertiary rocks of the northern Kiamath Mountains (Baldwin, 1974; Baldwin
and Beaulieu, 1975; Ryberg, 1984; Wells and others, in prep.; Amoco and Mobil unpublished

maps and seismic-reflection proffles). Wells and others (in prep.) and Ryberg (1984) have

shown by mapping that the Siletz River Volcanics have been repeated against overlying units
by at least four major northwestward-verging imbricate thrusts. These faults occur between the
Glide section (column 14), Melrose section (column 13), and the Sutherlin well (#7) and comprise
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the Bonanza fault zone (Fig. 2.3; Baldwin, 1964; Ryberg, 1984; Niem and Niem, 1990; Wells,
1992, personal communication; Niem, unpub. mapping).

The Siletz River Volcanics and lower Umpqua Group strata are overlain with local
angular unconformity by syntectonic strata of the upper Bushnell Rock Formation, Tenmile
Formation, and middle to upper Umpqua Group (e.g., columns 9 and 10) (Heller and Ryberg,
1983; Fig. 2.5).

Age:

Duncan (1982) reported five whole rock K-Ar dates for the Siletz River Volcanics that
crop out in the Drain area and in the Coquille-Myrtle Point-Remote area. The dates range from
62.1 ± 1.0 Ma to 59.2 ± 2.8 Ma. These absolute dates correlate to lower to upper Paleocene

(Ynezian foraminiferal stage; Fig. 2.4). K-Ar dates of surface samples from these areas
analyzed by Mobil Oil Corporation range from 47.2 Ma to 56.5 Ma (unpublished data, courtesy

of Bill Seeley). No systematic regional progression of age is obvious from these K/Ar dates over

this relatively small area. There is much overlap, but the youngest dates are clustered in the
Drain-Jack Creek-Dickinson Mountain area (Fig. 2.3).
Duncan (1982) calculated a whole rock K-Ar age of 52.7 ± 0.7 Ma (or early Eocene) for

Siletz River Volcanics near the bottom of Mobiles Sutherlin well (total depth 13,177 ft; well #7

on Fig. 2.1). However, he believes that argon loss (possibly as a result of late stage burial
metamorphism) is responsible for this anomalously young date. The 40Ar/39Ar analysis of the
same sample yielded an older isochron age of 63.9 ± 1.9 Ma which Duncan thinks is more

reliable. The 40Ar/39Ar date is doser to the oldest dates of outcrop samples. Mobil Oil Corp.
also determined K-Ar dates of 58.2 and 56.9 ± 1.5 Ma for Siletz River Volcanics in Mobiles

Sutherlin well (#7) at depths of 11,340 to 11,350 ft. respectively (unpublished data, courtesy of
Bill Seeley). Questionable, Upper Cretaceous K-Ar ages reported for the Siletz River Volcanics
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include: 69 Ma near Bushnell Rock (Carayon, 1984) and 73.9 Ma near Coquille (Mobil,

unpublished data).
Along the North Umpqua River near Glide (column 14 on Fig. 2.1) (secs. 17 and 18, T 26

S., R. 4 W.), a thin mudstone interbed (<3 ft) within the upper part of the Siletz River pillow
basalts contains a foraminiferal assemblage of lowest Eocene age (Bulitian stage; or D stage of
Almgren and others, 1988; McKeel, 1990, written communication) (Fig. 2.4). Jn the Scott No. 1

well at depths of 1420 ft and 1920 ft (#10 on Fig. 2.1), deep-marine mudstone of the Umpqua

Group overlying the volcanics and Bushnell Rock conglomerate yielded lower Paleocene(?)

foraminiferal assemblages (McKeel, 1990, written communication). Paleocene foraminiferal
ages also were reported from interbeds in Mobil's Sutherlin well (unpublished Amoco data,

courtesy of Weyerhaeuser Co.). In summary, these paleontological and isotopic dates indicate a
Paleocene to early Eocene age for the Siletz River Volcanics.

Tectonic Setting of Siletz River Volcanics and Kiamath Mountain Terranes

The tectonic relationship of the Oregon Coast Range Siletz River Volcanics to the

Kiamath Mountains pre-Tertiary terranes is an important factor in planning oil and gas
drilling in the Tyee basin (see Chapter 3). Different strategies are needed depending on
whether the boundary between these two geologic provinces is a fault contact or an angular
unconformity.

Several hypotheses have been presented for the origin of these rocks. The thickness

and range of compositions (from tholeiitic basalts to alkalic basalts) of the Siletz River
Volcanics have led some researchers to interpret these lavas as a remnant block of the Farallon
Plate (Snavely and others, 1968; MacLeod and Snavely, 1973; Simpson and Cox, 1977;

Dickinson, 1979; Heller and Ryberg, 1983). Based on major and trace element geochemistry and

an apparent progression to younger K-Ar ages in the northern Oregon and southern Washington
Coast Ranges, Duncan (1982) and Pyle and Duncan (1992) suggested that the oceanic islands and
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seamounts of the Siletz River Volcanjcs were created at an oceanic spreading ridge centered
over a Yellowstone hotspot in northwestern Oregon-southwestern Washington.

There are also questions as to whether the basalts were erupted in place or elsewhere.
Some geologists have suggested that the volcanics in the southern Oregon Coast Range were

accreted to the North American continent by oblique underthrusting or subduction beneath the
northern border of the Kiarnath Mountain terrane in the late-early Eocene (Snavely, 1984, 1987;
Wells and others, 1984; Heller and Ryberg, 1983; Perttu and Benson, 1980; Baldwin and Perttu,

1980; Niem and others, 1992a). In this model, the Wildlife Safari Fault represents the main
tectonic suture or boundary between the Mesozoic Kiamath terrane and the Tertiary Siletz

River Volcanics oceanic crust (Fig. 2.3). North of the Wildlife Safari fault, a series of
imbricate thrusts, the Bonanza fault zone of Baldwin (1964) and Ryberg (1984), trends generally

northeast-southwest. The intensity of thrusting decreases to the north, away from the suture.
Seismic-reflection profiles (Peter Hales, Weyerhaeuser, 1990, personal communication) and
geologic mapping by E. M. Baldwin and his graduate students (1960-1970), by Ryberg (1984),

and by Wells and others (in prep.) show that the northeast-southwest-trending Bonanza fault
zone continues southwestward (column 11) beneath the overlying Tyee forearc sequence (see
panel between columns 7 and 17 on Fig. 2.1; Fig. 2.3).

Only a few thrusts of the Bonanza fault zone are shown schematically on the
structurally simplified fence diagram (e.g., between columns 11, 12, and 13, between columns 7
and 17, between columns 14 and #7, and between columns #7 and #8). The diagram would have

become too complicated to be readily useful if a more complete depiction of the faulting had
been attempted. The panels between columns are not palinspastic reconstructions; the sections

are shown in their relative positions after middle Eocene thrusting, folding, and possible later
renewed oblique-slip to normal and reverse faulting during the Neogene.

Wells and others (1984), however, suggested that the Siletz River Volcanics were

erupted in place. They pointed out that the Siletz River Volcanics are locally irtterbedded
with extrabasinal Bushnell Rock Formation and Umpqua Group strata that were derived from
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the Mesozoic terranes of the northern Kiamath Mountains. Therefore, rather than being formed

at a distant spreading ridge, the volcanics were erupted in place along a rifted continental
margin (Snavely, 1987), perhaps at a spreading ridge or above a hotspot. One possibility is

that the tholeiitic submarine lavas were erupted in a rifted basin or haif-graben on possible
extended Kiamath Mountain Mesozoic crust along normal or oblique-slip faults that stepped
down to the north into the basin (R. E. Wells, 1992, personal communication). Some earlier map

interpretations (for example, Hicks, 1964; Cornell, 1971; Baldwin, 1974; Baldwin and Beaulieu,

1973) showed pre-Tertiary rocks of the Kiamath Mountains unconformably beneath the Siletz
River Volcanics. High-angle normal and reverse faults juxtaposed Siletz River Volcanics

against pre-Tertiary rocks. In this model, sediments shed into the deep-marine basin from

nearby uplifted blocks of the Kiamath Mountains interfingered with the erupting lavas.
The lavas would have partly covered accreted Mesozoic terranes and formed a broad
complex of overlapping submarine shield volcanoes and oceanic islands (some are subaerial
flows). Mobil's Sutherlin well, for example, penetrated more than 6,500 ft of submarine breccia

and pillow lavas before encountering 2,500 ft of subaerial vesicular lavas with red oxidized
zones in the bottom of the well (Bill Seeley, Mobil, 1990, personal communication). This lower

2,500 ft might indicate the presence of another shield volcano; but based on trace element and
rare earth geochemistry of samples throughout the Mobil well, Pyle (1988) recognized no major

chemical variations or differentiation that might be expected in the growth of coalescing
shield volcanoes.
This rifting episode probably was followed by plate re-organization and/or plate
rotation in the late-early Eocene (Wells and others, 1984). This reorganization resulted in less
oblique subduction and more head-on collision, that slowly cut off the mafic oceanic volcanism

and further depressed the Klaniath Mountain terrane (North American crust). Bushnell Rock
conglomerate and Tenmile slope and turbidite strata were deposited over a local angular
unconformity across both the Mesozoic Klamath Mountain terranes and the Siletz River
Volcanic oceanic crust (columns 1 to 9). During subsequent subduction in the late-early Eocene,
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underthrusting on faults (e.g., Wildlife Safari, Canyonville, and Powers faults, Fig. 2.3;
Ryberg, 1984) created a classical, imbricate-thrusted "trench fill" or subduction complex of

Bushnell Rock submarine channel-fanglomerates and overlying undifferentiated Umpqua
Group-Tenmile Formation turbidite fart strata. These strata now overlie the older, deformed
Siletz River Volcanics, Paleocene-earliest Eocene strata, and Klamath Mountain tectonic
terranes.
Ongoing field mapping by R. E. Wells, A. Jayco, and R. McLaughlin of the U.S.

Geological Survey is striving to define the tectonic framework and early Tertiary development
of this suture zone and the accompanying oceanic basalt volcanism. This team of investigators

hopes to determine if this boundary is a rifted continental margin, an accreted and partially
subducted oceanic Siletz River Volcanics and trench fill, or a combination of both. The tectonic

and depositional settings at this basin margin could affect exploration drilling strategies in the
basin.

STRATIGRAPHY OF SEDIMENTARY UNITS

This section discusses the stratigraphy of the 20,000-ft thick Eocene sedimentary
section that overlies the volcanic basement rocks of the southern Oregon Coast Range. Several
formations and members comprise this section (Fig. 2.1). From oldest to youngest these are: (1)

Bushnell Rock Formation and Slater Creek member; (2) undifferentiated Umpqua Group; (3)

Tenmile Formation; (4) White Tail Ridge Formation including Berry Creek, Remote, and
Coquille River members and Rasler Creek Tongue; (5) Camas Valley Formation; (6) Tyee

Formation with Tyee Mountain, Hubbard Creek, and Baughman members; (7) Elkton Formation;
and (8) Bateman and Spencer formations (Figs. 2.4 and 2.5). Discussion of each formation

includes nomenclature, lithology, thickness and distribution, age, and contact relationships.
The depositional environment of some units is also mentioned.
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Bushnell Rock Formation

Nomenclature:

The Bushnell Rock Member of the Lookingglass Formation was named by Baldwin
(1974) for exposures at Bushnell Rock, a 2,033-ft high mountain 2 miles northwest of the

settlement of Tenmile and approximately 1 mile southeast of Reston. We have measured a
section, suitable as a type section, along the Reston road to Teninile in sec. 25, T. 28 S., R. 8 W.

(column 10 on Fig. 2.1; Appendix 1-10.1). Other reference sections are the Slater Creek,
Twelvemile Creek, and Glide measured sections (columns 8,9, and 14 on Fig. 2.1, respectively;

Appendices 1-8, 1-9.1, and 1-14). We have informally raised the Bushnell Rock to formation

rank because there are mappable facies or members within the unit (Black and others, in prep.).
Foremost of these is the sandstone-dominated Slater Creek member. The type section for this
member occurs along Slater Creek in secs. 20 and 29, T. 30 S., R. 9 W (column 8 on Fig. 2.1;

Appendix 1-8).

Thickness and Distribution:

The Bushnell Rock Formation crops out only in the southern part of the basin where the
thickness of the unit ranges from 250 ft to 4,000 ft (e.g., Fig. 2.1, columns 1, 2,5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 13, 14,

and 23). This unit also was penetrated in two exploration wells; i.e., the Great Discovery well
(#17) and the Scott well (#10).

The formation is thickest and coarsest in the southern and southeastern parts of the
basin in the Slater Creek and Twelvemile Creek sections (columns 9 and 8), in the Reston Road
section (column 10), in the Glide section (column 14), and in the Scott well (#10). The unit thins

and fines to the west and southwest (i.e., toward columns 7,6,5,4,3,2, and 1) and pinches out
entirely before reaching the LaVerne Creek section (column 17) on the northwestern flank of the
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basin. Also, the formation is absent in the northern and western parts of the basin. It was not
penetrated in Mobil's Sutherlin well (#7), in Amoco's Weyerhaeuser B-i and F-i wells (#5 and
#4), or in General Petroleum's Long Bell well (#1) and is missing in the Allegany section (column

18). The unit also is missing in the Elkton section (column 2i), in the Metz Hill section (column

15), in the Interstate-5 section (column 22), and in Florida Exploration's Harris 1-4 well (#2).

Lithology and Depositional Setting:

The Bushnell Rock Formation consists of thick- to very thick-bedded, pebble-cobble-

boulder polymictic conglomerate and subordinate, poorly sorted, dark gray lithic sandstone.
The conglomerate is poorly sorted and commonly in framework-support. Clasts are subangular to

subrounded. The lithic sandstone is typically coarse- to very coarse-grained. Subordinate
lithologies include thin to medium beds of red and gray mudstone, fine-grained lithic
sandstone, and siltstone. This well-indurated unit forms barren to grass-covered, precipitous

cliffs which are tens to hundreds of feet high.

Four lithofacies are recognized within the formation: (1) fanglomerate and fan delta
facies; (2) deep-marine conglomerate and sandstone; (3) very thick-bedded, fine-grained
sandstone of the Slater Creek member; and (4) beach and shallow-marine coarse-grained
sandstone.

On the fence diagram, we have used different lithologic symbols and labels to indicate
various depositional facies within the Bushnell Rock Formation (Fig. 2.1 and Plate 1).

Fanglomerate and Fan Delta Facies;

The fanglomerate facies occurs in the south-central part of the basin (the main
depocenter) (columns 8, #17, 9, #16, and 10). This lithofacies forms the lower half of the

formation and consists of reddish brown, thick- to very thick-bedded, polymictic pebble-cobble-
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boulder conglomerate; disorganized conglomerate (debris flow deposits; Fig. 2.6); and

subordinate lenses of massive, pebbly, very coarse- to coarse-grained lithic sandstone (Fig. 2.7).
The pebbles and cobbles in these poorly sorted conglomerates are subrounded to angular, and the
texture ranges from framework support to sand matrix support. Some organized conglomerates

display imbrication and are channelized. Jntervals of thin-bedded, trough cross-bedded to
ripple-laminated, fine- to medium-grained, lithic sandstone are minor. Some red to maroon
mudstone interbeds are as much as 25 ft thick. A subordinate fan delta fades composed of cross-

bedded, pebbly, fine- to medium-grained, moderately sorted lithic sandstone interfingers with
the upper part of the fanglomerate fades in columns 8,9, and 10. This fan delta sequence
contains scattered molds and casts of disarticulated mollusks and carbonized leaf and wood

fragments.
The thickness of the fanglomerate facies rapidly pinches and swells from a few
hundred feet to 2,400 ft over a lateral distance of several miles (e.g., between columns 9 and 10).

Clasts in the conglomerate and debris flow deposits are up to 3 ft in diameter. Clast lithologies

are dominantly graywacke, chert and quartz conglomerate, vein quartz, quartzite, phyllite,
greenstone, granitic intrusive rocks, and intermediate to mafic volcanic rocks. Many clasts were

derived from the Mesozoic Kiamath Mountain terranes which were uplifted and exposed along
the Canyonville fault scarp (Perttu, 1976; Kugler, 1979; Heller and Ryberg, 1983; Ryberg, 1984)
adjacent to the Slater Creek section (column 8) and Twelvemile Creek section (column 9) (Figs.

2.1 and 2.3). A probable depositional setting is a series of coalesdng temperate alluvial fans or

bajadas at the mouths of several canyons that drained the nearby rugged Kiamath Mountain

uplands. These alluvial fans prograded into the sea as fan deltas in the warm, humid
temperate or semi-tropical diniate of the early Eocene (Kugler, 1979; Ryberg, 1984).
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Figure 2.6-Thick- to very thick-bedded, peb ble-cobble-boulder polymictic conglomerates
ot the flushnell Rock Formation. The conglomerate beds are poorly sorted and
commonly in framework-support. These conglomerate facies are associated
with trough cross-bedded very coarse- to coarse-grained lithic sandstones
shown in Figure 27. Twelvemile Creek section (SW, 1305, R9W). Dog for scale.
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Figure 2.7-Trough cross-bedded very coarse- to coarse-grained lithic sandstones of the
Bushnell Rock Formation. Sandstone beds are as much as 3 to 5 ft thick and
commonly interfinger with conglomerate beds of Figure 2.6. They represent
a fan-delta facies of the Bushnell Rock Formation. Twelvemile Creek section
(SW, 35, T30S, R9W). Rock hammer for scale.
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Deep-marine Conglomerate and Sandstone Facies;

The deep-marine facies is as much as 1,000 ft thick and comprises the upper one-third
to one-half of the Bushnell Rock Formation. These poorly sorted units were deposited as
submarine canyon or upper submarine fan valley fills as sea level rose and inundated the

fanglomerate-fan delta shoreline. In the Twelvemile Creek section (column 9) and in the
Bushnell Rock type section (column 10), thick, diff-forming, very coarse-grained fanglomerates

and mollusk-bearing pebbly sandstone fan delta facies are gradationally overlain by a thick
sequence of deep-marine conglomerate and very coarse-grained lithic sandstone. This overlying

lithofacies includes thick- to very thick-bedded to amalgamated, medium gray disorganized
debris flow deposits and graded and reverse graded polymictic pebble-cobble-boulder
conglomerate. Very coarse-grained, poorly sorted pebbly lithic sandstone comprises a
subordinate component. Beds of medium gray, deep-marine mudstone are thin and minor.

The deep-marine unit is the dominant fades in the southeastern part of the basin
(columns 14,23, and #10). A thick (1,600-ft) section of submarine channel basaltic and

polymictic conglomerate, matrix-supported boulder-cobble debris flow deposits, and graded,

thick- to very thick-bedded, poorly sorted, pebbly very coarse-grained lithic sandstone
overlies and interfingers with the Siletz River Volcanics in the Glide section (column 14;
Appendix 1-14) and in the Scott well (#10). Thin dark gray mudstone interbeds also are present.

The Bushnell Rock Formation may consist of separate, coalescing alluvial fans and fan

deltas that were isolated from submarine valley-fill fades. For example, in the southeastern
part of the basin (e.g., column 14), the conglomerates and debris flow deposits in the basal part

of the Bushnell Rock Formation that interfinger with Siletz River Volcanics contain abundant,

locally derived basalt dasts (Appendix 1-14). Polymictic conglomerate with metamorphic,
vein quartz, granite, and intermediate volcanic clasts becomes more abundant up-section. At
Twelvemile Creek (column 9) and in the type section (column 10), nearly all clasts (such as

quartz, chert, diorite, greenstone, and graywacke) were derived from the Kiamath Mountains.
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In the Twelvemile Creek section, the unit overlies with angular unconformity pre-Tertiary
Kiamath Mountain terranes. At the type section, the Bushnell Rock Formation unconformably

overlies both a klippe of pre-Tertiary rocks and the Siletz River Volcanics.
Ryberg (1984) also recognized separate fan deltas and submarine,fan systems that

interfinger with the Tenmile Formation in the southwestern part of the basin (see columns 1,2,
and 6; Appendices 1-1, 1-2, and 1-6.1). Here, lower to middle slope, thin-bedded turbidite
sandstone and mudstone (fades D) in the Tenmile Formation appear to be discontinuous

lenticular deposits which grade laterally to upper slope and outer shelf, massive, molluskbearing mudstone. Locally, these deep-marine, thin-bedded slope turbidites overlie the beach

and high-energy shallow-marine silty to fine-grained sandstone fades and are associated with
several hundred foot thick sequences of polymictic conglomerate channels. These channel fills

consist of thick-bedded, very poorly to poorly sorted, polymictic, normal and reverse graded
pebble-cobble-boulder conglomerate and very coarse-grained, graded, pebbly lithic sandstone.

The conglomerates are in framework- and sandy matrix-support (i.e., debris flow deposits).
There are thin intervals of dark gray mudstone. Mudstone rip-ups in the thick pebbly sandstone
beds are locally abundant due to channel scour-and-fill. Some Bouma Taa and Thc sequences

occur. These features are typical of the deep-marine organized and disorganized conglomerate
facies (A1 and A2) and the massive pebbly sandstone facies (B2 to A4) of Walker and Mutti
(1973).

Each of the three isolated channel fills is dominated by very poorly sorted, wellrounded to subrounded cobbles and boulders of distinctive composition. The size and lithologies

of the clasts indicate very proximal Kiamath Mountain source rocks such as abundant
granodiorite and amphibolites (column 1; Appendix 1-1), granodiorite (up to 20-ft diameter
boulders at Agness (column 2; Appendix 1-2), and rounded, white calcareous concretions (column

6; Appendix 1-6.1). Perhaps these local source conglomerates were deposited in an isolated

subbasin within the Myrtle Point-Sutherlin subbasin.
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Very Thick-bedded, Fine-grained Sandstone of the Slater Creek member;

The fan delta facies interfingers with and is locally overlain by the Slater Creek
member in the proposed type section at Slater Creek (column 8), at the top of the Glide section
(column 14), and in the Great Discovery well (#17). This local, 2,100-ft thick sequence consists

dominantly of very thick-bedded to amalgamated, well-indurated, lithic feldspathic
sandstone with a few thin lenses of polymictic pebble conglomerate in the lower part of the
unit. Sandstone beds are gray-green, uniformly fine-grained, and structureless to faintly wavy
laminated. Some beds contain mudstone rip-ups and fragments of carbonized wood and leaves.

This facies is thought to be shallow-marine, perhaps near headland, based on sparse
molds, casts, and shell fragments of molluscan fossils and worm tubes. Foraminifers recovered

from scattered thin mudstone beds between sandstone beds indicate "estuarine'(?) depositiorial
conditions (McKeel, 1989, written communication).

In the upper part of the unit, the very thick- to thick-bedded Slater Creek sandstone
rhythmically alternates with thin-bedded, medium gray mudstone. The sandstone contains
mudstone rip-ups as much as 1 ft long. Upper and lower contacts of sandstone beds are sharp. The

bedding style and lithologic characteristics are typical of turbidite facies B of Mutti and Ricci
Lucchi (1972) and Walker and Mutti (1973); therefore, some of the unit may be deep-marine.

The lateral stratigraphic relationship of the Slater Creek member at Slater Creek
(column 8) and in well #17 to the submarine channel conglomerate fades at Twelvemile Creek
(column 9) and Reston Road (column 10) is undear. The submarine channel conglomerate fades

which overlies the fanglomerate-fan delta facies at Twelvemile Creek appears to grade
upward into alternating thin and medium beds of graded, coarse- to very coarse-grained lithic
turbidite sandstone and mudstone of the Tenmile Formation. However, in the Slater Creek

section, the very thick-bedded, fine-grained, quartzo-feldspathic sandstone of the Slater
Creek member overlies the fanglomerate-fan delta fades and is, in turn, overlain with angular
unconformity by pebble-boulder conglomerate of the Remote Member of the White Tail Ridge
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Formation (column 8). Laterally, the type Slater Creek member may also overlie and
interfinger with the submarine or deep-marine channel conglomerate between Twelvemile

Creek and well #17 (as drawn on the fence diagram). Alternatively, the deep-water submarine
channel facies at Twelvemile Creek (column 9) may erosionally cut into and overlie the Slater
Creek sandstone. The mapped relationship between the two fades (between columns 8 and 9) is
unclear at this time (C. L. Black, 1992, personal communication).

A thin (<100 ft) section of thick-bedded, fine-grained, mollusk-bearing, shallow-

marine(?) "Slater Creek" sandstone facies gradationally overlies deep-water Bushnell Rock
submarine polymictic conglomerate at Glide (column 14). This supports the first stratigraphic

interpretation above.

Beach and High-energy Shallow-Marine Facies;

The Slater Creek member and fanglomerate facies of the Bushnell Rock Formation

(column 8) fine and thin rapidly to the south and west to <250 ft of shallow-marine, mollusk-

bearing, medium- to thick-bedded and locally planar and trough cross-bedded, pebbly, lithic
sandstone (columns 1,3,5,6, and 7). The sandstone is well-cemented, fine- to coarse-grained, and
moderately well-sorted. Some sandstone beds contain subrounded to well-rounded, moderately
sorted, fine to medium pebbles (quartz, volcanic, and metamorphic) in thin layers and in cross-

beds. These beds are similar to the high-energy beach fades described by Leithhold and
Bourgeois (1984) in the middle Miocene Floras Lake Formation of southwestern Oregon and in

the beach deposits described by Clifton (1973).

The beach fades fines upward from pebbly, cross-bedded, lithic sandstone to

dominantly shelfal, very coarse- to coarse-grained, lithic sandstone. This thin sequence of
Bushnell Rock shallow-marine, mollusk-bearing conglomerate and coarse-grained lithic
sandstone overlies pre-Tertiary Klamath Mountain rocks with angular unconformity. It is

conformably overlain by bioturbated to laminated deep-marine mudstone, thin-bedded, lithic,
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turbidite sandstone, and isolated channels filled with polymictic conglomerate. Similar
channel conglomerate and thick-bedded lithic sandstone occur within the thin-bedded
mudstone and turbidite sandstone in Tenmile Formation (e.g., column 6; Appendix 1-6.1).

Age and Contact Relationships:

The Bushnell Rock Formation contains early Eocene molluscan fossils and is overlain by

the Tennaile Formation which contains foraminiferal assemblages that indicate an early
Eocene age (Penutian foraminiferal stage; D. McKee!, 1991, written communication).

The unit unconformably overlies both pre-Tertiary Kiamath Mountain terranes (e.g.,
column 9) and Paleocene to early Eocene Siletz River Volcanics.

The base of the unit also locally interfingers with the Siletz River Volcanics. Between
the towns of Glide and Wilbur, the deep-marine conglomerate facies is interbedded with and
overlies pillow lavas and breccias of the Siletz River Volcanics (Wells and Waters, 1934; R. E.
Wells, 1992, personal communication). This formation is conformably overlain by deep-marine
(slope) mudstone and thin lithic turbidlite sandstone beds of the Teninile Formation (Fig. 2.1).

Syntectonic Bushnell Rock fanglomerate, fan delta, and submarine channel

conglomerate prograded northward from the uplifted Kiamath Mountains source area, crossing
the tectonic suture into the subducting basin. Bushnell Rock conglomerate extends northward as

deep-marine channels or canyon ifils and upper fan valley sequences that cut into and
interfinger with Siletz River Volcanics (e.g., columns 13 and 14). The conglomerate is overlain

by hundreds to thousands of feet of middle and outer submarine fan deposits (rhythmically
bedded turbidite lithic sandstone and mudstone) and upper slope and basinal mudstone of the
Tennaile Formation (e.g., well #10 on Fig. 2.1).

Bushnell Rock Formation conglomerate and Tenmile Formation strata have been

repeated by thrust faulting in the upper part of the Scott well (#10). Based on the wellsite
geologists description, we have interpreted the cores at 965 ft and 1400 ft as Tenmile
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Formation. The conglomerate shallower than 965 ft appears to be an overlying thrust plate of

Bushnell Rock Formation conglomerate. The sequence of strata in the Scott well, therefore,

probably represents the subsurface continuation of the northeast-southwest-trending Bonanza
fault zone mapped by Ryberg (1984), Niem and Niem (1990), Black and others (in prep.), and

Wells and others (in prep.; Fig. 2.3). Many oil and gas shows have been reported in the
fractures in these cores (i.e., in driller's logs).

Undifferentiated Umpqua Group

Nomenclature:

The Umpqua Formation was named by Diller (1898) for a thick sequence of

conglomerate, sandstone, and mudstone which occurs stratigraphically above the pillow
basalts and beneath the Tyee Formation (Fig. 2.5). Baldwin (1974) raised the Umpqua
Formation to group rank and subdivided the Umpqua Group into three formations and five
members (Fig. 2.5). The formations from oldest to youngest are: the Roseburg, Lookingglass, and

Flournoy formations.

Baldwin (1974) further subdivided his lowermost unit, the Roseburg Formation, into
two mappable members: the Roseburg volcanics and the Roseburg sedimentary rocks. Roseburg

Formation sedimentary rocks largely overlie but locally interfinger with the basement
Roseburg Formation volcanics.

Molenaar (1985) suggested a different scheme for subdividing the Umpqua Formation of
Duller (1898). He proposed: (1) dropping the name Roseburg Formation volcanics in favor of

Siletz River Volcanics; (2) retaining the name Umpqua Formation for the thick sequence of
sedimentary rocks occurring between the basement volcanics and the Tyee Formation; (3)
discarding the Lookingglass and Floumoy formations of Baldwin (1974); (4) combining the

Olalla Creek Member of the Lookingglass Formation and the White Tail Ridge Member of the
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Flournoy Formation into one member, which he called the White Tail Ridge Member of the
Umpqua Formation; and (5) dividing the Umpqua Formation into four members, the Bushnell

Rock, Tenmile, White Tail Ridge, and Canias Valley members (Fig. 2.5). In Molenaafs

interpretation, the Bushnell Rock, Tenmile, White Tail Ridge, and Camas Valley members are
largely conformable facies of the laterally equivalent undifferentiated Umpqua Formation.
The Umpqua Formation overlies (commonly with angular unconformity) and locally

interfingers with the Sjletz River Volcanics. Where the individual members pinch out, the
term Umpqua Formation is used.

As mentioned above in the discussion of the nomenclature of the Siletz River Volcanics,
we prefer to include sedimentary rocks in sedimentary formations and igneous rocks in igneous
units. Since our Umpqua Group does not indude the Eocene basalts, our Umpqua Group is not

identical to Diller's (1898) Umpqua Formation.
Baldwin (1974) and Baldwin and Beaulieu (1973) maintained that, because of tectonic
events, there are three regional unconformities in their Umpqua Group. These occur, from oldest
to youngest: (1) between the highly deformed Roseburg sedimentary and volcanic rocks of their
Roseburg Formation and the overlying Bushnell Rock, Tenmile, and Olalla Creek members of
the Lookingglass Formation; (2) between the Olalla Creek Member of the Lookingglass

Formation and the White Tail Ridge Member of the Flournoy Formation; and (3) between the
Floumoy and Tyee formations (see Fig. 2.5).
Our studies and recent geologic mapping by others (e.g., Black, 1990, 1994a, 1994b; Black

and Priest, 1993; Wiley and Black, 1994; Wiley and others, 1994; Black and others, in prep.;

Wells and others, in prep.) in the area show that there is a local angular unconformity between
the Umpqua Group and the Siletz River Volcanics and between the Umpqua Group and the
overlying Tyee Formation, as Baldwin (1974) interpreted. However, we also recognize that

there are interfingering facies relationships between the members and between the Umpqua
Group and the Siletz River Volcanics, as Molenaar (1985) suggested. These local unconformities

imply synchronous tectonic deformation and deposition of the Umpqua Group units as Helter
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and Ryberg (1983) interpreted. After consultation with other geologists mapping in the basin
(Black, Wells, and Wiley, 1990-95, personal communications) and because the North American

Stratigraphic Code allows local unconformities between formations and members within a
group (North American Commission on Stratigraphic Nomenclature, 1953), we have subdivided
the Eocene in the southern Oregon Coast Range in the following manner: (1) the Umpqua
Formation of Diller (1898) is raised to group rank, as suggested by Baldwin (1974); (2) the name

Siletz River Volcanics is given to the volcanic rocks at the base of the section, as suggested by
Molenaar (1985); (3) the Umpqua Group is split into four formations, the Bushnell Rock,

Tenmile, White Tail Ridge, and Camas Valley formations. This usage follows the suggestion of
Molenaar (1985), but raises his members to formation rank; and (4) where the individual
formations named above cannot be reliably mapped at this time, and where lower Eocene strata
interfinger with the Siletz River Volcanics, we use the name undifferentiated Umpqua Group.

Litholo.gy and Depositional Environment:

Using the turbidite facies nomenclature and depositional environment interpretation of these
facies of Mutti and Ricd Lucchi (1972) and Walker and Mutti (1973), the undifferentiated
Umpqua Group consists of stacked, deep-marine inner, middle, and outer submarine fan turbidite

sandstone sequences and basinal and slope mudstone facies. These fades were deposited in a
trench or marginal basin setting (Heller and Ryberg, 1983; Ryberg, 1984; Niem and Niem, 1990).

Some of these subfacies are shown on the fence diagram (Fig. 2.1; Plate 1) but are not formally

named as members. That step awaits more detailed regional mapping of the units (see Black

and others, in prep.; Wells and others, in prep.). A preliminary distribution of these deep-sea
fan and basinal facies is illustrated by Ryberg (1984) which was then compiled on a larger scale
map by Niem and Niem (1990).

The informal facies are: (1) Fades C and D, medium- to thick-bedded, rhythmic
turbidite sandstone and mudstone; (2) Facies B and C, thick- to very thick-bedded,
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amalgamated sandstone and pebbly sandstone with mudstone partings; (3) Facies D, thin- to
very thin-bedded turbidite sandstone and mudstone and thick mudstone; and Facies G, thin,
condensed section of basinal mudstone.

Facies C and D and Facies C;

In the Metz Hill section (column 15), 1,250 ft of medium- to thick-bedded, rhythmic,

lithic turbidite sandstone and dark gray mudstone of the Umpqua Group (mid-fan facies C and
D of Mutti and Ricd Lucchi, 1972; Fig. 2.8) overlie a thicker sequence (3,000 ft) of laminated to

structureless, dark gray mudstone (basinal fades C of Mutti and Ricci Lucthi, 1972; Appendix 115). Turbidite sandstones are medium- to coarse-grained and medium gray in color. The basinal
mudstone is interbedded with minor, 100- to 200-ft sequences of thin- to very thin-bedded, fine-

grained outer fan (facies D) and basinal, graded, lithic, turbidite sandstone beds. This sequence
of facies reflects progradation of a mid-submarine fan fades over an outer fan facies. Turbidites
in the middle-outer fan facies (C and D) display Bouma sequences Thcd and Tabce (including

graded bedding) and mudstone rip-ups. They are even-bedded and have sharp basal contacts
and gradational upper contacts. Some contain flutes, grooves, and bounce-marks and burrows on

the base of beds. A few thickening-upward cydes from fades D to C and amalgamation of
sandstone beds occur (Appendix 1-15). Sandstones are well-indurated, dark medium gray, lithic

wackes composed largely of metamorphic and sedimentary rock detritus derived from the
Klamath Mountains (Galloway, 1974; Heller and Ryberg, 1983; Ryberg, 1984). Benthonic

foraminifers from the interbedded mudstone indicate bathyal water depths (Thoms, 1965, 1975;
Miles, 1977; McKeel, 1991, written communication).

The tightly cemented, lithic, mid-fan turbidite fades can be tentatively correlated
with thicker sequences of thin-bedded, lithic, turbidite sandstone beds (outer fan turbidite
fades D) in the Union Liles well to the west (column #8 on Fig. 2.1). There is probably some

duplication within the turbidite sequence in this well owing to thrust faulting as indicated by
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Figure 2.8-Thick- to medium-bedded, rhythmic, lithic turbidite sandtone and dark gray
mudstone of the Umpqua Group (mid-fan facies C and D of Mutti and Ricci
Lucchi, 1972). The sandstone beds display Bouma sequences bcd and abce and
mudstone rip-ups. They are even-bedded and have sharp basal contacts and
gradational upper contacts. A few thickening-upward cycles from facies D to
C and amalgamation of sandstone beds occur (see Appendix 1-15). Metz Hill
section (Center, 32, T24S, R5W). Geologists for scale.
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repetition of strata that contain foraminifers of the B-4/C stages of Almgren and others (1988)
(McKee!, 1991, written Communication; see queried thrust fault in #8). These mid-fan facies may

also correlate to turbidite facies in MobiVs Sutherlin well (column #7). The mid-fan fades (C

and D) is overlain by thick, massive slope mudstone that contains B stage foraminifers in the
Metz Hill section along Interstate-5 (column 15 on Fig. 2.1; Appendix 1-15).

Facies B and C;

In the Sutherlin well and Sutherlin Creek section (Appendix 1-24) are medium- to

thick-bedded, poorly sorted, graded, medium- to coarse-grained lithic turbidite sandstone beds
with thin, rhythmically interbedded mudstone of outer to middle fan facies D of Mutti and
Ricci Lucchi (1972). These strata thicken and coarsen upward to a 600-ft thick sequence of

burrowed, thick- to very thick-bedded to amalgamated, structureless sandstone and locally
pebbly, poorly sorted sandstone (Bouma Taa sequences) with thin mudstone partings. The

sequence is typical of the channelized middle to upper fan facies of Walker and Multi (1973).
This sandstone-dominated unit in the Sutherlin Creek section (column 24) can be

tentatively traced westward on field maps for several miles along strike in the thrust plate to
Woodruff Mountain (between columns 12 and 16; Niem and Niem, 1990; Black and others, in

prep.; Wells and others, in prep.) where similar well-indurated, pebbly lithic sandstone beds
with thin mudstone partings are exposed (R. E. Wells, 1992, personal communication; Fig. 2.9).

The structureless sandstone beds at Woodruff Mountain, however, are thicker bedded,
amalgamated, and coarser grained and contain lenses of organized and disorganized pebble
conglomerate. These features are typical of mid-fan channels and upper submarine fan channel
facies (facies B2, A1, and A2 of Walker and Multi, 1973). This lower Eocene folded and thrust-

faulted, thick-bedded unit disappears southwestward unconformably beneath the Tyee
escarpment (Fig. 2.3).
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Figure 2.9-Thick- to very thick-bedded, pebbly to very coarse-grained lithic turbidite
sandstone beds with thin mudstone partings of the Umpqua Group (midto upper-fan facies B of Walker and Mutti, 1973). The sandstone beds are
amalgamated and contain a few lenses of organized to disorganized pebble
conglomerate. Most sandstone beds are structureless, but locally display
parallel and convolute bedding (?) (Bouma sequences Taa and Tabc).
Coyote Hill, west of Rosehurg (NW, 33, T26S, R6W). Geologists for scale.
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This mid- to upper-fan unit may also be exposed on the west flank of the Coast Range

syncline in the Big Creek and East Fork of the Coquffle River area, northwest of the town of
Remote (Fig. 2.1, between columns 7 and 17; Black, 1992, personal communication; Black and

others, in prep.; Niem and Niem, 1990; Wells and others, in prep.). These tightly cemented,
massive to very thick-bedded, coarse-grained to pebbly, lithic, dirty sandstone beds of facies B

could be a reservoir target for exploration beneath the Tyee forearc basin strata, if fracture
porosity resulting from folding and thrust faulting has been developed (see Chapter 3). Some
seeps of thermogenic gas were noted by Mobil Oil Corporation geologists (Bifi Seeley, 1991,

personal communication) along thrust faults and in drag-folded medium- to thick-bedded fades
C and D sandstones in the Bonanza fault zone along the Umpqua River (Niem and Niem, 1990;
Kvenvolden and others, 1995; see Chapter 3).

This coarse-grained, inner to middle fan turbidite sequence in the Sutherlin Creek
section (column 24), in the Mobil well (#7), and at Woodruff Mountain may be the lateral fades
equivalent of the submarine fan valley conglomerate or channeled upper fan system of the
Bushnell Rock conglomerate in the southern and southeastern part of the basin (Ryberg, 1984).

Fades D and C;

Measured sections combined with seismic-reflection proffles and mapping (Black and

others, in prep.; Niem and Niem, 1990; Wells and others, in prep.) show that the very thick
sequence of outer fan facies (fades D) and thick basinal mudstone (fades C) in the Myrtle Point-

Sutherlin subbasin rapidly thins northward to <200 ft of laminated to massive, concretionary
mudstone (fades C) on the Umpqua arch (e.g., column 15 to columns 22 and 21 on Fig. 2.1). This

thin interval of mudstone also occurs on the arch in Amocots Weyerhaeuser B-i well (column #5)

and Weyerhaeuser F-I well (column #4), in the Allegany section on the west flank of the basin
(column 18; Appendix 1-18), and in the Drain area (column 21; Appendix 1-21). This unit is also

present in the Scott Valley area along Interstate-5 (column 22; Appendix 1-22) and in Florida
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Exploration's Harris 1-4 well (#2) on the northeastern flank of the basin (Fig. 2.1). This thin
stratigraphic sequence represents a condensed section developed on a paleotopographic high. It
contains a vertical sequence of foraminiferal assemblages (referable to the C to B-i stages; D.
McKeel, 1991, written communication) (Figs. 2.1 and 2.4) identical to the vertical sequence of

foraminiferal stages in the very thick (>4,000 ft) turbidite fan and mudstone that comprise the
Myrtle Point-Sutherlin subbasin.
In the base of these condensed sections are approximately 100 ft of tightly cemented

(zeolites and calcite), basaltic sandstone and lenses of moderately to poorly sorted, basalt
pebble conglomerate (Appendix 1-21). These strata were deposited around the anticlinal highs

of subaerially exposed amygdaloidal Siletz River Volcanics in the Drain, Red Hill-Dickinson
Mountain, and Jack Creek areas on the Umpqua arch (Hoover, 1963; columns 21,22, and 15) and

could be expected in the subsurface in these areas.

Thickness and Distribution:

The thickness of the undifferentiated Umpqua Group varies greatly from >4,000 ft in
the Myrtle Point-Sutherlin subbasin (e.g., column 15) and 3,000

in the Smith River subbasin

(e.g., well #1) to <200 ft on the Umpqua arch (e.g., column 21). The thickest part (4,000 ft) of the

Umpqua Group turbidite fan fades is preserved in the southeastern part of the Tyee basin (i.e.,
columns #7, #8, and 15). A thick section of undifferentiated Umpqua Group turbidites in the

southwestern part of the Myrtle Point-Sutherlin subbasin was not measured due to structural
complexities (G. L. Black, 1992, personal communication) and time constraints (e.g., area

between Remote, Powers, Myrtle Point, and LaVeme County Park). Undoubtedly, the thickness

is similar to that in the Metz Hill area (see Niem and Niem, 1990; Black and others, in prep.).
Another well, the Great Discovery well (column #17), in the southern part of the fence

diagram bottomed in a thick deep-marine (bathyal) mudstone (Umpqua Group?) beneath
Bushnell Rock conglomerate. This mudstone does not crop out. Foraminifers recovered from well
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cuttings are lowest Eocene (Bulitian Stage or D stage of Almgren and others, 1988; McKee!, 1991,

written communication; Fig. 2.4). The unit is age correlative to and possibly a fades equivalent

of thin turbidites and mudstone in the lower part of the Umpqua Group that is interstratified
with the thick sequences of pillow lavas of Siletz River Volcanics at Glide (column 14; McKee!,
1991, written communication).

Presumably Siletz River Volcanics and/or pre-Tertiary rocks of the northern Kiamath
Mountain lie below the thick mudstone unit (see queried thrust interpretation at #17 on Fig. 2.1

and Plate 1). The stratigraphic units that overlie the mudstone in the well are correlative to
the Bushnell Rock Formation, Slater Creek member, and Remote Member of the White Tail

Ridge Formation that crop out nearby. A few miles south of the well along Slater and
Twelvemile creeks (columns 8 and 9), pre-Tertiary Sixes River terrane (Dothan Formation) is
overlain with angular unconformity by Bushnell Rock fanglomerate. The 600-ft thick Umpqua
Group(?) mudstone in the bottom of the Great Discovery well is missing in both of these wellexposed sections.

Sheared Dothan mudstone beneath Bushnell Rock conglomerate in the Slater Creek
section (column 8) yielded Eocene foraminifers (McKee!, personal communication). This

mudstone may be equivalent to the mudstone in the Great Discovery well. It may be that the
pre-Tertiary Dothan mélange is / in part, Paleocene-earlier Eocene, as is the coastal Franciscan

of northern California.
At least two explanations are possible: either (1) the Bushnell Rock conglomerate in
the well unconformably overlies a locally preserved thick sequence of older, unexposed Umpqua

Group mudstone that, in turn, overlies the two thrust-faulted, juxtaposed basement units (see

interpretation shown on Fig. 2.1 at well #17); or (2) a high-angle right-lateral or oblique-slip
fault occurs between the measured sections of columns 8 and 9 and the Great Discovery well

(column #17). This fault would juxtapose basement rocks to the south against the locally

preserved overlying 600-ft thick lower Umpqua(?) mudstone unit to the north. This postulated
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basement fault is now buried beneath the angular unconfoimities of the Bushnell Rock
conglomerate and the Remote Member of the White Tail Ridge Formation.

Age. Correlation. and Contact Relationships:

The age of the undifferentiated Umpqua Group is early Eocene or Penutian (Fig. 2.4;

Miles, 1977). Foraminiferal stages range from C in the lower basinal mudstone facies (e.g., Metz

Hill, column 15) to B-4 in the middle- and outer-fan turbidite facies (e.g., Metz Hill) to B-i in
the overlying thick basinal mudstone facies (McKee!, 1991, written communication). This

sequence of foraminiferal ages from C to B-4 to B-i and overall similar lithology (thin-bedded

lithic turbidites and mudstone) is also repeated in the type area of the Tenmile Formation
(column 10), suggesting an age and lithologic correlation (McKeel, 1991, written communication;

Molenaar, 1985). The Camas Valley Formation which is dominantly massive mudstone also

yield B-i foraminifers and may also be an age and lithologic correlative of the upper
undifferentiated Umpqua Group section at Metz Hill (column 15; Appendix 1-15), in the
condensed section at the Jack Creek antidline (column 21; Appendix 1-21), and in wells #4 and #5
(see Fig. 2.4).

Undifferentiated Umpqua Group strata conformably overlie and interfinger with the
upper part of the Siletz River Volcanics (e.g., columns 14,23,13, and 10; see also discussion in

Contact Relationships section for Siletz River Volcanics). The upper contact is discussed in the

sections on the Camas Valley and White Tail Ridge Formations.
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Tenmile Formation

Nomenclature:

The Tenmile Formation was originally defined as a member of the Lookingglass
Formation by Baldwin (1974; Fig. 2.5). The type area is Tenmile Valley (sec. 31, T. 28 S., R. 7
W.), 11 miles southwest of Roseburg. We measured a possible type section along the Reston
Road to Tenmile (column 10; Appendix 1-10.1) and a reference section along Twelvemile Creek

(column 9; Appendix 1-9.1). Molenaar (1985) interpreted the Tenmile Formation as a lithologic

and age equivalent of the lower part of the Umpqua Formation (our Umpqua Group). He

dropped the name Lookingglass Formation. We informally raise the Tenmile to formation
status within the Umpqua Group and drop the name Lookingglass Formation as well.

Thickness. Distribution, and Lithology:

The 3,000-ft thick, deep-marine Tenmile Formation is widespread in the southern,
southeastern, and eastern part of the basin (columns 1, 2,3,5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 13, 14, #16, and #9). The

Tenmile Formation consists of thick sequences of thin-bedded turbidites overlain by a deepmarine mudstone (Fig. 2.10). The turbidite unit is as much as 1,500 ft of rhythmically

alternating beds of medium gray, thin to very thin lithic sandstone and dark gray mudstone.
The sandstone/mudstone ratios in these sequences range from 1:1 to 2:1. The upper unit is up to

1,000 ft of deep-marine, laminated to massive, foraminifer-bearing, medium dark gray
mudstone (Fig. 2.1).

Sandstones in the TenmiJe Formation are well-indurated, even-bedded, poorly sorted,
and medium- to coarse-grained. Graded bedding, parallel to convolute bedding (i.e., Bouma
sequences Tae and Thcde), and mudstone rip-ups are common. Sandstone beds also display sharp

basal contacts and gradational upper contacts with the overlying mud stone. The soles of some
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Figure 2.10-Thin-bedded turbidite unit of the Tenmile Formation. Note rhythmically
alternating thin to very thin beds of lithic sandstone and dark mudstone.
Sandstones are even-bedded, and have sharp basal contacts and gradational
upper contacts with the overlying mudstone. Graded, parallel to convolute
bedding (Bouma sequences abd and abc), and mudstone rip-ups are common.
The soles of some sandstone beds have flute and groove marks. This facies is
typical of turbidite facies D of Mutti and Ricci Lucchi (1972). Stratigraphic up
is to the right. Junction of Coos Bay Wagon road and Burnt Ridge road,
northwest of Reston, (N, 16, T28S, R8W). Rock hammer (circled) for scale.
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beds have flute and groove marks. These features are typical of turbidite facies D of Mutti and
Ricci Lucchi (1972). Miles (1977) and McKeel (1991, written communication) interpreted the

benthonic foraminiferal assemblage from the intervening mudstone beds as indicative of mainly

bathyal water depths.
The fades D sandstone sequences of the Tenmile Formation generally occur above thick
sequences of deep-marine submarine channel fades of the Bushnell Rock Formation (columns 9
and 10). Locally, facies D sandstone sequences are overlain by 500 ft of upper slope to outer

shelf, mollusk-bearing massive mudstone-siltstone, suggesting a gradual shallowing of the
basin (e.g., columns 9, 10, and #16). The thin-bedded turbidite sequences also pinch out to the
northwest and north (e.g., column 10 to column 11 and column 7 to column 17).

Age. Contact Relationships. and Correlation:

Abundant foraminiferal assemblages indicate that the Tenmile Formation is early
Eocene (Penutian) in age (Thorns, 1965, 1975; Miles, 1977). The lower part of the unit is equated

to the C foraminiferal stage, and the upper part of the unit is referable to the younger B-4
foraminiferal stage of Lairning (described by Almgren and others, 1988; McKeel, 1991, written
communication; Fig. 2.4).

Based on similar vertical sequences of foraminiferal assemblages, most of the Tenrnile

Formation is age-equivalent to the lower and middle part of the undifferentiated Umpqua
Group (McKeel, 1989-92, personal communication). These undifferentiated Umpqua Group rocks

have, in the past, been mapped as Roseburg Formation (Baldwin, 1974; Niem and Niem, 1990).

That is, the thick basal mudstone and the rhythmically thin-bedded turbidite sequences in the
lower and middle part of the undifferentiated Umpqua Group contain forarninifers indicative
of the C to B-4 stage; massive mudstone higher in the section contains B-i foraminifers
(McKeel, 1990, written communication; see Appendix 1-15).
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The Tenmile Formation appears to be largely a slope fades, in part equivalent to outer
submarine fan and basinal mudstone facies of the undifferentiated Umpqua Group farther north

in the Myrtle Point-Sutherlin subbasin. It can be differentiated from the lithologically
similar, rhythmically bedded, locally more deformed turbidites of the age-equivalent (C to B4 foraminiferal stage, Fig. 2.4) undifferentiated Umpqua Group only in the southern part of the

basin. In this area, the formation gradationally overlies the Bushnell Rock Formation and is
conformably overlain by the Berry Creek Member of the White Tail Ridge Formation or is
unconformably overlain by the Remote Member of the White Tail Ridge Formation (columns
#16,9, 10, 13, 14 and columns 17, 7,6,5,2, and 1).

Farther north (e.g., columns 18, 15, #7 and #8), however, where the White Tail Ridge
and Bushnell Rock formations pinch out, Tenmile Formation slope turbidites and mudstone

cannot be readily differentiated from lithologically similar and age-equivalent rocks of the
undifferentiated Umpqua Group (Black and Molenaar, 1989-92, personal communications; Fig.
2.5).

Baldwin (1974) and Baldwin and Perttu (1989), on the other hand, consider the Tenmile
Formation to be a younger, less deformed unit than their "underlying' Roseburg Formation (our

undifferentiated Umpqua Group). This may be true for the lowermost Umpqua Group strata

that are interbedded with the Siletz River Volcanics (i.e., which may be in part D stage of
Almgren and others, 1988; McKeel, 1989, personal communication). However, recent mapping by

Black and others (in prep.) and Wells and others (in prep.) and relative age and stratigraphic
relationships in this study suggest that the Tenmile Formation is, in part, syntectonic, like the
Bushnell Rock Formation (Heller and Ryberg, 1983). That is, in the southern part of the basin,
Tenmile Formation strata locally overlie an unconformity on older Umpqua Group strata

interbedded with the Sjletz River Volcanics. Farther northward, Tenmile Formation strata
interfinger with younger (C to B-4 stage) turbidites and mudstone of the undifferentiated

Umpqua Group. This interfingering relationship supports the interpretation of Molenaar
(1985).
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White Tail Ridge Formation

Nomenclature:

The White Tail Ridge Formation described in this report combines Ba1dwins (1974)

Olalla Creek Member of the Lookingglass Formation and his White Tail Ridge Member of the
Floumoy Formation into a single unit. The Olalla Creek Member was the uppermost of three
members of his Lookingglass Formation (Baldwin, 1974). Although Baldwin did not designate a

type section for this member, he mentioned that these strata may be seen along Olalla Creek
(i.e., secs. 7 and 8, T. 30 S., R. 7 W.). Baldwin (1974) defined his White Tail Ridge Member as

the basal member of the Flournoy Formation. The Floumoy Formation included the White Tail
Ridge Member and the Camas Valley Member (Fig. 2.5). He named the Floumoy Formation for
strata in upper Lookingglass Creek (since renamed Morgan Creek) in Floumoy Valley (i.e., in
secs. 32 and 33, T. 27 S., R. 7 W.).

Baldwin (1974) recognized an unconformity that separated the White Tail Ridge
Member from the underlying Olalla Creek Member of the Lookingglass Formation (Fig. 2.5). He

interpreted this unconformity to be regional in extent and to represent a period of deformation.

Molenaar (1985) conduded that this unconformity is not regional and that the White Tail
Ridge Member cannot be distinguished from the Olalla Creek Member on the basis of lithology.

Therefore, he proposed dropping the name Olalla Creek Member and combining the strata of
the two members into a single member that he called the White Tail Ridge Member of the
Umpqua Formation. Black (1990, 1994a, 1994b), Black and others (in prep.), and Wells and

others (in prep.) in recent mapping also could not differentiate the fluvial and shallow-marine
facies of the Olalla Creek Member from similar facies in the White Tail Ridge Member.
Therefore, following the suggestion of Molenaar (1985), they also decided to abandon the name

Olalla Creek Member and to map these lithologies as one unit that Black and others (in prep.)
included in the White Tail Ridge Formation of the Umpqua Group.
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In examining and measuring the original type sections and several reference sections of

the Olalla Creek and White Tail Ridge members of Baldwin (1974), we found the several

fluvial and shallow-marine lithofacies (as mapped by Baldwin, 1974, Baldwin and Beaulieu,
1973, and Niem and Niem, 1990) to be so similar that choosing the same mappable contact

everywhere between the two members was difficult. Therefore, we concur with the mapping
decision of Black (DOGAMI) and Wells (USGS) to combine these two members into one unit of

formation rank, thereby creating the White Tail Ridge Formation (Figs. 2.4 and 2.5). In the
opinion of Black (1991-1995, personal communications), the greater deformation of strata

mapped by Baldwin (1974) in the Olalla Creek Member is local and reflects proximity of these

strata to major faults. Both Olalla Creek and White Tall Ridge strata mapped by Baldwin and
his students appear to be more gently deformed farther from the faults. Therefore, the
apparent local angular discordance of strike and dip between the two units does not reflect a
regional angular unconformity (Black, 1990; Black, 1992, personal communication).

Thickness. Age. and Distribution:

A maximum total thickness of the White Tail Ridge Formation measured in this study
is 3,500 ft. The formation occurs only in the southern part of the Tyee basin (columns 1,2,3,4,5,
6, 7, 17, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14). The age of this unit is late-early Eocene (planktonic

foraininiferal Zone PlO; Penutian-Ulatisian benthonic foraminiferal stage) as indicated by
foraminiferal assemblages (McKeel, 1991, written communication) and coccoliths (CP-11;
Bukry, 1992, written communication).

Previous unpublished mapping by Molenaar (1992, written communication), measured

sections, and mapping by Black and others (in prep.) show that the fluvial-deltaic sandstonedominated fades of the White Tail Ridge Formation fines northward into massive outer shelfslope mudstone of the undifferentiated Umpqua Group which contains similar foraminiferal
assemblages of the B-i stage of Almgren and others (1988) (McKeel, 1991, written
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communication). This lateral gradation is depicted on the fence diagram near Meirose between
columns 12 and 16 (Fig. 2.1) on the east flank of the basin and in the Dora-Allegany area on the

west flank of the basin between columns 7 and 17). Age-equivalent (B-i foraminiferal stage)
Umpqua mudstone also occurs at the top of the Metz Hill section (column 15) (McKee!, 1991,

written communication). Wells (1995, personal communication) in recent mapping has extended

the outcrop pattern of the White Tail Ridge Formation between Dodge Canyon and the Umpqua

River and near Nonpareil.
Where best developed, the White Tail Ridge Formation consists of four fades. These
facies are named, from oldest to youngest the Berry Creek Member (shallow-marine), Remote
Member (non-marine), Coquille River Member (delta front), and Rasler Creek Tongue (shallow-

marine). Black and others (in prep.) shows the distribution of these members. In the
southernmost part of the basin (i.e., column 2), the members can not be differentiated owing to

facies changes to a thick, homogeneous deltaic-fluvial facies. Therefore, the unit in this area is
mapped (Black, 1992, personal communication) and referred to (in this text) as undifferentiated

White Tail Ridge Formation.
Baldwin and Perttu (1989), Black (1990), and Black and Priest (1994) have mapped two

lobes of White Tail Ridge Formation which thicken and thin abruptly in the Camas Valley
and Reston 7.5-minute quadrangles. The rapid changes in thickness appear to be a result of

deposition in lows within the Myrtle Point-Sutherlin subbasin. These intrabasinal lows were

separated by a northeast-southwest-trending paleotopographic ridge which we call the Reston
high (Fig. 2.1). The high was formed in the early Eocene by uplift and deformation of older
units (i.e., Siletz River Volcanics, lower undifferentiated Umpqua Group, Bushnell Rock

Formation, and Tenmile Formation) along the Reston thrust fault. This fault is part of the
Bonanza fault zone, that was apparently active prior to and possibly during deposition of the
lowermost White Tail Ridge Formation.

In the lobe north of the Reston high, White Tail Ridge shallow-marine sandstone
gradually fines northward to a thin sequence of bioturbated silty sandstone north of Melrose
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(i.e., between columns 12 and 16) and LaVeme County Park (between columns 17 and 18). The

bioturbated silty sandstone then grades northward into an outer shelf-slope mudstone (with B-i
foraminifers) of undifferentiated Umpqua Group (e.g., in columns 16 and 18; Molenaar, 1985,
personal communication, 1989-92).

Recent field mapping and reconnaissance study in the Bonanza fault zone by R. E. Wells
(1992-95, personal communication) and C. M. Molenaar (1991-94 personal communication) show

that the distal, thin (<100 ft), bioturbated, mollusk-bearing silty sandstone facies of the
White Tail Ridge Formation (Coquille River Member) is locally infolded with Tenmile
Formation and undifferentiated Umpqua Group lithic turbidites and mudstones (previously
mapped as Roseburg sedimentary rocks by Baldwin, 1974; Niem and Niem, 1990).

The individual members of the White Tail Ridge Formation are described below.

Berry Creek Member

Nomenclature:

This unit is named for a series of exposures (suitable for a type section) along an
unnamed logging road in sections 22,23, and 27 in T. 29 S., R. 8 W., one half mile east of Berry

Creek (Appendix 1-25). Reference sections are at Coal Creek (column 4; Appendix 1-4.1), near
Remote (column 7; Appendix 1-7.2), and in the Glide section (column 14; Appendix 1-14) along

the North Umpqua River and Oregon Highway 138.

Lithology and Depositional Environment

The Berry Creek Member is dominantly mollusk-bearing, bioturbated and hummocky
bedded pebbly sandstone in thickening- and coarsening-upward sequences (Fig. 2.11). Each
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Figure 2.11-Exposure of the Berry Creek Member. Note bedding thickness changes
of an upward-thickening parasequence. Sandstone beds thicken upward
and are commonly hioturhated and hummocky to cross-bedded Mudstones
are also hioturhated and interfinger with mollusc-hearing thin to very thin
sandstone beds. Each parasequence is 6() to 100 ft thick and displays a welldeveloped shoaling-upward cycle from muddy shelfal facies to shoreface to
foreshure facies. This parasequence is interpreted to he deposited in a wavedominated deltaic environment. Remote section (see Appendix 1-7.1; NE, 30,
T29S, R1OW). 5-ft Jacob staff for scale
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sequence is 60 to 100 ft thick. The sandstone is moderately sorted, fine- to medium-grained, and

lithic arkosic in composition (see Chapter 3). It is medium-gray to yellow-brown and thick- to
very thick-bedded or amalgamated and becomes pebbly and cross-bedded in the thickeningupward cycles. Pebbles are subrounded and consist of quartz, metamorphic, intermediate and

mafic volcanics, and chert. Subordinate, thin to very thin, even beds of less resistant, dark
medium gray mudstone interstratified with the sandstone are more common in the lower part of
the sequences. Bed contacts are sharp. Lithology, bedding styles, and sequence of sedimentary

structures in the thickening-upward cycles (i.e., hummocky bedded to parallel laminated to
cross ripple-laminated to trough cross-bedded sandstone) indicate that the Berry Creek
Member was deposited in wave-dominated shoreline or deltaic environments.

Thickness and Distribution:

The Berry Creek Member is thickest in the Glide section (1,000 ft) and, before erosion,
was probably once continuous along the southern margin of the basin (Fig. 2.1). In other sections,
the thickness of the unit ranges from approx. 200 ft (in column 3) to 800 ft (in column #16).

Geologic mapping in the Camas Valley and Reston quadrangles (Black, 1990; Black and Priest,

1993) shows that the Berry Creek Member is not present over the pre-existing northeastsouthwest-trending Reston high (Black, 1990; Black and Priest, 1993; Black and others, in
prep.; e.g., columns 12 to 11, column #16 to column 10, column 14 to 10, and column 7 to 17).

Age and Fossils:

Berry Creek Member contain both thin lenses of fossil fragments and scattered broken

and articulated pelecypods and gastropods in assemblages that are referable to the early
Eocene (E. J. Moore, 1991, personal communication). The unit overlies and underlies units that
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have been dated as early Eocene by coccoliths, planktonic foraminifers, and mollusks (i.e.,
Tenmile Formation, Coquille River Member; Bukry and Snavely, 1988; Miles, 1977; McKee!,
1991, written communication).

Contact Relationships:

The member laterally interfingers with and conformably overlies massive neritic
mollusk-bearing mudstone that comprises the upper 500 ft of the Tenmile Formation (e.g.,
column 13 to column #9 to column 11). However, the top of the Berry Creek Member has locally

been eroded and truncated by the fluvial facies of the overlying Remote Member (e.g., column 9
to column #17). A local unconformity exists between the two members toward the Reston high
(e.g., column #16 to column 10 and column 12 to column 11).

Remote Member

Nomenclature:

The Remote Member is named for exposures along Oregon Highway 42 and in the stream

bed and banks of the Middle Fork of the Coquille River, 0.5 mile west of the settlement of
Remote (secs. 29,32, and 33, T. 29 S., R. 10 W.; Figs. 2.1 and 2.2; Appendix 1-7.2). Reference

sections are at columns 8 and 9 (Appendix 1-8, Appendix 1-9.1, and Appendix 1-9.2). This

member is also well exposed in the Glide section (column 14) along the North Umpqua River
and in the Rasler Creek section (column 6).
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Lithology and Depositional Environment:

The Remote Member consists of ridge-forming, multi-stacked sequences 20 to 200 ft thick

of cross-bedded, very coarse-grained pebbly lithic arkosic sandstone, gray-green mudstone, and

locally thick, non-marine fluvial to distributary channel pebble-cobble polymictic
conglomerate (Fig. 2.12). Clast sizes and bed thicknesses in these sequences typically fine and

thin upward. Typical of braided river deposits, the conglomerate is cross-bedded and occurs in

channelized to lenticular, amalgamated beds. The predominant lithology, however, is pebbly
coarse- to very coarse-grained, quartzose to lithic arkosic sandstone and 20- to 150-ft thick

intervals of massive, light green-gray, root-mottled overbank or floodplain mudstone and thin
coals (Kugler, 1979). Sandstone beds are charinelized and contain lenses of pebbles and large-

scale planar and trough cross-bedding. Some ripple-lamination and parallel lamination also
occur. These lithologies, which are typical of low gradient, highly sinuous or meandering river
deposits, are a few hundred feet thick. In the section along Oregon Highway 42 near the town of
Remote (column 7), Molenaar (1993, written communication) has found alternating or
intertonguing beds of maxine and non-marine sandstone. Marine sandstone beds contain the fossil

mollusks Venericardia and Turritella.
The lower conglomerate-dominated facies is coarsest in the Slater Creek-Twelvemile
Creek area (i.e., columns 8, 9, and #17; Fig. 2.1). This fluvial facies consists of very poorly
sorted, framework-supported, subrounded to subangular cobbles and boulders. A few beds contain

clasts that are several feet in diameter and are in matrix-support (i.e., debris flow deposits).
Some organized conglomerates display imbrication and scour-and-filled channels. These strata
have a coarse sand matrix of quartz and lithic clasts. Molds of tree limbs are 1 to 3 ft long, and a

few carbonized logs several feet long are preserved in the pebbly sandstone higher in the
section along old Highway 42. Rounded to subrounded, fine to very coarse pebbles are abundant
in these polymictic conglomerates and pebbly sandstones. Pebble compositions include multi-

colored cherts, graywacke, quartzite, maflc and intermediate volcanic rocks, mudstone and fine
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Figure 2.12-Non-marine fi uv ia I to distributary channelized pebble conglomerate to
very coarse-grained sandstone and overhank or floodplain silty mudstone
of the Remote Member. Thick to very thick sandstone beds are channelized
and contain lenses of pebbles and large-scale planar and trough cross-bedding.
Overhank rnudstones are light-green gray and root-mottled, and locally interbedded fine-grained sandstones and thin coals. Oregon Highway 42 section
(Appendix 1-9.2; SW, 10, T3OS, R9W). 8-ft traffic pole sign for scale.
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pebble chert-quartz conglomerate. These lithologies are typical of detritus derived from
Kiamath Mountain terranes (Koler, 1979; Kugler, 1979; Ryberg, 1984).

Thickness and Distribution:

The thickness of the Remote Member, as well as the grain size, varies rapidly

laterally. The local fluvial conglomerate facies is thickest (approx. 2,500 ft) in the
Twelvemile Creek section (column 9). Generally, the unit thins to the north and northwest (e.g.,
column 7 to 17, column 10 to 17, and column 12 to 16) and is not found in the Amoco Weyerhaeuser

B-i or F-i wells (columns #5 and #4). Field mapping by Black and others (Black, 1990, i994a,
1994b; Black and Priest, 1993; Wiley and Black, 1994; Wiley and others, 1994; Black and

others, in prep.) shows that this fluvial unit thins and pinches out onto the Reston high (i.e.,
column 10 to ii and column 12 toll).

The conglomerate-dominated facies of the Remote Member in the Twelvemile Creek-

Slater Creek area (columns 8,9, and #17) fines laterally to the southwest, north, and northwest
(i.e., column 8 to 7,6,4, and 3 and column 9 to 10) to pebbly cross-bedded sandstone and thick

green-gray mudstone and thin coal interbeds. For example, strata in the Agness Pass section

(column 2) that are laterally equivalent to the Remote Member in the Slater Creek section
(column 8) are 600 ft thick. The lithologies at Agness Pass indude fining-upward sequences of

coarse-grained pebbly, cross-bedded, fluvial-tidal, subarkosic sandstone and thick overbank
green-gray mudstone facies with abundant subbituminous coals. The fluvial sandstone and
overbank mudstone in the Agness Pass section interfinger with and are overlain by thickening-

and coarsening-upward, shallow-marine delta front hummocky bedded and bioturbated

sandstone. The fluvial and overbank facies are also interbedded with thinning- and finingupward tidal flat sequences of well-laminated, oyster-bearing, accretionary bank mudstone,

coals, and thin mollusk-bearing bioturbated siltstone of the undifferentiated White Tail Ridge
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Formation. These uppermost facies are probably equivalent to the Coquille River Member and
Rasler Creek Tongue (Fig. 2.1 and Plate 1).

In the southeastern corner of the basin near Glide (column 14), a thick fluvial, pebbly,
cross-bedded sandstone and overbank coal-bearing fades of the Remote Member also overlies a

thick interval of a shallowing-upward delta front fades of the Berry Creek Member (Fig. 2.1
and Plate 1). These fluvial sandstone facies of the Remote Member were probably once
continuous across the basin to the western and southwestern flanks but have been subsequently

eroded.

Contact Relationships:

The basal contact of the Remote Member is locally an erosional unconformity. The

rivers that deposited the Remote Member incised into and locally truncated hundreds of feet of
Berry Creek Member in the southern part of the study area (see columns 6,7,8,9, 10, 13, 14, #16,
and #17). At some localities, the Remote Member abruptly overlies neritic outer shelf mudstone
of the Terunile Formation (e.g., near the Reston high along Oregon Highway 42 [column 101).

The upper contact of the uiut interfingers with and laterally grades into delta front and
shallow-marine sandstone of the overlying Coquille River Member (Fig. 2.1 and Plate 1).

Coquille River Member

Nomenclature:

The Coquille River Member is named for a sequence of sedimentary rocks that is wellexposed along Oregon Highway 42 (column 9) in the Middle Fork of the Coquille River,
southwest of the town of Canias Valley (sec. 36, T. 29 S., R. 9 W. and sec. 2, T. 30 S., R. 9 W.;
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Appendix 1-9.2). Reference sections occur at columns 7 (Remote), 10 (Shield Creek), 12

(Lookingglass Road and Callahan Road), and 13 (Cow Hollow and Meirose) (see measured
sections in Appendix 1).

Lithology and Composition:

The Coquille River Member is a wave-dominated delta front fades that consists of
shoaling-upward sequences (20 to 30 ft thick) of mollusk-bearing, bioturbated to hummocky

bedded, arkosic (quartzo-feldspathic) sandstone (Fig. 2.13). The sandstone is fine- to medium-

grained, moderately sorted, and medium- to thick-bedded. There are also many fining- and
thinning-upward sequences of thick to very thick, massive to cross-bedded, arkosic sandstone
beds overlain by subordinate medium gray, oyster-bearing lagoonal or estuarine mudstone,
bioturbated mollusk-bearing siltstone-sandstone, and numerous subbituminous coals (1 to 8 ft

thick). The coals are also well-exposed in the Highway 42 section (column 9; Fig. 2.13).

Thickness and Distribution:

The Coquille River Member is thickest in the Shield Creek section (column 10;
Appendix 1-10.2) and in the Uranium Ziedrich well (#16) where it is 1,200 to 1,600 ft thick. The
member thins rapidly and pinches out to the north and northwest (e.g., column 12 to 16 and
column 10 to 17). Although the underlying Remote and Berry Creek members lap onto and pinch

out against the Reston high, the Coquille River Member thins to a few tens of feet over this

buried paleotopographic high (see also discussion of distribution of White Tail Ridge
Formation). For example, mapping by Black (1990, 1994a, 1994b) and Black and others (in

prep.) and this study show that the Camas Valley Formation mudstone that overlies the
Coquille River Member shows little or no change in thickness over the ridge (column 11; Black,
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Figure 2.13-Tide-dominated delta front sandstone with estuarine coai beds (arrows) of
the Coquille River Member. 3-ft thick, massive to cross-bedded distributary
channel sandstone bed is overlain by hioturbated mollusc-bearing siltstone,
oyster-bearing estuarine mudstone, and suhhituminous coals. Stratal pattern
is characterized by a fining- and shoaling-upward parasequence. Oregon
HIghway 42 section, west of Camas Valley (see Appendix 1-9.2; Center, 36,
T29S, R9W). 3-ft traffic poles for scale.
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1992, personal communication). Therefore, both intrabasinal lows had probably been filled
with non-marine strata of the Remote Member and delta front sandstone of the lower Coquille
River Member prior to burial of the high by the upper Coquille River Member and the Camas

Valley Formation.
In the southeastern part of the basin, there is only a thin (100 ft) section of mollusk-

bearing, bioturbated Coquille River strata preserved in the Glide section (column 14).
The Berry Creek, Remote, and Coquille River members are truncated by the

Canyonville right-lateral strike-slip fault (Ryberg, 1984) and by the Wildlife Safari obliqueslip and thrust fault (e.g., between columns 9 and #16; see Niem and Niem, 1990; Ryberg, 1984).

Contact Relationships:

The basal contact of the Coquffle River Member interfingers with the underlying

Remote Member. Northward and northwestward, where the Remote Member pinches out, the
Coquille River Member conformably overlies massive mudstone of the Tenmile Formation (e.g.,
column 12 to 16 and column 10 to 17). The upper contact of the unit with the overlying Canias

Valley Formation mudstone also is generally an interfingering relationship (e.g., column 12 to
11).

In the Glide section (column 14), the base of the Coquille River Member is a bioturbated,

mollusk-bearing, fine-grained arkosic sandstone that abruptly overlies a 5-ft coal bed at the
top of the Remote Member. Numerous 1 to 2-ft long sand-filled Thalassinoides burrows (1 to 2
inches in diameter) extend from the Coquffle River sandstone down into the underlying coal

bed. The upper contact is sharp with the overlying mollusk-rich, massive, neritic mudstone of

the Camas Valley Formation.
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Rasler Creek Tongue

Nomenclature and Distribution:

The Rasler Creek Tongue of the White Tail Ridge Formation is named for exposures

along the logging road that parallels the upper reaches of Rasler Creek in secs. 23, 24, and 25, T.
30 S., R. 11 W. (suitable as a type section; Appendix 1-6.2). More accessible reference sections
are on Skull Ridge near Bingham Creek (column 9) and along Oregon Highway 42 (column 7; sec.

14, T. 30 S., R. 9 W.) where Lake Creek joins the Middle Fork of the Coquille River (see

measured sections in Appendix 1). We use the term tongue for this unit, following the North

American Stratigraphic Code (1983) for a lithologically mappable unit of one formation that
extends into and pinches out in a laterally correlative formation.
This sandstone-dominated tongue is largely confined and pinches out within the
mudstone of the Camas Valley Formation (e.g., column 6 to 7). For example, detailed field
mapping in the Reston (Black, 1990), Camas Valley (Black and Priest, 1993), and Canyon

Mountain (Black, 1994) 7 112-mm. quadrangles shows that this local progradational sandy unit
pinches out into silty mudstone of the upper Camas Valley Formation immediately northwest
of Remote and south of Reston (between columns 7 and 17 and between columns 9 and 10). Black

and Priest (1993) initially induded this sandstone unit in the mudstone-dominated Camas
Valley Formation. However, recent reconnaissance mapping by Black (1994, personal
communication) in the Powers-Agness Pass area (columns 5,4,3, and 2 on Fig. 2.1 and Plate 1)

shows that this tongue and the lithologicaily similar Coquille River Member, grade laterally
into a thick sequence of shallow-marine sandstone, lower delta plain-estuarine coals, and
oyster-bearing mudstone of the undifferentiated White Tail Ridge Formation. The Camas
Valley Formation, which separates the Coquille River Member and the Rasler Creek Tongue to
the north, pinches in the southern part of the basin (columns 2,3, and 4). In sections where the
Camas Valley Formation is missing, it is difficult to separate the two members (Black, 1994,
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personal communication). Therefore, we use the term undifferentiated White Tail Ridge
Formation in the southern part of the basin.

Lithology. Thickness. and Depositional Environment:

The Rasler Creek Tongue consists of several thickening-upward sequences of moderately

indurated bioturbated and hummocky bedded shoreface sandstone with rare coal beds and thin
gray mudstone beds (Fig. 2.14). The sandstone is fine- to medium-grained, moderately sorted,

and lithic arkosic in composition.
The unit, which is as much as 500 ft thick, crops out in the Remote-Powers-Rasler
Creek-Sand Rock Mountain areas, along Skull Ridge, and along Oregon Highway 42 (columns 4,

6,7, and 9). The Rasler Creek Tongue represents a wave-dominated delta front and deltacoastal plain that prograded onto the muddy middle to outer shelf. Hummocky bedding,
scattered broken molluscan shells, and lack of extensive bioturbation are indicators of strong
wave energy on a shallow marine shelf (Dott and Bourgeois, 1982).

Contact Relationships and Age:

The sandstone-dominated tongue displays a conformable, gradational contact with the
overlying mudstone of the Camas Valley Formation. The tongue is lower Eocene based on
overlying and underlying lower Eocene microfauna (Penutian foraminifers and CP-11 coccoliths)
in the Camas Valley Formation (Miles, 1977; McKeel, 1991, written communication; Bukry and

Snavely, 1988).
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Figure 2.14-Exposure of wave-dominated delta front and delta plain sandstone of the
Rasler Creek Tongue. 10- to 30-ft thick thickening-upward parasequences
that are encased in thick bioturhated mudstone are well-developed in the
Rasler Creek Tongue. Sandstone beds display wave-ripple laminations and
parallel to hummocky cross-bedding. Lack of bioturbation, hummocky
cross-bedding, and scattered broken molluscan shells in sandstone beds are
indicators of strong wave energy on a shallow-marine shelf. Unnamed road
near Ketchin Butte (Center, 1, 131S, RIOW). Geologist for scale.
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Camas Valley Formation

Nomenclature:

In this report, the Camas Valley Member of the Flournoy Formation of Baldwin (1974)

and Baldwin and Perttu (1989) is raised to formation rank. Baldwin (1974) designated the
outcrops along upper Lookingglass Creek (since renamed Morgan Creek) in the Reston 7 1/2-mm.

quadrangle as the type section of the Floumoy Formation and named the Camas Valley Member
for exposures in Camas Valley.

Lithology:

The Caxnas Valley Formation is the uppermost formation in the Umpqua Group (Figs.
2.4 and 25). It is predominantly massive or structureless, non-micaceous or micro-micaceous,

dark gray mudstone. The unit contains numerous spheroidal to ellipsoidal calcareous
concretions. There also are abundant articulated as well as scattered broken mollusks and
benthonic foraminifers (Moore, 1991, written communication; Thorns, 1965; McKeel, 1991,

written communication). Thick mudstone of the Camas Valley Formation forms a broad valley

and gentle slopes between the sandstone ridges of the White Tail Ridge Formation and the
steep escarpment of the Tyee Formation.

Thickness. Distribution, and Seismic Expression:

The Cainas Valley Formation is 1,500 to 1,800 ft thick (columns 6, 7, 17, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,

and 14 on Fig. 2.1). The formation is widespread and can be mapped on both flanks of the basin

(Black and others, in prep.). It can also be traced in the subsurface. In the southern part of the
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Tyee basin, this unit is separated into a thick lower part (up to 1,500 ft thick) and a thin upper
part (300 ft thick or less) by the Rasler Creek Tongue of the White Tail Ridge Formation
(columns 6,7, and 9).

Geologic mapping (Black, 1992, personal communication; Black and others, in prep.)

shows that the thick lower part rapidly thins and pinches out south of Powers (between
columns 6 and 4) and grades into the undifferentiated White Tail Ridge Formation. The thin
upper part can be traced tentatively as far south as Agness Pass (column 2). The upper and lower

units of the Camas Valley mudstone merge into one mappable unit to the north where the
intervening sandstone of the Rasler Creek Tongue pinches out (e.g., between columns 7 and 17 and
between columns 9 and 10; Fig. 2.1 and Plate 1).

In multi-channel seismic-reflection profiles, the Camas Valley mudstone and age- and

lithology-equivalent strata (i.e., the upper part of the undifferentiated Umpqua Group)

appears as a thin, nearly horizontal to gently dipping, acoustically transparent layer (Peter
Hales, Weyerhaeuser, 1989, personal communication). In the central part of the basin, this
acoustically transparent unit occurs beneath the Tyee forearc basin strata and overlies more
deformed, thrust-faulted and duplexed reflectors of the older units of the Umpqua Group (i.e.,
White Tail Ridge, Tenmile, Bushnell Rock, and lower undifferentiated Umpqua Group) and
Siletz River Volcanics basement (Peter Hales, 1992, personal communication).

Contact Relationships and Correlation:

The Canias Valley Formation interfingers with and overlies the Coquille River
Member of the White Tail Ridge Formation in the southern part of the basin (e.g., columns 6,7,
17,9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14). To the north, the Coquile River Member pinches out (e.g., between
columns 12 and 16 and between columns 17 and 18), and the upper and lower Camas Valley

mudstone are lithologically indistinguishable from similar, gently deformed, thick, massive,
age-equivalent (B-i) mudstone and claystone in the upper part of the undifferentiated Umpqua
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Group (e.g., columns #8, 15, and 18). In the type area, the Camas Valley Formation and

underlying White Tail Ridge sandstone members are gently deformed (Black, 1990; Black and
others, in prep.) and overlie with local angular unconformity undifferentiated Umpqua Group
thin-bedded turbidites and mudstone and Tenmile and Bushnell Rock Formation strata (Niem
and Niem, 1990; Black and others, in prep.). Age-equivalent mudstone in the upper part of the

undifferentiated Umpqua Group whith crops out in the northern and central parts of the basin
(e.g., columns 18, 16, 15, 21, and 22) is, however, only slightly more deformed than the Carnas

Valley mudstone and cannot, with confidence, be mapped separately, particularly in wells
(i.e., #1, #2, #4, #5, and #8; Molenaar, 1985; Black and others, in prep.).

The sharp upper contact of the Camas Valley Formation with the overlying Tyee
Mountain Member of the Tyee Formation is slightly disconformable(?) in some areas in the
southern part of the basin (i.e., columns 2,3,4,5,6, 7, 17, 9, 10, and 11). This contact becomes
conform4ble ad gradational basinward (e.g., columns 11 to 12 to 16 and column 17 to 18 to #4).

For example, the upper few hundred feet of the Camas Valley Formation in Camas Valley
(column 10) becomes increasingly laminated and micaceous with some thin turbidites. It is

difficult to separate in mapping these strata from micaceous, thin- to thick-bëddel lower Tyee
Mountain Member mudstone and turbidite sandstone (Black, 1990, 1994a, 1994b; Black, 1992,

personal communication).

Age and Fossils:

Planktorüc and benthonic forarniniferal assemblages from the Camas Valley Formation

(and laterally equivalent upper part of the undifferentiated Umpqua Group) indicate a lateearly Eocene age (Miles, 1977). These microfossil assemblages are typical of the B-i
foramirüferal stage of Almgren and others (1988) (McKeel, 1991, written communication; Fig.

2.4). The mudstone contains diverse, shallow-marine (neritic) mollusks that indicate a lower
Eocene age (e.g., in the Glide section, column 14; E. J. Moore, 1991, written communication).
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Coccoliths in the formation equate to the CP-ii zone of Bukry (1992, written communication;
Fig. 2.4).

Tyee Formation

Nomenclature. Age. Contact Relationships. and Thickness:

The Tyee Formation was named by Duller (1898) for a sequence of thick-bedded
sandstone and subordinate mudstone exposed at Tyee Mountain (secs. 20,21, and 22, T. 25 S., R. 7

W.). The 5,000 to 6,700-ft thick unit is Ulatisian (or B-i foraminiferal stage; McKee!, 1990,
written communication) and CP-12 nannoplankton zone (Bukry, 1992, written communication)

(Fig. 2.4). The formation overhes with slight disconformity the Camas Valley Formation and
undifferentiated Umpqua Group (e.g., columns 2,4,5,6,7,9, 10,11, 17, and 18). However, in the
central (e.g., column 12) and northern parts of the basin (e.g., columns 21,22, #8, #5, #4, #1, and

#2), the Tyee Formation may be conformable with the underlying bathyal mudstone (Fig. 2.1

and Plate 1).
Heller and Ryberg (1983) pictured the Tyee Formation as forming in the middle Eocene

after accretion of the Siletz River Volcanics and Umpqua Group to the continental margin. The
formation was deposited in a newly created, subsiding forearc basin behind a subduction zone

located on what is now the Oregon middle-outer shelf and upper slope. Subduction bad
commenced in this zone after the seamounts of the Siletz River Volcanics and sedimentary rocks
of the Umpqua Group bad been accreted.

Baldwin (1974) defined three members of the Tyee Formation which Baldwin and
Perttu (1989) mapped in the type area (Canias Valley and Reston 7 1/2-mm. quadrangles; see
also Black, 1990; Black and Priest, 1993; Niem and Niem, 1990). From oldest to youngest, these

members are: the Tyee Mountain Member, the Hubbard Creek Member, and the Baugbman
Member (Figs. 2.4 and 2.5).
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The Tyee-Floumoy Stratigraphic Problem:

The type sections and several reference sections of the Tyee Formation and Flournoy
Formation and their members were measured in this study (e.g., Tyee Road part of column 16,
Callahan Road part of column 12, Burnt Ridge part of column 11, and Lost Lake part of column
10; see measured sections in Appendix 1).

Abundant, large mica flakes (biotite and white muscovite) are conspicuous in all three
members of the Tyee Formation in the type area. In contrast, the White Tail Ridge and Camas
Valley Formations (originally members of Baldwins, 1974, Flournoy Formation) are
overwhelmingly non-micaceous (Molenaar, 1985; Black, 1990; Black and Priest 1993; this

study). The White Tail Ridge Formation is also composed of deltaic and fluvial facies (i.e.,
cross-bedded, medium- to coarse-grained, mollusk-bearing, conglomerate and pebbly sandstone
and coals) whereas the Tyee Mountain Member is composed of turbidites. The Camas Valley

Formation is dominantly structureless, concretionary, and mollusk-bearing mudstone whereas

mudstone of the type Hubbard Creek Member is well-laminated. Using these criteria, mapping
by Molenaar (1985), Black (1990), Black and Priest (1993) and Black and others (in prep.) and

section measurements completed for this report (Fig. 2.1) show that the three highly micaceous

members of the Tyee Formation are separate, widespread, mappable units that can be
distinguished from the dominantly non-micaceous White Tail Ridge and Camas Valley
Formations.

Coarse mica flakes in a few White Tall Ridge Formation sandstone beds were noted in
the Berry Creek Member at only one locality (the Glide section; Bill Seeley, 1991, personal
communication). Dr. Joe Vance of the University of Washington (1993, personal communication)

also found consistent differences in fission track ages of zircons from non-micaceous White Tail

Ridge sandstones in the type area and micaceous Tyee sandstones. Formation calls for Vance's

study are based on mapping by Black and others (in prep.).
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The distinction between micaceous and non-micaceous uiüts is an excellent mapping aide
in the southern Tyee basin (C. L. Black and C. M. Moleraar, 1989-1994, personal
communications). For example, the stratigraphic sequence of micaceous Tyee Mountain Member

sandstone overlying non-micaceous Canias Valley Formation mudstone that, in turn, overlies
non-micaceous White Tail Ridge Formation sandstone can be mapped continuously around the

southern, southwestern, and southeastern flanks of the basin (Black and others, in prep.;
columns 12, 11, 10,9, 7, 17,6, and 4).

Molenaar (1985) pointed Out that a stratigraphic disagreement developed over the
distribution of the Tyee and Floumoy formations because Baldwin (1974) and Baldwin and

Beaulieu (1973) included the very thick and widespread, micaceous, turbidite sandstones on the

northwestern, northern, and northeastern flanks of the basin in the Flournoy Formation.
However, the contact between the micaceous Tyee Formation turbidites and the underlying

Flournoy Formation turbidites north and northwest of Elkton has never been mapped in detail.
This contact was queried, for example, on compilation geologic maps of the basin by Niem and
Niem (1984, 1990).

Study of the section by Molenaar (1985), recent mapping by Black and others (in prep.),

and this study show that the micaceous turbidite strata north and northwest of Elkton are
correlative to and laterally traceable into micaceous sandstone beds of the Tyee Formation at
the type section at Tyee Mountain (e.g., Tyee Mountain Member; columns 16,20,21,22; column 21
to #2, columns #1, #3, #5, #4, and 18). These northern "Flournoy Formation" sandstone beds are

lithologically identical to the micaceous turbidite sandstone beds of the Tyee Mountain
Member. Both turbidite units (i.e., the "Flournoy Formation" and the Tyee Mountain Member)

also contain microfossils indicative of a similar range of age (A to B-i; Fig. 2.4) whereas the

deltaic White Tail Ridge Formation and Camas Valley Formation (Flournoy Formation of
Baldwin, 1974) contain only B-i foraniinifers (McKeel, 1991, written communication) (Fig. 2.4).

In order to end the confusion over whether the thick-bedded micaceous turbidites north
and northwest of Elkton should be called Tyee or Floumoy, Molenaar (1985) suggested dropping
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the name Flournoy Formation. This study informally raises the members of Baldwins (1974)
Flournoy Formation (White Tail Ridge and Camas Valley members) to formation status and
discards the term Flournoy Formation.

The Tyee-Flournoy Sedimentological Disagreement:

A sedimentological disagreement has developed concerning the facies distribution of
the Tyee and Floumoy formations. This dispute results from the lack of detailed study of the

lithostratigraphic distribution of these units. Depositional models for the Tyee and Flournoy
formations by Snavely and others (1964), Lovell (1969), Chan (1982), Chan and Dott (1983),

Heller (1983), and Heiler and Dickinson (1985) were based on the older mapping and

stratigraphic terminology of Baldwin (1974) and his graduate students. The models also were
synthesized from scattered, partial measured sections in the southern and northern Tyee basin
(i.e., Eugene-Florence to Newport-Lincoln City area). Chan and Dott (1983) and Heller and

Dickinson (1985) each suggested that three lithofacies occur regionally in both the Tyee and
Floumoy formations. Chan and Dott (1983) named these, from south to north, the delta, slope,

and sandy submarine fan. Heller and Dickinson (1985) called them the delta and inner and
outer ramp facies.

Molenaar (1985), Black and others (in prep.), and this investigation show that the nonmicaceous, clean, deltaic sandstone of the Flournoy Formation has been incorrectly mapped and

correlated to mica-rich graywacke turbidites of the Tyee Formation as far north as Dolph,
northeast of Lincoln City (Snavely and others, 1991). Recent detailed and reconnaissance
mapping by Black (1990, 1994a, 1994b), Black and Priest (1993), Wiley and Black (1994), Wiley
and others (1994), and Black and others (in prep.) and section measuring by Molenaar (1985) and

this study (Fig. 2.5) now restrict the three highly micaceous lithofacies (turbidite submarine
fan, slope, and deltaic fades) to the Tyee Mountain Member, Hubbard Creek Member, and
Baughman Member, respectively, of the Tyee Formation as first defined by Baldwin (1974).
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These three vertically stacked members of the Tyee Formation are also not necessarily

lateral chronostratigraphic facies of one another as originally suggested by Chan and Doff
(1983) and Heller and Dickinson (1985). Their models were based on Walthers law of
correlation of facies, which is not valid if unconformities are present in the vertical succession
(Middleton, 1973). We now recognize local unconformities (i.e., sequence boundaries of Van

Wagoner and others, 1990) at the base of the Baugbman Member. Therefore, the three
lithofacies or members of the Tyee Formation may not be chronostratigraphic facies but may
instead represent distinct and separate depositional events (see discussions below on Baughman
and Tyee Mountain members and sequence stratigraphy; see also Ryu and Niem, 1993,1994).

Tyee Mountain Member

Nomenclature and Type Section:

The basal unit of the Tyee Formation is the Tyee Mountain Member (Figs. 2.4 and 2.5).

Baldwin (1974) named this unit for Tyee Mountain, a prominent topographic ridge 8.5 miles

west of Sutherlin. A section suitable as a type section is well-exposed along the Umpqua River
(secs. 20, 21, and 22, T. 25 S., R. 7 W.; see the Tyee Road section in Appendix 1-16).

Lithology. and Facies:

Throughout much of the southern Tyee basin, the Tyee Mountain Member consists of

thousands of feet of rhythmically stratified, thick- to very thick-bedded and amalgamated,
fine-grained, micaceous sandstone and thin to very thin beds of medium gray mudstone (Fig.
2.15). The mudstone beds, some of which contain bathyal foraminiferal assemblages (McKeel,
1991, written communication), are relatively minor although some beds are 10 to 20 ft thick.
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Figure 2.15-Thick- to very thick-bedded, amalgama ted, channelized turbidite sandstone
beds of the Tyee Mountain Member. Sandstone beds are structureless to massive,
and contain Bouma aa and rarely ab sequences with mudstone rip-ups. These
sandstone beds are characterized by turhidite B fades of Walker and Mutti (1973).
Note lack of rnudstone. Callahan road section (see Appendix 1-12.2; Sw, 33, T26S,
R7W). Geologist for scale.
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The sandstone to mudstone ratio varies from 5:1 to 30:1. The sandstone beds are well-indurated,

poorly sorted, lithic feldspathic graywackes that form flat-topped, stream-dissected ridges.
These sandstones contain Bouma Taa and Tab sequences, mudstone rip-ups (3 to 6 in

long), flutes, grooves, and load casts. Sandstone beds display sharp bottom contacts with
subjacent mudstone beds; gradational, laminated, micaceous, and carbonaceous upper contacts
are common. These features are characteristic of turbidite facies B, C, and some D of Mutti and
Ricd Lucchi (1972) and Walker and Mutti (1973). These facies form on middle and inner
submarine fans (Walker, 1979).

Locally, the basal few hundred feet of the Tyee Mountain Member consists of thin- to

medium-bedded, micaceous, fine-grained, outer fan turbidite sandstone and thin-bedded
mudstone (Fig. 2.16). The sandstone/mudstone ratio is 1:1; some graded sandstone beds contain
Bouma Tabcd and Tbcd sequences and flute and groove marks. These rocks are typical of outerfan facies D of Walker and Mutti (1973) (columns 22 and 16). Thick, poorly exposed sections of

laminated micaceous mudstone containing bathyal foraminifers also occur (basinal fades C of

Walker and Mutti, 1973). The thin sandstone beds gradually thicken upward to thick- to very
thick-bedded and amalgamated sequences (up to several hundred feet thick) of micaceous,
cliff-forming, massive, fine-grained graywacke containing Bouma Taaa and Tabe sequences
with few thin mudstone beds or partings (sandstone to mudstone ratio is 10:1 to 20:1; mid-fan
turbidite facies C and D of Multi and Ricci Lucchi, 1972; Walker and Mutti, 1973; Walker,
1979). Thus, the vertical sequence of the Tyee Mountain Member reflects progradation of a

middle fan facies over an outer submarine fan or outer ramp fades. The mid-fan facies is, in

turn, locally overlain by several hundred feet of well-indurated, massive, inner sandy fan
slope, amalgamated, micaceous turbidite sandstone beds with mudstone-chip conglomerates,
clastic dikes, and scour-and-fill structures (Fig. 2.17). Some inner fan fades formed as nested
feeder channels for the sandy middle fan fades (Chan and Dolt, 1983; columns 16, 17, 18, 19, 20,
21,22, #1, #2, #3, #4, and #5).
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Figure 2.16-Thin- to medium-bedded, fine-grained turhidite sandstone and mudstone
of the Tyee Mountain Member. Locally, the basal few hundred feet of the
Tyee Mountain Member consists of thin-bedded turbidite sandstone and
rnudstone. These rocks are typical of outer-fan facies D of Walker and Mutti
(1973). The thin sandstone beds gradually thicken upward to thick- to very
thick-bedded and amalgamated sequences of Figure 2.15. Callahan road (see
Appendix 1-9.2; SW, 33, T26S, R7W). Geologist for scale.
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Figure 2.17-Very thick-bedded, well-indurated, amalgamated slope-fan channel
sandstones with thin-bedded interchannel sandstones and/or overbank
mudstones of the Tyee Mountain Member. Sandstone beds are massive
to structureless, commonly amalgamated, and locally cut into thin-bedded
interchannel and overhank sandstones and mudstones. These slope-fan
sequences overlie prograding basin-floor-fan sequences (e.g., middle-outer
fan fades of Figures 2.15 and 2.16) of basal few hundred feet of the Tyee
Mountain Member. Note large rip-up clast (circled). Anlauf (SE, 25, T2IS,
R5W). Field vehicle for scale.
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In the southernmost part of the basin (columns 3,4,5,6,7, 9, and 10) the Tyee Mountain
Member consists of a thin, widespread sequence (<200 ft) of channelized, medium- to coarse-

grained, micaceous feldspathic lithic wacke (Fig. 2.18). These well-indurated, thick-bedded to
amalgamated sandstones contain abundant mudstone rip-ups (0.5 to 1 ft in length; Fig. 2.19) and
thin mudstone interbeds. Some intervals of nested, cross-cutting channels and overbank deposits
composed of thin-bedded, graded turbidite sandstone and mudstone occur between intervals of

very thick-bedded and amalgamated sandstone.

The nested channels are lithologically similar to the "sea gullies" fades or nested
channels that cut through deltaic, shelf, and slope deposits described by Dott and Bird (1979)
in the middle Eocene strata referred to the Elkton Formation at Sacchi Beach on the southwest
Oregon coast. Other channelized sea gullies and upper fan valley channels have been reported
in the uppermost part of the thick submarine fan fades of the Tyee Mountain Member as far
north as Loon Lake (Bird, 1967; column 19) and the Umpqua River near Kellogg (column 20;

Chan, 1982; Chan and Doll, 1983).

These Tyee Mountain sea gullies or channels funneled clastics to the underlying, thick,
elongate sandy fan system that comprises the Tyee Mountain Member in the central and
northern parts of the basin (Chan and Doll, 1983; columns 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, #1, #2, #3, #4,

and #5).

Thickness, Paleotopgraphy, Depositional Models, and Source Areas:

The thickness of the Tyee Mountain Member changes rapidly in the southern part of the
basin. Recent mapping by Black (1990, 1994a, 1994b), Black and Priest (1993), Wiley and Black

(1994), Wiley and others (1994), and Black and others (in prep.), and section measuring by

Molenaar (1985) and this investigation (Fig. 2.1) show that the micaceous Tyee Mountain
Member abruptly thickens from a few hundred feet of sea gullies fades to 5,000 to 6,700 ft of

rhythmically, even bedded, inner, middle to outer sandy submarine fan or inner to outer ramp
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Figure 2.18-Two channelized sandstone beds and intervening mudstone bed of the
Tyee Mountain Member in the southern part of the basin. Total thickness
of the Tyee Mnuntairi Member in the southern part of the basin is less than
301) It, hut rapidly thickens to the north (over 5,0(X) ft thick). Intervening
rnudstone bed contains slumped blocks of sandstone, indicating unstable
slope environment. These slope-channel facies ('sea gullies facies") prograded
northward and graded into slope-fan facies of Figure 2.17. Lost Lake section
(see Appendix 1-10.3; SW, 30, T28S, R8W). Geologists for scale.
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Figure 2.19-Rip-up conglomerate deposited on erosional surface of basal Tyee Mountain
Member. These rip-up conglomerates cut into massive outer neriUc shelfal
mudstono of upper Camas Valley Formation and are common in the southern
part ol th basin (see Figure 2.32). Coal Creek section (see Appendix 1-4.2; NW,
5, T32S, R 1W). Geologist (C. M Molenaar) for scale.
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turbidite strata north of the early Eocene Reston high. On Figure 2.1 and Plate 1, note the rapid
thickening of the Tyee Mountain Member from column 10 to 11 to 12 to 16,20,21, and 22 and from

columns 7 to 17 and 10 to 17, 18 and 19. This rapid thickening may reflect the continued effect of

the Reston high on the submarine paleotopography of the Tyee forearc basin slope and floor
during the middle Eocene (Black, 1992, personal communication). A local pebble conglomerate

occurs in the basal Tyee Formation near the Reston high (Wiley and others, 1994). It was
presumably derived from recycling White tail Ridge pebble conglomerate (Remote member)

from the uplifted Reston high (Wiley, 1994, personal communication).
Farther north, the Tyee Mountain Member middle to inner sandy fan facies was

deposited over the buried Umpqua arch without appredable change in thickness or change in
fades (e.g., column 20 to 21 to #3 and column 17 to 18 to 19 to #1). The relative uniformity of

thickness and facies suggests that the Smith River subbasin north of the Umpqua arch had been

filled with mudstone of the undifferentiated Umpqua Group and that there was little
paleotopography to affect the distribution of Tyee Mountain Member turbidite sands.
Based on new mapping (Black and others, in prep.) and this investigation, the Tyee
Mountain Member appears to be largely a thick, elongate, sand-dominated basin-floor
submarine fan (Chan, 1982; Chan and Dott, 1983) or sandy submarine ramp (Heller, 1983; Heller

and Dickinson, 1985) which can be traced as far north as Dolph (Snavely and others, 1964;
Lovell, 1969; Snavely and others, 1991).

Rb/Sr ratios indicate that the very coarse muscovite flakes in the sandstones were
derived from the Idaho batholith (Heller and others, 1985, 1992). Many lithic rock fragments
were also eroded from the Mesozoic terranes of the Klamath Mountains to the south and from a

postulated early Tertiary volcanic arc east of the basin (Snavely and others, 1964; Chan and
Dott, 1983).
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Contact Relationships and Age:

The contact of the Tyee Mountain Member with the underlying Camas Valley
Formation is a disconformity(?) in the southern part of the basin (i.e., columns 3,4,5, 6,7, 9, 10,
11, and 17). Basinward, the contact between the two units is conformable (i.e., north of columns
17 and 12). The lower contact is exposed in section 4, T. 28 S., R. 7 W. The upper contact with the
overlying Hubbard Creek Member is a conformity and is well exposed in sec. 7, T. 25 S., R. 7 W.

The Tyee Mountain Member contains abundant foraminifers and coccoliths that indicate a
middle Eocene age (Ulatisian; Miles, 1977; McKeel, 1989-92, personal and written
communication; CP-12a and CP-12b, Bukry, 1992, written communication) (Fig. 2.4).

Hubbard Creek Member

Nomenclature and Type Section:

The Hubbard Creek Member of the Tyee Formation was named by Baldwin (1974) for a

dominantly deep-marine siltstone sequence with subordinate, thin, even-bedded sandstone that
crops out along Hubbard Creek, a tributary of the Umpqua River (secs. 7,8, and 9, T. 25 S., R. 7
W.). We measured a reference section along the Umpqua River in secs. 8 and 9, T. 24 S., B.. 7 W.

(see the Tyee Road section in Appendix 1-16).

Lithology. Thickness. and Distribution:

The slope-forming unit is predominantly dark gray, well-laminated, micaceous deepmarine foraminifer-bearing mudstone and siltstone. The 1,000-ft unit is best exposed at Burnt
Ridge (column 11; Appendix 1-11.2) where it consists of two units: (1) a lower 600-ft thick
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massive micaceous mudstone that contains middle to lower bathyal (slope) foraminifers
(McKeel, 1991, written communication); and (2) a 300- to 400-ft thick nested channel facies of
micaceous turbidite sandstone beds and mudstone (Fig. 2.20).

The upper unit of the Hubbard Creek member at Burnt Ridge (column 11) and at China
Flat (column 3) consists of a sequence of cross-cutting, 20- to 50-ft deep nested channels fified

with thin- to thick-bedded turbidite sandstone beds and dark gray mudstone (Fig. 2.20). Slump
structures and mudstone-cbip conglomerates are abundant in the base of a few channels. These
nested channels are cut into micaceous lower slope mudstone of the lower unit of the Hubbard

Creek Member and may have fed small submarine fan(s) in a local slope basin. Alternatively,
these slope channel systems could have funneled fine sand to the thick middle to outer sandy
submarine fan or ramp turbidite fades in the upper part of the Tyee Mountain Member in the
central and northern parts of the Tyee basin (Chan, 1982; Chan and Dott, 1983).

The overall geometry of the Hubbard Creek Member is lenticular. This unit is thickest
at Burnt Ridge and at LaVerne County Park (columns 11 and 17) and is thinner and finer grained

to the north and south. To the north, the thickness of the member is a uniform 400 to 600 feet
(columns 16,20,21, 19, 18, #3, #4, and #5). It consists entirely of lower bathyal, micaceous,

laminated mudstone (Black, 1991, personal communication; McKeel, 1991, written
communication). South of Burnt Ridge and the LaVerne section, the member also thins to 400 to

600 feet. In that part of the basin, the unit consists of dominantly laminated mudstone that
contains upper bathyal to outer neritic foraminifers (McKee!, 1991, written communication) and
some thin sequences of nested channelized turbidite sandstone and mudstone in the upper part of

the unit (columns 3,4,5,6, and 7).
The Hubbard Creek Member can be traced and mapped continuously from the type
section (column 16) along the Tyee escarpment and around the flanks of the Tyee forearc basin
(Black and others, in prep.; columns 3,4,5,6, 7,9, 10, 11, 12, 16, 20, 21, 7 to 17, 18, and 19). The

unit is correlated from measured sections to wells in the center of the basin, using seismic
reflection profiles, well cuttings, and electric logs (column 19 to #3 and column #4 to #5).
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Figure 2.20-Nested channels filled with thin- to thick-bedded turhidite sandstone beds
and dark gray mudstone of the upper part of the Hubbard Creek Member.
Slump structures and mudstone-chip conglomerates are abundant in the base
of channels. Thicker part of the nested channel is approximately 5 ft. Burnt
Ridge section (see Appendix 1-11.2; Center, 4, T28S, R8W).
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Age. Paleobathymetry. and Contact Relationships:

The Hubbard Creek mudstone contains benthonic foraminifers of the A-i to B-i stages of
Almgren and others (1988) (Fig. 2.4; McKee!, 1991, written communication). The member

conformably overlies the Tyee Mountain Member. Locally, in the southernmost part of the basin
(e.g., Coal Creek and China Flat sections; columns 4 and 3), the upper contact with the
overlying fluvial facies of the Baughman Member is disconformable. That is, the upper 500 ft of

the Hubbard Creek (outer shelf-upper slope mudstone) which is present in the Burnt Ridge
section (column 11) is missing to the north. Thick-bedded, coarse-grained, cross-bedded, fluvial

sandstone and massive sandstone with mudstone-chip conglomerate (derived from erosion of the
underlying Hubbard Creek Member) directly overlie nested channels of the middle Hubbard
Creek (Fig. 2.21). In the deeper parts of the basin, the upper contact of the laminated mudstone
is conformable with deltaic-shoreface sandstone facies of the Baughman Member (see columns
17, 18, 19, 16,20,21, #3, #4, and #5).

At Glide (column 14) the entire Tyee Formation is missing owing to the local erosional
unconformity at the base of the upper Eocene Spencer Formation (Appendix 1-14). The Hubbard
Creek and Baughman members also are not present in the Interstate-5 section (column 22) on the

eastern margin of the basin for the same reason.

Baughman Member

Nomenclature:

The youngest unit of the Tyee Formation is the Baughman Member (Figs. 2.4 and 2.5).

This well-indurated, resistant unit forms the precipitous cliffs of the Tyee escarpment (Fig. 2.3)

which are well-developed in the Camas Valley 7 1/2-minute quadrangle (Black and Priest,
1993). Baldwin (1974) named the unit for a fire lookout (now abandoned) which was built on a
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Figure 2.21-Large rip-up clast deposited on erosional surface of basal Baughman Member
in the southernmost part of the basin. Rip-up conglomerates with very large
rip-up clasts cut into very thin-bedded slope mudstones and nested channel
facies of Figure 2.19. These rip-up conglomerates are directly overlain by thickbedded, coarse-grained, massive to cross-bedded, fluvial sandstones of Figure
2.22. China Flat (II) section (see Appendix 1-3.2; Sw, 8, T32S, R1IW). 5-ft bar
for scale.
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ridge of "massively bedded sandstone" west of Hubbard Creek in sec. 35, T. 25 S., R. 8 W.

Although this could be called the type area, no type section was defined. The unit is wellexposed in an easily accessible section along the Umpqua River (Tyee Road section in Appendix
1-16, column 16); reference sections are the Kellogg and Waggoner Creek section (column 20;

Appendix 1-20) and the Elkton section (column 21; Appendix 1-21).

Lithology:

The predominant lithology of the Baughman Member is thick- to very thick-bedded,
micaceous, cross-bedded, lithic arkosic sandstone (Fig. 2.22). The sandstone is dean and wellindurated, being cemented mainly by zeolites (Chan, 1985; see Chapter 3). This sandstone is

also generally coarser grained (i.e., medium- to very coarse-grained to locally pebbly) and

cross-bedded unlike the fine-grained, clay-cemented turbidite sandstone beds that typify the
Tyee Mountain Member. Baughman sandstone is iron-stained yellow-orange where deeply
weathered; fresh exposures are medium gray. Subbituminous coal and laminated micaceouscarbonaceous siltstone comprise <5% of the unit.

Facies:

The Baughman Member is composed mainly of two facies: deltaic and fluvial. The
lower delta plain and delta front facies is more common in the center of the basin where it is
overlain by the Elkton Formation (e.g., columns 20 and 21 on Fig. 2.1 and Plate 1). The fluvial

facies is generally restricted to the southernmost part of the basin (e.g., columns 4,5, and 7). The
deltaic facies consists of three to four thickening-upward cycles of medium- to coarse-grained,

mollusk-bearing, hummocky bedded, micaceous sandstone interstratified with thin gray
mudstone. Thin to medium beds of sandstone are bioturbated and contain fossil mollusks. These
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Figure 2.22-Thick- to very thick-bedded, micaceous, cross-bedded, lithic arkosic sandstone
of the Baughman Member. The sandstone is clean and well-indurated, being
cemented mainly by zeolites. Baughman sandstone is iron-stained yellow-orange
where deeply weathered. Subbituminous coal and laminated micaceous siltstone
are interhedded. Baughman sandstone is also coarser grained and cross-bedded
unlike the fine-grained turbidite sandstone of the Tyee Mountain Member. Sandy
Creek section (see Appendix 1-7.3; NE, 27, T285, R1OW). 5-ft bar for scale.
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wave-dominated delta front strata locally grade or thicken upward to thick- and very thickbedded and amalgamated, large-scale (up to 10 ft in amplitude) planar and trough crossbedded, coarse- to very coarse-grained, micaceous lithic arkosic sandstone. These beds are

locally pebbly and were deposited in distributary and distributary mouth environments. A few
beds of lower delta plain coal and underclay (up to 3 ft thick) and overbank carbonaceous
mudstone are preserved between thick beds of channelized, cross-bedded to massive, sandstone
(e.g., Kellogg section, column 20). The lower delta plain sandstone units fine and thin upward to
medium to thin, even beds of micaceous fine-grained sandstone which contain hummocky

stratification and ripple-laminations (Dott and Bourgeois, 1982). These fine-grained beds are
interstratified with thinner even beds of well-laminated mudstone. The 100- to 300-ft cycles
are well-exposed in the Tyee Road section (column 16), Kellogg and Waggoner Creek section
(column 20), and the Elkton section (column 21).

The fluvial facies interfingers with the deltaic facies to the south. At Powers (column
5) and in the Eden Ridge coal field area (columns 2, 3, and 4), the fluvial facies is dominantly a
thick sequence of coarse- to very coarse-grained, large-scale planar cross-bedded to massive
sandstone. There are also a few cross-bedded pebble-cobble conglomerate-filled channels and
lenses (20 to 30 ft thick). The poorly sorted pebbles and cobbles are in framework-support and

are subrounded to well-rounded. Quartzite, chert, and volcanic and metamorphic rocks are the

dominant dast types.
Sandstone beds of the fluvial fades contain locally slumped blocks of overbank
mudstone and mudstone-cbip conglomerates preserved in channel bases. Other lithologies in

this fades include abundant, thick upper delta plain, laminated to massive, carbonaceous
(leaf-bearing) siltstone, thick massive light green-gray overbank mudstone, and thick coal beds
(columns 2,3,4,5,6,7,9,10, and 11). There are some distributary mouth, cross-bedded
sandstones associated with estuarine oyster-rich and mollusk-shell-rich mudstones,
bioturbated sandstone, and thinner paralic or marginal marine coals (1 to 3 ft thick) in the
upper part of the dominantly fiuvial sections in the southernmost part of the forearc basin.
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At least four major seams of subbituminous coal (up to 8 ft thick) have been traced over

twelve square miles in the Baughman Member at Eden Ridge (columns 3,4, and 5); the reserve is
estimated at more than 50 million tons (Lesher, 1914; Duell, 1957; NERCO, 1981; USBLM, 1983;

Niem and Niem, 1990). The number and thickness of coal beds decrease to the north.

Thickness. Distribution, and Source Area:

The thickness of the Baughrnan Member ranges from 1,000 to 2,000 ft. The deltaic facies

in the center of the basin thins from 1,000 feet to <400 ft. and the number of thickening-upward
cydes decreases from four to two from the south (well #5; columns 16 to 21) to the northwest
(well #3; column 19). Mapping by Black and others (in prep.) and section measuring by Molenaar

(1985) show that the Baughman Member thins and is eroded out (i.e., "skies out") immediately
north of Elkton (column 21), Loon Lake (column 19), and Green Acres (near well #3). The original

thickness of the fluvial fades in the southernmost part of the basin is unknown owing to erosion

and lack of an overlying unit
Southward thickening and coarsening of the deltaic to fluvial facies along with
paleocurrent data from cross-beds indicates a southern source for the unit (Chan and Dott, 1983).

However, a few coarse-grained deltaic sandstone beds containing scattered fine to coarse
pebbles occur as far north as Elkton (column 21).

Contact Relationships:

A local unconformity at the base of the Baughman Member is defined by a sharp
irregular erosional contact with several feet of relief in road exposures (e.g., columns 3 and 4).
Along the southern margin of the basin, the base of the Baughman locally consists of mudstone-

chip conglomerate with a massive coarse-grained pebbly sandstone and an overlying large-
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scale cross-bedded or torrential foreset-bedded pebbly fluvial sandstone (Fig. 2.21). These
sandstones are incised into deep-marine micaceous mudstone of the Hubbard Creek Member in

the southern margin of the basin (columns 2,3,4,5,6,7,9, 10, 11, and 17).

In the central and northern parts of the basin, the lower contact of the deltaic facies of
the Baughrnan Member with mudstone of the Hubbard Creek Member appears to be conformable
(columns 17, 18, 19, 16,20,21, #4, #5, and #3). The upper contact of the Baughman with the
overlying Elkton Formation is gradational (columns 20, 21, #5, and #3).

Elkton Formation

Nomenclature:

Originally called the Elkton siltstone member of the Tyee Formation by Baldwin
(1961), the unit was elevated to formation status by Thorns (1965), Bird (1967), and Lovell
(1969). The Elkton Formation was named for the town of Elkton. Both Bird (1967) and this

investigation measured a fairly well-exposed reference section along a logging road adjacent to
Waggoner Creek (column 20; Appendix 1-20.2). Additional excellent exposures occur in the

Umpqua River and along the road paralleling the river west of the town of Elkton and east of
Loon Lake (see Bird, 1967).

Lithology. Thickness and Depositional Environment:

The Elkton Formation consists of 1,500 ft of slope-forming, moderately indurated,

laminated, medium dark gray mudstone. The mudstone weathers to yellow-brown chips.

Abundant foraminifers in these micaceous strata indicate deposition at bathyal depths (Bird,
1967; McKeel, 1989-92, written communication).
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A few miles west of the town of Elkton, the lower 500 ft of the formation is shallowmarine (neritic), dark gray, massive to laminated concretionary mudstone. This mudstone

contains two 50- to 100-ft thick, thickening-upward intervals of shallow-marine, medium- to
thick-bedded, micaceous, arkosic sandstone with thin mudstone beds. Elkton sandstone beds are

moderately well-sorted, medium-grained, and laminated to locally hummocky bedded. Fossil
crabs and mollusks have been reported from the calcareous concretions (Baldwin, 1989, personal

communication). This sandstone is overlain by more than 1,000 ft of dark gray, laminated to

massive, deep-marine (upper bathyal) foraminifer-bearing mudstone that forms the dominant
lithology of the Elkton Formation (Bird, 1967). Locally, in the upper part of this deep-marine
sequence are two to three nested channel sequences of moderately indurated, medium- to thick-

bedded and amalgamated, micaceous quartzo-feldspathic sandstone. The sandstone is
interstratified with thinner, dark gray mudstone beds (e.g., Waggoner Creek section, columns
20, #3, and #5). These turbidite sandstones are graded, laminated to massive, and carbonaceous
and contain mudstone rip-ups. Nested channel ifils are 100 to 200 ft thick.

Age. Contact Relationships, and Distribution:

The formation is middle Eocene (upper Ulatisian-lower Narizian by Bird, 1967; A-i of
Almgren and others, 1988) (McKeel, 1991, written communication; Fig. 2.4). Bukry and Snavely

(1988) reported that coccoliths from Elkton strata are typical of Subzone CP12b (equivalent to

the upper Ulatisian-lower Narizian foraminiferal stages). This unit is conformably overlain
by the Bateman Formation (Weatherby, 1991) and interfingers with the underlying Baughman
Member of the Tyee Formation (columns 20 and #5; see Figs. 2.1 and 2.5). The lower gradational

contact is well exposed immediately west of Elkton in the south bank of the Umpqua River
(column 21). Outcrops of the formation are preserved in the center of the Tyee forearc basin (see
geologic maps of Niem and Niem, 1990; Black and others, in prep.; also see area of fence
diagram endosed by columns #3, #5,16,20, and 21).
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Lorane Shale

The Lorane Shale occurs only in the northeast corner of the basin (column 22 of the fence

diagram). It was named by Voices and others (1951) and first mapped as a separate formation
by Gandera (1977) in intermittent outcrops in the Lorane Valley between Cottage Grove and

Eugene (largely north of this study area) where the unit is 600 ft thick. It is a dark gray, welllaminated, micaceous, deep-marine mudstone. Within the study area, only 50 ft of Lorane
Shale is exposed along Interstate-5 (column 22) where it conformably overlies the Tyee
Mountain Member of the Tyee Formation. The Lorane Shale is unconformably overlain by the
upper Eocene Spencer Formation. The Lorane Shale is middle Eocene (coccolith zone CF-12b of

Bukry and Snavely, 1988) and has been correlated to the Elkton Formation in the center of the
Tyee forearc basin by Bird (1967) (Fig. 2.4).

Bateman Formation

Nomenclature:

The Bateman Formation was first mapped by Baldwin (1961). In 1974, Baldwin named
the unit for the Bateman fire lookout 5.5 miles west of the settlement of Tyee (sec. 5, T. 25 S., R.

8 W.) . The designated type sections are along the Rader Creek and Waggoner Creek roads in

the southern part of the Elkton 15-minute quadrangle (column 20). Twelve additional
stratigraphic sections were measured by Weatherby (1991).
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Thickness and Distribution:

The formation is 1,400 to 2,500 ft thick. It crops out in only two areas in the center of the
Tyee forearc basin (column 20; Ramp, 1972; Baldwin, 1974; Niem and Niem, 1990; Walker and

MacLeod, 1991; Black and others, in prep.). In a recent master's thesis, Weatherby (1991)
measured a 1,150-ft continuous reference section along Hedin Creek Road (secs. 3 and 9, T. 23 S.,
R. 8 W.; Appendix 1-27).

Lithology and Depositional Environment:

The Bateman Formation is dominantly delta front, distributary mouth bar, and
distributary channel facies. Delta front facies are composed of coarsening- and thickeningupward cycles (100 to 200 ft thick) of thin- to thick-bedded, micaceous feldspathic wacke

interstratified with subordinate, burrowed, massive mudstone and bedded to massive
(bioturbated) siltstone (Weatherby, 1991; Fig. 2.23).

Individual sandstone beds are lenticular, massive, or parallel laminated to hummocky
bedded. Minor graded bedding and microripple-laminations occur. Basal sandstone contacts are

sharp and planar although some display scour-and-fill structures. Laminations are enhanced
by concentrations of disseminated carbonaceous plant debris and mica flakes. Disarticulated
shells of Venericardia were reported in a few sandstone beds by Weatherby (1991). The

moderately indurated delta front sandstone is generally fine-grained, moderately well-sorted,
and weakly cemented by clay rims and coatings of chlorite and minor calcite. Some prodelta
mudstone is present (Weatherby, 1991).

Overlying and interfingering with the delta front cycles are large-scale tabular crossbedded to massive, medium- to coarse-grained, distributary channel and distributary mouth bar
sandstones. These micaceous, lithic arkosic sandstone beds contain scoured bases, ripped-up

clasts, coalified wood, and scattered lenses or lags of pebbles. The sandstone thins and fines
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Figure 2.23-Thickening- and coarsening-upward parasequence of the Bateman Formation.
this parasequence is composed of thin- to thick-bedded, micaceous, fine- to
medium-grained, feldspathic wacke interstratified with subordinate, massive,
hurrowed, silty mudstone. Individual sandstone beds are parallel laminated to
hummocky bedded. Minor graded bedding and ripple-laminations occur.
Ihis type of parasequence represents a delta front facies in a wave-dominated
environment. Overlying the delta front parasequences are large-scale tabular
cross-bedded distributary channel and distributary mouth bar sandstones, which
locally interfinger with subbituminous coals and carbonaceous silty mudstones.
Radar Creek section (see Appendix 1-26; SW, 4, T24S, R8W). Geologist for scale.
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upward to highly carbonaceous, overbank swamp and marsh siltstone. As many as five beds of

subbiti.iminous coal, all <3 ft thick, are associated with the overbank siltstone and mudstone
(Weatherby, 1991). Carbonized leaves and pollen reported by Baldwin (1961) and Hopkins

(1967) indicate a tropical to subtropical climate. Weatherby (1991) noted long, sand-filled
Teredolites burrows that extend into a few marginal marine coals from the overlying
transgressive delta front sandstone (Fig. 224). Root traces mottle the underclays beneath coal

layers.
Paleocurrent measurements by Weatherby (1991) indicate that the Bateman delta
prograded to the north-northwest. Delta front sequences are also more dominant in the northern

part of the outcrop area whereas lower delta plain, distributary channel, and interdistributary
swamp and marsh deposits are more abundant in the southern part (Weatherby, 1991).

Sandstone petrography identifies a provenance to the southeast and east that consisted of
andesitic Western Cascade arc rocks, metamorphic, plutonic, and sedimentary rocks of the

northern Kiamath Mountain terranes, and the Idaho batholith (Weatherby, 1991).
The Bateman outcrop represents an erosional remnant of a wave-dominated delta and
shoreface sequence that was part of a broad, late middle to late Eocene coastal plain in western
Oregon (Dott, 1966). Age-equivalent(?) or slightly younger (i.e., late Eocene, upper Narizian)

wave-dominated deltas and shoreline sequences, are preserved (1) to the southwest in the Coos
Bay basin (i.e., Coaledo Formation: Dott, 1966; Ryberg, 1978; Chan and Dott, 1986; Orr and

others, 1992) and (2) to the north-northeast in the Willamette Valley and Nehalem Basin
(i.e., Spencer Formation: Hoover, 1963; Baker, 1988; and Cowlitz Formation: Berkman, 1990;
Berkman and others, 1991).

Age and Contact Relationships:

The Bateman Formation strata have not been well-dated by fossils, but they are
inferred to be upper middle to upper Eocene. Baldwin (1974) reported a tentative upper
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Figure 2.24-Long sand-filled Teredolites burrows of the Bateman Formation. This burrow
extends into coal from the overlying delta front sandstone. Root traces mottle
the underclays beneath coal layer. Teredolites burrows are also common in deltaic
fades of the Baughman Member. Radar Creek section (SW, 4, T24S, R8W).
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Ulatisian age at one locality based on foraminifers examined by K. J. Bird. However, the unit
gradationally overlies middle Eocene Elkton Formation mudstone (Figs. 2.4 and 2.5) (Baldwin,
1974; Weatherby, 1991). No upper contact is preserved due to erosion.

Spencer Formation

Nomenclature:

The Spencer Formation was named by Turner (1938) for a thick sequence of upper Eocene

(upper Narizian) micaceous arkosic and volcanidastic sandstones exposed in Spencer Creek
southwest of Eugene, twenty miles north of this study area.

Thickness, Lithology. and Age:

The Spencer Formation is composed of several hundred feet of fluvial to deltaic,
medium- to thick-bedded sandstone. There also are a few thin (<2 ft) subbituminous coal beds

and thicker, laminated carbonaceous (leaf-bearing) mudstone-siltstone interbeds in the unit
(Fig. 2.25 and 2.26). The sandstone in the area of this investigation is friable, micaceous

arkosic, cross-bedded, and fine-grained to very coarse-grained. Shallow-marine mollusks and
carbonaceous leaves date the formation as late Eocene (Hoover, 1963; Sanbom, 1937). The unit is

probably a lateral equivalent of or is slightly younger than the Bateman Formation and/or is
an age-equivalent of the Coaledo Formation of the Coos Bay basin (Figs. 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5).
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Figure 2.25-Two thick- to very thick-bedded Spencer sandstone beds with interbed of
carbonaceous overbank mudstone northeast of Glide. The lower sandstone
bed is fine-grained, highly carbonaceous, micaceous and well-laminated.
Geologist for scale.
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Figure 2.26-Close-up of the upper sandstone bed in Figure 2.25, showing a fluvial or
distributary channel that cuts into underlying overbank mudstone and
dark coal bed.
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Distribution and Contact Relationships:

Hoover (1963) mapped a thin outcrop belt of Spencer Formation on the northeast side of

the Tyee basin. The unit pinches out due to subaerial erosion and overlap by basaltic andesite

lavas and volcaniclastic deposits of the Western Cascade Fisher Formation of the Western
Cascades near Drain and Anlauf (Niem and Niem, 1990; Black and others, in prep.).
The Spencer Formation unconformably overlies the middle Eocene Lorane shale along

lnterstate-5 in the northeastern part of the study area (column 22; Gandera, 1977). In the

southeastern part of the southern Tyee basin along the North Umpqua River, the 1,100-ft thick
unit unconformably overlies the lower Eocene White Tall Ridge and Camas Valley formations.

The thick, friable, niicaceous, cross-bedded to well-laminated, highly carbonaceous arkosic

fluvial sandstone with thin coal beds and carboncaceous siltstones in this area was previously
mapped as Flournoy Formation (Baldwin, 1974; Niem and Niem, 1990). Recent maps by Walker

and MacLeod (1991), Black and others (in prep.), Wells and others (in prep.), however, call

these strata Spencer Formation.

Other Upper Eocene to Miocene Geologic Units

After the Spencer and Bateman formations were deposited in the late-middle Eocene

and late Eocene, calcalkaline volcanism was initiated in the Western Cascade arc along the
eastern border of the southern Tyee basin (Fig. 2.3; e.g., Fisher/Colestin formations; Hoover,
1963; Baldwin and Perttu, 1980). Eruptive activity in the arc continued into the Oligocene and
Miocene (Peck and others, 1964; Smith and others, 1982; Walker and MacLeod, 1991; Orr and

others, 1992). Cascade lavas east of Glide (column 14), for example, yielded K-Ar ages of 38.6
Ma to 21.2 Ma or latest Eocene to early Miocene (sec. 9, T. 26 S., R. 3 W.; Mobil, unpublished

data).
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The Fisher Formation and other Western Cascade units (e.g., Little Butte Volcanics)

consist of thousands of feet of volcanogenic deposits of basalt and basaltic andesite (Walker
and MacLeod, 1991). The volcanic sequence also includes andesitic to rhyodacitic mudflow

(lahar) deposits, ash-flow tuffs, and water-laid and air-fall silicic tuffs. Western Cascade
basalt sills and dikes (gabbro, diabase, and norite) intruded Western Cascade volcanic units
and Umpqua Group strata in the eastern part of the Tyee basin in the late Paleogene and early
Neogene (Niem and Niem, 1990; Black and others, in prep.). For example, basalt sifis (50 to 100

ft thick) occur in the White Tail Ridge Formation in the Glide-Colliding Rivers State Park
area (sec. 19, T. 26 S., R. 3 W.). Thin basalt sifis in the Siletz River Volcanics near the bottom of
Mobiles Sutherlin well (column #7; at 10,070-75 ft and 10,550-80 ft) were K-Ar dated as
Oligocene or 33.9 ± 3.4 Ma to 36.8 ± 3.6 Ma (courtesy of Mobil Oil Corp., Bill Seeley, Lee High,

and Neal R. Goins, 1989, personal communication).

In the latest Eocene (upper Narizian), 6,000 ft of deltaic sandstone, siltstone, and coals
(i.e., Coaledo Formation) began to fill the newly subsiding Coos Bay basin on the western flank
of the southern Tyee basin (Dott and Bird, 1979) (Fig. 2.3). These deposits were superseded by
upper Eocene to upper Miocene deep-marine and shallow-marine sandstone and mudstone, and
Plestocene marine terrace deposites (Baldwin and Beaulieu, 1973; Armentrout, 1980).

SEQUENCE STRATIGRAPHY

The new concepts of sequence stratigraphy can be applied to better understand the

vertical and lateral facies variations of the Tyee basin sedimentary rocks. This approach will
help predict the distribution and geometry of these facies (especially potential reservoir
targets and source rocks for oil and gas exploration) in the subsurface. Sequence analysis

involves subdividing the basin-filling sedimentary sequence into a hierarchy of genetically
related and time-bounded units (e.g., parasequence, systems tract, and sequence). For further
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discussion of sequence stratigraphic concepts, the reader is referred to Van Wagoner and others
(1990).

According to the ideal model of Van Wagoner and others (1990), each depositional

sequence starts with a lowstand systems tract (1ST) created by a rapid fall of relative sea level
during which time much of the continental shelf is exposed (Fig. 2.27). Rivers and canyons are

locally incised into the exposed shelf and upper slope. They funnel coarse clastics downslope
through sea gullies and submarine canyons via turbidity currents to deposit a growing basin-

floor fan (see submarine fan on Fig. 2.27). Small deltas formed at river mouths are perched at

the shelf/slope break.
Eventually, sea level ceases to fall and a stillstand is reached. Then sea level begins to
rise slowly again. As a result, the continental shelf is gradually flooded, growth of the basinfloor submarine fan ends, and the incised river valleys begin to fill or aggrade with gravel and
coarse sand of braided rivers (and/or with estuarine sands; Fig. 2.28). Slope-perched deltas
continue to prograde basinward, and a shale-prone slope wedge downiaps on top of the
abandoned basin-floor submarine fan (Fig. 228). The shale-prone wedge (includes slope fan of
Van Wagoner and others, 1990; Haq and others, 1988; Vail and others, 1984) consists of deep-

marine mudstone and thin, fine-grained turbidite sandstone beds.
With a rapid relative rise in sea level, caused by increased tectonic subsidence or

eustatic sea level change, the initial lowstand systems tract is buried by a transgressive
systems tract (TST; Fig. 2.29). Transgressive system tracts are characterized by deposition of a

thick marine shale (defining a maximum flooding surface) across the shelf and by an associated
condensed section of organic-rich facies (i.e., thin shales and glauconite or phosphate)
deposited on the outer shelf and slope. With flooding, coarsening- and thickening-upward
parasequences of wave- or fluvial-dominated delta front sandstone and mudstone backstep or

retrograde landward (Fig. 2.29). Ideally, the river systems shift from a braided pattern to a
meandering or high sinuosity pattern (Fig. 2.29).
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Formation of Sequence Boundary
and Lowstand Systems Tract:
Fan Deposition (LST)
incised rivers

incised canyon

slope-perched deltas
Bushnell Rock fm.
.1

submarine canyons & sea gullies
(nested channels)

/ (Bushnell Rock fm.. Tyee Mtn. Mbr.)
sea level

Sheff

rapid
relative
sea level fall

unconformable part
of sequence boundary

basin-floor
submarine fan
(lower & middle undiff. Umpqua Gp.
Tyee Mtn. Mbr.)

* Rate of eustatic fail exceeds rate of subsidence

* Sea level falls to shelf break; canyons are cut into the exposed shelf

* Slope-perched deltas and basin-floor fans are deposited

Figure 2.27-Formation of a sequence boundary, lowstand systems tract (1ST), and lowstand
basin-floor fan due to rapid relative fail of sea level resulting from a high rate of
tectonic uplift and/or eustatic sea level fail (modified slightly from Van Wagoner
and others, 1990).
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Lowstand Systems Tract:
Wedge Deposition (LST)
braided streams

Bahman dea
(Bushnell Rock fan deltas)

slope fan
(e.g., Tenmile Im.)

sequence

boundary

Remote mb'

slow
relative

Bushnell Rock fm.

(fanglomerates) - ncsed valley
fill

sea level rise

Coquille R.
/

Bauglmzan Mbr.

shale-prone wedge
with nested channels

sequence boundary

(Tenmile fm.,

Bushnefl Rock channels)

* Rate of eustatic fall and/or tectonic subsidence decrease, reaches a
stillstand, and rises slowly
* Deposition of basin-floor fan ceases

* Coarse-grained, braided stream or estuarine sandtones aggrade with
the fluvial systems, often filling incised valleys in response to
sea level rise (e.g., Bushnell Rock conglomerate)
* Fine-grained turbidites deposited on the slope form a shale-prone
wedge with thin turbidite sandstone beds that downiap on top
of the abandoned fan
Figure 2.28-Lowstand systems tract (1ST): a lowstand slope-wedge forms as a result of
a slow fall of relative sea level, followed by a stifistand, and then slow rise of
relative of sea level (modified slightly from Van Wagoner and others, 1990).
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Trartsgressive Systems Tract
(TST)
meandering streams

wave-dominated deltas
(Rasler Ck. tongue)
upper Tenmile & Umpqua Gp.
Camas Valley fm.
Hubbard Ck. Mbr., Elkton Fm.

upper Umpqua Gp.
(condensed section
on Umpqua arch)
& Elkton Fm. Lorane
Shale

t rapid
relative
sea level rise
Hubbard Ck. Mbr. & Elkton Fm.

* Rate of eustatic and/or tectonic rise is at a maximum
* During brief slowdowns in rate of rise, parasequences (e.g., delta front
sandstones) prograde; but overall stack in backs tepping pattern
(i.e., shift from position 1 to 2 to 3)
* Thin, organic-rich facies (condensed section) moves up onto the shelf

* Fluvial systems typically shift from a braided to meandering pattern

Figure 2.29-Formation of a transgressive systems tract (TST) due to a rapid rise of sea level,
resulting from increased tectonic subsidence rate and/or rapid eustatic sea level
rise. (modified slightly from Van Wagoner and others, 1990)
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Highstand Systems Tract (HST)
Rasler Ck. tongue
Berry Ck. mbr.

Bateman Fm.

upper Tenmile im.

Hubbard Ck. Mbr.

slow relative
sea level rise,
stilistand,
then slow fall
Hubbard Ck. Mbr.

* Rate of eustatic rise is at a maximum and in the highstand, falls slowly
* Rates of deposition greater than the rates of sea level rise, parasequences
(coarsening-upward sequences of delta front sandstones) build
basinward in aggradational to progradational parasequences sets
of the higbstand systems tract (2)

* Parasequences downiap onto the condensed section (3)

Figure 2.30-Creation of a highstand systems tract (HST) by a slow relative rise, a stilistand,
and a slow fall of relative sea level as a result of tectonic uplift and/or eustatic
sea level drop (modified slightly from Van Wagoner and others, 1990).
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Overlying the transgressive systems tract are strata representing a highstand systems
tract (HST) formed when relative sea level is highest and the rate of deposition is greater

than the rate of sea level rise. As a result, wave-dominated deltas with shoreface
aggradational or progradational parasequence sets (composed of coarsening- and thickeningupward parasequences) build basinward onto the shelf (Fig. 2.30). The deltaic parasequences
downiap onto the condensed section (i.e., thin sequence of organic-rich mudstones) which also

moves basinward as a result of relative slow sea level rise, followed by stilistand and slow

relative fall in sea level. The set of facies and lithologies that represent lowstand,
transgressive, and highstand systems tracts forms one depositional sequence. This depositional
sequence (LST, TST, HST) may be repeated in time, starting a new cycle with a rapid relative

fall of sea level (Fig. 2.27).
Each depositional sequence, according to Van Wagoner and others (1990), is separated
from subjacent and supeijacent sequences by local unconformities (termed sequence boundaries). A

sequence boundary between depositional sequences may be relatively conformable in the deeper
parts of the basin. Sequence boundaries in the southern Tyee basin, for example, are commonly

characterized by rapid basinward shift in facies, local unconformities (e.g., a lowstand wedge
of fluvial channels that cut-and-fill into deeper marine outer shelf or slope mudstone), and
abrupt change in the parasequence stacking pattern in wireilne logs and measured stratigraphic
sections (Ryu and Niem, 1993).

Sequence stratigraphic analysis allows us to reinterpret several lithostratigraphic
units (formations and members) in the Tyee basin as unrelated unconformity bounded units.

These units were previously interpreted by others as lateral facies of one another (e.g., Heller
and Dickinson, 1985; Chan and Dott, 1983). This is an important concept in oil and gas

exploration for defining reservoir geometry because some sandstone units may be totally

unrelated in time (i.e., different chronostratigraphic units) to other lithologically similar
sandstone or mudstone fades. The fence diagram (Fig. 2.1 and Plate 1) is largely a

lithostratigraphic correlation of members and formations although it also indudes some
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aspects of chronostratigraphic correlation and sequence stratigraphy (see Explanation on Fig.
2.1 and Plate 1).

Seismic and sequence stratigraphic concepts were developed mainly for passive
continental margin basins (e.g., Vail and others, 1977; Van Wagoner and others, 1990;
Armentrout and Perkins, 1991). In passive margin basins, eustatic sea level fluctuations are

important controls in formation of lowstand, transgressive, and highstand systems tract
depositional sequences. However, in tectonically active settings, development of ideal
depositional sequences is complicated by tectonism. In the southern Tyee basin, for example,

syndepositional tectonic activity within and adjacent to the basin interrupted formation of
ideal systems tract sequences (Ryu and Niem, 1993, 1994).
We recognize four depositional sequences (1,11,111, IV) separated by sequence

boundaries in the 20,000 ft of Eocene strata that overlie the Siletz River Volcanics (Fig. 2.31;
Ryu and Niem, 1993, 1994). Each depositional sequence contains part or many of the features of

the three ideal systems tracts (Fig. 2.31) defined by Van Wagoner and others (1990). Some

facies or features are missing. However, the model can be applied here with some
modifications (Ryu and Niem, 1993, 1994).

Correlations within the four depositional sequences use biostratigraphy (foraminifers,
coccoliths, and mollusks) and subsurface (wireline logs, seismic reflection profiles) to surface

lithologic correlations between closely spaced measured sections and wells (Plates 2a, 2b, 3a,
3b, 4a, 4b, and 5). This study was conducted in cooperation with detailed geologic mapping of
the southern Tyee basin by C. L. Black and T. J. Wiley (DOGAMI), and R. E. Wells, A Jayco, and

the late C. M. Molenaar (USGS) (see maps by Black and others, in prep. and Wells and others,

in prep.).
The oldest depositional sequence (Sequence I) consists of the Bushnell Rock Formation,

Slater Creek member of the Bushnell Rock Formation, and lower turbidite part of the Tenmile
Formation and undifferentiated Umpqua Group (LST); massive upper shelfal mudstone of the
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HST

Bateman Fm.

Iv

Baughman Mbr.

TST
LST

Hubbard Ck. Mbr.

TST/HST

Elkton Fm.

Tyee

Mountain
Mbr.

III

HST
TST

Rasler Ck. Tongue

Camas Valley Fm.

Coquille R. Mbr.

LST

*TFTST

II
LST

Remote Mbr.
Berry Ck. Mbr.

HST

Tenniile Fm.

TST
I

Bushnell

LST

Rock Fm.

Kiamath / Siletz
Mtn.
7 River

terrane / Volcanics

'4

BASEMENT

Figure 2.31-General stratigraphic column with sequence stratigraphic interpretation
of the southern Tyee basin. Four depositional sequences are recognized
in the 20,000 ft of Eocene strata that overlie the Klamath Mountain terrane
and Siletz River Volcariics. Abbreviation; LST=Lowstand Systems Tract;
TST=Transgressive Systems Tract; HST=Highstand Systems Tract; IFI ST=
Tectoriism-Forced TST.
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Tenmile Formation and lower and middle undifferentiated Umpqua Group (TST); and Berry
Creek Member of the White Tail Ridge Formation (HST) (Fig. 2.31; Plates 2a and 2b).
Sequence II consists of the Remote and Coquille River members of the White Tail Ridge

Formation (LST), Camas Valley Formation and upper part of the undifferentiated Umpqua
Group (TST), and the Rasler Creek Tongue of the White Tail Ridge Formation (HST) (Fig. 2.31;

Plates 3a and 3b).
Sequence III encompasses the Tyee Mountain Member (LST) and Hubbard Creek Member
(TST to HST) of the Tyee Formation (Fig. 2.31; Plates 4a and 4b).
Sequence IV consists of the Baughman Member (LST) of the middle Eocene Tyee

Formation, Elkton Formation and Lorane Shale (TST), and Bateman-Spencer formations (HST)
(Fig. 2.31 and Plate 5).

Depositional Sequence I

During the early Eocene there was some underthrusting and/or some oblique-slip

movement along the Wildlife Safari fault and uplift of the northern Kiamath Mountains (e.g.,
along the Canyonville fault on Fig. 22; Perttu, 1976; Perttu and Benson, 1980; Ryberg, 1984).

During a lowstand and rapid relative sea level fall, streams downcut valleys across these
terranes (Fig. 2.27). As sea level began to rise slowly, syntectonic fanglomerate, fan delta, and

submarine canyon to inner fan fades of the Bushnell Rock Formation backfilled the valleys and
canyons that had been eroded into the pre-Tertiary Kiamath Mountain terranes and Eocene
Siletz River Volcanics (Heller and Ryberg, 1983; Fig. 2.28; columns 8,9, 10, 13, 14, and 23 on Fig.

2.1; Plate 2a). Fan deltas and submarine channels of Bushnell Rock sands, polymictic gravels,
and muds probably fed basin-floor inner, middle, and outer submarine fan turbidites of the

undifferentiated Umpqua Group to the north-northwest (Ryberg, 1984; this investigation)
(Plate 2b). For example, basin-floor mudstone and inner, middle, and outer submarine fan

turbidite strata of the lower part of the undifferentiated Umpqua Group in the Myrtle Point-
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Sutherlin subbasin (columns 15,24, #8, and #7 on Fig. 2.1; Plates 2a and 2b) appear to be

laterally equivalent to the Bushnell Rock fan deltas and deep-sea incised valley
conglomerates (e.g., column 14 on Fig. 2.1). Some thick- to very thick-bedded, inner fan lithic

sandstones in the southwest part of the subbasin may also have been fed by the isolated, ageequivalent, deep-sea conglomerate channels in the Tenmile Formation in columns 1,2, and 6 on
Figure 2.1 (near Agness, Agness Pass, and Rasler Creek) (Plate 2a). A few lenses of shallow- to

deep-marine basaltic sandstone were deposited locally around the oceanic islands on the
Umpqua arch to the north during this time (Fig. 2.3; columns 15,22, and 21 on Fig. 2.1; Plate 2b).

Much of the overlying lower and middle Tenmile Formation represents a lowstand
wedge with small slope fans (Fig. 228; Plates 2a and 2b). This upper-lower Eocene slope fan

wedge consists of mainly laminated to massive bathyal mudstone interstratified with thick
sequences of fine-grained, lithic turbidites. These rhythmically bedded turbidite sequences
(e.g., column 9) may represent outer submarine fan facies and/or small slope fans (Fig. 2.28; Van

Wagoner and others, 1990) (Plates 2a and 2b). The deep-marine Umpqua basin strata were

deposited on a continental slope during a broad marine onlap or slow rise in relative sea level
(i.e., a transgression) onto the subsiding northern border of the Kiamath Mountains (Fig. 2.3;

Plates 2a and 2b). Thick Eocene bathyal mudstone and thin-bedded slope turbidites of the
Tenmile Formation prograded or downiapped as a slope wedge over the lowstand incised
Bushnell Rock canyon head or valley fill formed earlier (e.g., at Suicide Creek, column 10; Fig.
2.28; Plates 2a and 2b).

Deep-marine mudstone in the upper part of the undifferentiated Umpqua Group
contains foraminifers of the B-4 to B-i stages of Almgren and others (1988) (Fig. 2.4). This

mudstone in the Myrtle Point-Sutherlin subbasin (e.g., Mets Hill section, column 15) may be a

basin-floor/lower slope facies equivalent to the prograding slope wedge sequences of White

Tail Ridge Formation which also contain B-i stage foraminifers (Plate 2b). As thin-bedded,
outer or distal fan turbidite sandstones of the Tenmile Formation were trapped in local
subbasins on the upper to middle continental slope, thick undifferentiated Umpqua Group
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hemipelagic mudstone accumulated in the Myrtle Point-Sutherlin trench or marginal basin and
in the Smith River subbasin to the north (Figs. 2.1 and 2.3; Plate 2b).

As relative sea level rose more rapidly and inundated the shelf, the upper 500 ft of the
Tenmile Formation, representing a transgressive systems tract (Fig. 2.29), was deposited as

sballowing-upward, massive, bioturbated outer shelf to upper slope mudstone (Plates 2a and
2b). These strata contain neritic molluscan and foraminiferal faunas (e.g., Shield Creek, column
10; E. J. Moore, 1991, written communication; McKee!, 1991, 1992, written communication). Age-

equivalent deep-marine mudstone of the upper undifferentiated Umpqua Group continued to
accumulate in the Smith River and Myrtle Point-Sutherlin subbasins (Fig. 2.3 and columns #1,
#8 and 15 on Fig. 2.1). Contemporaneously, a thin condensed section (<200 ft thick) of dark gray,
deep-marine mudstone accumulated over the Umpqua arch (e.g., columns 21 and 18 on Fig. 2.1;

Plate 2b).
Capping Sequence I is the Berry Creek Member of the White Tail Ridge Formation.
This member occurs locally in the southern part of the basin (e.g., columns 3,4,9, 12, 13,14, and

#16 on Fig. 2.1; Plate 2a). The member conformably overlies and is laterally equivalent to the
upper neritic mudstone facies of the Tenmile Formation. The unit represents a highstand
systems tract wave-dominated delta (Fig. 2.30; Plates 2a and 2b). The Berry Creek Member
consists of several coarsening- and thickening-upward progradational parasequences (Fig. 2.11).

Depositional Sequence II

A second depositional sequence (II) consists of a LST (the channelized, fluvial Remote

Member and the shallow-marine to delta front Coquille River Member of the White Tail Ridge
Formation); a TST (thick overlying mudstone of the Canias Valley Formation and equivalent

upper parts of the undifferentiated Umpqua Group); and a HST (the delta front and shoreface
sandstone of the Rasler Creek Tongue of the White Tail Ridge Formation) (Figs. 2.5 and 2.31;

Plates 3a and 3b).
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A local angular unconformity at the base of the Remote Member indicates a late early

Eocene episode of local deformation in the southern part of the Myrtle Point-Sutherlin
subbasin. The compositions (mainly greeristone, grey wackes, and granodiorite) and large size of

clasts (up to several ft) in the Remote Member also attest to uplift in the northern Klamath
Mountains. The Remote Member probably formed during a sea level lowstand or rapid fall in

sea level. The unit filled steep gradient valley(s) that had been incised into the exposed shelf
(Figs. 2.26 and 2.27; Plate 3a). Boulder-cobble conglomerate and cross-bedded, pebbly, coarse-

grained sandstone were deposited by high-gradient braided streams that drained fault blocks
to the south. These coarse dasfics spread into the basin unconformably over the more deformed
Slater Creek sandstone member of the Bushnell Rock Formation (columns 8 and #17 on Fig. 2.1)

and over the Tenmile Formation. These relationships represent the unconformable part of the
sequence boundary (Plate 3a).

The fluvial Remote Member also disconformably overlies or is incised into delta front
Berry Creek Member sandstone of depositional sequence I (e.g., columns 4,6,7,9,14, and #16 on

Fig. 2.1 and Plate 3a). Locally, the channels eroded through the Berry Creek Member and into
the upper part of the Tenmile Formation (columns 10 and 11). Farther north and west, in the

deeper part of the basin, the braided stream-dominated Remote Member grades into a series of
coarsening- and thickening-upward wave-dominated delta front parasequences and fining- and

thinning-upward, coal-bearing tidal flat-lower delta plain parasequences (Fig. 2.13) of the
overlying Coquille River Member (Plate 3b). The Coquille River Member gradationally
overlies the upper Tenmile neritic facies, forming a conformable sequence boundary (Fig. 2.28;

Van Wagoner and others, 1990) (Plate 3b).

The overlying deep-marine Camas Valley Formation reflects a trarisgressive systems
tract (TST) within depositional sequence II (Fig. 2.29; Plate 3a and 3b). This unit represents a

major flooding surface created during a rapid relative rise in sea level. The unit was deposited
uniformly over the Reston high in the Myrtle Point-Sutherlin subbasin (column 11) and is
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recognized as far south as Powers and Agness Pass (e.g., columns 2,4, and 6 on Fig. 2.1; Plates 3a

and3b).
The progradational Rasler Creek Tongue which extends into the Camas Valley
Formation consists of stacked, wave-dominated delta front parasequences (Fig. 2.14). One

explanation for this tongue is the classical stratigraphic interpretation that a relatively
short-lived event caused progradation of a shallow-water fades into a deeper water
environment. When the conditions that created the prograding shallow-water facies ceased,
deep-water sedimentation resumed. An alternative explanation, using sequence stratigraphy,
would describe the Rasler Creek Tongue as progradation of a deltaic tongue basinward onto the
Camas Valley muddy shelf during a highstand (HST of Van Wagoner and others, 1990; Fig.

2.29). In this explanation, the thin interval of uppermost Catnas Valley neritic-upper slope
mudstone that overlies the Rasler Creek Tongue (e.g., columns 4,6, and 7) reflects a short-lived
transgression or onlap of the shelf (a TST of Van Wagoner and others, 1990; Figs. 2.30 and 2.31).

A mudstone or shale overlying a sandstone at the top of a HST does not conform to the

ideal sequence stratigraphy model of Van Wagoner and others (1990). Therefore, we introduce
the term "tectonism-forced transgression" (patterned after the term forced regression in a LST
introduced by Posamentier and others, 1992) to refer to the conditions that deposited a
transgressive mudstone at the top of a HST (Ryu and Niem, 1994). A tectonism-forced

transgression may be created when regional tectonism modifies the geometry of a basin, leading

to a basinwide change in relative sea level (Ryu and Niem, 1994). Thus, the contact between
the Rasler Creek Tongue and the overlying Camas Valley Formation mudstone could be termed
a tectonism-forced flooding surface.

Tectonism-Forced Transgressive Systems Tract

The tectonism-forced transgressive systems tract (TFTST) in the southern Tyee basin is

defined here as a massive shelfal mudstone unit (e.g., upper Camas Valley Formation) that
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overlies a wave-dominated deltaic HST of Sequence II (Rasler Creek Tongue) (Fig. 2.32). The
TFTST is overlain by a submarine erosional sequence boundary created by lowstand slope
channels of Sequence ifi with mudstone rip-up conglomerates (Tyee Mountain Member of Tyee

Formation) (Fig. 2.32). Cyclic sedimentation, controlled by relative changes in sea-level,

typically records a repetition of a depositional sequence in which normally three distinctive
systems tracts, a lowstand systems tract (1ST), a transgressive systems tract (TST), and a
highstand systems tract (HST), occur in the same systematic order (Van Wagoner and others,
1990) (Fig. 2.31). However, a 300-foot thick shelfal mudstone (upper Camas Valley Formation)
between the Rasler Creek Tongue and the Tyee Mountain Member does not follow the normal
sequence of 1ST overlain by TST and HST (Fig. 2.31). This unit is allowed to define a new

systems tract termed a "tectonism-forced transgressive systems tract". TFTST formed as a result

of an onlap primarily caused by apparent tectonic subsidence rather than eustatic sea-level rise
(Figs. 2.31 and 2.32).

If the rate of tectonic subsidence exceeds the rate of eustatic sea level rise and fall, and
if the rate of accommodation is greater than the rate of sedimentation during rapid tectonic
subsidence, a transgressive systems tract should be deposited along the basin margin. Under

these conditions, the transgressive systems tract is called a tectonism-forced transgressive
systems tract because the onlap was caused by tectonic subsidence.
During the early Eocene, a subduction zone complex, represented by the Bushnell Rock,

Tenmile, White Tail Ridge, and Camas Valley formations (Sequences I and II), was deposited
and deformed along the tectonic boundary between Siletz River Volcanics seamount terrane and
the Mesozoic Kiamath Mountain terrane (Fig. 2.3). After accretion of the early Eocene
subduction zone complex in middle Eocene time, a new subduction zone formed to the west

(Heller and Ryberg, 1983). The older subduction zone complex subsided, eventually creating a

forearc basin in which the Tyee, Elkton, Bateman, and Spencer formations (Sequences ifi and
IV) were deposited (Fig. 2.3). Due to an abrupt change in basin tectonic style, a tectonism-forced
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transgressive mudstone unit formed between the subduction zone complex and the overlying
forearc basin sequence (i.e., between Sequences H and Ill).

In a standard sequence stratigraphy model as developed by Van Wagoner and others
(1990) for passive continental margins, a depositional sequence consists of an LST, TST, and HST

if they are constrained by an eustatic sea-level cycle. Due to cyclic change of sea-level, a

depositional sequence shows a distinctive strata! stacking pattern such as backstepping in the
LST, aggradation, and prograding in the HST. The prograding HST is normally truncated by an
erosional sequence boundary of the next depositional sequence; and the sequence boundary is

overlain by a backstepping LST of the next depositional sequence (Van Wagoner and others,
1990).

However, delta front sandstones of the Rasler Creek Tongue HST of Sequence II

initially prograded seaward (north) (Fig. 2.32). It then rapidly backstepped landward (south)
and was abruptly overlain by a transgressive middle to outer shelfa! mudstone unit of the upper
Camas Valley Formation (Pig. 2.32). Between the backstepping Rasler Creek Tongue HST and

the massive transgressive shelfal mudstone unit, a transgressive lag deposit is well-developed
and contains pebble-sized mudstone rip-up clasts. This transgressive lag deposit may represent
a major marine flooding surface caused by rapid tectonic subsidence during the change of basin

tectonics. Higher in the section, some slump structures are preserved in the uppermost part of
the transgressive mudstone unit (Fig. 2.32). The transgressive mudstone unit of the upper Camas

Valley Formation is abruptly overlain by slope channel turbidite sandstones and mudstone ripup conglomerates of the Tyee Mountain Member LST of Sequence ifi (Figs. 2.18,2.19, and 222).

Most slope channel turbidite sandstone beds (sea gullies facies) are massive to graded. The base
of channel sandstones typically contain mudstone rip-up conglomerate beds representing the
deep, scoured submarine erosional contact (sequence boundary) at the base of Sequence ifi (Figs.
2.19 and 2.32).

This submarine erosional sequence boundary is also quite different from the sequence

boundary formed during relative sea level fall. A sequence boundary formed during relative sea
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level fall shows evidence of subaerial erosion, basinward shift in facies across the sequence
boundiry, orilap of nonmarine strata above the sequence boundary, and progradation of the
underlying HST (Van Wagoner and others, 1990). The sequence boundary at the base of Sequence

III, however, is characterized by submarine erosion (Fig. 2.19), landward shift of fades across
sequence boundary, apparent absence of onlapping nonmarine strata above the sequence

boundary, and backstepping of the underlying HST with an intervening transgressive mudstone
unit (Fig. 2.32).

This sequence boundary probably formed due to a high sedimentation rate during a

tectonically forced transgression. Benthic foraminiferal data indicate rapid deepening across
the sequence boundary at the base of Sequence ifi (McKeel, 1992; written communication). The

sedimentation rate increased rapidly across this sequence boundary (Fig. 2.33).
Other evidence of tectonic change at this time comes from sandstone petrography. A
change in sandstone composition across the sequence boundary at the base of Sequence ifi

indicates a change in provenance or source area from local Klamath metamorphic-sedimentary
terrain to a more distant volcanic arc terrain. Major compositional changes in sandstones
between Sequence II and Sequence ifi are in the relative abundance of quartz, K-feldspar,

plagioclase, lithic fragments types (e.g., metamorphic and sedimentary lithic fragments versus
volcanic lithic fragments), and micas (see Chapter 3).
A time versus burial depth plot of basin subsidence also indicates that basin subsidence
abruptly increased around 50 Ma, i.e., in the middle Eocene (Fig. 2.34). This rapid increase of
tectonic subsidence correlates well with the abrupt change of basin tectonic setting based on

paleomagnetic data for the Oregon Coast Range (Fig 2.35). Paleomagnetic data suggest that
basin tectonic setting changed from a collision orogen to increased clockwise rotation beginning

approximately 50 Ma (Heller and Ryberg, 1983; Wells and Heller, 1988) (Fig. 2.35).

In summary, stratigraphic and sedimentologic data from the Eocene strata of the
southern Tyee basin suggest a new type of trarisgressive systems tract for convergent basin

margins that is caused by rapid tectonic subsidence. The tectonism-forced transgressive systems
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tract is recognized as an out-of-sequence TST, rapid tectonic subsidence due to a change in basin

tectonic setting, and a tectonically enhanced sequence boundary. The tectonically enhanced
sequence boundary is characterized by submarine erosion, landward shift in facies, absence of
onlapping nonmarine strata above the sequence boundary, and an abrupt deepening event,

tectonic provenance change, and a rapidly increased sedimentation rate across the sequence
boundary.
Since a tectonism-forced transgressive systems tract (TFTST) is mainly controlled by

basin tectonics rather than cyclic change of eustatic sea level, a tectonism-forced trarisgressive
systems tract may serve as a stratigraphic fingerprint of basin tectonics for convergent basin

margins (Ryu and Niem, 1994). Stratigraphic relationships between Sequences II and ifi in the
Eocene southern Tyee basin provide an excellent example of this fingerprint.

Depositional Sequence ifi

The third depositional sequence (Ill) includes the Tyee Mountain and Hubbard Creek
members of the Tyee Formation. These members are separated from the overlying fluvial facies
of the Baughman Member by a sequence boundary or a local disconformity (Figs. 2.5 and 2.31;

columns 3,4,5,6,7,9, 10, and 11 on Fig. 2.1). In the deeper parts of the basin, this contact is
conformable (see columns 17, 18, 19, 16,20,21, #3, #4, and #5).

The Tyee Mountain Member is principally a submarine fan (Chan, 1982) or submarine

ramp (Heller, 1983) that conformably overlies basinal mudstone facies of the Camas Valley
Formation and Umpqua Group (e.g., in columns 12 and 16 on Fig. 2.1; Plates 4a and 4b). Locally,

to the south, however, the Tyee Mountain Member consists of a series of amalgamated,
micaceous turbidite sandstone beds in submarine channels (e.g., columns 3,4, and 5 on Fig. 2.1;

Plates 4a and 4b). This unit locally eroded into upper Camas Valley Formation slope/outer
shelf mudstone during tectonism-forced transgression (Fig. 2.32; Ryu and Niem, 1994). The

submarine channels acted as a conduit to transport shelfal-deltaic, micaceous, fine-grained,
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lithic feldspathic sands via turbidity currents to the basin-floor fans and slope fans (Bird,
1967; Chan, 1982) (Plates 4a and 4b).

The Hubbard Creek Member of the Tyee Formation may represent facies from a

transgressive systems tract (TST) and a highstand systems tract (HST) of Sequence III (Plates
4a and 4b). This member consists of two units, and its overall geometry is a shale-prone wedge.

The lower 600-ft thick massive micaceous mudstone that contains middle to lower bathyal
(slope) foraminifers (McKeel, 1991, written communication) represents a transgressive systems

tract In the upper part of the Hubbard Creek Member (columns 9,10, and 11), the 400-ft thick

unit of nested turbidite sandstone channels are locally incised into bathyal mudstone of the
lower deep-marine unit of the Hubbard Creek Member (Fig. 2.20; Plate 4a). The unit may

represent a highstand systems tract (HST; Plate 4a). Although a condensed section remains to

be identified, this upper part of the member reflects a rapid sea level rise and a stillstand that
may have been associated with progradation of a highstand deltaic facies (now completely

eroded away). This investigation shows that locally (e.g., at Coal Creek and China Flat,
columns 3 and 4 on Fig. 2.1 and Plate 4a), the upper outer shelf-upper slope mudstone unit of the

Hubbard Creek is in sharp erosional contact with the fluvial fades of the Baughman Member
(Fig. 2.21 and Plate 4a). This erosional surface represents the sequence boundary at the base of
sequence N.

Depositional Sequence IV

The fourth depositional sequence consists of the Baughman Member of the Tyee

Formation, the middle Eocene Elkton Formation, and the middle to upper Eocene Bateman
Formation (Figs. 2.5 and 2.31; Plate 5).

Following widespread deposition of the deep-marine Hubbard Creek slope and basinal
mudstone over the lowstand Tyee Mountain Member submarine fan in the forearc basin, a

relative sea level fall resulted in progradation of the 1,000- to 2,000-ft thick Baughman fluvial
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system fronted by a wave-dominated delta. The Baughman deltaic facies consists of three to
four cycles of thickening-upward, progradational parasequences (Plates 4a and 4b).
The parasequences consist of thin- to thick-bedded, medium-grained, mollusk-bearing,
hummocky bedded, bioturbated, micaceous sandstone and thin mudstone. These organized strata

were probably deposited at a wave-dominated delta front. They resemble shoaling upward
parasequences described by Chan and Dott (1986) for the middle to upper Eocene Coaledo

Formation of the southwest Oregon coast. These shoreface deltaic strata grade upward to lower

delta plain, distributary, and distributary mouth sandstone with minor subbituminous coal. The
coarse-grained distributary mouth strata fine or thin upward to thin hunimocky beds and
ripple-laminated sandstone to laminated mudstone. These 100- to 300-ft parasequences are
well-exposed in the Tyee Road section (column 16), Kellogg and Waggoner Creek section
(column 20) along the Umpqua River, and the Elkton section (column 21 on Fig. 2.1 and Plate 4a).

These features and relationships demonstrate that the Baughman delta prograded
from south to north and that the fluvial facies formed during a rapid relative fall of sea level,
stillstand, and a slow relative rise of sea level (Fig. 2.28). Initially, lower Baughman rivers
incised into Hubbard Creek slope mudstone, creating incised valleys across the outer shelf and

upper slope in the southern part of the basin (Fig. 2.27). As relative sea level rose slowly, the

stream valleys were backfllled and aggraded with cross-bedded, coarse (locally pebbly)
micaceous arkosic sand of the Baughman Member in a braided river system (Fig. 2.28). The

associated deltaic parasequences prograded farther across the former Hubbard Creek muddy

shelf to the north (Fig. 2.28).
The Elkton Formation (column 21) represents an onlapping transgressive systems tract

(Fig. 2.29 and Plate 5). The Elkton near the town of Elkton consists of thick, shallow-marine,
outer shelf mudstone which contains two 50- to 100-ft thick thickening-upward, micaceous,

mollusk-bearing sandstone parasequences. Eventually, the entire shelf, delta, and fluvial
system of the Baughman Member was covered by thick, transgressive, slope mudstone of the

Elkton Formation as a result of this rapid relative rise in sea level (Fig. 2.29 and Plate 5). The
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relative rise in sea level was probably related to increased accommodation owing to tectonic
subsidence and/or eustatic sea level rise and a slower rate of sedimentation. Some local nested

channel sandstone facies may have fed small slope fans (now eroded) via turbidity currents
(Fig. 2.29; e.g., column 20 on Fig. 2.1).

The overlying Bateman Formation contains several prograding coarsening- and
thickening-upward deltaic parasequences (Fig. 2.23; Appendix 1-27; Weatherby, 1991). These

grade and interfinger upward to distributary channel sandstones. Thin (< 2 ft thick)
discontinuous, overbank coal and carbonaceous siltstone cap the stratigraphic section
(Weatherby, 1991; columns 20 and #5). The formation represents a highstand systems tract of
sequence 1V that downiapped onto the Elkton slope mudstones during slowing of the rate of sea

level rise, a stillstand, and slow fall of sea level (Fig. 2.30 and Plate 5).
The Bateman Formation, along with the Spencer Formation of the Willamette Valley
and the southern Tyee basin, the Cowlitz Formation of northwestern Oregon, and the Coaledo
Formation of the Coos Bay basin in southwestern Oregon represent a widespread low-lying

coastal plain. Deposition of these units recorded the final phase of deltaic progradation in the
middle to late Eocene (lower to upper Narizian) in the forearc basins of western Oregon
(Snavely and Wagner, 1963; Dott, 1966; Armentrout and Suek, 1985; Weatherby, 1991).

Subsequently, a postulated plate reorganization in the latest Eocene (Snavely, 1984;
Armentrout, 1987) resulted in a more rapid subduction rate, creation of a regional sequence

boundary, and major eruptions in the Western Cascade calcalkaline arc. The volcanic arc slowly

blocked the fluvial input of extrabasinal micaceous arkosic sand derived from the Idaho

batholith and other eastern Oregon, eastern Washington, Idaho, and British Columbia and
Montana plutonics and metamorphic sources (Buckovic, 1979; Armentrout and Franz, 1983).

Volcanic ashes, pyrodastic flows, and lavas from these eruptions overwhelmed the
input of arkosic mica-bearing sand and changed the character of forearc basin sedimentation in
much of western Oregon (Niem and others, 1992; Niem and Niem, 1984; McKnight and others,

1992). Although the younger tuffaceous forearc sediment is not preserved in the Tyee basin,
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some volcaniclas tic strata overlie the Tyee Formation farther north in the Wilamette Valley
(e.g., Fisher Formation; Vokes and others, 1951). Upper Eocene to Miocene lavas and

pyroclastics of the Western Cascade arc also overlie with angular unconformity the Spencer

Formation, Tyee Formation, and White Tail Ridge Formation east of the study area (e.g., east
of Glide; column 14). This angular unconformity represents the upper boundary of depositional
sequence IV. The overlying young subaerial volcanogenic units define the end of marine

sedimentation in the Tyee forearc basin.

SUMMARY

In the Paleocene to early Eocene, Siletz River Volcanics (basement rocks) of the
southern Oregon Coast Range were erupted as seamounts and oceanic islands along a deep-

marine rifled or convergent continental margin from a spreading ridge or hot spot (Duncan, 1982;

Snavely, 1984; Wells and others, 1984). Nearby uplifted Klamath Mountain Mesozoic terranes

shed gravel, coarse lithic turbidite sands, and marine muds which locally interfingered with
the pillow lavas and breccias (i.e., lower undifferentiated Umpqua Group and lower Bushnell
Rock Formation). Subsequent cooling and subsidence of the volcanic crust and/or partial

underthrusting of the Siletz River oceanic plate (part of the Farallon plate) beneath the North
American plate (represented by the northern Klamath Mountains) created the Umpqua
marginal basin and trench. This basin presently trends northeast-southwest (Baldwin and
Perttu, 1980; Heller and Ryberg, 1983).

A northeast-southwest trending volcanic edifice or archipelago of coalescing basaltic
seamounts and oceanic islands formed a submarine ridge that subdivided the Umpqua basin into

two subbasins: the Myrtle Point-Sutherlin trench on the south and the Smith River subbasin on
the north (Fig. 2.3). The Smith River subbasin was isolated or cut off from the supply of coarse

clastics from the south by this topographic barrier of Siletz River Volcanics (Umpqua Arch).
Therefore, only hemipelagic terrigenous muds of the lower Eocene undifferentiated Umpqua
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Group filled this subbasin (Fig. 2.1). In contrast, the Myrtle Point-Sutherlin subbasin was

inundated with thick sequences of alluvial fan, fan delta, and submarine canyon gravels, debris
flows, turbidite lithic sands, and deep-marine muds of the Bushnell Rock Formation,

undifferentiated Umpqua Group, and Tenmile Formation. These siiciclastics were derived

largely from the tectonically active fault scarps in the Klamäth Mountains highlands to the
south (Heller and Ryberg, 1983; Ryberg, 1984).

During deposition of these strata, several phases of renewed underthrusting and/or
strike-slip or oblique-slip deformation along the southern margin of the Myrtle Point-Sutherlin
subbasin resulted from continued accretion of the Siletz River basaltic crust to the North

American continental crust. Early Eocene oblique-slip movement on the Wildlife Safari fault

and Canyonville right-lateral faults dictated the location of the coarsest fluvial gravels,
alluvial fans, and fan deltas of the Bushnell Rock Formation in the south-central part of the
basin (Fig. 2.3; Perttu, 1976). Lower Bushnell Rock and undifferentiated Umpqua Group

polymictic conglomerate and lithic turbidite sandstone which are interbedded with Siletz
River pifiow basalts were deformed, folded, and faulted to a near-vertical position before and
during deposition of the overlying Bushnell Rock fanglomerate, fan deltas, and submarine

channels and undifferentiated Umpqua Group submarine fan fades, creating a local angular
unconformity. Subsequent tectonic subsidence of the northern Klamath Mountain-Coast Range

accreted crust resulted in deposition of the overlying slope mudstone and thin-bedded turbidites
of the Tenmile Formation.

Farther north, away from the tectomcally active suture zone, a thin mudstone facies of
the undifferentiated Umpqua Group was deposited (C to B-i foraniiniferal stage of Almgren

and others, 1988). This mudstone facies is laterally equivalent to the faulted, folded thick
coarse-grained alluvial fan and turbidite units of the Bushnell Rock Formation and Umpqua
Group and is relatively undeformed. The mudstone was deposited as a condensed section on the

Umpqua arch (Figs. 2.4 and 2.5). Renewed underthrusting in the Myrtle Point-Sutherlin
subbasin then deformed Bushnell Rock, Tenmile, and undifferentiated Umpqua Group turbidites
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to create the Reston high (Figs. 2.1 and 2.3). This high subdivided the Myrtle Point-Sutherlin
subbasin into two parts during deposition of the deltaic Berry Creek and fluvial Remote
members of the White Tail Ridge Formation (Fig. 2.1). Eventually, the Umpqua basin (Myrtle
Point-Sutherlin subbasin, Umpqua arch, and Smith River subbasin; Fig. 2.3) was inundated
with lower middle Eocene slope and basinal mudstone of the upper Camas Valley Formation
(upper Umpqua Group). This unit, also, is gently deformed in the southernmost part of the

basin.
Owing to clogging of the subduction zone by bouyant, thickened, oceanic crust of Siletz

River Volcanics (e.g., Umpqua arch) in the late-early Eocene to early-middle Eocene, a new
subduction zone developed to the west (at the present position on the outer continental shelf;
Snavely, 1984). Behind this subduction zone, the deep, NS-trending, linear, Tyee forearc basin
subsided across the NE-SW trend of the older Umpqua basin and Siletz River Volcanics oceanic
crust (Figs. 2.1 and 2.3). More than 9,000 ft of strata of the middle Eocene Tyee, Elkton and

Lorane, and Bateman formations and upper Eocene Spencer Formation filled the basin. The

elongate shape of the basin constricted development of the prograding sandy submarine fan of
the Tyee Mountain Member such that it does not have a radial classic submarine fan, but is
elongate geometry (Chan and Dott, 1983). The basin configuration also controlled the linear

distribution of the deltaic Baughman Member and Bateman Formation. Lava fragments in the

forearc basin sandstones were derived mainly from the postulated calcalkaline volcanic arc
now located to the south and southeast (Chan and Dott, 1983; Heller and Ryberg, 1983). In

addition, rivers draining the Idaho batholith contributed quartz- and mica-rich detritus during
clockwise rotation of the basin (Peterman and others, 1981; Heller and Ryberg, 1983; Heller and
others, 1985; Heller and others, 1992).

The Tyee forearc basin presently trends north-south and the Umpqua basin northeast-

southwest (Fig. 2.3). However, paleomagnetic studies show that these basins have been rotated
clockwise at least 67° since the middle Eocene (Fig. 2.35) (Simpson and Cox, 1977; Wells and

Heller, 1988). Therefore, the original orientation of the Tyee forearc basin appears to have
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been northwest-southeast, and the underlying Umpqua basin trended north-south. Rotation of

the Tyee basin, northern Kiamath Mountains, and rest of western Oregon ("Willamette plate"
of Magill and others, 1982) was caused in part by oblique subduction of the Juan de Fuca plate

beneath the North American plate (beginning in the late Eocene). Some rotation of this
microplate may be related to extension in the Basin and Range Province in the Miocene (Wells

and Heller, 1988). Oblique subduction during this time also created the Coos Bay basin (late
Eocene to upper Miocene strata) on the western margin of the Tyee basin and gave rise to the

Western Cascades calcalkaline arc on the eastern flank of the basin (Fig. 2.3).
A major episode of deformation of the Oregon Coast Range and northern Klamath

Mountains took place in the late-middle Miocene to Pliocene and continues locally to the
present (Niem and others, 1992). Personius (1992), for example, has recognized broad arching of

Quatemary river terraces along the Siuslaw River in the northwestern corner of the study area
(east of Florence; Fig. 2S). Minor high-angle normal, reverse, and oblique-slip faulting and

broad north-south to northeast-southwest folding were imposed on the Tyee basin architecture
(Niem and Niem, 1990; Black and others, in prep.). This faulting and gentle folding probably
resulted from east-west compression related to renewed oblique subduction of the Juan de Fuca

plate (offshore) beneath the North American plate (Snavely, 1984; Niem and others, 1992).
Subsequent epeirogenic uplift and stream erosion (including entrenchment of meanders of

the Umpqua and Siuslaw rivers) have deeply dissected the thick, middle to upper Eocene Tyee
forearc basin sequence. These processes have also re-exposed the underlying, more highly
deformed, Umpqua Group subduction complex in the Myrtle Point-Sutherlin subbasin and the
Siletz River Volcanics basement on the flanks of the forearc basin. Also exhumed are Mesozoic

terranes of the northern Klamath Mountains and the suture between the Mesozoic terranes and
the Tertiary Coast Range (Fig. 2.3). The long history of deformation in the southern Tyee basin

and its effect on distribution of sedimentary facies will influence exploration strategies for oil
and gas in these units.
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INTRODUCTION

This study is a culmination of a 5-year program to evaluate the oil and natural gas
potential of the southern Tyee basin (Fig. 3.1). Interim reports include a preliminaiy compilation
geologic map of the basin (scale 1:125,000) by Niem and Niem (1990) which summarized and

made a preliminary interpretation of available data on oil, gas, and coal resources from industry
and state and federal agencies. A fence diagram of 24 measured sections and 11 exploration wells

and an accompanying interpretation by Ryu and others (1992) used a revised stratigraphy of the
basin (Figs. 3.2 and 3.3; Plate 1). Details of those two reports will not be repeated here; the reader

is urged to review those publications before reading this report. Those two investigations built
upon the pioneering work of Duller (1898), Baldwin (1974), Baldwin's graduate students at the

University of Oregon, student theses at Oregon State University and Portland State University,
Molenaar (1985), Chan (1982), Heller (1983), Chan and Dott (1983), Ryberg (1984), and Heller and
Dickinson (1985).

Other pertinent studies completed during this 5-year program include geologic maps of
the Reston, Kenyon Mountain, and Remote 7.5-minute quadrangles by Black (1990; 1994a; 1994b),
of the Tenmile 7.5-minute quadrangle by Wiley and Black (1994), of the Caxnas Valley 7.5-minute

quadrangle by Black and Priest (1993), and of the Mount Gurney 7.5-minute quadrangle by Wiley
and others (1994), an interpretation of sequence stratigraphy of the basin by Ryu and Niem (1993,
1994), and a sedimentologic study of the Bateman Formation by Weatherby (1991).

This report should be read with a copy of the geologic map of the Tyee basin (1:100,000)

by Black and others (in prep.). Additional geologic maps of the Roseburg, Sutherlin, and Glide
quadrangles are in preparation by R. E. Wells, A. Jayko, and R. McLaughlin of the U.S. Geological
Survey (R. E. Wells, 1995, pers. commun.).

In evaluating the oil and gas potential of the basin, six topics will be considered. They
are:
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Figure 3.3-Reduced schematic fence diagram of the southern Tyee basin, Oregon Coast Range, showing stratigraphic relationships of
exploration wells to surface measured sections.
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Location and geologic setting, Eocene stratigraphy, and regional structure;

Reservoir potential: sandstone petrography, diagenesis, and evolution of porosity and
permeability;

Source rock and maturation;
Timing of maturation and burial history; and
Delineation of areas in which these factors are optimal for exploration success, utilizing the
petroleum system and play concepts of Magoon (1988);

Structural and stratigraphic plays.

Location and Geologic Setting

The southern Tyee basin is located in the southern Oregon Coast Range and is bounded
by the northern margin of the Mesozoic Klamath Mountains (Fig. 3.1). The Tertiary sequence

overlaps the tectonic boundary or suture between these two terrains. The basin extends 130 miles
north to the latitude of Salem and Lincoln City (Snavely and others, 1964; Chan and Dott, 1983;

Niem and others, 1992b), but only the southern 75 miles of the basin are considered in this report
(see Fig. 1.1). It is this part of the basin that has the best potential for oil and gas. Major

geographic features in the study area are the towns of Roseburg, Powers, Myrtle Point, Cottage
Grove, Reedsport, and Florence, the Umpqua and Coquille rivers, and the Tyee escarpment.
Access is provided by Interstate 5(1-5) and Oregon Highway 42 (OR 42).

The basin is as much as 55 miles wide and is overlapped on the east by upper Eocene to
Miocene volcanics of the Western Cascade arc (Fig. 3.1). The basin is partially bounded on the

west by upper Eocene to middle Miocene deltaic to deep-marine silicidastics of the Coos Bay
forearc basin. The southern Tyee basin is a composite of two basins; the NE-SW-trending early

Eocene Umpqua basin and the north-south-trending middle Eocene Tyee forearc basin (Fig. 3.1).

The Umpqua basin is subdivided into two subbasins by a NE-SW-trending buried volcanic high,
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named the Umpqua arch by Ryu and others (1992) (Plate 1). The Myrtle Point-Sutherlin subbasm
lies south of the arch; the Smith River subbasin is north of the arch (Plate 2b and 3b).
An aggregate thickness of more than 20,000 feet of lower to upper Eocene strata is

preserved in the Umpqua basin although no more than 10,000 to 15,000 feet of strata are
preserved in any one location. These strata overlie and, in part, interfinger with the Siletz River
Volcanics, a thick sequence of Paleocene to lower Eocene pillow basalt flows and breccias (Figs.
3.1 and 3.2). The Siletz River Volcanics consist of oceanic basaltic crust formed of seamounts and

oceanic islands (Wells and others, 1984). The oceanic basaltic crust was accreted during the late-

early Eocene to the North American continent, represented by the Mesozoic rocks of the northern
Kiamath Mountains (Fig. 3.1). Blake and others (1985) and Niem and Niem (1990) used the name
Sixes River Terrane for the Dothan Formation of Ramp (1972) in the northern margin of the

Kiamath Mountains. The US. Geological Survey has returned to calling these rocks Dothan
Formation in mapping in progress (R. E. Wells, 1995, pers. commun.); and, therefore, this report
refers to those rocks as Dothan Formation also.
Geophysicists estimate that the Siletz River Volcanics is more than 25 km thick in the
central Oregon Coast Range (Trehu and others, 1992). In the Umpqua basin, Mobil Oil

Corporation drilled more than two miles of Siletz River basalt in the Sutherlin No. 1 well in 1979
(Plate 1). Therefore, this unit is generally considered to be economic basement. However, some

natural gas seeps and oil shows occur where Siletz River flows and intrusions are intercalated
with or are in thrust contact with lower Eocene Umpqua strata or in thrust contact with Mesozoic
rocks of the Kiamath Mountains (Kvenvolden and others, 1995; Lillis and others, in prep.). The

volcanics form buried highs, such as the Umpqua arch.
The Ump qua arch is a subsurface volcanic high of Siletz River seamounts. In seismicreflection proffles, well-stratified soft palagomte in the Siletz River Volcanics is nearly

acoustically transparent; volcanic breccias and hard pillow lavas, on the other hand are strong
reflectors. Umpqua Group strata lap onto and thin across these highs (Peter Hales, Weyerhaeuser,
1989, pers. commun.; Niem and Niem, 1990) (see Plates 1, 2b, 3b and 8). The volcanics that
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comprise the arch are exposed northeast and southwest of the Tyee forearc basin in the cores of
the Dickinson Mountain, Drain, and Jack Creek anticlines (Fig. 3.1).

Eocene Stratigraphy

This study uses the revised stratigraphic nomendature for the Eocene Tyee basin
developed from new mapping and facies studies of the southern Oregon Coast Range by
Moleriaar (1985), Ryu and Niem (1993, 1994), Black (1990, 1994a, 1994b), Black and Priest (1993),

Wiley and Black (1994), Wiley and others (1994), Black and others (in prep.) and Wells and others

(in prep.). Overlying and interfingering with the upper part of the Siletz River Volcanics is the
lower Eocene Umpqua Group which includes the Bushnell Rock and Tenmile formations (Fig.
3.2). To the north, the laterally equivalent lithofacies is informally referred to as undifferentiated

Umpqua Group. This undifferentiated unit is a thick sequence of well-indurated, lithic turbidites

and dark gray, deep-marine mudstone. These strata were deposited as middle to outer submarine
fans and basin plain fades, possibly in a trench or subduction zone setting (Baldwin and Perttu,
1980; Heller and Ryberg, 1983) or in a rifted continental margin (Snavely, 1984; Wells and
Snavely, 1989).

The 250- to 4,000-ft thick Bushnell Rock Formation is composed of well-indurated, thick

to very thick, amalganated beds of polymict pebble-cobble-boulder conglomerate and
subordinate, poorly sorted, very coarse-grained lithic sandstone. These lithofacies are
conformably overlain by very thick-bedded, shallow-marine, fine-grained lithic sandstone of the
2,000-ft thick Slater Creek Member (Ryu and others, 1992). The well-indurated, syntectonic

conglomerate and thick lithic sandstone formed as alluvial fans, fan deltas, beach gravels and
inner shelf sands, and as deep-sea fan channels and canyon fills. These strata were derived from
sedimentary, igneous, and metamorphic Mesozoic accreted terranes of the tectonically active

Kiantath Mountains to the south. The coarse-grained, wedge-shaped deposits thin rapidly and
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are missing in correlative sections of undifferentiated Umpqua Group in a distance of only 5 to 10
miles to the north (Ryberg, 1984; Ryu and others, 1992) (Fig. 3.3; Plate 1).

Conformably overlying the Bushnell Rock conglomerate is the 3,000-ft thick Tenmile

Formation which consists of rhythmically interstratifled, thin to very thin beds of graded, coarsegrained, lithic turbidites and dark gray slope mudstone. Thick, channelized beds of pebblecobble-boulder polymict conglomerate and an upper thick, massive shelf mudstone comprise a
minor part of this formation (Ryu and others, 1992).

These units partially fill the Myrtle Point-Sutherlin subbasin and onlap the Umpqua arch.
North of the arch, hemipelagic basinal mudstone of the undifferentiated Umpqua Group filled
the Smith River subbasin during the early Eocene (Fig. 3.3 and Plate 1).

Using the sequence stratigraphic concepts of Van Wagoner and others (1990), the
Bushnell Rock and Tenmile formations together with the overlying Berry Creek Member of the
White Tail Ridge Formation comprise Depositional Sequence I of Ryu and others (1992) (Fig. 32;
Plates 2a and 2b). Some of these units (e.g., Bushnell Rock and Tenmile) locally overlie an

unconformity on the Kiatnath Mountain terranes and Siletz River Volcanics in the southern part
of the Umpqua basin (Baldwin and Beaulieu, 1973; Baldwin, 1974) (Fig. 3.3; Plate 1). Northward

into the Myrtle Point-Sutherlin subbasin, these strata interfinger with middle and outer fan lithic

turbidite strata and with slope and basin plain mudstone of the undifferentiated Umpqua Group
which is several thousand feet thick (Molenaar, 1985; Ryu and others, 1992).

Overlying the lower Umpqua Group are the lower Eocene White Tail Ridge Formation
and Camas Valley Formation (Fig. 32). The White Tail Ridge Formation has been further
subdivided by Ryu and others (1992) into the Berry Creek Member, Remote Member, Coquffle

River Member, and Rasler Creek Tongue. These units are quartzo-feldspathic lithic sandstone,
siltstone, coal, and mudstone. The Remote Member, Coquille River Member and Rasler Creek
Tongue comprise Depositional Sequence II of Ryu and others (1992) (Plates 3a and 3b).
The coal-bearing White Tail Ridge Formation is a 4,000-ft thick deltaic sequence. The

Berry Creek and Coquille River members contain thickening-upward parasequences of delta
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front sandstone formed during highstands. The delta front sandstones are hummocky bedded,
bioturbated, and mollusk-bearing. Subbituminous coals and oyster-bearing estuarine siltstone are
subordinate facies. The Remote Member consists of multi-stacked sequences of pebble-cobble-

boulder polymict conglomerate and pebbly, cross-bedded, fluvial to distributary channel
sandstone formed during a lowstand. Root-bioturbated overbank siltstone and coals also are
present. The 2,200-ft thick Remote Member was deposited during a period of tectonic instability;

the unit is iocally incised into and overlies an angular unconformity on older lower Umpqua
Group units in the southern Coast Range (e.g., on Fig. 3.3 between section 8 and well #16; Reston
high of Ryu and others, 1992; Black and others, in prep.). The basal contact of the Remote

Member forms a sequence boundary between depositional sequences I and II. The Rasler Creek

Tongue is a thickening-upward parasequence of highstand, wave-dominated delta front
sandstone and minor paralic coal that pinches out to the north into massive, fossiliferous, shelf to
slope mudstone of the Canias Valley Formation (Fig. 3.3; Plate 3a). The 1800-ft thick Canias

Valley mudstone also overlies all deltaic members of the White Tail Ridge Formation (Figs. 3.2
and 3.3; Plate 3a).

During accretion of the Coast Range block (Siletz River Volcanics and Umpqua basin

Sequences I and II) in the early-middle Eocene, a new subduction zone formed to the west in the
present position on the outer continental shelf-upper slope of Oregon (Heller and Ryberg, 1983;
Wells and Heller, 1988; Niem and others, 1992a) (Fig. 3.4b). Subsidence of the area between this

new subduction zone and the developing calcalkaline volcanic arc (Clarno volcanics of central
Oregon?) created the Tyee forearc basin in which more than 10,000 ft of micaceous, lithic arkosic

sandstone, mudstone, and minor coal were deposited. These younger strata are less deformed
than the underlying folded and thrust-faulted Umpqua Group. These units form Depositiorial
Sequences Ill and 1V and cut across the structural grain of the earlier accreted NE-SW-trending
Umpqua basin (Figs. 3.1 and 3.2) (Ryu and Niem, 1994). Clockwise rotation of the Coast Range-

northern Klamath block about a pivot point in northwestern Oregon began about this time (Wells
and Heller, 1988).
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The Tyee Mountain and Hubbard Creek members of the Tyee Formation comprise
Depositional Sequence ifi (Fig. 3.2; Plates 4a and 4b). The middle Eocene Tyee Mountain Member
consists of 3,000 to 6,000 feet of widespread, very thick-bedded, rhythmic, fine-grained,

micaceous volcanic arkosic sandstone and deep-marine mudstone (Fig. 3.3; Plate 1). The member

formed as a lowstand, sand-rich submarine fan (Chan and Dott, 1983) or as a submarine ramp
(Heller and Dickinson, 1985) (Figs. 3.5a, 3.5b, and 3.6). The overlying Hubbard Creek Member is

600 to 1000 ft of thin, well-bedded to massive, micaceous, laminated mudstone and some thin,

nested channels filled with turbidite sandstone. The unit represents a lowstand and transgressive
systems tract (Figs. 3.7 and 3.8).

The Baughman Member of the Tyee Formation and the Elkton, and Bateman formations
form Depositional Sequence N (Fig. 3.2; Plate 5). Locally resting on an unconformity eroded into
the Hubbard Creek Member, the 2,000-ft thick Baughman Member contains cross-bedded,
medium- to coarse-grained, micaceous, lithic arkosic sandstone. Minor mollusk-bearing siltstones

and subbituminous coals occur in this well-indurated, sandstone-dominated unit which forms
prominent cliffs. The Baughman represents a lowstand delta and alluvial plain (Fig. 3.7). The
middle to upper Eocene Elkton Formation is 1500 feet of deep-marine, laminated, micaceous

mudstone and minor channelized micaceous arkosic sandstone. The unit reflects an overlying
transgressive systems tract of shelfal and slope mudstone (Fig. 3.8). The Elkton and overlying
2500-ft thick Bateman Formation crop out only in the middle of the forearc basin. The Bateman

Formation is probably correlative to or slightly older than the middle and upper Eocene Spencer
Formation which is exposed on the eastern flank of the basin adjacent to the Western Cascades
arc (Fig. 3.1). Both the Bateman and Spencer consist of thickening-upward parasequences of

moderately friable, laminated to hummocky bedded, arkosic, micaceous sandstone, mudstone,
and coal (Weatherby, 1991; Ryu and others, 1992). The major source areas for the micaceous

quartzo-feldspathic (K-feldspar) volcanogenic sandstones of the Tyee Mountain Member

submarine fan of sequence III and the sequence N highstand, wave-dominated deltaic units
(Baughman Member; Bateman and Spencer formations) are probably the Idaho Batholith and an
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Early Eocene Tyee-Flournoy depositional model for deltaic shelf sands in line source cascade into
deep water to form a sand-rich submarine fan (from Chan and Dott, 1983).

Paleogeographic reconstruction of southern part of Oregon Coast Range during Eocene deposition
of Tyee-Flournoy formations (from Heller and Dickinson, 1985).

Figure 3.5-Comparison of depositional models proposed for the Tyee-Flournoy formations
of the Tyee basin. A) sand-rich submarine fan model of Chan and Dott (1983);
B) submarine ramp model of Heller and Dickinson (1985).
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Formation of Sequence Boundary
and Lowstand Systems Tract:
Fan Deposition (LST)
incised rivers

incised canyon

slope-perched deltas
Bushnell Rock fm.
,/
7/

submarine canyons & sea gullies
(nested channels)
(Bushnell Rock fm., Tyee Mtn. Mbr.)
sea level

rapid
relative
sea level fall

basin-floor
submarine fan
(lower & middle undiff. Limpqua Gp.

Tyee Mtn. Mbr.)

* Rate of eustatic fall exceeds rate of subsidence

* Sea level falls to shelf break; canyons are cut into the exposed shelf

* Slope-perched deltas and basin-floor fans are deposited

Figure 3.6-Formation of a sequence boundary, lowstand systems tract (LST), and lowstand
basin-floor fan due to rapid relative fall of sea level resulting from a high rate of
tectonic uplift and/or eustatic sea level fall (modified slightly from Van Wagoner
and others, 1990).
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Lowstand Systems Tract:
Wedge Deposition (LST)
braided streams

Baughman delta
(Bushnell Rocktan deltas)

slope fan

(eg Tenmile fm.)

Remote mix.
Bushnell Rock fm.

sbw

(fanglomerates) - incised valley

relative

sea level rise
Baughman Mbr.

shale-pmne wedge
with nested channels

sequence boundary

(Fenmile fm.,

Bushnell Rock channels)

* Rate of eustatic fall and/or tectonic subsidence decrease, reaches a
stillstand, and rises slowly
* Deposition of basin-floor fan ceases

* Coarse-grained, braided stream or estuarine sandtones aggrade with
the fluvial systems, often filling incised valleys in response to
sea level rise (e.g., Bushnell Rock conglomerate)
* Fine-grained turbidites deposited on the slope form a shale-prone
wedge with thin turbidite sandstone beds that downiap on top
of the abandoned fan
Figure 3.7-Lowstand systems tract (LST): a lowstand slope-wedge forms as a result of
a slow fall of relative sea level, followed by a stillstand, and then slow rise of
relative of sea level (modified slightly from Van Wagoner and others, 1990).
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Transgressive Systems Tract
(TST)
meandering streams

wave-dominated deltas
(Rasler Ok. tongue)
upper Tenmile & timpqua Gp.
Camas Valley fm.
Hubbard Ck. Mbr., Elkton Fm.

upper Umpqua Gp.

(condensed section
on Umpqua arch)
& Elkton Fm. Lorane
Shale

t rapid
relative
sea level rise
Hubbard Ck. Mbr. & Elkton Fm.

* Rate of eustatic and/or tectonic rise is at a maximum
* During brief slowdowns in rate of rise, parasequences (e.g., delta front
sandstones) prograde; but overall stack in backstepping pattern
(i.e., shift from position 1 to 2 to 3)
* Thin, organic-rich facies (condensed section) moves up onto the shelf

* Fluvial systems typically shift from a braided to meandering pattern

Figure 3.8-Formation of a transgressive systems tract (TST) due to a rapid rise of sea level,
resulting from increased tectonic subsidence rate and/or rapid eustatic sea level
rise. (modified slightly from Van Wagoner and others, 1990)
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Highstand Systems Tract (HST)
Rasler Ck. tongue
Berry Ok. mbr.

Baternan Fm.

upper Tenmile fm.

Hubbard Ck. Mbr.

slow relative
sea level rise,
stillstand,
then slow fall
Hubbard Ck. Mbr.

* Rate of eustatic rise is at a maximum and in the highstand, falls slowly
* Rates of deposition greater than the rates of sea level rise, parasequences
(coarsening-upward sequences of delta front sandstones) build
basinward in aggradational to progradational parasequences sets
of the highstand systems tract (2)

* Parasequences downiap onto the condensed section (3)

Figure 3.9-Creation of a highstand systems tract (HST) by a slow relative rise, a stillstand,
and a slow fall of relative sea level as a result of tectonic uplift and/or eustatic
sea level drop (modified slightly from Van Wagoner and others, 1990).
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active volcanic arc (Fig. 3.4b; Chan, 1982, 1985; Heller and Ryberg, 1983; Heller and others, 1985,

1992). Subdued Kiamath Mountain terrane sources also contributed minor detritus.
Chan and Dott (1983) and Heller and Dickinson (1985) interpreted the facies of the Tyee
Formation (i.e., Tyee Mountain, Hubbard Creek , and Baughman members), based on Waither's

law of conformable units, as a sand-rich delta system that fed a multisource sandy submarine fan
or deep-marine ramp facies to the north. Based on new detailed geologic mapping (Black and
others, in prep.), seismic-reflection profiles, and subsurface sections (Ryu and others, 1992), we

now recognize a local unconformity at the base of the Baughman Member and a thick,

widespread mudstone unit (Hubbard Creek Member) that separates the Tyee Mountain
submarine fan from the deltaic Baughman Member (Figs. 32 and 3.3; Plates 4a and 4b). Sequence

stratigraphic concepts suggest that the Tyee Mountain submarine fan formed earlier during a
lowstand, followed by deposition of slope to shelf mudstones of the Hubbard Creek transgressive
systems tract (sequence III) (Figs. 3.6,3.7, and 3.8). A later Iowstand event deposited the deltaic
Baughman Member at the start of sequence IV (Fig. 3.7).

Flanking the Tyee basin on the west, the Coos Bay basin contains the 6,000- to 7,000-ft

thick upper Eocene (late Narizian) deltaic Coaledo Formation which is correlative to the Spencer
Formation and possibly to the slightly older(?) Bateman Formation (Fig. 3.1). These upper Eocene

units represent a widespread late Eocene delta-coastal plain that extended from Coos Bay
northward to the Puget Lowland of Washington and may have once covered Tyee basin strata
(Dott, 1966).

The overlying Oligocene to middle Miocene marine strata of the Coos Bay basin are not

preserved in the Tyee forearc basin. They were either never deposited there or have been eroded
since uplift of the basin. Very thick upper Eocene to Miocene noninarine lava and pyroclastics in

the adjacent Western Cascades arc flank the basin on the east and overlie with angular
unconformity the Tyee and Umpqua basin strata (Fig. 3.1).

Starting in the late-middle Miocene, a period of rapid plate subduction and
reorganization on the Oregon continental slope resulted in gentle E-W compression and some
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oblique-slip, normal, and reverse faulting of the Tyee Basin strata (Niem and Niem, 1990). This

resulted in uplift and rapid erosion of the Coast Range. Major rivers (e.g., Umpqua) formed

entrenched meanders during the Pleistocene and Holocene. Personius (1993) showed evidence
that compression folding has slightly deformed Holocene river terraces along the Siuslaw River
east of Florence.

Regional Structure

The tectonic boundary between the Tertiary southern Oregon Coast Range and the
Mesozoic northern Kiarnath Mountains is delineated, in part, by major transcurrent faults,
including the northeast-southwest Wildlife Safari fault, the east-west Canyonville fault, and the
north-south Coquille River-Powers fault (Duller, 1898; Perttu, 1976; Ryberg, 1984; Ramp and

Moring, 1986) (Fig. 3.1). The Wildlife Safari fault is an oblique-slip reverse fault which has an

estimated 3 miles of right-lateral separation (Ryberg, 1984). Carayon (1984) suggested that the

northeastern segment of this fault may be a major thrust fault. Recent mapping of the 1:100,000
Roseburg sheet by Wells and others of the US. Geological Survey confirms that the Wildlife

Safari fault is, in large part, a thrust fault. However, it has only minor tectonic shortening and
involves units as young as the White Tail Ridge Formation (it E. Wells, 1994, pers. commun.).

The nearly east-west transcurrent Canyonville fault zone offsets various Cretaceous and
Jurassic tectonostratigraphic terranes of the Kiamath Mountains (Blake, 1984). Ryberg (1984)

estimated >15 miles of right-lateral motion on the Canyonville fault. The half-mile-wide fault

zone contains sheared serpentinite and slivers of Cretaceous-Jurassic Riddle Formation and other
terranes. Latest renewed motion on this fault may have involved members of the White Tail
Ridge Formation before deposition of the deltaic Tyee Mountain Member of the middle Eocene
Tyee Formation. This and other faults appear to have been sufficiently active in the late-early

Eocene to have produced scarps of uplifted Klamath Mountains terrane rocks which were point
sources of detritus during syntectonic deposition of the boulder-cobble conglomerate in the
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Remote Member of the White Tail Ridge Formation and the fan delta facies of the Bushnell Rock
Formation (Perttu, 1976; Heller and Ryberg, 1983; Ryberg, 1984; Kugler, 1979). A. Jayko of the

U.S. Geological Survey (1994, pers. commun.), for example, has mapped a thick, basal, boulder

conglomerate (largely granitic clasts) and lithic arkosic sandstone, probably Remote Member,
overlying a Jurassic granodiorite pluton of the Kiamath Mountains south of Glide (White RockBuck Butte area).

Ryberg (1984), Baldwin and Hess (1971), and Ahmad (1981) reported that the north-

south-trending Coquille River-Powers fault displays mainly reverse separation with as much as
5,000 feet of offset. This fault uplifts Klaniath terranes on the west against Tyee, White Tail Ridge,

and Tenmile strata on the east. It maybe related to a major right-lateral northwest-trending fault
in the Coos Bay basin which can be extended into the southwestern Tyee basin in T. 28 S., R. 12
W., offsetting Siletz River Volcanics against lower Umpqua and Tenmile strata (Baldwin, 1974)
and may extend offshore as the Fulmar fault (Snavely, 1989, pers. commun.).

The major structural features in the Myrtle Point-Sutherlin subbasin include the
northeast-southwest-trending Bonanza fault zone, Reston fault, Wildlife Safari fault, and
numerous folds. The Bonanza fault zone is a 5-mile wide system of NW-verging out-of-sequence

thrust faults, some back thrusts, high-angle reverse faults, and northeast-southwest-trending
asymmetrical anticlines cored with Siletz River Volcanics. The syndlines involve lower Umpqua

Group slope and basinal mudstone and middle to outer fan turbidite sandstone. Some thrusts in
the subsurface appear to be blind thrusts associated with fault-propagation folds. In an earlier
interpretation, Niem and Niem (1990) postulated that some of these structures might be faultbend folds. The principal folds north of the Bonanza fault zone, from north to south, are the Jack
Creek antidline, Hardscrable Creek syndilne, Drain anticline, Yoncalla syncline, Dickinson
Mountain (or Red Hill) antidline, Heavens Gate antidline, Calapooya (or Metz Hill) syncline, and
Oakland anticline (Fig. 3.1) (Hoover, 1963; Niem and Niem, 1990; R. E. Wells, 1994, pers.

commun.). Mobil Oil Corporation drified the Oakland antidline in 1979 (Sutherlin Unit No.1) and
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penetrated <4,000 feet of Umpqua turbidite strata and nearly two miles of Siletz River pifiow
basalt and some subaerial flows (Bill Seeley, Mobil Oil Corp., 1989, pers. cominun.).

The imbricate thrust boundary and strike-slip faults of the southern Tyee basin have been

interpreted as a collision boundary or suture zone between obliquely underthrusted oceanic crust
(represented by the Siletz River Volcanics) and North American continental crust (represented by
the Kiamath Mountains terranes) (Heller and Ryberg, 1983; Ryberg, 1984; Carayon, 1984). The

imbricate thrusting generally becomes less intense and generally younger to the north (R. E.
Wells, 1994, pers. commun.). Suturing was largely completed by the early-middle Eocene (Bukry
and Snavely, 1988).

Field mapping and interpretation of seismic-reflection profiles indicate that much of the
thrusting occurred prior to deposition of the middle Eocene Tyee Formation (Niem and Niem,
1990; Black, 1990; Black and Priest, 1993). Movement on some thrusts south of the Reston fault,

for example, ceased before fan delta conglomerates of the Bushnell Rock Formation (as at

Bushnell Rock) prograded into the basin. Renewed movement on the Reston thrust fault in the
late-early Eocene created an anticlinal basement high (the Reston high) which uplifted Siletz
River Volcanics and the lower Umpqua Group (Tenmile turbidites and Bushnell Rock
conglomerate) (Black, 1990). Deltaic strata of the White Tail Ridge Formation thin over the Reston

high, suggesting that in the late-early Eocene the high was an effective barrier which controlled
the depositional pattern of the White Tail Ridge Formation in this area (Fig. 3.3; Plate 1) (Black,

1990; Ryu and others, 1992). Other faults appear to have been active contemporaneously with
deposition of the lower Umpqua Group (Heller and Ryberg, 1983; Perttu and Benson, 1980), and

many younger faults deformed the White Tail Ridge Formation. For example, the White Tail

Ridge Formation is involved in reactivated out-of-sequence thrusts near Glide and south of
Tenmile (R. E. Wells, 1994, pers. commun.; Wiley and BlaCk, 1994).

In the northeastern part of the Myrtle Point-Sutherlin subbasin, the Bonanza fault zone
can be mapped from the foothills of the Cascades east of Sutherlin to the Tyee escarpment west of
Melrose (Fig. 3.1). Seismic-reflection profiling shows that the fault zone and assodated folds
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extend beneath the forearc basin sequence in the central part of the southern Tyee basin (Fig. 3.1)
(Peter Hales, Weyerhaeuser, 1989, pers. commun.). In the southwestern part of the subbasin west

of Remote and Dora, NNE-SSW-trending thrusts and high-angle reverse/oblique-slip faults are
probably the exposed continuation of the Bonanza fault zone. In addition, NE-SW-trending
basalt-cored anticlines mapped north of the Bonanza fault zone in the eastern part of the basin
appear as discontinuous, NE-SW-trending, elongate anomalies on aeromagnetic maps beneath
the Tyee Formation in the central part of the basin (Peter Hales, Weyerhaeuser, 1995, pers.

commun.). NE-SW-trending basalt-cored antidlines also are exposed on the western side of the
basin west of Dora.

Many faults in the southwestern part of the Myrtle Point-Sutherlin subbasin juxtapose
mélange and broken formation, Dothan Formation, and serpentirilte against Siletz River
Volcanics and Umpqua-Tenmile turbidite fan and slope strata. Baldwin and Beaulieu (1973) and

Baldwin (1974) originally mapped these faults as high-angle reverse and normal, and some thrust
faults. Niem and Niem (1990) offered an alternative explanation that the Mesozoic rocks in this

area are part of major overthrust sheets (or nappes) with serpentinite over Umpqua turbidite
strata and Siletz River Volcanics. Subsequent uplift and erosion have left klippen of mélange (i.e.,

blocks of blueschist and greenstone) over undifferentiated lower Umpqua and Tenmile turbidite
strata and Siletz River Volcanics in this area. Recently, Robert McLaughlin of the U.S. Geological

Survey (1995, pers. commun.), in mapping the Bridge 75-minute quadrangle west of Remote, has
found Siletz River Volcanics thrust over Mesozoic Kiamath Mountains rocks as well as high-

angle, right-lateral oblique-slip and reverse faults. McLaughlin (1995, pers. commun.) interprets
that there has been considerable tectonic shortening in this area. He also found Bushnell Rock
conglomerate locally overlying an angular unconformity on Dothan Formation.
Carayon (1984) and Carayon and others (1984) showed in a cross section a small klippe of

mélange (Dothan Formation?) thrust over lower Umpqua strata and Siletz River Volcanics in the
Bushnell Rock-Reston area north of the Wildlife Safari fault. Baldwin (1984) proposed

alternative interpretation that the exotic blocks of pre-Tertiary strata, blueschist, and greenstone
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are olistostromal blocks that slid or slumped into the Umpqua marginal basin during the Eocene
from uplifted Kiamath Mountains terranes to the south. Large dasts of pre-Tertiary rocks in mud

matth support fill ancient channels near Agness and may be debris flow deposits in a submarine
canyon head in the Umpqua Group-Tenmile Formation (Ryberg, 1984).

Ryberg found that some tectonic wedges of mélange with blocks of blueschist and
disrupted Mesozoic rocks also contain blocks of mudstone with Paleocene foraminifers. Ryu
sampled a sheared mudstone in the Slater Creek area which also yielded early Eocene(?)
foraminifers (sample number, N-91-043; Appendix 3). These early Tertiary foraminifers suggest

that some Kiamath Mountains "pre-Tertiaiy" mélange formed in the earliest Tertiary and may be
equivalent to the Eocene coastal belt Franciscan of northern California.

Thus, some geologists have favored the idea of significant tectonic shortening via

thrusting at the southern boundary of the southern Tyee basin. Eocene Umpqua Group turbidite
strata involved in such a setting could extend as thrust slices far beneath the northern margin of
the Mesozoic Kiamath Mountains (Fig. 3.4a).

Ryberg (1984) presented an alternative structural interpretation that Umpqua Group
turbidite strata and Siletz River Volcanics do not extend as thrust slices beneath the Mesozoic

terranes but rather are abruptly terminated by the oblique-slip Wildlife Safari fault If the reader
prefers the Ryberg model, then there are no Umpqua Group turbidite strata as a target for
exploration or as potential source rocks beneath the Dothan Formation within a reasonable
drilling depth. Recent detailed mapping of Eocene sedimentary units in the Roseburg area by R.
E. Wells and others (in progress) shows only minor thrusting on the Bonanza and Wildlife Safari
faults. Some seismic-reflection proffles also suggest minor net slip. The exact nature of the suture

zone between the Umpqua Group of the Umpqua basin and the northern Kiamath Mountains is
presently a subject of detailed field investigations by the U.S. Geological Survey (R. E. Wells, R.
McLaughlin, and A. Jayko, 1989-95, pers. communs.).

The forearc basin sequence (middle Eocene Tyee and younger formations) is less

deformed than the Umpqua basin strata. This sequence overlies an angular unconformity on
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generally more intensively faulted and folded lower Umpqua strata (Fig. 3.1). In the late-middle

Miocene to the present, renewed underthrusting and subduction of the Juan de Fuca plate
beneath the North American plate on the outer continental shelf and slope of Oregon created
east-west compression of the basin (Snavely, 1987; Wells and Heller, 1988; Niem and others,

1992a). This produced the broad, open north-south-trending folds and high-angle faults in the
forearc basin sequence in the central and northern parts of the study area (Niem and Niem, 1990;
Black and others, in prep.). Toward the eastern flank of the basin, these north-south axes

gradually become NE-SW-trending, subparallel to the older structural trend due to the buttress
effect of uplifted Siletz River Volcanics during compression. Some of these folds and fault blocks

have been explored (e.g., General Petroleum Long Bell No.1, Florida Exploration Harris 1-4, and

Northwest Exploration Sawyer Rapids wells).
On the geologic map of western Oregon, Wells and Peck (1961) showed a broad north-

trending synclinal axis in the Tyee forearc strata, roughly bisecting the middle and upper Eocene
Elkton and Bateman formations. Although Niem and Niem (1990) also followed that general

outcrop pattern, they depicted many smaller structures superimposed on that structure. For
example, NE- and N-trending folds gently deform the Elkton and Bateman formations, and E-Wtrending left-lateral faults displace the syndlinal axis south of Remote.

SANDSTONE PETROGRAPHY

Framework Mode and Cements

The composition and diagenesis of some Tyee basin units have been analyzed by Bums
and Ethridge (1979), (lan (1985), Heller and Ryberg (1983), Van Atta in Newton (1980), and by

several MS and PhD theses completed at the University of Oregon (under the supervision of
Ewart Baldwin), at Portland State University, and at Oregon State University (see list on
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compilation map of Niem and Niem, 1990). We expanded upon those studies and have included
stratigraphic units not previously investigated.

Seventy sandstone and conglomerate samples were studied petrographically from the
entire Eocene section throughout the southern Tyee basin (Fig. 3.10). These samples represent the

13 sandstone-dominated lithostratigraphic units in the basin. Most were collected from the
measured stratigraphic sections described by Ryu and others (1992) (Plate 6a).

The average composition of the framework grains, detrital matrix, cement, and porosity
of each of the sandstone-dominated units are presented in Table 3.1. More than 400 points were

counted in each thin section. Sandstones are mainly composed of quartz, plagiodase, K-feldspar,
and varying proportions of sedimentary, volcanic, and metamorphic rock fragments. Clay matrix

and cement are abundant. Framework grains (primarily rock fragments with sub-equal amounts
of quartz and feldspar) are the dominant component, averaging 79% of each sample (Table 3.1).
Matrix commonly comprises 8% and ranges from 5 to 11%. Most sandstones are aremtes
(<10% clay matrix), but some turbidite sandstones (e.g., Tyee Mountain Member and Elkton
Formation) classify as wackes (>10% day matrix) based on Williams and others' dassification

(1954). Texturally, both primary detrital orthomatrix and secondary diagenetically formed

epimatrix and pseudomatrix developed from deep burial are common in the sandstones
(Dickinson, 1970). In many thin sections, it is difficult to distinguish between them. X-ray

diffraction and scanning electron microscopy analyses indicate that these matrix clays are
dominated by smectite, corrensite, chlorite, illite, and serpentine. Authigenic days, zeolites,
calcite, and quartz cements average 11% of the sandstone bulk composition. Minor amounts of

hematite and limonite cement also occur in some weathered samples. Authigemc clays are
primarily corrensite and chlorite, but iffite is also common. The textural and mineralogical
characteristics of the various cements and clay matrix is further described in the Diagenesis
section of this report.

One to three percent porosity was calculated from point counts of the sandstones (Table

3.1). Most pores are secondary intergranular and intragranular, formed by partial to complete
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Figure 3.10-Geographic distribution of sandstone and conglomerate samples from
Eocene Tyee basin. Solid circles represent the locations of seventy
sandstone samples petrographically analyzed for this study. Sandstone
samples from other sources (e.g., Mobil, Newton, and Shell) also plot on
the map.

SEQUENCE

IV

III
II

I

Kiamath Mtns.

STRATIGRAPHIC UNIT

Spencer Formation
Bateman Formation
Elkton Formation
l3aughman Member
Tyee Mountain Member
Rasler Creek Tongue
Coquille River Member
Remote & Upper Umpqua
White Tail Ridge Formation
Berry Creek Member
Tenmile Formation
Slater Creek Member
Bushnell & Lower Umpqua
Pre-Tertiary
AVERAGE

NUMBER
FRAMEWORK
OF SAMPLES
GRAIN
2
76.12
2
84.56
1
79.10
5
80.95
13
76.66
2
8
12

2
8
5
2
7
1

BULK COMPOSITION (%)
DETRITAL
CEMENT
MATRIX
9.26
11.70
7.77
7.67

74.15
80.46
79.65
71.50
85.56
81.49
82.23
78.03
77.64

10.26
9.87
11.06
7.11
4.70
7.38
8.93
4.45
8.45
5.79
8.73
7.80

10.63
6.92
10.56
15.13
12.09
11.57
18.43
9.20
8.79
11.68
10.65
6.00

79.15

7.97

10.79

VISUAL
POROSITY
2.92
0.00
0.00
2.27
1.72
3.61
2.75
1.40
1.15
0.79
1.27

0.30
2.60
8.56

2.10

Table 3.1. Overall composition of seventy Tyee basin sandstones and conglomerates analyzed in this study.
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dissolution of framework minerals, such as feldspars. Minor fracture porosity is also locally
present. Higher porosities (averaging 11%) in the Tyee basin sandstones and conglomerates were
measured in seventy samples by porosimeter by Goode Core Analysis Services of Bakersfield,

California (Table 3.2). The difference between visual point count estimation and the quantitative

laboratory measurement of the porosity might be due in part to microporosity in the sandstones,
which cannot be accurately estimated using the petrographic microscope.
The composition of detrital framework grains varies significantly between
lithostratigraphic units (Table 33). The dominance of rock fragments (<45%) over quartz (<30%)
and feldspar (<24%) classifies most Tyee basin sandstones as lithic arkoses and feldspathic
litharenites according to the scheme of Folk (1974), but lithic arenites and subarkoses also occur
(Fig. 3.11).

Lithic fragments constitute a significant proportion of the detrital fraction, averaging 44%
of all sandstones (Table 3.3). The proportions of volcanic (Lv), metamorphic (Lm), and

sedimentary rock fragments (Ls) vary from one lithostratigraphic unit to another (Table 33).
Volcanic rock fragments are dominated by intermediate composition types displaying microlitic

or pilotaxitic, and porphyritic textures. Metamorphic clasts (Lm) indude quartz-mica schists,
phyffites, metagraywacke, metagabbro, metaquartzite, and epidote-quartz aggregates. Rare
acidic plutonic rock fragments (i.e., grarntic) consist of interlocking coarse quartz-mica-feldspar

aggregates. Sedimentary rock fragments (Ls) are dominated by light and dark unfossiiferous
cherts and some radiolarian chert. Clasts of fine-grained sandstone, siltstone, mudstone, and
carbonized plant fragments are also common.
Monocrystalline and polycrystalline quartz (Qm and Qp, respectively) comprise the
second most abundant framework grain types, averaging 30% of the detrital fraction (Table 3.3).

Monocrystalline quartz grains display straight to strongly undulose extinction and contain
vacuoles and inclusions. Some monocrystalline quartz grains are embayed and euhedral,
reflecting their silicic volcanic origin (Folk, 1974). Polycrystalline quartz grains also have straight

to strongly undulose extinction. Crystal boundaries are commonly curved to sutured and crystal

SEQUENCE

IV

III

II

STRATIGRAPHIC UNIT

NUMBER
OF SAMPLES

Spencer Formation
Bateman Formation
Elkton Formation
Baughman Member
Tyee Mountain Member

2

Rasler Creek Tongue
Coquille River Member
Remote & Upper Umpqua
White Tail Ridge Formation
Berry Creek Member

I

Tenmile Formation
Slater Creek Member
Bushnell & Lower Umpqua

5
13
(26*)

POROSITY (%VOLUME)
Average
Range
14.45
10.2-18.7
15.7
14.1-17.3
14.7
9.7
7.7-12.9
10.88
7.3-16.9
(16.45*)
(7.938.2*)

2
8
12
(14*)

13.2
12.9
10.45
(11.74*)

(5.432.2*)

9.35
9.59
2.93
(3.65*)

2

8
9.75
(9.52*)

6.1-9.9
6.3-11.4
(6.3_11.4*)

0.15
0.63
(0.63*)

9.58
7.4
8.33
(11.98*)

7.2-15.0
7.1-7.7
4.7-12.7

0.27
0.03
1.67
(11.31*)

(0.0532.6*)

16.6
(16.26*)

(O.O39O.O*)

2
1

8
(10*)

5
2
7
(9*)

Kiamath
Mountains

Pre-Tertiary

1

(13*)

16.6
(9.32*)

12.0-14.4
10.9-16.9
5.4-16.3

(4.728.3*)
16.6

PERMEABILITY (md)
Averge
Range
6.7
1.1-12.3
2.15
2.0-2.3
1.6
0.24
0.53
(18.03*)

(4.323.2*)
AVERAGE
10.73
5.0-18.7
2.76
(12.25*)
(4.338.2*)
(8.80*)
* includes porosity and permeability data from Shell (1959. Mobil (1980'). and Newton (1980').

Table 3.2 Summary of porosity and permeability data measured by Goode Core Analysis Service
(Bakersfield, California) for Eocene Tyee basin sandstones and conglomerates.

-

0.15-0.33
0.01-3.1

(0.01154*)
0.2-18.5
0.13-40.5
0.05-18.5

(0.0518.5*)
0.08-0.22
0.03-1.9
(0.03_1.9*)
0.01-1.2
0.02-0.03
0.05-5.2
16.6

0.01-40.5
(0.01154*)

SEQUENCE

STRA1TGRAPHIC UNIT

NUMBER
OF SAMPLES

Spencer Formation
Bateman Formation
Elkton Formation
Baughman Member

5

III

TyeeMountainMember

13

II

Rasler Creek Tongue
Coquille River Member

2
8
12

IV

Remote&UpperUmpqua
WhiteTailRidgeFormation
I

KlamathMtns.

Berry Creek Member
Tenmile Formation
Slater Creek Member
Bushnell & Lower Umpqua
Pre-Tertiary
AVERAGE

QUARTZ
Qm
31.88

Qp

P

25.10
26.42
25.94
22.37
23.05
19.86

7.63
12.04
16.13

7

4.07
3.70

1

17.90

0.77
0.68
0.71
1.59
2.92
15.81
19.17
24.98
19.87
15.42
21.11
17.78
15.03
10.10

17.69

11.85

2
2
1

2
8

5
2

29.48
28.54
24.24
24.68
18.78
10.95
9.75
9.26
18.25
16.21

14.18
13.29
7.79
8.68
10.27
9.26

% DETRITAL FRAMEWORK GRAINS
FELDSPAR
LITHIC FRAGMENTh
K
Lv
Lm
10.37
0.13
24.84
11.00
25.85
1.02
10.38
26.89
1.42
8.92
0.47
36.62
10.65
29.15
1.82
4.41
9.59
22.76
4.83
6.93
19.01
4.87
7.98
21.44
2.15
9.66
40.54
2.70
7.93
22.02
2.36
12.49
21.11
2.73
27.65
14.69
2.06
19.21
30.28
23.12
7.88
10.48
7.18

18.06

14.78

ACCESSORY MINERALS
La

Micas

HeavyM.

0.38
0.68
0.24
0.14
0.49
6.27
23.28
15.91
9.19
23.89
15.27
22.58
20.68
17.88

5.76
4.20
5.19
4.90
6.64
0.25
0.29
0.27
0.59
0.66
0.62
0.69
0.20

0.77
0.68
0.71
0.75
0.60
1.03
1.38
1.49
1.28
0.52
0.62
0.72
0.40

11.21

2.27

0.82

tQm=Monocrystalline Quartz, Qp=Po1ycrystlIine Quartz, P=Plagioclase, K=K-Feldspar,
Lv=Volcanic Rock Fragments, Lm=Metamorphic Rock Fragments, Ls=Sedimentary Rock Fragments.

Table 3.3. Percent abundance of quartz, feldspar, lithic fragments, and accessory minerals.

1.49

0.51

Q
Q
Q

SEQUENCE IV

F

SEQUENCE Ill

Spencer Formation (N = 2)
Bateman Formation (N = 2)
Elkton Formation (N = 1)
Baughman Member (N =5)

F

SEQUENCE H

F
A

Tyee Mountain Member (N = 13)

SEQUENCE I

o Rasler Creek Tongue(N = 2)
o Coquille River Member (N = 8)
White Tail Ridge Undifferentiated (N = 2)
F
Remote & U. Umpqua 'J = 12)
O Berry Creek member (N =8)
FJ
Tenmile Formation (N = 5)
6 Slater Creek member (N = 2)
Bushnell & L Umpqua (N = 7)

Quartzarenite
Subarkose
Sublitharenite
Arkose
Lithic Arkose
Feldspathic Litharenite
Litharenite

Figure 3.11-QFL classification (after Folk, 1974) of Locene Tyee basin sandstones and conglomerates.
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shapes are somewhat elongate and strained, suggesting a metamorphic origin. A minor amount
of vein quartz and microveins in chert fragments also are present.
Feldspars (F) form 23% of the framework grains (Table 3.3). Plagioclase (P) generally

exceeds K-feldspar (K) with a mean P/F ratio of 0.6 to 0.8 in most sandstone units. Plagioclase
compositions range from nearly pure albite to andesine (average An content 1-40%) using Michel-

Levy method. Plagioclase grains are usually fresh, but many are partially altered to albite,

sericite, clay, and/or zeolites. Plagiodase dissolution locally occurs, forming intragranular pores.
For example, secondary pores formed by plagioclase dissolution are common in turbidite

sandstones in the lower part of the Tyee Mountain Member. K-feldspars include orthodase and
microdine as well as perthite. They are extensively altered to sericite and clay and display a
cloudy appearance. A few K-feldspar grains contain thin potassium feldspar overgrowths.
In some units, common accessory minerals are muscovite, biotite, and heavy minerals.
Very coarse to coarse flakes of both muscovite and biotite characterize sandstones in the Tyee
(e.g., Tyee Mountain and Baughxnan members), Elkton, Bateman, and Spencer formations and

average 5% of the detrital fraction (Table 3.3). Pre-Tyee units (other than the Rasler Creek
Tongue) generally lack coarse mica flakes and contain less than 1 percent fine sand-sized mica
(Table 3.3). Large flakes of micas are severely bent and crushed due to compaction during burial.

Many are altered to green chlorite. Some micas are partially replaced or pseudomorphosed by
zeolites that display relict basal (001) mica cleavages. Heavy minerals indude opaque iron oxides

(magnelite and ilmenite) as well as non-opaque homblende, epidote, sphene and garnet. They
comprise 0.4 to 1.5 percent of framework grain fractions. Epidotes dominate the heavy mineral
assemblage and are most abundant in the White Tail Ridge Formation (Table 3.3).

Compositional Characteristics of Sandstone Units:

Lower Umpqua Group sandstones (e.g., Bushnell Rock and Tenmile formations, and
Berry Creek Member of White Tail Ridge Formation) and upper Umpqua sandstones (Remote
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Member, Coquille River Member, and Rasler Creek Tongue of White Tail Ridge Formation) are

characterized by polycrystalline (vein and metamorphic) quartz, a low proportion of K-feldspar
and plagioclase feldspar, monocrystalline quartz, micas, and volcanic rock fragments, and high
amounts of metamorphic and sedimentary (mainly chert) rock fragments (Table 3.3). These
sandstones are compositionally submature to immature (Folk, 1974). This mineralogy was
largely locally derived from physical weathering and rapid erosion of Mesozoic sedimentary,
volcanic, and low grade metamorphic terranes of the Klainath Mountains during the early Eocene
(Burns and Ethridge, 1979; Koler, 1979; Helter and Ryberg, 1983; Ryberg, 1984; Niem and Niem,

1990). The rugged Kianiath Mountain topography promoted rapid erosion (conglomerates are
common) which removed detritus before extensive chemical weathering and day alteration could
occur, even in the warm, semi-tropical climate that existed in the early Eocene.
In contrast, the rocks of the younger Tyee forearc basin (i.e., Tyee Mountain Member to

Spencer Formation) are characterized by a high proportion of monocrystalline quartz, little or no
polycrystalline quartz, and a much higher abundance of K-feldspar and plagioclase, micas, and
volcanic rock fragments (Table 3.3). This petrofacies, according to Heller and Ryberg (1983) and
Chan (1985), reflects greater volumes of detritus from more distant, extrabasinal granitic sources
(e.g., Idaho batholith) and an incipient calcalkaline volcanic arc (possibly Challis-Clamo

volcanics) of eastern Oregon and Idaho. The finer grained forearc sand was transported via a
major river system (i.e., ancestral Columbia River) prior to dockwise rotation of the Coast Range
block (Wells and Heller, 1988) through low-lying Mesozoic Klamath terranes that contributed

little metamorphic and sedimentary detritus to the Tyee forearc basin strata.
As a result, Tyee forearc basin sandstones (Tyee Mountain and Baughman members and
Elkton, Bateman, and Spencer formations) more commonly plot as micaceous lithic (volcanic)

arkosic sandstone (Fig. 3.11). They are typically fine- to medium-grained and moderately to

poorly sorted. Some, such as the Tyee Mountain turbidite sandstones, are richer in detrital and
diagenetic clay matrix. Coarser grained sandstones (such as those in the fluvial deltaic
Baughman Member) tend to have more lithic fragments (i.e., volcanic) and less feldspar and
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quartz. These rocks plot on Folk's sandstone classification diagram (Fig. 3.11) as feldspathic

volcanolithic sandstone (arenites). In contrast, most of the older Umpqua basin sandstone units
(e.g., Bushnell Rock, Teninile, and White Tail Ridge formations) are coarser grained, are more

quartzose (due to higher proportions of polycrystalline vein and metamorphic quartz) and are
enriched in metamorphic and sedimentary lithic fragments (mainly chert). They plot as
feldspathic lithic (metamorphic-sedimentary) arenites and wackes (Fig. 3.11). The very coarse-

grained sandstone and pebbly sandy conglomerate of the Bushnell Rock Formation plot as lithic
(metamorphic-sedimentary) arenites and wackes on Folk's diagram (Fig. 3.11) as does the finer
grained Slater Creek member. Very coarse- to coarse-grained Bushnell Rock sandstone and

pebble conglomerate contain higher proportions of metabasalt rock fragments and polycrystalline
quartz whereas carbonaceous phyllite is more abundant in medium- to coarse-grained Tenmile
turbidite sandstone (Fig. 3.12). Fluvio-deltaic sandstones in the Berry Creek, Coquille River, and
Remote members of White Tail Ridge Formation also are subarkosic to lithic arkosic in

composition; they tend to be more quartzose and feldspathic than the underlying Bushnell Rock
and Tenmile formations (Fig. 3.11).

Heavy minerals in these Umpqua basin sandstone units and in the overlying Tyee forearc
basin units also reflect the two different source terrains. Umpqua basin sandstones commonly
contain large amounts of epidote aggregates and epidote-polycrystalline quartz grains, derived
from the Klairiath Mountains metavolcanic and metasedimentary units. The heavy mineral
assemblage in the overlying Tyee forearc strata is epidote-poor but contains more zircon,

tourmaline, and opaque iron oxides derived from the Idaho batholith and intermediate volcanics.
The mineralogy of the Rasler Creek Tongue is transitional between Umpqua Group strata
and the overlying Tyee forearc strata. It consists of a high proportion of both extrabasinal
intermediate volcanic rock fragments, micas, and feldspars (both K-feldspar and plagiodase) and
locally derived Kiamath Mountains sedimentary and metamorphic rock fragments and
polycrystalline quartz (Table 3.3 and Fig. 3.12).
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HST
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1ST
LST
LST

HST
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LST

HST
1ST
LST

Qm

UNIT
Spencer Formation
Bateman Formation
Elkton Formation
Baughman Member
Tyee Mountain Member
Rasler Creek Tongue
Coquille River Member
Remote & U. Umpqua
White Tail Ridge Undiff.
Berry Creek Member
Tenmile Formation
Slater Creek Member
Bushnell & L. Umpqua
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Figure 3.12-Relative abundance of major framework minerals from Eocene Tyee basin units. This diagram was modified
from Heller and Ryberg (1983) based upon our stratigraphic and petrographic data. (LST=Lowstand Systems
Tract; TST=Transgressive Systems Tract; HST=Highstand Systems Tract).
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Textural Characteristics of Sandstones:

Well-indurated sandstone of the lower Umpqua Group (i.e., Bushnell Rock and Terimile

formations) is poorly to moderately sorted and is composed of subangular to subrounded
framework clasts (Table 3.4). These rocks are moderately rich in clay matrix. They are texturally

immature and reflect depositional processes and environments characterized by rapid deposition
and burial (e.g., fan deltas and turbidites). Most are medium- to very coarse-grained, well-

indurated, "dirty", dark gray sandstone in outcrop. Sandstones of the Slater Creek Member of
the Bushnell Rock Formation are fine- to medium-grained and are slightly better sorted (Table
3.4). Less-indurated sandstones of the lower Umpqua Group (i.e., Berry Creek Member of White
Tail Ridge Formation) and upper Umpqua Group (e.g., Coquille River Member and Rasler Creek

Tongue) are more moderately well sorted, fine- to medium-grained, and cleaner and lighter grey
in outcrop (tend to have less clay matrix). Therefore, these units are texturally more mature
(Folk, 1974). The greater degree of textural maturity can be attributed to deposition in delta front

environments that were extensively reworked by storm waves and longshore currents that
winnowed detrital clays and sorted the grains.

The overlying moderately indurated Remote Member sandstone and well-indurated
sandstones of the Baughman Member (Tyee Formation) are coarse- to very coarse-grained, locally

conglomeratic, and more poorly sorted, reflecting rapid deposition and burial in fluvial and

distributary channels and bars with infrequent reworking and sorting of the sediments by
currents (Table 3.4). Well-indurated, finer grained turbidites of the Tyee Mountain Member and
Elkton Formation are moderately sorted, rich in clay, and contain subangular to subrounded
grains (Table 3.4). They are uniformly fine- to medium-grained with abundant mica and crushed

carbonized plant fragments. Wave-dominated deltaic sandstones of the Bateman and Spencer
formations are typically fine- to medium-grained, dean, friable, moderately sorted, and texturally
mature (Table 3.4). Some Spencer fluvial to distributary channel sandstones are coarse- to very
coarse-grained.

SEQUENCE
IV

UNIT
Spencer Formation
Bateman Formation
Elkton Formation
Baughman Member

SORTING
Moderate to Well
Moderate to Well
Moderate to Poor
Poor to V. Poor

ROUNDING
Subangular to Subrounded
Subangular to Subrounded
Angular to Subrounded
Angular to Subrounded

III

Tyee Mountain Member

Moderate to Poor

Subrounded to Angular

II

Rasler Creek Tongue
Coquille River Member
Remote & Upper Umpqua

Moderate
Moderate to Poor
Poor to V. Poor

Rounded to Subangular
Rounded to Subangular
Subangular to Angular

Berry Creek Member
Tenmile Formation
Slater Creek Member
Bushnell & Lower Umpqua

Moderate
Poor to Moderate
Moderate
V. Poor to Poor

Wellrounded to Subrounded
Subangular to Angular
Rounded to Subrounded
Subangular to Very Angular

Well to Moderate

Wellrounded to Subrounded

I

Klamath Mtns.

Pre-Tertiary

GRAIN SIZE
V. Coarse to Medium
V. Coarse to Medium
Medium to Fine, some Coarse
V. Coarse to Medium,
locally Pebble Conglomerate
Medium to Fine, locally
Pebbly to V. Coarse
Coarse to Medium
V. Coarse to Medium
Pebble-Cobble Conglomerate,
some V. Coarse to Medium
Medium to Fine
Coarse to Medium
largely Fine, some V. fine
Pebble-Cobble Conglomerate,
some V. Coarse to Coarse
Medium to Fine

Table 3.4. Textural characteristics of Eocene Tyee basin sandstones and conglomerates.

ThXTURAL MATURITY

Submature to Immature
Submature to Immature
Immature to Submature
Immature
Immature to Submature
Mature to Submature
Mature to Submature
Immature to Submature

Mature to Submature
Immature to Submature
Submature to Mature
Immature to Submature
Mature
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Compositional variations of major framework grains, plotted on normalized discriminant
or ternary diagrams (e.g., QFL, QmFLt, QpLvLs, and QmPK), are a powerful tool for deciphering

plate tectonic provenance and the evolutionary trends of sandstone composition (Dickinson and
Suczek, 1979; Dickinson and others, 1983). The nomalized values of each component of QFL,

QmFLt, QpLvLs, QmPK, and LvLsLm were calculated from point count data. Table 3.5 lists the

mean values of these components for each lithostratigraphic unit. Tyee basin sandstone data are
plotted on these ternary diagrams using different symbols keyed to the lithostratigraphic units
(Figs. 3.13,3.14,3.15,3.16, and 3.17), The lithostratigraphic nomenclature for the southern Tyee
basin first proposed by Ryu and others (1992) is used in this study.
Umpqua Group sandstones (Sequences I and II) generally plot in the recycled orogenic

provenance on QFL diagrams that have plate tectonic/compositional boundaries of Dickinson
and Suczek (1979) (e.g., Mesozoic Kiamath Mountains sources). Sandstones from the overlying
forearc Tyee, Elkton, Bateman, and Spencer formations (Sequences ifi and IV) plot in the
dissected magmatic arc provenance (e.g., Idaho batholith, Clamo-Challis arc sources) (Fig. 3.13).

On a daughter-diagram, QmFLt, Umpqua Group sandstones are clustered doser to the total
lithics (Lt) pole (Fig. 3.14). Also, sandstones of the White Tail Ridge Formation (Remote Member,

Coquille River Member, and Rasler Creek Tongue) and the upper Umpqua Group (Sequence II)

are more widely scattered, plotting on the recyded orogenic, undissected magmatic arc, and
transitional magmatic arc provenances on this ternary diagram (Fig. 3.14). This shift is mainly

due to the substantial amounts of polycrystalline quartz and chert in these upper Umpqua Group
sandstones. QpLvLs diagrams demonstrate that Umpqua Group sandstones contain a higher
proportion of polycrystalline quartz and chert in comparison to the Tyee and younger forearc
units (Fig. 3.15). Point count data on the QmPK plots show clustering toward the Qm-P line with

relatively little K present, particularly in Umpqua Group sandstones (Fig. 3.16). Potassium

feldspar is more abundant in the Tyee Formation and post-Tyee units. Umpqua Group

SEQUENCE
1V

III
11

I

KlamathMtns.

SEQUENCE
IV

III

II

I

Kiamath Mtns.

StratigraphicUnit
Spencer Formation
Bateman Formation
Elkton Formation
Baughman Member
Tyee Mountain Member

No. of Samples

Raster Creek Tongue

2

CoquilleRiverMember
Remote&UpperUmpqua
WhiteTailRidgeFormation
Berry Creek Member
Tenmile Formation
Slater Creek Member
Bushnell & Lower Umpqua
Pre-Tertiary
AVERAGE

2
2
1

5

32.33
49.35
62.85
62.59
66.04
70.73
64.69
67.59
57.75
35.76
49.80

13

8
12
2

8

5
2

7
1

Stratigraphic Unit
No. of Samples
Spencer Formation
2
Bateman Formation
2
Elkton Formation
1
Baughman Member
5
Tyee Mountain Member
13
Rasler Creek Tongue
2
Coquille River Member
8
Remote &UpperUmpqua
12
WhiteTailRidgeFormation
2
Berry Creek Member
8
Tenmile Formation
5
Slater Creek Member
2
Bushnell & Lower Umpqua
7
Pre.Tertiary
1
AVERAGE

Q
35.01
32.06
32.58
27.91

Qm
47.31
44.07

44.00
43.78
42.26
42.54
34.98
36.54
47.23
61.71

56.13
27.07
38.68
34.25
42.90

L

Qm

33.18
36.52
26.15
19.46
17.50
10.21
11.60
12.82
11.12
5.73
34.98
23.95

27.05
28.47
28.82
38.91
31.15
24.50
17.69
19.91
23.76
17.67
22.49
21.29
36.52
29.26
26.25

34.07
31.08
30.33
25.79
26.69

P
37.39
39.50
40.00
40.16
39.56
45.56
49.34
49.80
41.60
29.20
35.72
61.42
48.47
22.01
41.41

K
15.30
16.43
16.00
16.07
18.18
11.90
15.68
13.65
11.16
9.09
8.15
11.50
12.86
43.74
15.69

Lv
97.94
94.50
94.21
98.28
92.00
49.71
14.32
12.74
16.04
12.20
19.89

F
37.94
39.48
38.60

19.40
11.06
9.85
9.47
18.44
16.46

4.12
3.68
18.04
18.46

11.91
14.02

22.86
46.47

F
37.94
39.48
38.60
33.18
36.52
26.15
19.46
17.50
10.21

11.60
12.82
11.12
5.73
34.98
23.95

l.s
1.58
2.07
0.83
0.44
1.81
12.83
46.53
34.52
14.14
48.04
31.25
35.73
28.82
49.12
21.98

Lt

Qp

27.98
29.44
31.08
41.04
36.79

3.37
3.49
7.26
5.26
15.82

54.45
69.47
72.66
80.33
69.96
70.72
84.76
90.59
46.98
57.59

5430

Lm
0.49
3.43
4.96
1.29
6.19
37.46
39.15
52.74
69.82
39.76
48.86
52.37
57.16
28.02
31.55

Q=Quartz; F=Feldspar; L=Lithic fragments; Qm=Monocryatalline quartz; Qp=Polycrystalline quartz; Lt=Total lithic fragments;
Lv=Volcanic rock fragments; Ls=Sedimentary rock fragments; Lm=Metamorphic rock fragments; P=plagioclase; K=Potassium feldspar

Table 3.5. Average values of ternary plots for Eocene sandstones.

73.67
73.31
70.54
74.85
68.09
74.89
59.86
37.88
44.47

Lv
95.09
92.12
91.94
94.06
84.18
41.57
10.54
10.70
12.38
11.56
17.53
17.55
21.45
19.02
44.26

Ls
1.55

4.39
0.81
0.67
0.00
4.13
15.79
15.99
17.08
13.59
14.38
7.56
18.70
43.01
11.26
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Q
Q
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SpencerFormatlon(N-2)
Bateman Formation (N -2)
O Elkton Formation (N 1)
BaughmanMember(N-5)
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A

Tyee Mountain Member (N - 13)
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Tenmile Formation (N -5)
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Figure 3.13-QFL plot of Tyee basin sandstones. Sandstones from Umpqua Group (Sequences I and II) generally plot
in the recycled orogenic provenance, whereas sandstones from the overlying Tyee, Elkton, Bateman, and
Spencer formations (Sequences III and IV) plot in the dissected magmatic arc provenance (Dickinson and
Suczek, 1979).

Qm

Qm
Qm
Qm

Qm

Lt
Spencer Formation (N = 2)

Lt
£ Tyee Mountain Member (N = 13)

0 Bateman Formation (N = 2)
Elkton Formation (N 1)
Baughman Member (N = 5)

Lt
o Rasler Creek Tongue(N = 2)
O

Lt
Undissected Arc

Lt

Coquille River Member (N = 8)
White Tail Ridge Undifferentiated (N = 2)
Remote & U. Umpqua (N = 12)

o Berry Creek member (N = 8)
Tenmjle Formation (N =5)
Slater Creek member (N 2)
Bushnell & L Umpqua (N =7)

Figure 3.14-QmFLt plot of Tyee basin sandstones. Sandstones from lower Umpqua Group (Sequence I) plot in
the recycled orogenic provenance, but sandstones from upper Umpqua Group (Sequence II) are more
widely scattered on the recycled orogenic, undissected magmatic arc, and transitional magmatic arc
provenances. The overlying forearc basin sandstones (Sequences III and IV) generally plot in the
dissected magmatic arc provenance (Dickinson and Suczek, 1979).

Qp
Qp
Qp
Qp

Qp

Lv
Spencer Formation (N = 2)

O Batemar Formation (N 2)
Elkton Formation (N 1)
Baughinan Member (N = 5)

£ Tyee Mountain Member (N = 13)

Lv

o Rasler Creek Tongue(N =2)
o Coquille River Member (N = 8)
Lv
White Tail Ridge Undifferentiated (N 2)
Remote & U. Umpqua (N = 12)

o Berry Creek member (N =

Lv

D Tenmile Formation (N = 5)
W Slater Creek member (N = 2)
Bushnell & L. Umpqua (N = 7)

SCS: Subduction Complex Sources
COS: Collision Orogen Sources
ACS: Arc-Continent Collision Sources
AOC: Arc Orogen Sources

Figure 3.15-QpLvLs plot of Tyee basin sandstones. The Umpqua Group (Sequences I and II) andstones contain a high
amount of polycrystalline quartz and chert, whereasthe Tyee and younger (Sequences III and IV) forearc
sandstones contain a high amount of volcanic rock fragments (Dickinson and Suczek, 1979).
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Figure 3.16-QmPK plot of Tyee basin sandstones.
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sandstones are widely scattered on the volcanic (Lv), metamorphic (Lm), and sedimentary (Ls)
lithics diagram (Fig. 3.17). This is because these silidclastic rocks contain subequal amounts of

sedimentary and metamorphic rock fragments and subordinate volcanic rock fragments (mainly
metavolcanics). In contrast, Tyee, Elkton, Bateman, and Spencer sandstones cluster toward the
volcanic rock fragment pole; these rocks contain lower proportions of sedimentary and

metamorphic rock fragments.
These compositional changes in the Eocene sandstones are reliable indicators of tectonic

reconfiguring of the basin as well as tectonic events in the source areas. Lower Eocene strata (i.e.,

Umpqua Group units) which have been interpreted as forming in a subduction zone and
marginal basin were derived from recycled orogenic, transitional, and undissected magmatic arc
provenances. The overlying middle to upper Eocene strata (i.e., Tyee, Elkton, Bateman, and

Spencer formations) may have formed in a forearc basin and consist of detritus eroded from
dissected and undissected magmatic arc provenances (Baldwin and Perttu, 1980; Heller and
Ryberg, 1983; Snavely, 1984,1987; Wells and others, 1984; Wells and Heller, 1988; Ryu and others,
1992; Ryu and Niem, 1993).

Heller and Ryberg (1983) also recognized major changes in sandstone composition. The
lithic sandstones of the lower Eocene Roseburg and Lookingglass formations (Umpqua Group of
Ryu and others, 1992) were derived from the uplifted orogenic Mesozoic Klaxnath Mountains

terranes during syndepositional subduction and accretion of the Umpqua basin. The overlying,
less deformed micaceous lithic arkosic (mainly volcanic) sandstones of the Tyee, Elkton, Bateman,

Spencer, and Coaledo formations were deposited in forearc basins of the southern Oregon Coast

Range during the middle and late Eocene. Heller and others (1985) concluded that the abundant
micas, K-feldspar, and volcanic rock fragments in these units were sourced from the Idaho
batholith and from the Clarno-Challis arc before the Oregon Coast Range and Tyee basin were
tectonically rotated clockwise 67° (Wells and Heller, 1988).

Lv
SEQUENCE IV

Lv
SEQUENCE III

Lv
SEQUENCE II

Ls
o Spencer Formation (N = 2)
O Bateman Formation (N = 2)
0 Elkton Formation (N = 1)
Baughman Member (N = 5)

SEQUENCE I

Ls
£ Tyee Mountain Member (N = 13)

Ls
0 Rasler Creek Tongue(N = 2)
0 Coquille River Member (N = 8)
White Tail Ridge Undifferentiated (N
Remote & U. Umpqua (N = 12)

2) Ls
0 Berry Creek member (N = 8)
fl Tenmile Formation (N = 5)
Slater Creek member (N = 2)
Bushnell & L Umpqua (N = 7)

Figure 3.17-LvLmLs plot of Tyee basin sandstones. Umpqua sandstones (Sequences I and II) are widely
scattered on the fields of sedimentary and metamorphic rock fragments. In contrast, Tyee and
younger forearc sandstones cluster toward the volcanic rock fragment pole.
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Resolution of Lithostratigraphic Problems:

The differences in sandstone composition among the Eocene units also verify the new

geologic mapping and lithostratigraphy of the southern Tyee basin established by Moleriaar
(1985), by Ryu and others (1992), and by Black and others (in prep.). For example, Baldwin
(1974), Baldwin and Perttu (1980), and Niem and Niem (1990) suggested on older geologic maps

that the deltaic fades of the Flournoy Formation (now White Tail Ridge Formation) in the type

area was laterally equivalent to the turbidite fades of the Floumoy Formation which crops out
across a large area from north of Loon Lake to Siletz in the central Coast Range. They restricted
Tyee Formation (now Tyee Mountain, Hubbard Creek, and Baughman members) to south of the
Elkton-Loon Lake area. Chan and Dott (1983) and Heller and Dickinson (1985) used this

definition in their reconstructions of the Eocene Tyee/Floumoy deltaic-turbidite depositional
system.

However, recent field mapping (Black and others, in prep.) and lithostratigraphy (fence
diagram of Ryu and others, 1992) show that the turbidite strata north of Loon Lake are part of the

Tyee Formation (i.e., Tyee Mountain Member). This new mapping and litho- and
biostratigraphic studies (e.g., Molenaar, 1985; Ryu and others, 1992) show that the type Flournoy

(now White Tail Ridge Formation) is a deltaic facies that pinches out northward into mudstone of

the upper part of the undifferentiated Umpqua Group and is not lithostratigraphically equivalent
to the turbidites north of Loon Lake.
Thin sections of sandstone and conglomerate from the type area and type section of the

Floumoy Formation reveal that these strata are non-micaceous, lithic (metamorphic and
sedimentary) feldspathic arerütes and wackes. They contain large proportions of polycrystalline
quartz and only a few volcanic rock fragments (mostly Klainath-derived epidote-bearing
metabasalt). In contrast, turbidite sandstones north of Loon Lake are much finer grained, richer
in day matrix, micaceous (very abundant, coarse flakes of muscovite and biotite) volcano-lithic

arkoses. These turbidite sandstones are identical to the fine-grained, micaceous Tyee Formation
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sandstones at Tyee Mountain in the type area and along the Umpqua River south of Etkton and
Drain.

Sequence Stratigraphic Implication:

Sandstone compositions in the southern Tyee basin are mainly controlled by change in
provenance and plate tectonic setting. Since the changes in provenance are basinwide and largely
synchronous, compositional variations in the sandstones are also useful for regional correlation of
stratigraphic unils (Ingersoll, 1978). Moreover, application of sequence stratigraphic concepts in

regional correlations can provide a more sophisticated interpretation to the compositional
variations in the Tyee basin sandstones based on the relationship between sedimentation,
eustacy, and tectonics.
Recent studies by Ryu and others (1992) and Ryu and Niem (1993,1994) using sequence
stratigraphic concepts of Van Wagoner and others (1990) indicate that Eocene strata in the basin

consist of four third order depositional sequences numbered Ito IV. Each depositional sequence
is locally bounded on the basin margin by unconformities and by their correlative conformities
toward the basin center. A sequence generally begins with a Iowstand systems tract (LST) (either

a prograding deltaic wedge and/or incised valley fill and/or slope-fan and basin-floor fan),
overlain by a transgressive systems tract (TST) (typically a backstepping lowstand deltaic wedge

and slope-fan with major marine flooding surface), and capped by a highstand systems tract
(HST) (typically a prograding wave- to tide-dominated delta).
Depositional sequence I includes the lower Umpqua Group (slope-fan to basin-floor fan),
the Bushnell Rock Formation and the Slater Creek Member (incised valley fill and prograding
deltaic wedge of lowstand systems tract), the Tenmile Formation (a backstepping slope-fan and
transgressive systems tract), and the Berry Creek Member of the White Tail Ridge Formation (a

prograding delta of highstand systems tract). Depositional sequence II consists of the upper
Umpqua Group (slope-fan to basin-floor fan), the Remote Member (an incised valley fill), the
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Coquille River Member (prograding and backstepping deltaic wedge), the Camas Valley
Formation (transgressive systems tract), and the Rasler Creek Tongue (a prograding delta of
highstand systems tract). Depositional sequence III consists of the Tyee Mountain Member (an
incised valley or canyon fill, slope-fan, and basin-floor fan) and the Hubbard Creek Member (a

transgressive systems tract and outer shelf/slope mudstone with nested channel sandstones of
highstand systems tract). Depositional sequence IV contains the Baughman Member (a
prograding deltaic wedge), the Elkton Formation (transgressive systems tract), and the Bateman

and Spencer formations (prograding wave-dominated delta of highstand systems tract).
Our detailed comparison of relative abundance of major framework grains within each
depositional sequence provides a further explanation of the compositional variation in the

sandstones due to changes in rates of sedimentation, depositional environments, eustacy, and
tectonism within the basin as well as in the provenance. Sequences I and II (Umpqua Group
lithic petrofacies) are primarily composed of polycrystalline quartz, metamorphic rock fragments,
and sedimentaty rock fragments (Fig. 3.12). Sequences III and IV (Tyee and post-Tyee lithic

arkosic petrofacies) typically have a higher abundance of monocrystalline quartz, K-feldspar and
plagioclase, volcanic rock fragments, and micas (Fig. 3.12). This petrofacies change supports the

interpretation of a regional change in provenance from a local Klamath Mountains source to a
more distant extrabasinal Idaho batholith-Clamo volcanic arc source (Heller and Ryberg, 1983).
Furthermore, the composition of framework grains varies systematically from the LST to the HST
in each sequence. These compoéitional changes reflect the effect of sorting, winnowing, and

abrasion wrought by different current transport processes that operate in lower energy (in the
LST) compared to high energy depositional environments (in the HST).

For example, monocrystalline quartz grains are relatively abundant in the HST
sandstones (e.g., the Berry Creek Member, Rasler Creek Tongue, and Bateman and Spencer

formations; Fig. 3.12). However, the abundance of polycrystalline quartz grains generally
decreases from the LST to the FIST. The relative increase of monocrystalline quartz grains in

concert with decrease of polycrystalline quartz grains within a depositional sequence reflects that
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polycrystalline quartz grains are more effectively abraded and destroyed by the higher energy
processes (e.g., waves, tides, and longshore currents) that are prevalent in the HST depositional

environments (e.g., wave-dominated delta). This results in concentration of monocrystalline
quartz grains in HST sandstones.

The proportions of K-feldspar and plagiodase in these sandstones may be controlled
either by the relative abundance of those feldspars in the source rocks or by depositional and
weathering processes. Feldspars are most abundant (up to 35% of detrital fraction) in sequences
ifi and IV (Fig. 3.12 and Table 3.3). The substantial increase of feldspar abundance from

sequences I and II to sequences ifi and IV is compatible with the regional change in provenance
(Figs. 3.13 and 3.14). However, no systematic variation of feldspar abundance is recognized
within any of the sequences (Fig. 3.12). This suggests that the abundance of feldspar is more
effectively controlled by rock types and by weathering processes in the provenance than by
reworking processes within the basin of deposition.
The abundance of volcanic rock fragments decreases toward the HST within sequence I
(Fig. 3.12). Sequence II also shows a similar decrease of volcanic rock fragment abundance, but
the HST in sequence II (the Rasler Creek Tongue) contains many volcanic rock fragments (up to
20%). The HST is usually characterized by a higher concentration of quartz (i.e., monocrystalline

quartz) due to prolonged reworking of the sands by high-energy depositional processes (e.g.,
waves). The higher concentration of volcanic rock fragments in the Rasler Creek Tongue, for
example, probably reflects the contribution of a developing volcanic arc provenance (e.g., ClarnoChallis volcanics) before deposition of Sequence ifi (e.g., Tyee Formation). Wells and Heller

(1988) demonstrated that the southern Oregon Coast Range started to rotate clockwise

approximately at this time (50 Ma). Paleomagnetic data indicate that rotation was accompanied
by change of tectonic setting from subduction and accretion of the Umpqua basin strata to forearc
basin subsidence (Heller and Ryberg, 1983).

A systematic variation of proportions of volcanic rock fragments (both in composition
and in texture) also appears within sequences ifi and IV (Fig. 3.18). Intermediate volcanic rock
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Figure 3.18-Compositional variation of volcanic rock fragments in Sequence III
& IV. (LSTzLowstand Systems Tract; TST=Transgressive Systems
Tract; HST=Highstand Systems Tract).
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fragments with porphyritic texture (plagiodase phenocrysts) are much more abundant in the
LSTs (e.g., the Tyee Mountain Member and the Baughrnan Member; Fig. 3.18). This type of

volcanic rock fragment dramatically decreases toward the HST (e.g., the Bateman and Spencer
formations; Fig. 3.18). In contrast, intermediate finely crystalline volcanic (lava) rock fragments

with pilotaxitic textures are less abundant in the HST sandstones, but greatly increase (up to 60%)
toward the HST (Fig. 3.18). The proportion of the two textural types of volcanic rock fragments

in these sandstones is a result of variations of lava composition and textures in the provenance
and energy of the depositional processes. For example, prolonged high-energy processes, such as
waves, preferentially destroy less abrasion-resistant pilotaxitic volcanic grains.
Metamorphic rock fragments are less abundant in the HST than in the LST of sequence II,

although this change is not apparent in sequence I (Fig. 3.19). This may be due to the relative

abundance and varying hardness of different metamorphic rock fragment types in each sequence.
Abrasion-resistant metaquartzite, quartz-mica schist, and quartz-mica-feldspar aggregates are
more abundant in the coarse-grained sandstones of sequence I, whereas sequence II contains

more, softer phyllite, sheared graywacke, and epidote-quartz greenschist dasts. Sedimentary
rock fragments are more abundant toward the HST (e.g., Berry Creek and Coquille River

members). The higher abundance of sedimentary rock fragments in the HST is mainly due to the
concentration of abrasion-resistant chert in sequences I and II (Fig. 3.12). It is concentrated by

constant reworking by wave and tidal processes in these wave-dominated delta front sands as
softer metamorphic and sedimentary rock fragments are preferentially destroyed.
The compositional variations of the detrital framework grains in the sandstones reflect
the variety of tectonic settings, the predominant rock types in the source area, and the dominant

transport and reworking processes operating in the basin of deposition. Within a depositional
sequence, LST sandstones, formed in lower energy environments (e.g., alluvial and submarine
fans), contain more, chemically unstable detrital framework grains, such as volcanic and

metamorphic rock fragments and polycrystalline quartz, compared to HST sandstones that were
deposited in higher energy depositional environments (e.g., beaches). Since an LST is created by
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a rapid fall of relative sea level, much of the continental shelf is exposed during that time.
Alluvial fans, rivers and submarine canyons are locally incised into the exposed shelf and upper

slope. Lithic sediments derived from the surrounding rugged tectonically active source terranes

are rapidly transported by gravity transport processes (e.g., debris flow and turbidity current)
through sea gullies and submarine canyons to form a basin-floor fan. Due to rapid burial and
lack of further reworking, these lithic-rich sands are compositionally and texturally immature.
HST sandstones are characterized by a higher concentration of abrasion-resistant quartz

(i.e., monocrystalline quartz and chert) and feldspar as framework grains, compared to LST
sandstones. During highstand sea-level stage, a deltaic depositional system is well-developed
and actively prograding onto the shelf because the rate of sedimentation exceeds the rate of
accommodation (Posamentier and others, 1988). Softer and chemically unstable detrital
framework grains (e.g., volcanic and metamorphic rock fragments) are more effectively abraded

and destroyed by waves, tides, and longshore currents during progradation of wave-dominated
deltas. However, a high influx of chemically unstable framework grains (e.g., volcanic rock

fragments) due to an abrupt change in the provenance may be recorded as an unusual
concentration of unstable framework grains even during HST deposition. This suggests that the
patterns of sedimentation and sandstone composition can be normally affected by relative
changes in sea-level, but the composition of sandstone is more strongly controlled by tectonic
uplift in the provenance, where tectonic factors greatly exceed eustatic effects in the depositional
basin (e.g., the Rasler Creek Tongue; Ryu and others, 1992; Ryu and Niem, 1993,1994).

Diagenesis

Sandstone diagenesis for some Eocene units in the Tyee basin has been previously
described by Bums and Ethridge (1979) and Chan (1985), and briefly discussed by numerous MS

theses at the University of Oregon, Portland State University, and Oregon State University (see
list on compilation map in Niem and Niem, 1990). This section summarizes the previous
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investigations and elaborates on the diagenesis of sandstones and conglomerates in the Tyee
basin units based upon our regional study of 70 additional thin sections.
Sandstones in the Tyee basin display a variety of diagenetic features in thin section and
under the scanning electron microscope, which reflect the effects of seven diagenetic processes.
These processes are: (1) mechanical compaction, (2) alteration of framework grains, (3)

cementation by zeolites, quartz, and feldspar (4) formation of authigenic clay minerals, (5)
dissolution of framework grains and formation of secondary porosity, (6) late-stage calcite
replacement, and (7) other diagenetic effects (i.e., detached clay coats).

Mechanical Compaction:

Mechanical compaction is the main diagenetic process that has reduced porosity and
permeability in Tyee basin sandstones. Mechanical reduction of primary pore space during
shallow burial included minor grain rotation and readjustment to a more stable grain packing

configuration. Deeper burial of the older stratigraphic units has resulted in more extensive
compaction and deformation of framework grains and a greater reduction of primary
intergranular pore space. This compaction effect is well-illustrated by ductile coarse mica flakes,

particularly biotite and chlorite. These grains are elongate, straight, undeformed to slightly

warped in the shallow-buried sandstone units (e.g., Spencer and Elkton formations). Grain
boundaries between framework clasts and lithic fragments in the younger shallow buried units
are delicate point or straight, and large intergranular pore spaces remain. Mica flakes are
increasingly bent and contorted or crushed between brittle framework grains, such as quartz and
feldspar, in more deeply buried lithic-feldspathic sandstone units (e.g., Baughman and Tyee
Mountain members) (Fig. 320). Carbonized wood and ductile rock fragments, such as
carbonaceous phyffite, mudstone, and day-altered volcanics, have also deformed plastically and

flowed into remaining primary intergranular pore space to form pseudomatrix in deeper-buried
lithic sandstone units (e.g., Bushnell Rock, Tenmile, and White Tail Ridge formations). Sutured
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Figure 3.20-Photomicrograph of mechanically contorted and crushed, elongate
muscovite flake (M) between brittle quartz (Q) and volcanic lithic
framework grains (Lv). Compaction has significantly reduced
primary intergranular porosity in deeply buried Tyee Mountain
turhidite sandstones. Sample RN-91-361, open nicols, 6X, scaie bar
=0.2 mm.
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and interpenetrating to concave-convex grain boundaries between brittle mono- and
polycrystalline quartz grains resulting from pressure solution and lithostatic compaction are
common in the deepest buried sandstone-dominated units of the lower Umpqua Group (Fig.
3.21).

Alteration of Framework Grains:

Diagenetic products resulting from alteration of framework grains vary among sandstone

units in the Tyee basin due to primary compositional differences. Alteration processes indude
zeolitization, albitization and partial dissolution of plagiodase, and alteration of lithic fragments
to clay minerals.
Albitization of plagioclase is characterized by a dusty to mottled appearance of
plagioclase grains in thin section. It is extensive in the feldspathic Spencer, Bateman, Elkton, and

Tyee formations. Some plagioclase dasts are partly replaced by authigenic mixed-layer.

cblorite/smectite day or authigenic zeolite. Albitization has been documented as an important
reaction in the diagenesis of feldspathic sandstones (Boles, 1982; Gold, 1987; Milliken, 1988).

Albitization is closely associated with crystallization of authigenic zeolites in pore spaces in

feldspathic sandstones (Helmold and Van de Kamp, 1984). Other alteration products, such as
sericite, are associated with albitization of plagiodase clasts.

The groundmass of glassy lava fragments is commonly altered to smectite days. Lathlike plagiodase microlites and phenocrysts are surrounded by a groundmass of clay minerals.
Other formerly glassy dasts (e.g., pumice, amygdules, or rare shards) are severely altered and
compacted to elongate greenish fibrous celadonite, iron-rich smectite and chlorite days.
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Figure 3.21-Photomicrograph of angular to jagged, mono- and polycrystalline
quartz (Q) and chert (C) (microcrystalline quartz) grains in a Coquille
River Member sandstone. Note the straight and interpenetrating (or
sutured) contacts between these grains, due to intense compaction
by deep burial that has greatly reduced primary intergranular pore
space. Sample RN-91-307, crossed nicols, 6X, scale bar=O.2 mm.
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Cementation by Zeolites. Ouarts. and Feldspar:

Diagenetic zeolites, silica, feldspar, and calcite are the main cements in Tyee basin

sandstones. These cements occur as overgrowths and as extensive pore-fillings. Some partially
replace framework grains and lithic fragments.

Zeolites;

Authigenic zeolites indude heulandite/clinoptilolite and laumontite. These occur as
extensive pore-filling cements and minor replacements of framework grains in sandstones of the
Tyee Formation.

Heulandite/clinoptilolite is recognized only in sandstones in the uppermost part of the
Baughman Member. Heulandite/dlinoptilolite has been commonly reported as an alteration
product of glassy clasts in volcanogenic sandstones and usually occurs as authigenic minute
coffin-shaped crystals to prismatic crystal aggregates (less than 10 urn in size) that partially fill
primary intergranular pore space (Boles and Coombs, 1975; Surdam and Boles, 1979). In the

Baughinan Member, this zeolite is present mainly as a late-stage pore-filling cement without

obvious glass precursors (Fig. 3.22). Heulandite/clinoptilolite cements post-date early formed

smectite clay coats/rims in these sandstones
Laumontite is common as a pore-filling cement and replacement mineral of plagioclase in

sandstone in most of the Tyee Formation. In lower Baughman sandstones, laumontite cement
completely fills the remaining large primary intergranular pore spaces. These pore spaces are
also commonly lined by thin radiating fibrous greenish smectite and corrensite clay coats or rim

cement. This textural or paragenetic relationship indicates that pore-ifiling laumontite post-dated

the earlier formed diagenetic smectite/corrensite clay rim cement. However, it is not dearly
evident that heulandite/clinoptilolite cement pre-dated pore-filling laumontite cement because
they largely occur in separate sandstones of the Baughman Member. Vertical stratigraphic
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Figure 3.22-High magnification of two clay coats (early burial stage = dark line
and thick, fibrous smectite (s)) that rim angular and rounded framework
grains. Clay coats fill inward toward the center of a former, large, primary
intergranular pore. Center of pore is fillled with later stage granoblastic
heulandite/clinoptilolite cement (low birefririgence). Baughman Member,
Sample RN-91-401, crossed nicols, lox, scale bar=O.2 mm.
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distribution of these zeolites suggests that pore-filling laumontite cement post-dated

heulandite/dinoptilolite cement although some are nearly coeval. Chan (1985) and this study,
for example, found heulandite/clinoptilolite cement only in shallow-buried upper Baughman
and Bateman sandstones of Sequence IV. Laumontite cement is well-developed in the more
deeply buried sandstones of the lower Baughman and Tyee Mountain members of Sequences ifi

and IV. However, there is some overlap of the stratigraphic distribution of

heulandite/dinoptilolite and laumontite cements as demonstrated by some Baughman sandstone
beds in which some pores are filled with heulandite/dlinoptilolite while other pores are filled
with laumontite. Boles and Coombs (1977) showed that laumontite cement is typically more

stable thermodynamically than heulandite/dinoptilolite and gradually replaced
heulandite/dinoptilolite in more deeply burial Triassic-Jurassic volcanic rocks of the Southland
Syncline, New Zealand.

Laumontite replacement shows two distinctive modes of occurrence: replacement of

earlier formed smectite and corrensite day rim cements and replacement of detrital framework
grains. Laumontite replacement of early smectite and corrensite day rim cements is relatively
rare in Baugbman sandstones. However, downsection, laumontite replaced both early-stage day
rim cements and late-stage day pore-fills (Fig. 3.23). Some relict day rim textures are partially

preserved as thin dark linings. Laumontite replacement of detrital framework grains varies from
patchy alteration within a framework grain to complete replacement, and is the most common
mode of occurrence of laumontite in Tyee Mountain Member sandstones. Patches of laumontite
are usually found within detrital plagioclase grains (Fig. 3.24), but are also common in volcanic

rock fragments. Complete replacement of framework grains occurs in the lower part of the Tyee

Mountain Member. Textural or paragenetic relationships between framework grains and clay
rim cement replacement by laumontite are not evident in individual thin sections, but their
vertical stratigraphic distribution suggests that replacement of smectite and corrensite clay

coats/rim cements occurs prior to replacement of detrital framework grains. Laumontite and
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Figure 3.23-Photomicrograph of laumontite (L) cement that partially replaces fibrous
smectite/corrensite rim cements. Earlier stage thin clay coat (dark line)
that lines pore boundaries appears to be unaffected by the laumontite
replacement, suggesting slight differences in chemical composition between
the thin clay coats and the later stage more extensive fibrous, pore-filling
clay rim cements. The later stage smectite/corrensite (sc) pore-filling cements
are partially preserved in the center of pores. Baughman Member, Sample
RN-90-115, open nicols, lox, scale har=O.2 mm.
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Figure 3.24-White, patchy laurnontite (L) (low birefringence) replacing albitetwinned calcic plagioclase in Tyee Mountain turbidite sandstone.
Sample RN-91-021, crossed nicols, lox, scale bar=O.2 mm.
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sericite are also found as displacive patches along the cleavages of detrital mica flakes in all the
Tyee sandstones (Fig. 3.25).

Bums and Ethridge (1979) reported that zeolites are present as pore-fill cements in

Umpqua sandstones of Sequences I and II. However, our petrographic investigation indicates
that, instead of zeolite cements, quartz cement and quartz overgrowths are pervasive in Umpqua
sandstone units. Scanning electron microscope study using electron dispersive X-rays shows that
these overgrowths and cements are exclusively composed of silicon with no Ca, Na, or Al cations
such as found in zeolite cements higher in the section in Sequences ifi and IV. This discrepancy

may partially stem from a miscorrelation of lithostratigraphy in the basin. In spite of this
discrepancy, the possibility of zeolite cement in the lower Umpqua sandstones could not be
excluded because zeolite cement is usually formed by in situ rock-fluid reaction in sandstone

containing abundant volcanic rock fragments. Some lower Umpqua sandstones (e.g., Bushnell
Rock Formation) have a substantial amount of metavolcanic rock fragments. If this is the case,

laumontite pore-filling cement maybe locally developed in some sandstones by in situ reaction
between volcanic rock fragments and pore fluids in the lower Umpqua sandstones.

Quartz;

Quartz cement is common only in Umpqua sandstones of Sequences I and H. It occurs as

overgrowths that are usually separated from the detrital quartz host grains by very thin dust rims
and/or early formed diagenetic clay coats. The overgrowths show optical discontinuity and a
different extinction position from the host grains in crossed nicols. Many, however, lack any
differentiation from the detrital grain and are solely recognized by the presence of euhedral
hexagonal crystal faces projecting into the pore space (Fig. 326). In upper Umpqua sandstones of
Sequence II (e.g., Rasler Creek Tongue) where some primary and secondary porosity are

preserved, minor euhedral individual quartz crystals occur in pores. Traces of early formed
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Figure 3.25-Muscovite (M) flake partially replaced by laumontite (L). Note the
early, dark smectite/correrisite clays that have extensively infilled
intergranular pores and have clogged pore throats between angular
framework grains of feldspar and volcanic rock fragments, and
effectively destroyed most primary porosity. Tyee Mountain Member.
Sample RN-90-.184, crossed nicols, lox, scale bar=O.2 mm.
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Figure 3.26-SEM photograph of secondary quartz overgrowth (Q). Euhedral
quartz crystals overgrow and project into pore spaces. Finer fibrous
crystals of corrensite (C) also occur as pore-filling clay cements
(fine, honeycomb-texture). Remote Member. Sample RN-90-267.
Bar scale is 100 microns.
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quartz overgrowths may be destroyed in some deeper-buried Umpqua sandstones of Sequences I
and II where effects of pressure solution are extensive.

Quartz cement is present as uniform single crystal pore-fillings and as multiple crystal
pore-fillings (Figs. 3.27 and 3.28). Optically single crystal pore-fillings are much more common

than polycrystalline quartz cement in the Umpqua sandstones of Sequences I and II.
Polycrystalline quartz cement is associated with earlier formed thin fibrous corrensite clay coats
and has been observed only in fluvial sandstones of the Remote Member of Sequence II and fan
delta pebbly lithic sandstones and conglomerates of the Bushnell Rock Formation of Sequence I

(Fig. 3.28). These clays may have originated during burial from the infiltration of detrital day
minerals which subsequently recrystallized to early diagenetic fibrous day radiating away from

the clay rim boundary. On the other hand, monocrystalline quartz cement is present in pores that
lack thin day coats or rim cement and mainly occurs in more feldspathic delta front sandstones.
In delta front environments, detrital clays are effectively winnowed out and rock fragments are
abraded and destroyed by prolonged strong waves and tidal action (Fig. 3.27).
The form of quartz cement, whether monocrystalline or polycrystalline, may be a

function of the permeability of the sandstones. In fluvial and fan delta sandstones, thin, early
diagenetic, nearly opaque, well-developed clay coats and rim cements in pore throats greatly

reduce primary permeability and effective porosity. Clay coats and rim cements could retard the
continuous supply of silicon cations to large pore spaces by blocking the migration paths of pore

fluids, thus, inhibiting formation of large, continuous phase single crystal pore-fillings. In the
cleaner delta front sandstones, such as the Coquille River Member of Sequence II, clay coats are

absent or insignificant; and greater volumes of sffica-saturated pore fluid could migrate freely

through these sandstones. Under these conditions, a continuous supply of silicon cations would
flow through pores, and large uniform single-crystal quartz pore-fillings could form (Fig. 3.27).
Therefore, it is inferred that retardation of sffica-bearing pore fluids may result in multiple-crystal

quartz pore-fillings in sandstones that have low permeability and porosity. Alternatively, the
minute spaces between fibers of the earlier formed corrensite clay rim may have provided
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Figure 3.27-Single crystal of quartz (Q) cement completely infills and obliterates
large primary intergranular pore between volcanic rock fragment (Lv)
and chert (C) in sandstone of the Rasler Creek Tongue. Sample R-92-024,
crossed nicols, lOX, scale har=O.2 mm.
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Figure 3.28-Multiple crystal of quartz (Q) grew inward from thin, fibrous,
corrensite clay lining cement (dark line) and infilled center of
intergranular pore in tightly cemented fluvial channel sandstone
of Remote Member. Some earlier formed diagenetic corrensite
clay coats became detached and were broken (arrow) during
compaction and subsequently engulfed and cemented by the
later stage pore-filling polycrystalline quartz cement. Remote
Member. Sample R-89-002, open nicols, lOX, scale bar=O.2 mm.
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abundant nucleation sites for growth of multiple-crystal quartz pore-fillings from a limited

supply of silicon-saturated pore fluids.

Feldspar;

Authigenic feldspars occur as minor K-feldspar and plagiodase overgrowths in some

intergranular pores. They are present in Spencer and Bateman sandstones, but are rare. These
overgrowths display a marked optical discontinuity with the host feldspar grain of the same
composition and are up to 0.01 mm thick. Most feldspar overgrowths are not perceptible in thin

section due to their thinness.

Formation of Authigenic Clays:

Clay minerals (<2pm) identified in Tyee basin sandstones by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and

scanning electron microscope (SEM) analysis are mainly smectite, corrensite (mixed-layer
chiorite/smectite), and minor chlorite, serpentine, and mica (Fig. 3.29). The clay-sized micas and

chlorite are largely detrital in origin (i. e., crushed metamorphic lithics and/or coarse flakes of
mica) because they show sharp, tall peaks in XRD patterns (Fig. 3.29) (J. R. Glasmann, 1994, pers.

commun.). Detrital muscovite, biotite, and chlorite are abundant as fine to coarse flakes in the
Rasler Creek Tongue and younger sandstone units (e.g., Tyee Formation) of Sequences ifi and IV.

In older Umpqua sandstone units of Sequences I and II, very fine detrital mica and chlorite are

present in the abundant metamorphic and sedimentary rock fragments.
The smectite (5) and corrensite (mixed chlorite/smectite, C/S) appear to be largely

authigenic based upon their well-crystallized forms. These day minerals form greenish to greenbrown clay coats/rims and pore-filling cements (Figs. 329 and 3.30). In the Tyee Formation, for

example, authigenic smectite/corrensite is present in three textural forms based upon thin section
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Figure 3.29-X-ray diffraction pattern of the White Tail Ridge sandstone. Mixed-layer chloritesmectite (C/S) clays are abundant. Chlorite (C) and illite (I), which may be detrital
origin, also present. P is plagioclase and Q is quartz.
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paragenetic relationships (Chan, 1985): (1) very thin, dark dust rims, possibly formed by
infiltrated detrital clay during early burial (Fig. 3.22); (2) thicker rims of later stage, well-

crystallized fibers of smectite/corrensite that are oriented perpendicular to the boundaries of
framework grains (Fig. 3.22); and (3) late-stage randomly oriented, greenish brown crystals that
infill the centers of larger intergranular pores (Fig. 3.23). These earlier diagenetic, authigenic

clays are responsible for destroying much of the primary intergranular porosity and permeability,
particularly in Sequences ifi and 1V.

Semi-quantitative analysis of X-ray diffraction patterns of 20 Tyee basin sandstones by

Jeff Schatz and Jim McConkey (OSU undergraduate students) shows that the abundance of
smectite decreases downsection while the abundance of mixed-layer smectite/chiorite
(corrensite) increases downsection (Fig. 3.30). A similar downsection transition from authigenic

smectite (S) to chlorite (C) or jute (I), involving an intermediate mixed-layer chiorite/smectite

(CIS) or iffite/smectite (uS) phase, has been documented in many Tertiary sandstones along the
Pacific Rim (e.g., Santa Ynez Mountains; Helmold and Van de Kamp, 1984).

Although the abundance of chlorite and ilhite also initially increases downsection from

Spencer sandstones, it neither increases nor decreases systematically farther downsection. Thus,
it is very difficult to assess whether or not all the clay-sized chlorite and iffite in Tyee basin

sandstones are detrital or in part authigenic. These day minerals are obviously not related in a
systematic way to burial depth, unlike the smectite and corrensite trends (Fig. 3.30). It is probable

that day-sized micas and chiorites in the sandstones are lrgeIy detrital in origin, but some may
have formed as authigenic cement during diagenesis. Burns and Ethridge (1979), for example,
reported some fibrous chlorite clay cement in Umpqua Group sandstone; we believe this is
largely corrensite (mixed-layer smectite/chlorite) based on XRD.
In addition, a minor amount of serpentine is recognized from XRD analysis in some

upper Umpqua Group sandstone (e.g., Remote and Coquille River members). Clay-sized

serpentine is interpreted to be detrital in origin, eroded from serpentinite intrusions in the
Mesozoic Klamath Mountains.
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Third order peaks suggest that the diagenetic smectite cements are Fe-rich (i.e.,

nontrorüte). The nontronite formed largely by alteration of glassy volcanic rock fragments during

early burial. In thin section, the groundmass of many mafic and intermediate volcanic rock
fragments has been altered to greenish brown iron-rich smectite which grades into iron-rich
smectite pseudomatrix in the pores (Dickinson, 1970) (Fig. 3.25). This diagenetic pseudomatrix
formed by compaction of soft, altered volcanic rock fragments and has obliterated much of the

primary intergranular porosity of the sandstones. The squashed smectite flowed into and filled
pore spaces, and is particularly evident in Tyee Mountain, Baugbman, and Spencer sandstones.
Iron-rich smectite (nontronite) day rims and pore-ifiling cements occur mainly in the shallowburied sandstone units (e.g., Spencer Formation and Rasler Creek Tongue).

Mixed-layer chiorite/smectite (corrensite) days are most abundant in deeper-buried
sandstone units as an authigenic cement (e.g., Rasler Creek Tongue and Bushnell Rock

Formation). This downsection clay mineral change from authigenic smectite to corrensite may
reflect a change in the composition of the parent grains. For example, from an abundance of
intermediate and mafic volcanic rock fragments in the younger units of Sequences III and N to
mainly metasedimentary (e.g., phyllite) and metavolcanic (e.g., greenstone) rock fragments in the

older units. Furthermore, altered and partially dissolved pyroxenes and amphiboles in
metavolcanic rock fragments and other metamorphic rock fragments may have supplied Fe and
Mg ions for formation of mixed-layer corrensite.

Dissolution of Framework Grains and Formation of Secondary Porosity:

Secondary porosity is recognized by the dissolution of framework grains and cements or
as tectonically formed fractures. Most Tyee basin sandstones are tightly cemented by smectite
clays, quartz, and zeolites and contain little primary depositional porosity in thin section (less
than 2%) (Table 3.1). However, some sandstone units show evidence of partial dissolution of
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framework grains and earlier diagenetic cements that has created minor secondary porosity (Fig.
3.31).

Most secondary porosity occurs as enlarged intergranular or intragranular primary pores
in sandstones of the lower Tyee Mountain Member, Rasler Creek Tongue, and Coquille River

Member. In most cases, calcic plagioclase and volcanic framework grains have been partially

dissolved. A minor amount of fracture porosity and channel porosity due to tectonic
deformation and uplift is present in Bushnell Rock pebbly sandstones. Calculation of sandstone
porosity from Formation Density and Compensated Neutron logs in the Sawyer Rapids well
shows that an abrupt increase of porosity occurs in the subsurface in the lower part of the Tyee
Mountain Member (Fig. 3.32). These data confirm that the secondary porosity in thin sections of

sandstone from outcrops is not a product of surface weathering but is, instead, the result of

partial dissolution of framework grains during diagenesis under deep burial.

Late-stage Calcite Replacement

Sparry caldte cement is volumetrically minor but is found locally as late-stage porefilling cement and as a replacement product in concretions and calcareous sandstone beds (Fig.

3.33). It is also randomly present throughout the stratigraphic section as isolated partial
replacements of plagiodase grains, volcanic rock fragments, and other earlier formed cements.
This calcite formed during a late-stage diagenetic event, as evidenced by its replacement of all

earlier formed cements (e.g., quartz and zeolites) and alteration products of framework minerals.
For example, late-stage calcite replacement of authigenic smectite and corrensite day coats or clay
rim is recognized by its relict rim-like form in thin section (Fig. 3.33).
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Figure 3.31-Abundant, secondary pores (P) in delta front lithic arkosic sandstone
in the Rasler Creek Tongue. Note fine volcanic rock fragments (Lv).
Sandstones in the Rasler Creek, Coquille River, and lower part of the
Tyee Mountain members show the best development of secondary
porosity. Sample R-92-024, open nicols, 2.5X, scale bar=O.2 mm.
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during diagenesis.
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Figure 3.33-Late-stage calcite cement (CC) replaced early formed iron-rich smectite
clay rim cement (dark line) and completely fills intergranular pores.
Spencer sandstone. Sample R-92-026, open nicols, 6X, scale bar=O.2 mm.
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Other Diagenetic Effects:

Detached clay coats (or broken day coats) locally occur in fluvial pebbly lithic arkosic

sandstones of the Remote Member and in fan delta lithic sandstones of the Bushnell Rock

Formation. They are usually assodated with polycrystalline quartz cement (Fig. 3.28). Corrensite
clay coats may have become detached as migrating pore fluids forcibly pushed the day coats
along congested pore throats. The fluid force may have eventually ripped parts of the authigenic
clay coats off framework grain boundaries. As a consequence, detached clay coats have been

incorporated and surrounded by late-stage quartz cement. Similar detached day coats have been
documented in the Upper Cretaceous Tuscaloosa Sandstone of Louisiana (Pittman and others,
1992).

Another possible explanation for detached day coats is that they may be developed by
dehydration processes during diagenetic transformation of day minerals (Moraes and de Ros,
1990). A change in day composition from smectite to mixed-layer chiorite-smectite occurs with
increasing depth in Tyee basin sandstones (Fig. 3.30). These reactions cause the release of water

and produce shrinkage of the framework grains. As a result, clay coats become detached along
some framework grain surfaces.
Iron-oxide cements (hematite and limorute) are also locally developed in fluvial

sandstones of the Remote Member and the Bushnell Rock Formation. They are a product of

oxidation during deposition and early burial and/or present weathering processes by oxidation
of iron-bearing minerals by groundwater.

Faragenetic Sequence:

The textural relationships between authigeruc minerals and cements in thin section and
SEM photomicrographs and their stratigraphic distribution (Ryu and others, 1992) suggest the
following paragenetic sequence (Fig. 3.34): (1) an early stage of mechanical compaction, (2) early
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clay coats and day rim development, (3) an early smectite clay pore-fill which was altered to
corrensite with deeper burial, (4) albitization and partial dissolution of plagioclase grains to form
secondary porosity, (5) early heulandite/clinoptilolite pore-fill followed by laumontite pore-fill,
(6) intermediate-stage laumontite replacement, (7) intermediate-stage dissolution of framework
grains creating additional secondary porosity, (8) late-stage precipitation of quartz overgrowths,
(9) detached broken day rim cement, (10) late-stage calcite replacement of detrital grains and

earlier formed clay, zeolites, and quartz cements, and (11) late-stage uplift, oxidation, and
formation of minor iron-oxide cement by weathering (Fig. 3.34).

Sandstones from the Tyee, Elkton, Bateman, and Spencer formations were largely

derived from volcanic arc and granitic batholith provenances. They contain abundant volcanic
rock fragments, unidentifiable glassy detritus, and plagiodase (Table 3.1) that are chemically

reactive with pore fluids during diagenesis and burial. Due to mechanical compaction, "soft'
iron-rich smectite day-altered ductile volcanic rock fragments were rotated and squeezed into
pore spaces during early to moderately deep burial, forming pseudomatrix (Dickinson, 1970)
(e.g., Tyee, Bateman, and Spencer formations). Unidentifiable former glassy volcanic fragments

were subsequently altered entirely to soft ductile green smectite clay that was then remobilized

and squashed to fill primary pore space during early compaction due to deeper burial. Some
pore-filling heulandite/clinoptilolite cement, together with the smectite rim cement, formed from
diagenetic alteration of glassy volcanic fragments in the sandstones of Sequence 1V. Also larger

crystals of authigenic heulandite/clinoptilolite later infilled the center of some intergranular
pores that were rimmed by the earlier formed fibrous smectite cement (Fig. 3.22).

During the early stage of diagenesis, highly alkaline pore fluids were enriched in Na,

A1, Ca, and other metal cations derived from dewatering of interbedded smectite-rich
mudstones. XRD analysis shows that mudstones of the Elkton Formation, Hubbard Creek
Member, and Camas Valley Formation, for example, are largely composed of smeclite and illite.

Under these conditions a continuous supply of Na+ would have been delivered by migrating
pore fluids to the sandstones during early compaction of the muds, resulting in partial
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dissolution and albitization of calcic plagiodase grains (e.g., andesine and labradorite) which, in

turn, supplied Ca

ions necessary for formation of early heulandite/dlinoptilolite and

laumontite cements that infill the adjacent primary intergranular pores. Alternatively, porefilling laumontite cement might have been formed directly from the earlier-formed heulandite
with subsequent deeper burial by the following chemical reaction according to Noh and Boles
(1993):

Ca3 75A175Si285O7224H2O + 3.35Ca

+ 6.7A1(OH)4 = 7.1CaAl2Si4O124H2O+ 9H20

heulandite

laumontite

Although incipient albitization is apparent in the younger sandstone units (e.g.,
Baughman Member) which contain early-stage laumontite cement, more extensive albitization

occurred in the underlying sandstone units (e.g., Tyee Mountain Member) that contain mixed-

layer thiorite/smectite (corrensite) clay instead of smectite day. During deeper burial, this more
active albitization may result in late-stage laumontite replacement of the plagioclase by the
following chemical reaction according to Boles and Coombs (1977), Helmold and Van de Kamp
(1984), and Noh and Boles (1993):

Naj7Ca03Al13Si2708 + O.6H4SiO4 = 0.7NaAISi3O8 + 0.3CaAl2Si4O124H2O

plagioclase

albite

laumontite

Clay mineral conversion of smectite day to mixed-layer C/S clay probably produced the
corrosive silicic acid H4SiO4 necessary for the above reaction (Noh and Boles, 1993).

At greater burial depths, further dissolution of caldc plagiodase grains and volcanic rock
fragments resulted in formation of minor secondary porosity (e.g., lower Tyee Mountain

Member). Smectite day rim cements and pseudomathx were also mostly converted to mixedlayer chiorite/smectite (corrensite) clays at these depths (Fig. 3.30). Silidc acid (H4SiO4) pore
fluid produced from these chemical reactions may be in part the source for the excess silicon

cations that resulted in precipitation of late-stage polycrystalline and monocrystalline quartz
cement that fills pore space in the underlying deeply buried Umpqua sandstones of Sequences I
and II.
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Precipitation of quartz cement was also governed by the mineral composition of the

sandstones. For example, concurrent albitization of plagioclase and production of laumontite
and heulandite/clinoptilolite cements is commonly evident in the micaceous lithic arkosic Tyee
Formation sandstones that contain abundant volcanic rock fragments and plagioclase grains.
These processes may consume excess H4SiO4+ in pore fluids that combines with Aft+ and Ca

cations to form zeolites released in the albitization process. Due to precipitation of laumontite,

pore fluids were undersaturated in hydrosilicic acid H4SiO4, and quartz cement and quartz
overgrowths could not be precipitated in the pores. However, albitization and precipitation of
laumontite cement were absent or insignificant in the Umpqua sandstones that are more
quartzose in composition. As a result, pore fluids were oversaturated in H4SiO4+ and quartz
cement was precipitated as euhedral hexagonal or trigonal crystals in pore space (Fig. 3.26).
McBride and others (1987) showed that hexagonal or trigorial quartz crystals grew as

overgrowths into large secondary pores during late-stage burial diagenesis in the deeply buried
Jurassic Norphiet Formation of Mississippi. Bodine and Madsen (1987) also demonstrated that

quartz cement and corrensite were produced during smectite day transformation in the Paradox
Member of the Hermosa Formation in Utah. This process is coincident with ourSEM

observations of abundant euhedral quartz crystals and underlying corrensite clays in the
Umpqua sandstones (Fig. 3.26). Another possible silica source for quartz cement includes

pressure solution of the abundant detrital polycrystalline quartz grains of the lower Umpqua
sandstones as a result of deep burial (Fig. 3.21). Dissolution of more soluble opal-A siliceous

microorganisms (e.g., diatoms, radiolarians, and sponge spicules) in the intervening marine
mudstones by pore water could also be a source for silica that migrated into the overlying
Umpqua sandstone units. Other local sources of silica for the quartz cement could be Cascade

volcanic arc-related intrusions. Umpqua lithic sandstones are locally bleached white due to
mercury suffide (cinnabar) mineralization along the eastern boundary of the Umpqua basin and
border with the Western Cascades arc (Wells and Waters, 1934). But this mechanism does not

explain abundant quartz overgrowths in the western part of the Umpqua basin.
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Discussion of Controls on Authigenic Mineral Reaction and Cement Distribution

One of the most important factors controffing the abundance and types of authigenic
minerals in Tyee basin sandstones is the composition of the dominant framework grains. Zeolites
are restricted to sandstones of the younger forearc sequences (e.g., Tyee, Bateman, and Spencer

formations) that contain abundant intermediate and mafic volcanic rock fragments and calcic
plagioclase. The underlying Kiamath Mountains-derived lithic sandstones of Sequences I and II
are composed of dominantly polycrystalline quartz, chert, sedimentary and metamorphic rock
fragments, and the authigenic minerals and pore-filling quartz cements. This compositional
difference suggests that zeolites and quartz cements were not the result of the introduction of
zeolite- or silica-precipitating solutions from outside the formations, but rather were the results of
in situ rock-fluid reactions.

Eocene sandstones in the study area exhibit a vertical zonation of authigenic minerals

and cements, consisting of early formed heulandite/clinoptilolite to laumontite, and finally to
quartz as well as transformation of iron-rich smectite to mixed-layer smectite/chiorite (corrensite)

with increasing burial depth. This vertical zonation of authigenic minerals probably resulted, in
part, from variations in pore fluid composition in time and space. For example, Tyee Formation

sandstone containing pore fluids undersaturated in H4SiO4 and enriched in

Ca7 and

Na+, is characterized by albitization and zeolite cement, whereas Umpqua Group sandstone

containing pore fluid oversaturated in H4SiO4 and lack of other competing metal cations is
characterized by quartz cement and overgrowths and absence or insignificant albitization.
Because diagenetic reactions require a significant amount of transfer of cations and

anions to and from reaction sites, permeability and porosity variations may be important in

controlling the distribution of authigenic minerals in Tyee basin sandstones. Without adequate
permeability and effective porosity, pore fluid flow is restricted, thereby decreasing mass transfer
of cations and anions and, consequently, inhibiting reactions. The importance of permeability is
suggested by textural control of quartz cements.
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In addition, increasing temperature and depth of burial probably influenced the
formation of authigenic minerals in Tyee basin sandstones. Vitrinite reflectance readings on
mudstones and coal samples from the surface and subsurface in the study area (average %Ro =
0.40-0.77) indicate that paleotemperature ranged between 50°C and 115°C (see Source Rocks

section). This implies that paleotemperatures for diagenesis of the sandstones were no greater
than 115°C throughout the Eocene section. Based on the measured temperatures of deep wells in
the Niigata oil field of Japan, lijima (1978) suggested that heulandite and laumontite cements
formed at about 100°C. Also, precipitation of late-stage quartz, where silica likely is released by

clay transformation and pressure solution, requires a temperature range between 80°C and 120°C
(Surdam and Crossey, 1987). Paleotemperatures in the Eocene section were also adequate for

formation of authigenic smectite and corrensite day minerals.

RESERVOIR POTENTIAL

Distribution of Porosity and Permeability

Prior to this investigation, data on porosity and permeability of potential reservoir
sandstones in the southern Tyee basin were limited (Mobil, 1980; Newton, 1980; Niem and Niem,

1990). Outcrop samples were haphazardly distributed across the basin, and most samples were
concentrated in a few potential reservoir units (e.g., Tyee Mountain Member, lower Umpqua
Group, and pre-Tertiary sandstones; see map in Niem and Niem, 1990). In addition, they were
far too few in number (27 analyses from 22 widely scattered localities) to make generalizations

about the reservoir potential of all the stratigraphic units in the basin.
An additional seventy sandstone and conglomerate samples were collected for thin

section and porosity and permeability analysis during the course of this investigation. Those
samples are keyed to the measured sections of Ryu and others (1992; Fig. 3.10 and Plate 6a).

Samples were chosen from the freshest exposures of each stratigraphic unit and were
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quantitatively analyzed for porosity and permeability by Goode Core Analysis Service of

Bakersfield, California. They drilled plugs of the sandstone and conglomerate samples, using
fresh water as the bit coolant. Prior to measurement of porosity and permeability in air, the
samples were dried at 235°F. Grain volume was determined by Boyle's Law method using helium

as the gaseous medium. Bulk volume was measured by mercury displacement at ambient
conditions. A confining pressure of 500 psig was used for permeability measurements.
Individual porosity and permeability analyses are listed in Appendix 2.3. The porosity and
permeability are averaged by formation in Table 3.2.
Permeabilities are highest in Sequence II (range 0.05 to 40.5 md, average 5.51 md for 24

samples). The next most permeable rocks are in Sequence IV (range 0.2 to 12.3 md, average 2.67
md for 10 samples). Permeabilities of the other sequences are very low: Sequence I (range 0.01 to
52 md, average 0.65 md for 22 samples); Sequence ifi (range 0.01 to 3.1 md, average 0.53 md for

13 samples). One sample from an isolated outher of "pre-Tertiary sandstone" that Niem and
Niem (1990) mapped in the southwestern part of the Tyee basin shows relatively high porosity
(16.60%) and permeability (16.60 md).

Controls on Distribution of Porosity and Permeability

A bar graph is useful to show stratigraphic variations of average porosity and
permeabifity among Tyee basin units (Fig. 3.35). Porosity generally increases a few percent from

lowstand systems tract sandstone and pebbly conglomerates (LST) to highstand systems tract
sandstones (HST) within a depositional sequence although there are exceptions (Fig. 3.35). As

discussed in the sandstone petrography section above, a lowstand systems tract contains
numerous gravity flow deposits (e.g., turbidites and debris flows) and fluvial channel-fills that
are composed of poorly sorted, "dirty" graywacke sandstones and lithic conglomerates. These
deposits are typically a mixture of diagenetically unstable rock and mineral fragments and

abundant fine detrital clay/silt matrix. This texture is a result of rapid sedimentation and burial
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Figure 335-Average porosity and permeability of Tyee basin units. Arrows indicate
increasing porosity in each systems tract. Data from Newton (1980) for
the Tyee Mountain Member (unshaded bar) are anomalously high compared
to porosity and permeability data acquired during this study. The disparity
of values may be a function of differences in techniques between laboratories.
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Highstand Systems Tract).
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with little or no reworking by currents on a fan surface (e.g., in alluvial fan and in deep-sea fan

environments). In contrast, highstand systems tract units in the Tyee basin contain abundant
delta front sandstones that are generally more quartzose (i.e., chemically more stable) and better
sorted. Softer, chemically unstable lithic framework grains (e.g., volcanics and carbonaceous

phyllite) were effectively abraded and destroyed by prolonged reworking by waves, longshore

currents, and tides during progradation of a wave-dominated delta. Also, fine detrital sediments,
such as day and silt, which could fill primary intergranular pores are winnowed out by these
processes. Thus, the depositional or primary porosity of bighstand systems tract delta front
sandstones is generally greater than that of lowstand systems tract sandstones and
conglomerates. The abundance of primary porosity is partly related to texture (grain size,
sorting, abundance of detrital clay matrix) which, in turn, reflects the depositional environment.
Primary porosity is also controlled by the compositional variation of the sandstones (e.g.,

lithic versus arkosic). Primary porosity in lithic turbidite sandstone and conglomerate of a
lowstand systems tract is much more effectively destroyed than primary porosity in a quartzose-

arkosic delta front sandstone of a highstand systems tract. Porosity is reduced because
chemically unstable framework grains (e.g., volcanic rock fragments and soft metamorphic

fragments) are more abundant in lithic sandstones. These grains are more susceptible to chemical
alteration to pore-filling clay and zeolite cements and to greater mechanical compaction during

burial.
Permeability in the sandstones is not only controlled by depositional processes and
mineral composition, but also constrained by secondary diagenetic processes. In an ideal case in
which the distribution of porosity and permeability is solely controlled by depositional processes
(i.e., controlled by grain size and sorting), the highest porosity is most likely to be accompanied

by the highest permeability. If this is the case, the cross-plot of porosity versus permeability
shows a very good one-to-one correlation (R = 1). However, sandstone porosity is reduced or
enhanced (i.e., secondary porosity; Schmidt and MacDonald, 1979) due to diagenetic processes

such as mechanical compaction and dissolution of unstable framework grains during deeper
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burial. This may result in deterioration of the ideal one-to-one correlation between porosity and
permeability. It may be inferred, therefore, that the correlation coefficient (R) between porosity

and permeability decreases as sandstones undergo progressively more diagenetic modification.
Best fit lines on cross-plots of porosity versus permeabffity of each depositional sequence
reveal that there is a fairly good correlation (R = 0.74) in the shallower buried depositional
Sequence IV. In contrast, the more deeply buried and diagenetically altered Sequences 1,11, and
ifi have relatively low correlation coefficients (R = 0.18 to 0.30) (Fig. 3.36). This implies that the

distribution of porosity and permeabffity in Sequence IV still reflects the depositional processes

that controlled grain size and sorting and that diagenetic processes (i.e., compaction and

cementation) have not significantly modified the primary porosity. The lower correlation
coefficients in Sequences 1,11, and ifi, however, suggest that the relationship of porosity and

permeability in these sequences which is non-linear and is more likely a result of diagenetic
processes of mechanical compaction and cementation than depositional processes (Fig. 3.36).

Petrographic analysis confirms that mechanical compaction and cementation played a
dominant role in controlling the distribution and abundance of porosity and permeability in
sandstones of the southern Tyee basin. Major reduction of porosity and permeability has
occurred through: (1) mechanical compaction of ductile grains, such as micas and phyllites

(particularly in the older and more deeply buried Umpqua Group units); (2) chemical alteration
and mechanical compaction of volcanic grains to form pseudomatrix (e.g., Tyee Mountain
Member of the Tyee Formation); (3) precipitation of smectite/chiorite clay rim cements in

primary interpartide pores and pore throats (e.g., Baughman Member of Tyee Formation); (4)
filling of the remaining pore space with zeolites (e.g., Baughman Member of Tyee Formation; or

(5) precipitation of early calcite cements. The porosity and permeabifity of some units has been

non-linearly enhanced by: (1) partial dissolution of plagiodase grains and chemically unstable
framework grains (e.g., Tyee Mountain Member of Tyee Formation); (2) dissolution of preexisting pore-filling cements (e.g., White Tail Ridge Formation); or (3) development of

microfractures due to tectonic movement (e.g., Bushnell Rock Formation). In addition, some
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secondary and remaining primary porosity and permeability are further reduced by precipitation
of late-stage quartz and calcite cements (e.g., Umpqua Group units).

Potential Reservoir Units and Their Areal Distribution

Compared to the gas-producing deltaic Cowlitz Formation of the Mist Gas Field in

northwestern Oregon (average porosity 25% and average permeability 200 md; Armentrout and
Suek, 1985), most units in the southern Tyee basin have low to very low porosity and
permeabffity (Table 3.2). Tyee basin sandstones could be called tight sandstones based on the

definition of tight sandstones by Law and Spencer (1993). light sandstones, such as these, could
potentially produce commercial quantities of gas from deeper parts of the basin (Law and others,
1994).

In examination of outcrop samples, the stratigraphic units with the best reservoir
potential in the Tyee basin are members of the White Tail Ridge Formation; i.e., the more

permeable and friable delta front sandstones of the Coquille River Member (average porosity
12.90%; permeability 9.59 md for 8 samples) and the Rasler Creek Tongue (average porosity
13.20%; permeability 9.35 md for 2 samples) (Fig. 3.35). Some fluvial distributary channel lithic

arkosic sandstones of the Remote Member (13.0% of porosity and 9.6 md of permeabffity) and

delta front sandstones of the Berry Creek Member may be additional, deeper reservoir targets.
The 1,000- to 4300-foot thick deltaic White Tall Ridge Formation occurs only in the

southern part of the basin (i.e., Myrtle Point-Sutherlin subbasin of Ryu and others, 1992) and is
well-exposed along Oregon Highway 42 between the towns of Tenmile and Remote (Figs. 3.37

and 3.38; Plates 6b and 6c). The best permeabilities in the unit are in the vicinity of and north of

Remote on the west side of the basin. However, some members wedge out over the Reston high
(Ryu and others, 1992). Therefore, these units have limited potential as exploration targets in the

subsurface near this buried high. They are also locally developed north of the high near
Lookingglass Valley (several miles northeast of the Reston high and south of Meirose) (Figs. 3.37
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and 338; Plates 6b and 6c). A thick section of White Tail Ridge Formation is exposed in the Glide

area These units project beneath the Tyee escarpment and beneath the western Cascade
Mountains. They have been recently traced as far north as Tyee Mountain, west of Sutherlin (R.
E. Wells, 1994, pers. commun.).

Sandstones of the Coquille River Member were deposited as a tide-dominated, deltafront facies. The tide-dominated facies consists of several thinning-upward parasequences of
thick to very thick beds of massive to hummocky cross-bedded, arkosic (quartzo-feldspathic)

sandstone (Ryu and others, 1992). The parasequences thin upward to subordinate molluskbearing lagoonal or estuarine mudstone, bioturbated mollusk-bearing silty sandstone, and
numerous subbituminous coals (Fig. 339). Potential reservoir sandstones in this fades are
medium- to coarse-grained, moderately sorted, and thick- to very thick-bedded (5 to 6 feet thick).

They were probably deposited in distributary channels. The distributary channel sandstones
pinch out laterally and cut into the underlying coal beds.
Sandstones of the Rasler Creek Tongue were deposited as a wave-dominated delta front
fades that prograded over the middle to outer shelf muds of the Camas Valley Formation (Ryu
and others, 1992). They consist of several 10- to 30-foot thick thickening-upward parasequences

that are encased in thick bioturbated mudstone beds. Each thickening-upward parasequence is
composed of medium to thick beds of hummocky bedded to trough and planar cross-bedded,
lithic arkosic sandstone and thin to very thin beds of wave-ripple laminated siltstone (Fig. 3.40).

Potential reservoir sandstones in this facies are medium- to coarse-grained, moderately sorted,
and thick-bedded (1 to 2 feet thick) shoreface sandstones. Petrographic analysis indicates that
secondary porosity (enlarged interparticle pores) is common in these potential reservoir
sandstones (Fig. 331).

The Remote and Berry Creek members are possible deeper reservoir targets. Coarsegrained fluvial distributary quartzo-lithic (metamorphic) sandstones in these members are tightly
cemented by silica and clay in outcrop in the vicinity of the Tyee escarpment. However, along
the Umpqua River near Glide, they are fairly friable and less indurated (Figs. 3.37 and 3.38; Plates
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Figure 3.39-Exposure of tide-dominated delta front and delta plain sandstone with
estuarine coal beds (arrows) of Coquille River Member along Oregon
Highway 42 (column number 9 in fence dagram) west of Camas Valley.
Coal bed is overlain by distributary mouth bar sandstone. 3-foot traffic
poles for scale.
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Figure 3.40-Exposure of wave-dominated delta front Rasler Creek Tongue sandstone
near Raster Creek (column number 6 in fence diagram). 10- to 30-foot thick
thickening-upward parasequences that are encased in thick hioturhated
mudstone are well developed. Geologist for scale.
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6b and 6c). The porosity and permeability of distributary sandstones in the Remote Member near
Glide are 13.7% and 18.5 md which is better than the porosity and permeabffity of outcrop
samples near the Tyee escarpment (Figs. 337 and 3.38; Plates 6b and 6c).

Near Glide, potential reservoirs in the Berry Creek Member form a 600-foot thick section

of thickening-upward fine- to medium-grained delta front parasequences overlain by medium- to
very coarse-grained, cross-bedded, pebbly distributary channel sandstones capped by a thick coal
of the Remote Member. These sandstone-dominated units, together with the overlying deltaic to
fluvial arkosic Spencer sandstone, dip gently eastward beneath the volcanic rocks of the western

Cascade Mountains. The White Tail Ridge sandstones also have been recently traced northward
to Nonpareil (R. E. Wells, 1994, pers. commun.). South of Glide toward the margin of the

Kiamath Mountains, fluvial conglomerate (bearing boulders and cobbles of granodiorite) and
coarse-grained arkosic sandstone equivalent to the White Tail Ridge Formation are locally

intercalated between younger Cascade volcanic rocks and pyroclastic flows and an underlying
pre-Tertiary granodiorite (A. Jayko, 1994, pers. commun.).

Another potential reservoir unit is the 1,100-foot thick upper Eocene Spencer Formation
(average porosity 14.45%; permeabffity 6.70 md for 2 samples) (Fig. 3.35). The Spencer Formation

is composed of several hundred feet of friable, fluvial to deltaic, medium- to very thick-bedded,
highly carbonaceous sandstone (Ryu and others, 1992) (Figs. 3.41 and 3.42). There also are a few

thin (one to several foot thick) subbituminous coal beds and thicker, laminated carbonaceous

siltstone beds in the unit. Some shallow-marine sandstone beds (which are bioturbated and
fossiliferous) have been recognized (Hoover, 1963). The Spencer is probably equivalent to the
deltaic, coal-bearing Bateman Formation in the center of the Tyee forearc basin. The Bateman

also contains highly friable, porous and permeable arkosic micaceous sandstone (Weatherby,
1991) (Figs. 337 and 3.38; Plates 6b and 6c). The possible reservoir in the Spencer is a friable,

micaceous, well-laminated to cross-bedded, and fine- to very coarse-grained distributary channel

sandstone. This "dean" arkosic micaceous sandstone is exposed locally along the eastern margin
of the basin adjacent to the Cascade volcanics from Glide northward to Cottage Grove (Figs. 337
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Figure 3.41-Two thick to very thick beds of Spencer sandstone with interbed
of carbonaceous overbank mudstone northeast of Glide. The lower
sandstone bed is fine-grained, highly carbonaceous, niicaceous and
well-laminated.
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Figure 3.42-Close-up of the upper sandstone bed in Figure 3.41, showing a fluvial
or distributary channel that cuts into underlying overbank mudstone
and dark coal bed.
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and 3.38; Plates 6b and 6c) (Walker and MacLeod, 1991). The sandstone generally dips gently

eastward beneath the Cascade volcanics except where locally faulted. Spencer sandstones have

abundant primary interpartide porosity that is partially filled with smectite pore-lining day.
Many samples from exposures are too friable for porosity and permeability measurements.
Micaceous arkosic Spencer sandstone has been a target of exploration in the Willamette
Valley, locally producing commercial quantities of gas (e.g., near Lebanon, OR) (Baker, 1988). It

is equivalent to the middle and upper Eocene Cowlitz Formation (Clark and Wilson sandstone)
which produces commercial quantities of gas at Mist in the northern Oregon Coast Range
(Newton, 1979; Alger, 1985). This coarse-grained delta plain-fluvial unit in the southern Tyee

basin appears to be a previously unrecognized facies that prograded northwestward and
southwestward. The provenance probably was an unidentified Idaho batholith source east of the
Cascade Mountains. It may be equivalent to the Eocene Payne Cliffs Formation described by
McKnight (1971) in the Medford-Ashland area. How far these sandstones extend beneath the

Western Cascades is unknown.
An unnamed pre-Tertiary(?) unit that crops out near Myrtle Point (129S, R12W) also has
relatively high porosity (16.0% for 1 sample) and permeability (16.0 md for 1 sample) (Figs. 3.37

and 3.38; Plates 6b and 6c). The unit is a friable arkosic micaceous cross-bedded pebbly
sandstone possibly deposited during the Late Cretaceous or Paleocene (Figs. 3.37 and 3.38; Plates

6b and 6c). Mobil (1980) also reported sandstones and conglomerates with possible reservoir
potential (average porosity 15.5%; permeability 23.13 md for 3 samples) near Myrtle Point and
southeast of Remote (131S, R9W) in a large faulted inlier of the Cretaceous-Jurassic Myrtle Group

of the adjacent northern Klaniath Mountains (Figs. 3.37 and 338; Plates 6b and 6c). Most Myrtle

Group sandstones and conglomerates, however, appear to be tightly cemented in outcrop.

Another potential reservoir within the northern margin of the Klamath Mountains is a "dean",
arkosic biotite- and muscovite-bearing pebbly, trough cross-bedded sandstone that occurs either
unconformably on top of or within the Dothan Formation (as at Hoover Hill; Peterson, 1957). The
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reservoir potential of these units is low because they crop out discontinuously and most appear
to be tightly cemented by zeolites (A. Jayko, 1994, pers. commun.).

Most sandstones and conglomerates in the lower Umpqua Group and Bushnell Rock
Formation are too well-indurated and tightly cemented in outcrop to be reservoirs (Figs. 337 and
3.38; Plates 6b and 6c). However, Newton (1980) reported relatively high porosity (average
19.15% for 2 samples) and permeability (average 24 md for 2 samples) for lower Umpqua.
turbidite sandstones near Myrtle Point (Figs. 3.37 and 3.38; Plates 6b and 6c). The difference

between the porosity and permeabifity values reported in this study and the high values reported
by Newton (1980) (Figs. 3.37 and 3.38; Plates 6b and 6c) may be a result of variations in technique

used by different laboratories.
Some of the high values of porosity and permeability in the lower Umpqua Group and
Bushnell Rock Formation may be due to fracture porosity. Peirographic descriptions (see
previous section) indicate that there is some fracture porosity in the sandstones of these units. In
other structurally deformed convergent margin basins (e.g., Eocene and Cretaceous Great Valley

basin and Tertiary Los Angeles basin of C1ifomia), commercial quantities of gas are produced
from fracture porosity in tightly cemented lithic graywackes and quartzo-feldspathic sandstones.
Fracture porosity can be produced by tectonism, particularly on thrust-related structures (such as

in crests of fault-propagation folds). Such structures are present within the southern part of the
basin (e.g., Bonanza fault zone). Seismic-reflection profiles also show that such structures occur
beneath the Tyee forearc basin sequence (Peter Hales, Weyerhaeuser, 1989, pers. commun.).

Several oil shows, for example, have been reported in unpublished descriptions of cores of
fractured Bushnell Rock conglomerate and Umpqua turbidite sandstone from the Scott well
drilled in the Bonanza fault zone (Niem and Niem, 1990; see Source Rocks section). Where the

Bonanza fault zone crosses the Umpqua River, lower Umpqua sandstones are isodlinally folded

and back-thrust-faulted. The rocks are intensively jointed and fractured, and traces of
thermogenic gas have been measured in these fractures during atmospheric lows (Bill Seeley,
Mobil Oil Corp., 1989, pers. commun.).
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Mobil geologists found light-colored, more friable sandstones in the Umpqua Group
southeast of Sutherlin which they interpreted as a cleaner deltaic facies of the Umpqua submarine
fan (Seeley, 1989, pers. commun.) (Fig. 3.37). They reported porosities of 22 to 28% in these

sandstones which were a target of Mobil's Sutherlin Unit No. 1 well. This investigation, however,

interprets those sandstones as the mid to upper fan fades of a submarine fan which appear to

have been hydrothermally altered and bleached white. Unfortunately, most Umpqua turbidite
sandstone beds in the Mobil Sutherlin and Union Liles wells were tight.
Thick- to very thick-bedded turbidite sandstones of the Tyee Mountain Member (Tyee

Formation) are well-indurated and have relatively low reservoir potential (average porosity
10.88%; permeability 0.53 md for 13 samples). However, Newton (1980) reported that some Tyee

turbidite sandstones in the northern part of the study area have very high porosity (average
30.68% for 6 samples) and permeability (average 59.80 md for 6 samples) (Figs. 3.37 and 3.38;

Plates 6b and 6c). These anomalous values may result from either formation of secondary

porosity or extensive surface weathering. Alternatively, the disparity is due to laboratory
variability because the lithology of Tyee sandstones varies little throughout the basin.
Porosities estimated from FDC-CNL logs for the Sawyer Rapids well are not high and are

on the magnitude of measured porosities of surface samples in this investigation. This subsurface
porosity information also indicates that there is a zone of higher porosity in the lower part of the
Tyee Mountain Member in the well (Fig. 3.32). The Long Bell, B-i, F-i, and Harris 1-4 wells,

which penetrated thick sections of the Tyee Mountain Member in the northern and central part of

the study area, encountered generally tight, well-indurated sandstone with only minor gas shows
(Ryu and others, 1992). Our petrographic study of a few samples indicates development of

diagenetic secondjy porosity in the lower part of the Tyee Mountain Member (i.e., basin-floor
fan facies; see Ryu and others, 1992). Thus, the lower part of the Tyee Mountain Member may

warrant further investigation. Most porosity and permeability analyses of Tyee Mountain
sandstones in this study were concentrated in the southern and central part of the study area
(Figs. 3.37 and 3.38; Plates 6b and 6c). Newton's (1980) data hint that the unit may be more
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porous in the northwestern part of the study area. The reservoir potential of this unit could not
be eliminated because of the possibility that secondary porosity has developed locally.
In summary, the units with the best reservoir potential are sandstones of the White Tail
Ridge Formation, especially the Coquille River Member and the Rasler Creek Tongue and to a

lesser extent the Remote and Berry Creek members. Spencer Formation sandstones appear to be

the second best potential reservoir sandstone in the basin, hi addition, some of the pre-Tertiary
sandstones and the lower Umpqua sandstones (or the Bushnell Rock Formation) may serve as
possible reservoir rock in the basin, if fracture porosity is well-developed (e.g., beneath the Tyee

escarpment). However, the distribution of the pre-Tertiary sandstones is very discontinuous and
may be difficult to explore. Also, the lower part of the Tyee Mountain Member may have

reservoir potential in the deeper northern part of the basin, provided that secondary porosity is
developed. Sandstones of other units (e.g., Slater Creek, Baughman, Elkton, and Bateman
sandstones) have very limited reservoir potential due to the lack of effective permeability (Figs.

3.35 and 3.38). The low permeability is mainly attributed to extensive burial diagenesis which

has clogged pores and pore throats through mechanical compaction and pore water chemical
reactions in the sandstones. The friable, clean, micaceous arkosic sandstones of the Bateman delta

plain, distributary, and delta front facies are an attractive reservoir. However, this unit has been
breached by erosion and is restricted to the synclinal center of the Tyee forearc basin. The
Baughman Member also has been largely exposed by erosion, and Baughman sandstones are too

tightly cemented by zeolites and smectitic days to have much reservoir potential other than
fracture porosity.
Some Tyee basin sandstones (e.g., Tyee Mountain Member, lower Umpqua Group) could

be called tight gas-reservoirs. Law and Spencer (1993) defined tight gas-sandstones as sandstones
that have low permeability (<0.1 md) (exclusive of fracture permeability) and low porosity (2 to

12%). light gas sandstones and shales have produced large quantities of natural gas from
Paleozoic sandstones in the Appalachians and the Black Warrior basin, from Mesozoic

sandstones in several Rocky Mountain foreland basins and the Great Plains of Colorado,
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Nebraska, Kansas, and North and South Dakota, and from Tertiary strata of east Texas and
northern Louisiana. Some wells in the Tyee basin (e.g., Long Bell) appear to be overpressured

(see source rock section). Unconventional methods such as fracting and horizontal drilling may
be necessary to produce gas from the tight Tyee basin sandstones (Law and Spencer, 1993).

SOURCE ROCKS

Sample Distribution and Lithologies

More than 190 samples were collected and submitted for source rock analysis during the
course of this investigation. They include all Eocene units in the Tyee basin and several preTertiary units in the adjacent Klamath Mountains (Fig. 3.43). Most well cuttings and outcrop

samples are fresh dark to medium gray mudstone, coal and carbonaceous mudstone; several are
carbonaceous deltaic and turbidite sandstone and one is from a block of micritic limestone in the
pre-Tertiary (Cretaceous) mélange. Source rock analyses include total organic carbon (TOC),
Rock-Eva! pyrolysis, and some vitrinite reflectance (% Ro) and thermal alteration index (TAI)

measurements as well as visual kerogen typing. These analyses were performed by Paul Lillis,
Ted Daws, and Mark Pawlewicz of the U. S. Geological Survey organic geochemistry laboratory
in Denver, Colorado (Liffis and others, in prep.) and by the DGSI in Woodlands, Texas for

samples provided to Dave Long for a Portland State University masters thesis (Long, 1994). In
addition, source rock data for more than 1625 outcrop and well samples from earlier reports (e.g.,
Amoco (1983, 1985), Browning and Flanagan (1980), Brown and Ruth (1983), Law and others
(1984), Mobil (1980), and Newton (1980)) are also incorporated in this study (Figs. 3.43 and 3.44;

see distribution maps in Niem and Niem, 1990). The analytical methods applied to these samples
are described in these references. These data also indude TOC, Rock-Eva! pyrolysis, vitrinite
reflectance, thermal alteration index, visual kerogen analyses, and some C15+ extraction with
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Figure 3.43-Distribution of mudstone, carbonaceous mudstone, and coal samples
for source rock analyses from Eocene Tyee basin. Solid circles represent
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chromatography. Most of the 193 samples collected for this study are keyed to the measured
stratigraphic sections and the exploration wells described by Ryu and others (1992) (Plate 7a).

Source Rock Evaluation

Source rock Generative Potential:

Most of the 1869 surface and subsurface samples contain low to very low total organic
carbon (Fig. 3.45a). The average TOC value is approximately 0.85 weight percent. The overall
distribution of TOC of Tyee basin units is skewed towards lower values (less than 0.5 weight
percent) with approximately 95 percent of all samples falling into the poor to fair (non-source to
marginal) source rock category (i.e., less than 1.0 weight percent TOC). Most of the non-source or

marginal source samples are shallow-marine mudstone, mudstone interbeds between turbidite
sandstone and conglomerate beds, and some overbank mudstone in fluvial and fan delta fades
(Fig. 3.46).

Only 59 samples (less than four percent of samples analyzed) have TOC values greater
than 1.0 weight percent, which rate these as good to very good source rocks (Fig. 3.45a). Most of

these samples are estuarine carbonaceous mudstones, very fine-grained carbonaceous sandstone,
and silty coals from deltaic sequences in Sequence II and lv (White Tail Ridge Formation,
Baughman Member, Bateman Formation, and Spencer Formation; 21 samples), some slope
mudstones from the transgressive deep marine sequences of Sequences II, 111, and IV (Camas

Valley Formation, Hubbard Creek Member, and Elkton Formation; 13 samples), and a few deep
basinal mudstone from turbidite sequence of Sequence I (the Umpqua Group; 13 samples) (Figs.
3.46 and 3.47; Plate 7b). Some pre-Tertiary Kiamath Mountain terrane samples also have greater
than 1.0 weight percent TOC (carbonaceous shale in Cretaceous Whitsett Limestone; 1 sample:
undifferentiated Myrtle Group mudstone; 5 samples) (Figs. 3.46 and 3.47).
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The S1 and S2 yields liberated during pyrolysis are a useful measurement to evaluate the
generative potential of source rocks (Peters, 1986; Law and others, 1984). Approximately 95

percent of the samples analyzed have less than 1.0 mg HC/g rock (Fig. 3.45b). Pyrolysis Si + S2
yields less than 6.0 mg HC/g rock are generally considered to be source rocks with poor to fair
generative potential; yields greater than 6.0 are common in known hydrocarbon source rocks
(Peters, 1986). Thus, Rock-Eval pyrolysis Si + S2 yields also indicate that most Tyee basin

samples analyzed are poor in generative potential, including some basinal and slope mudstone
units that rated as good and very good source rock based on TOC (i.e., 2 to 3%; compare Figs.

3.46 and 3.48). Although high in total organic carbon, much of this carbon is inert and does not

yield much free hydrocarbon upon pyrolysis (or heating). Therefore, those samples are rated as
poor source rocks.

Tyee basin samples that have the best potential as source rocks, as indicated by Si + S2
values > 6.0 (shaded area of Fig. 3.48), are all coals. These data reaffirm the importance of coals as
potential source rocks in the Tyee basin first recognized by Niem and Niem (1990) and Law and

others (1984). Coal beds and carbonaceous mudstones are widespread in deltaic sequences of the
White Tail Ridge Formation and Baughman Member in the southern part of the basin, in the
Bateman Formation in the center of the basin, and in the Spencer Formation on the eastern
margin of the basin (Ryu and others, 1992; Figs. 3.43 and 3.47). They range from a few inches

thick to as much as 13 feet thick, and some underlie tens of square miles (e.g., Eden Ridge coal
field; Lesher, 1914; Duell, 1957; US Bureau of Land Management, 1983; Niem and Niem, 1990).

Coal in the Eden Ridge field, for example, contains over 50% TOC and suffident volatile organic

matter (23 to 58%) to generate dry and/or biogenic gas (Niem and Niem, 1990). Two seams have
a calculated total reserve of as much as 50 million tons.

The coals and carbonaceous mudstones in the White Tail Ridge Formation (Coquille

River and Remote members) are a locus of biogenic and thermogenic gas seeps in the basin
(Niem and Niem, 1990; Kvenvolden and others, 1995). However, these rocks comprise only a
small percentage (1 to <5%) of the total volume of strata in the basin and, thus, are limited
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sources. Additional beds of thin coals, carbonaceous mudstone, and overbank mudstone and
sandstone were discovered recently in the Spencer Formation between the towns of Nonpareil
and Glide (R. E. Wells, 1994, pers. commun.; Figs. 3.41,3.42,3.43, and 3.47). In northwestern

Oregon, coals and slope mudstone in the upper Eocene deltaic Cowlitz Formation in the
Willamette (Nehalem) basin may be the source of the gas produced commerdally in the Mist gas
field (Armentrout and Suek, 1985; Stormberg, 1992).

Type of Hydrocarbon Generated:

A binary plot of whole rock hydrogen indices (S2/TOC) and oxygen indices (S3/TOC)
can be used to dassify the dominant type of organic matter (i.e., gas- or oil-prone) in potential
source rocks (Tissot and Welte, 1978; Fig. 3.49). Most of 320 surface and subsurface samples plot

in the field of very low hydrogen indices and low oxygen indices. This suggests that the organic
matter in nearly all Tyee basin samples is Type IV (very limited or marginal potential for gas) or

Type ifi (gas-prone) organic matter. Fifteen samples, however, plot in the field between Type II
(oil-prone) and Type ifi (gas-prone) organic matter. These samples include: Bateman Formation,
1 sample; Baughman Member, 2 samples; Hubbard Creek Member, 1 sample; Tyee Mountain
Member, 1 sample; Coquille River Member, 3 samples; Remote Member, 4 samples; Slater Creek

Member, 1 sample; Bushnell Rock Formation, 1 sample; Whitsett Limestone; 1 sample. Most

samples that contain a mixture of oil- and gas-prone organic matter are coals from the deltaic
fades (e.g., White Tail Ridge, Remote, and Baughman). The van Krevelan diagram may

overestimate the oil and liquid hydrocarbon generative potential of the Tyee basin coals. Coals
are generally composed mainly of gas-prone Type ifi organic matter. According to Peters (1986),

concentrated Type Ill organic matter in coals (with HI values <300 mgHC/g rock and with S2/S3
ratio >5) does not respond during Rock-Eva! pyrolysis in the same manner as dispersed Type ifi
organic matter (e.g., as in the mudstones). Coals typically plot between Type II and Type ifi
organic matter area of the van Krevelan diagram.
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Figure 3.49-Van Krevelan diagram (Hydrogen Index (HI) versus Oxygen Index
(01)), showing the hydrocarbon-generative type. Most Tyee basin
samples plot in the Type III (gas-prone) and Type IV (very limited
or marginal potential for gas) fields, but a few samples plot in the
field between Type II (oil-prone) and Type ifi (gas-prone).
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Rock-Eva! pyrolysis studies indicate, however, that high oxygen index with low
hydrogen index and low TOC (<0.5%) in argillaceous or mud-rich samples is directly influenced
by a variety of variables such as CO2 released from carbonate minerals in the matrix or
absorption of oxygen by clay minerals (Peters, 1986). Outcrop samples are likely to show higher

S3 and lower Si and 52 values due to oxidation, during weathering, resulting in high values for
oxygen index (Durand and Monin, 1980). This is not the case for Tyee basin outcrop samples

which have the same distribution of HI and 01 as the well samples. Most well samples (e.g.,
Umpqua Group in Mobil's Sutherlin well, Tyee Mountain Member and Umpqua Group in the
Long Bell well, and Umpqua Group in Amoco F-i well) are also depleted in hydrogen (i.e., have a
low hydrogen index)) and low TOC (Fig. 3.46) and have high oxygen index. These data indicate

that the organic matter was highly oxidized during transport before being deposited and/or was
oxidized by groundwater during early burial and diagenesis (Brown and Ruth, 1983). As a result,
this oxidized Type IV organic matter can show a high Tmax value (Peters, 1986).

In order to avoid the possible inaccuracy of oxygen index values, the type of organic

matter is now generally classified on hydrogen index only. The distribution of hydrogen index
values for all Tyee basin samples is shown in Figure 3.50a. Approximately 75 percent of the
samples analyzed has a hydrogen index less than 50. A hydrogen index of 50 is typical of organic

matter with very limited to marginal potential to generate dry gas (methane). This fraction falls
in or close to the field of Type N organic matter, which is residual organic matter (i.e., inertinite)
recycled from older strata (Tissot and others, 1974). The remaining 20 percent of samples plots
between hydrogen index values of 50 and 150, indicating the potential for dry gas only (Type ifi,
Tissot and others, 1974). Only five percent of the samples has a hydrogen index greater than 150,
typical of organic matter with the potential to generate oil or wet gas (Type II or Type ifi organic
matter, Tissot and others, 1974). These graphs confirm that potential source rocks in the Tyee

basin have only limited ability to produce natural dry gas. A similar conclusion was reached by
Law and others (1984) and by Niem and Niem (1990) based on fewer samples. Stratigraphic

distribution of hydrogen index values shows that oil- and wet gas-prone organic matter occurs
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Figure 3.50-(A) Overall distributions of hydrogen index and (B) pyrolysis S21S3 yields. Most samples
are gas-prone, but a few samples are oil- and gas-prone (Peters, 1986). Stippled area represents
95% distribution of Focene Tyee basin samples.
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mostly in coal-bearing deltaic sequences (Sequences II and N) and in a few thin mudstones of the
Bushnell Rock Formation, Slater Creek Member, Tyee Mountain Member, and Hubbard Creek
Member (Fig. 3.51). The Cretaceous Whitsett limestone is also considered a source rock capable

of generating oil and wet gas. Unfortunately, the potential of this unit as a source rock is limited
because it is present only as isolated blocks in Mesozoic mélange (Dotban Formation of Ramp,
1972) (Duller, 1898). Most other samples (lower Umpqua, Bushnell Rock, Tenniile, Camas Valley,

Tyee Mountain, Hubbard Creek, Elkton, Bateman, and Spencer) are only gas-prone.

Pyrolysis 52/S3 yield is also a useful parameter to determine the type of organic matter
in potential source rocks. Rocks with S2/S3 yield less than 3.0 are generally considered dry gasprone source rocks; values of S2/S3 between 3.0 and 5.0 are considered to be typical of source

rocks with potential to generate oil and wet gas condensate; and values of S2/S3 greater than 5.0
are common in oil-prone source rocks (Peters, 1986). More than 90 percent of Tyee basin samples

are dry gas-prone source rocks (Fig. 3.50b). The remaining 10 percent of samples are oil- and wet

gas-prone source rocks. Based on pyrolysis S2/S3 yields, carbonaceous mudstone and coal beds
in deltaic units of Sequence II and N (Remote, Coquille River, and Baughman members) appear

to represent better oil-prone source rocks than any of the marine and non-marine mudstone units
in the basin (Fig. 3.52). Although coals in general tend to be principally gas-prone terrestrial

macerals, some coal basins produce petroleum because the coals contain high proportions of algal
matter (alginite); for example, in China and Australia. Many Tyee basin coals accumulated in

estuarine or paralic settings and, therefore, may indude more alginite. Detailed coal petrography
would be needed to determine whether these coals do contain more alginite. Although some
Tyee basin coals are oil-prone, any oil that might be formed, given proper burial depth, might not
be able to migrate out of the coal as readily as gas (P. Lulls, US. Geological Survey, 1994, pers.
commun.).

Other source rock analyses to determine the types of hydrocarbons which could be

generated are visual kerogen typing and C15 extract with gas chromatography (Figs. 3.53 and
3.54). These analyses were conducted by petroleum company and by geochemistry consultants
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Figure 3.54-(A) C15+ extract levels of Tyee basin samples from five exploration wells (Long Bell #1, Harris 1-4,
Amoco F-i and B-i, and Mobil Sutherlin #1) and (B) General composition of C15+ bitumen extracts.
Tyee basin strata (mainly Tyee Mountain Member and lower Umpqua Group) contain low amounts
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hydrocarbons comparing to the average values of gross composition of crude oils or typical source
rock bitumens compiled by the French Petroleum Institute (Tissot and Welte, 1978).
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on fewer samples and mostly on lower Umpqua Group and Tyee Mountain Member samples
from wells (Table 3.6). Microscopic inspection indicates that most kerogen in marine and non-

marine mudstone samples is terrestrial herbaceous pollen and structured woody material (Brown
and Ruth, 1983; Long, 1994; Fig. 3.53). This type of kerogen is mainly vitrinite which tends to be
gas-prone (Tissot and Welte, 1978).

Oil- and wet gas-prone alginite, inertinite, and amorphous kerogen are typically minor

and variable components. Some deep-marine mudstone in the lower Umpqua Group has higher
concentrations of oil-prone alginite and exinite. Some lower Umpqua samples have high
concentrations of inertinite (i.e., 60 to 80% in Mobil Sutherlin Unit #1 well), suggesting recycling

of organic matter. Browning and Flanagan (1980) reported Upper Cretaceous pine poiien in
several units. in addition, Eocene strata penetrated by exploration wells generally contain low
amounts (average 319 ppm) of extractable Ci5 bitumen (Fig. 3.54a). A few (<5%) have Ci5
extracts greater than 1000 ppm. The bitumen is high in asphaltene and non-soluble organic
compounds (NSO), and this nonhydrocarbon fraction routinely amounted to 65 to 85% of the

total Ci5 extractable (Table 3.6 and Fig. 3.54b). This kind of nonhydrocarbon fraction is usually

abundant in shallow immature petroleum and decreases with increasing depth and subsequent
cracking (Tissot and Welte, 1978). This suggests that only minor generation of petroleum has

occurred. For example, the bitumen extracted from Eocene Tyee basin strata is low in saturated
and aromatic hydrocarbons compared to average values for crude oils or "typical" source rock
bitumens compiled by the French Petroleum Institute (Tissot and Welte, 1978) (Fig. 3.54b). In

many Umpqua Group and Tyee Mountain samples, noticeable sterane and terpane components
are present as long-chain normal paraffins greater than C25 (Haykus in Newton, 1980) (Fig. 3.55).

A high pristane and phytane ratio (generally greater than 2) in most marine mudstone units
encountered in wells (Table 3.6) and occurrence of terrestrial waxes (n-alkanes with mainly oddcarbon numbers from C25 to C33 in the Amoco Weyerhaeuser F-i and Mobil Sutherlin Unit #1

wells) also suggest a dominantly terrestrial origin of the Tyee basin organic matter (Brown and
Ruth, 1983).

Well Name

Depth

Unit

Source

(Feet)

Long Bell 1

4560

Upper Umpqua

Long Bell 1
Long Bell 1

6880

Lower Umpqua

8120

Amoco F-i
Amoco F-I
Amoco F-i
Amoco F-i
Amoco F-i
Amoco F-i
AmocoF-1
Amoco F-i
Amoco F-i
Amoco F-i
Amoco F-I
Amoco F-I
Amoco F-i
Amoco F-i
Amoco F-I
AmocoB-1
Amoco B-i
Amoco B-I

1220

Lower Umpqua
TMM
TMM
1MM
TMM
1MM
1MM
TMM
TMM
1MM
TMM
Lower Umpqua
Lower Umpqua
Lower Umpqua
Lower Umpqua
Lower Umpqua
1MM

AmocoB-i
AtnocoB-1
Amoco B-I
Amoco B-I
Amoco B-I
Amoco B-i
AmocoB-1

Amocoll-I
MobilSutherlin
Mobil Sutherlln
Mobil Sutherlln
HarrIs 1-4
HarrIs 1-4
Harris 1-4

Harrlsi-4
Harris 1-4
HarrIs 1-4
Harris 1-4

Outcrop
Outcrop

1310

1400
1490

1580
1670
1760

2030
2300

2840
3560
3740
3920
4100
4190
6230
6320
6420
6510
6610
6700

6800
6900
6940
9010
9280

1480
3590
10500
1020
1500
1980
3000
3600
5120

5480

TMM

Lower Unspqua

LowerUmpqua
LowerUmpqua
Lower Umpqua
Lower Umpqua
Lower Umpqua
Lower Umpqua
LowerUmpqua
LowerUmpqua
LowerUmpqua
Lower Umpqua
Lower Umpqua
1MM
1MM
Lower Umpqua
LowerUmpqua
Lower Umpqua
Lower Umpqua
Lower Umpqua

36, T28S, RI2W Lower Umpqua
26, T2IS, RI2W
1MM

Total Extract
(ppm)

Hydrocarbons (ppm)
Saturates
aromatics

Nonhydrocarbons (ppm)
NSOs

CPI

Pr/Ph

Asphaltene

Brown & Ruth (1983)
Brown & Ruth (1983)
Brown & Ruth (1983)

324

70

24

111

119

1.25

0.7

682

150

85

264

183

1.2

0.9

357

60

15

161

121

1.19

1.3

Brown & Ruth (1983)

249

Brown & Ruth (1983)
Brown & Ruth (1983)
Brown & Ruth (1983)
Brown & Ruth (1983)
Brown & Ruth (1983)

161

*

115

2.12

4

2.21

5.6

*

2.07

3.6

234

18

27

115

67

2.13

5.6

245
160

19

124

52

2.18

7

8

37
17

89

30

2.17

5.6

Brown&Ruth(1983)

225

25

28

129

31

1.87

2.1

Brown & Ruth (1983)
Brown & Ruth (1983)
Brown & Ruth (1983)
Brown & Ruth (1983)
Brown & Ruth (1983)
Brown & Ruth (1983)
Brown & Ruth (1983)
Brown & Ruth (1983)
Amoco(1985)
Amoco(1985)
Amoco (1985)
Amoco(1985)
Amoco(1985)
Amoco (1985)
Amoco (1985)
Amoco (1985)
Amoco (1985)
Ansoco(1985)
Amoco(1985)

98

*

2

2.7

188

5

Brown&Ruth(1983)
Brown & Ruth (1983)
Brown & Ruth (1983)
Amoco (1983)
Amoco (1983)
Amoco (1983)
Amoco(1983)
Amoco (1983)
Amoco (1983)
Amoco (1983)
Newton (1980)
Newton (1980)

22

621

450
527
374

38
29
30
34

17

49

136

75

115
91

240
185

181

98
66

230
169

130
203
269
215
159
170
74
219
175

*

*
*

'

a

*

a

*

166

C

84
656

*

*

78

63

124

128

41
97
53

176

242
438
153

1111

403
332
346
128

167
201
182
185

129
153
72
*

C

1322
743

36

a

105
338

113

*

273
632

373

6

1.95
1.63
1.48
1.53

4.8
3.6

1.48
1.45

5.4

6.3
6.7
6.3

1.36
1.15
1.68

6.17

2

5.14

1.16
1.38
1.19

5.55
5.5
2,75

1.55

5.5
2.71

0.83
1.67
1.77
1.59
1.32
1.56

*
*

64

94
16
29
22

*

1.97

4

6

6.89

4.17
2

2.5
4.6
*

*

C

a

a

a

*
*
*

*
*
a

*
*

1.15

3

Table 3.6. Results of C15 heavy hydrocarbon analysis. TMM=Tyee Mountain Member; CPI=Carbon Preference Index; Pr/Ph=
Pristane/Phytane; *Not Available

Figure 3.55-Gas chromatograms of Umpqua mudstones. A) lower Umpqua mudstone and B) upper Umpqua mudstone.
The organic matter in Umpqua mudstones is mainly steranes and terpanes which are also typical of thermally
immature sedimentary strata (from Tybor, in Newton, 1980).
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Figure 3.56-Bitumen chromatograms of 3 deep-marine Umpqua mudstones compared to oil standard (from Long Bell well,
from Brown and Ruth, 1983).
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In summary, the bitumen extracts indicate substantial input of terrestrial organic matter
during Eocene deposition in the Tyee basin (Tissot and Welte, 1978; Waples, 1980). In a few cases
(e.g., Long Bell well cuttings from 4560,6880, and 8120 feet; lower Umpqua Group, Brown and

Ruth, 1983), the C15 saturated hydrocarbon distributions are similar to very mature
hydrocarbon, i.e., low pristane and phytane ratios, along with no predominance of odd-carbonnumbers (i.e., low carbon preference index values) (Table 3.6 and Fig. 3.56). Also the amount of

saturated hydrocarbons in these C15 extracts for a few Umpqua samples is high in relation to
the total bitumen content (average 20%; Table 3.6). It suggests that some mature hydrocarbons

could be generated locally as deep, basin center gas from some Umpqua Group deep-marine
mudstone; for example, in the Smith River subbasin (Law and others, 1994).

Level of Thermal Maturity:

Most Tyee basin samples (95%) show vitrinite reflectance values less than 0.8% R0 (Fig.

3.57a). They generally cluster around 0.5 to 0.7% R0, merely marginal levels of oil and wet gas
generation and significantly below the generation level of dry gas at 1.0% R0 for Type ifi organic

matter (Fig. 3.57a). The top of the maturation window varies with the type of organic matter
from 0.5 to 1.0% R0; the bottom of the window varies from 1.4 to 3.5% R0 (Tissot and Welte, 1978;

Espitalié, 1985). Thermogenic (metagernc) dry gas is thought to be generated at vitrinite
reflectance values above 1.0% R0 for woody or terrestrial Type ifi kerogen. The distribution of
vitrinite reflectance (% R0) data suggests that most Eocene Tyee basin units and some pre-

Tertiary units are not sufficiently mature to generate thermogenic (metagenic) gas and are
marginally mature for oil and wet gas (condensate). However, vitrinite reflectance values for
some samples are greater than 0.7, which indicates that Type II and Type ifi kerogens are
suffidently thermally mature to produce wet gas and oil (Figs. 3.57a, 3.58,3.59,3.60).

Generally, vitrinite reflectance values increase with depth due to increase in geothermal
gradient and increasing absolute age of the rock with depth (e.g., Figs. 3.58 and 3.60). White Tail
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Ridge and post-White Tail Ridge strata (Sequences II, ifi, and IV) are largely immature, whereas
pre-White Tail Ridge strata (Sequence I) are marginally mature to immature for Type II and Type

III kerogen (Fig. 3.58). Deeper burial, attributable to underthrusting, may also have resulted in
maturing some of these subduction zone strata (i.e., Sequence I). Other exceptions to the
generalization that Tyee basin units are immature and submature, however, do occur (Figs. 3.58,

3.59, and 3.60a). For example, two mudstone samples of lower and upper Umpqua Group have
very high vitrirüte reflectance values of 2.4 and 2.1 (Figs. 3.58,3.59, and 3.60a). These two
samples are mudstones baked by basaltic sifis (1) at a depth of 5595 feet in the Long Bell well

(column #1 in fence diagram) and (2) in an exposure near Dickinson Mountain (column 22 in
fence diagram) (Figs. 3.58,3.59, and 3.60a; Plate 7c).

Thermal maturity of organic matter in Tyee basin samples is also evaluated based on the
Tmax of the S2 peak (Fig. 3.5Th). The maturation range of Tmax varies for different types of
organic matter (Tissot and Welte, 1984). The range of variation of Tmax is narrow for Type I

kerogen, wider for Type II, and much wider Type ifi kerogen due to the increasing structural
complexity of the organic matter (Tissot and others, 1987). The maturation level of Type I and II
organic matter ranges from 430°C to 470°C; this range also represents "the oil window" (Tissot
and others, 1987; Peters, 1986). The onset of maturity for Type ifi terrestrial organic matter is
465°C to 470°C; Tmax greater than 470°C represents the dry gas-zone (Tissot and others, 1987;
Peters, 1986). Most Tyee basin samples (95%) in Rock-Eval pyrolysis yielded Tmax values less
than 470°C (Fig. 3.5Th). They generally group from 425°C to 445°C, significantly below the

maturation window of dry gas-prone terrestrial Type ifi organic matter (Fig. 3.5Th). Therefore,
almost all Tyee basin units are thermally immature to generate dry gas from Type ifi organic
matter. However, locally in some deep wells and in outcrop (Figs. 3.61,3.62, and 3.63) Umpqua
Group units are marginally mature for Type II and Type ifi organic matter (e.g., Scott #1 and
Glory Hole #1 wells) whereas the same units farther north and overlain by thicker sections of

sedimentary rock are thermally immature (Fig. 3.61 and Plate 7d). These data suggest that areas

in the southern part of the basin were once more deeply buried but have been subsequently

Tmax (°C)

Sequence

Stratigraphic Unit
Spencer Formation

450

410
I

I

I

I..

500

550
I

I

I

I

I

1-1ST

Bateman Formation
TST

Elkton Formation

LST

Baughman Member

HST!FST

Hubbard Creek Member

LST

HST

Tyee Mountain Member
Raster Creek Tongue

TST

Camas Valley Formation

LST

Coquille River Member
Remote Member

III

H

Upper Umpqua
HST
TST

Berry Creek Member
Tenmile Formation

Slater Creek Member
LST

Klamath Mountains

Bushnell Rock Formation
Lower Umpqua
pre-Tertiary

Typel+II
TypeII+I1I
Type III
o Surface Outcrop Sample (n=82; coab15 (*))
Subsurface Well Sample (n=66)

Figure 3.61-Pyrolysis Tniax values of Tyee basin units as a function of stratigraphic unit and depth. Stippled area represents
maturation level for Type II and Type Ill organic matter. Reliable Tmax values only (S2 > 0.2; TOC > 0.5).
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Figure 3.62-Distribution of reliable Tmax (S2> 0.2; TOC > 0.5) data. Almost all Tyee
basin units are thermally immature to generate thermogenic gas (Tmax
<450°C) from Type II and Type III organic matter. Only eleven samples
(circled) are thermally mature, but the same units farther north are
thermally immature. These data suggest that southern part of the basin
was once more deeply buried but has been subsequently uplifted and
stripped of overlying sedimentary rocks (e.g., Coos Bay basin strata).
The Spencer coal bed (arrow) is thermally mature due to heating by a
Western Cascades pluton. Note pre-Tertiary mudstone near the Agness
is also thermally mature to generate oil and wet gas. Five samples
(numbered 1 to 5) have the best maturity in the basin (see Table 3.8).
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Figure 3.63-Downhole maturity profiles based on reliable Tmax (S2 > 0.2; TOC> 0.5) value for wells in the western area (A)
and the eastern area (B) of Eocene Tyee basin. Most Tyee basin samples are thermally immature with respect to
Type II and Type III organic matter. However, Tmax values of some wells (e.g., Scott #1 and Glory Hole #1 wells)
are greater than 450°C, which indicates that Type II and Type III organic matter are thermally mature to generate
wet gas or possibly oil. Note the reversal in the maturity trend of Tmax in the Scott #1 and Glory Hole #1 wells.
The general reversal may be due to thrust faults. Thrusts may have emplaced thermally more mature strata over
thermally less mature strata or the higher Tmax values may be due to migration of hydrothermal fluids along faults.
Dotted line represents top of maturation level for Type II and Type III organic matter (Tmax = 450°C).
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uplifted and stripped of overlying sedimentary rock (e.g., Coos Bay upper Eocene to middle
Miocene (?) strata).

Tmax values of Tyee basin samples generally increase as a result of increasing burial
depth (i.e., older, more deeply buried rocks have higher Tmax values) (Figs. 3.61 and 3.63). In

general, the trend of increasing Tmax is similar to the vitrinite reflectance. That is, the older
White Tail Ridge and pre-White Tail Ridge strata are marginally mature to mature, and all of the

younger post-White Tail Ridge strata are dominantly immature to marginally mature with
respect to Type II and Type HI kerogen (Fig. 3.61).

Although thermal maturity (i.e., Ro and Tmax) usually increases linearly with depth and
with higher burial temperatures, anomalous variations can result from unconformities, faults,
erosion of overlying units, and other local factors (e.g., flash heating by intrusion of basalt sills;

Fig. 3.60) and from changes in the relative abundance and type of organic matter (e.g., recyded)
(Peters, 1986). The Scott #1 well, for example, shows a reversal in the maturity trend of Tmax at
depths of 2200 to 2800 feet and at a depth of 1200 feet (Fig. 3.63). This suggests the thermal

influence of a thrust fault which has brought a plate of more deeply buried, matured strata over

immature to marginally mature shallow-buried strata. The Glory Hole #1 well also shows a
reversal in the maturity trend at a depth of 1400 feet (Fig. 3.63). These two wells are on strike

with the Bonanza thrust fault zone and probably intersected these thrusts (Fig. 3.44).

Source Rock Potential and Maturation Mechanism:

The samples with the highest total organic carbon content (> 2.0 weight percent) are

listed in Table 3.7. The samples are grouped by formation and ranked by generative potential.
All the coals and carbonaceous mudstones in the deltaic units rate as very good potential source
rock for gas and possibly oil based on the total organic carbon content (Table 3.7). Also one

sample from the Whitsett Limestone is ranked as potential source rock (Table 3.7). The dark
micrite containing pelagic foraminifers and coccoliths emits a petroliferous odor when broken

UNIT
Spencer
Bateman
Baughman
Baughman
Baughman
Baughman
Baughman
Baughman

Hubbard Creek
Coquille River
Coquille River
Remote
Remote
Remote
Remote
Remote
Remote
Remote
L. Umpqua
L. Umpqua
Pre-Tertiary
Pre-Tertiary
Pre-Tertiary

SAMPLE NO.
R-92-027
R-89-172
Law & others
N-92-1001
Law & others
B&F
R-89-044
B&F
RN-90-144
N-90-358

RN-91-099
RN-91 -270
KL-93-14-1

Law & others
R-92-017
N-91-116
KL-93-13-1
RN-91-391

Harris 3000
N-91-131

Law & others
Law & others
KL-93-11-5

ROCK TYPE

Coal
Coal
Coal
Coal
Coal
Coal
Coal
Siltstone
Coal
Coal
Coal
Coal
Coal
Coal
Coal
Coal
Coal
Mudstone
Mudstone
Mudstone
Mudstone
Limestone

TOC
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good
Very Good

HI (S2/TOC)
Gas
Gas & Oil
Gas & Oil
Gas
Gas & Oil
Gas
Gas & Oil
Gas
Gas & Oil
Gas & Oil
Gas & Oil
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas & Oil

Tmax

Ro

LOCATION

Immature
Immature
Immature
Immature
Immature
Immature
Immature
Immature
Immature
Immature
Immature
Mature
Immature
Immature
Mature
Immature
Immature
Immature
Immature
Immature
Immature
Immature
Immature

Immature

*21

N/A

*19

Immature

*6

N/A

*8
*7

Immature

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

*5
*15

*5

*20

*17
*13

Immature
Immature
Immature
Immature

*10

N/A

*16

Immature

*3

N/A
N/A
N/A

fig. 3.44 (#2)

Immature
Immature
Immature

*11

*12
*9

*4

*18
*1

*2

*14

*See figure 3.47 for location

Table 3.7. Source rock samples that have the best generative potential in the Tyee basin.
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and is interbecided with carbonaceous mudstone. However, these Cretaceous (Albian - Aptian)
limestones occur as isolated scattered small blocks in the Mesozoic mélange and thus are

geographically very limited as source rock
For an organic-rich source rock to become an effective source rock, it must have reached a

maturity level sufficient to generate hydrocarbons (Tissot and Welte, 1978). Two binary piots of

hydrogen index versus maturation (i.e., Tmax and R0) show the hydrocarbon-generative type
(i.e., gas or oil or mixed) of potential source rocks and levels of maturation (Figs. 3.64a and 3.64b).

Most Tyee basin samples are thermally immature, (i.e., below the stippled areas on Fig. 3.64),
including samples with the highest HI (Table 3.7), such as coals which, although organic-rich,

have not been buried or heated sufficiently to generate either oil or gas. Only twelve samples are
mature and within the generation window for each type of organic matter (Type 1,11, and ifi) to

generate oil, oil and gas, and/or dry gas only. Thermally mature samples are from the Hubbard
Creek Member (3 samples), Remote Member (1 sample), Tenmile Formation (5 samples), Bushnell

Rock Formation (2 samples), and Umpqua Group (1 sample). Some are associated with thrusts or

basaltic sifis. However, the source rock generative potential of these thermally mature samples is
generally poor to fair (i.e., too lean to produce much hydrocarbon) (Table 3.8).

In summaly, source rock analyses of Tyee basin strata indicate that the best generative

potential is found in coals and carbonaceous mudstones in the deltaic units of the upper Umpqua
Group (e.g., Coquille River and Remote members) and the overlying forearc basin units, such as
the Baughman Member of the Tyee Formation, and the Bateman and Spencer formations (Fig.
3.65). Rocks that have sufficiently high levels of thermal maturation to produce oil and

thermogenic gas are generally organically lean deep-marine and shelf/slope mudstones of the
underlying lower Umpqua subduction zone units (e.g., Bushnell Rock Formation, Slater Creek
Member, Tenmile Formation, and Berry Creek Member) (Fig. 3.65). Cretaceous pelagic limestone

and coals and carbonaceous mudstones of the deltaic Remote Member represent the most
effective sourc rocks in the Tyee basin and northern margin of the Klamath Mount4ins in terms
of source rock generative potential and thermal maturity (Fig. 3.65).
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o Surface Outcrop Sample (n=72; coal=15 (*))
Subsurface Well Sample (n=59)

(A)

350
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250 -
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,150100 500
530
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Tm

(°

o Surface Outcrop Sample (n=39; coal=6(*))
Subsurface Well Sample (n=36)

(B)

o

0
0.3

0.5

0.7

0.9

1.1

1.3
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1.9

2.1
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Figure 3.64-Plots of (A) Hydrogen Index (I-il) versus pyrolysis Tmax values and
(B) Hydrogen Index (HI) versus vitrirüte reflectance values showing
the hydrocarbon-generative type and level of maturation of Tyee basin
samples. Stippled pattern represents the range of values that are mature
for each hydrocarbon-generative type. Most samples plot on the field
of gas-prone and thermally immature, but 12 samples plot on the mature
fields of oil-prone, gas- and oil-prone, and/or gas-prone only. These twelve
samples are listed in Table 3.8.

No. in fig. 3.64
5
6

10
1

3
7

8

9
11

2
4
12

UNIT
SAMPLE NO.
Hubbard Creek
RN-91-112
Hubbard Creek
SR 900
Hubbard Creek
RN-91-348
Remote
RN-91-270
Tenmile
SC 1380
Tenmile
RN-91-070
Tenmile
RN-91-354
Tenmile
GH 2130'
Tenmile
GH 1410
Bushnell Rock
SC 1860'
Bushnell Rock
SC 1200'
L. Umpqua
RN-90-322

ROCK TYPE

Shale

Mudstone
Mudstone
Coal

Mudstone
Mudstone
Mudstone
Mudstone
Mudstone
Siltstone
Siltstone

Mudstone

TOC
Fair
Fair
Fair
Very Good
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair
Fair
Poor

HI (S2/TOC)
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas & Oil
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas
Gas

Tmax
*Mature (?)
*Mature (?)
*Mature (?)

Mature
Mature
Mature
Mature
Mature
Mature
Mature
Mature
Mature

Ro

LOCATION

N/A
N/A
N/A

fig 3.62 (5)
fig. 3.44 (#3)
fig 3.62 (2)
fig 3.62 (3)
fig. 3.44 (#11)
fig 3.62 (4)
fig 3.62 (1)
fig. 3.44 (#10)
fig. 3.44 (#10)
fig. 3.44 (#11)
fig. 3.44 (#11)
fig. 3.59 (arrow)

Immature

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Immature
Immature

N/A
Mature

*Tmax values are likely to be too high because of adsorption of pyrolytic organic compounds onto the smectitic clay-rich matrix
SR=Sawyer Rapids #1 well; GH=Glory Hole #1 well; SC=Scott #1 well: N/A=not available

Table 3.8. Source rock samples that have the best maturity in the Tyee basin.

Sequence

Unit

Generative Potential

Maturity

Spencer Formation*
HST

Iv

III

TST

Elkton Formation

LST

Baughman Member

HSTITST

Hubbard Creek Member

LST

Tyee Mountain Member
Rasler Creek Tongue
Camas Valley Formation

HST
TST

II

Bateman Formation

LST

IMMATURE
to
SUBMATURE
& Oil

(mainly coal-bearing strata)

Coquille River Member
Remote Member
Upper Ump qua

HST
TST

I

Berry Creek Member
Tenmile Formation

Slater Creek Member
LST

POOR
to
FAIR

Bushnell Rock Formation
Lower Ump qua

Kianiath Mountains

pre-Tertiaty

* only in Western Cascade foothills near sills and/or hydrothermal fluids that have migrated up faults,

Figure 3.65-Source rock generative potential and maturity of each stratigraphic unit of the Tyee basin.
Stippled pattern indicates units that have both good generative potential as source rock and
those that have been locally mature enough to generate hydrocarbons.
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Natural Gases in the Tyee Basin

Natural gas or oil has been reported from 42 localities in the Tyee basin (Tables 3.9 and
3.10; Fig. 3.66). Niem and Niem (1990) compiled 34 seeps and shows; 12 additional seeps were

found during the course of this investigation (see also Kvenvolden and others, 1995). Many seeps
issue from coal-bearing units (e.g., White Tail Ridge Formation) and from lower Umpqua units in
thrust fault zones (Fig. 3.66). The gas appears to be methane from coals and carbonaceous
overbank mudstone and sandstone in these units (e.g., coal core holes; Fig. 3.66). Some dry water
wells which have been capped (e.g., S5 and S7 on Table 3.10) display strong flows of gas under

pressure. When lighted, these produce flames a few feet long which bum vigorously. Eventually
the well loses pressure, suggesting that these are small pockets of gas.
Many seeps are clustered in water wells near the towns of Meirose and Lookingglass in

the Floumoy and Camas valleys west of Roseburg. Oil and gas shows also are reported in these
valleys in the Kerrin, Dullard, Scott #1, Ziedrich #1, and Glory Hole wells (Fig. 3.66). A drill stem

test in the Ziedrich #1 well yielded 8 to 10 Mcfd. Other gas shows would probably be reported in
the same coal-bearing White Tail Ridge strata and in the Baughman Member on the west side of
the Tyee forearc basin (i.e., from Agness to Remote to east of Reedsport) if that area were more
densely populated (two shows were noted in Baughman and Remote coals; S22 and S17 on Table
3.10).

Other major shows and seeps of gas and oil occur in fractures and, in water wells which

penetrate turbidite sandstones and slope and basinal mudstones of the Umpqua Group,
particularly in the Bonanza fault zone from Nonpareil to Meirose (Fig. 3.66). For example,
fluorescing "oil" was reported in slickensided fractures in cores of Tenmile and Bushnell Rock
mudstone in the Scott No.1 well which is on strike with the Bonanza fault zone (Ryu and others,
1992). Mobil reported several ppm of flammable gas along the strike of the Bonanza fault zone
near Gassy Creek, east of Nonpareil (Si and S2 on Table 3.10; Seeley, 1989, pers. commun.).

Well No.

Well Name

Depth (feet)

Date Drilled

#1

Long Bell 1
Long Bell 1
Long Bell 1
Long Bell 1
Long Bell 1

4200
5345

1957

#2

#3

#4
#5

#7
#8

#10
#11

Harris 1-4
Sawyer Rapids
Sawyer Rapids
Sawyer Rapids
Amoco F-i
Amoco B-I
Amoco B-i
Amoco B-i
Amoco B-I
Amoco B-i
Oakland
Oakland
Sutherlin Unit 1
Glory Hole
Scott I
Scott 1

#13
#15

W. F. Kernin
F. W. Dillard
Ziedrich 1
Ziedrich 1

5590
6040
6900
5962

850
959
1050
1000
1400
2100
2900
5300
11204
2200
2234
13177
2980
1500 to 3520
3792
3900
700

#18

Wollenbergl

1640 to 1655
4368
1100

#20

Dayton 1

1370

#16

1957
1957
1957
1957
1982
1980
1980
1980
1985

1985
1985
1985
1985
1985

1926
1926
1979
1983

1954
1954
1931 to 1948

1910

i955
1955

1956 to 1965
1955 to 1958

Comments
Brown stain, fluorescence
Slight gas
Trace, hydrocarbon cut in core
Trace, hydrocarbon cut in core
Tar stain, fluorescence
Gas shows and several oi shows
Minor Oil
Trace of gold fluorescence
Minor oil
Oil in mud, slight yellow cut
Oil stain, slight yellow cut
Oil stain
Oil stain
Trace crude oil in mud
Micro show
Trace oil
Considerable gas
Tested 28 mcfd at 3000 feet
Pale yellow cut
Oil show in cores
Some oil colors
Gas and oil shows
Oil in shale reported
8 to 10 mcf; oil shows
Some gas
Gas shows
Small flow of gas

Rock Unit
Tyee Mountain Member
Umpqua Group
Umpqua Group
Umpqua Group
Umpqua Group
Siletz River Volcanics
Hubbard Creek Member
Hubbard Creek Member
Tyee Mountain Member
Tyee Mountain Member
Elkton Formation
Baughman Member
Hubbard Creek Member
Tyee Mountain Member
Siletz River Volcanics
?
?

Siletz River Volcanics
Tenmile Formation
Bushnell Rock Formation

Umpqua Group

Remote Member
Tenmile Formation

Table 3.9. Oil and gas shows in exploration wells (from Niem and Niem, 1990).

?

Locality No.
Si

SEC. IS. RW
32, 24,03

52
S3
S4
S5

Location
Nonpareil
Nonpareil
Melrose
Melrose
Melrose

S6
S7

Melrose
Melrose

36,26,07
36,26,07

BLM (1989)

S8
59

09,27,06
21,27,07
32,27,07

S12
S13
S14
S15
S16
S17
S18

Edenbower
Edenbower
Lookingglass
Lookingglass
Winston
Agness
Tenmile
Camas Valley
Camas Valley
Remote
Glengary

32,28,05

Stewart (1954)
Olmstead (1989)
Treasher (1942)
Olmstead (1989)
Mobil (1980)
Mobil (1980)
Kvenvolden & others (1995)
Kvenvolden & others (1995)
Kvenvolden & others (1995)
Kvenvolden & others (1995)
Kvenvolden & others (1995)

S19

Glengary

33, 28,05

Kvenvolden & others (1995)

S20
S21
S22
S23

Hubbard Creek
Sutherlin
Powers
Agness

20,25,07

07,35, 11

Wells (1994, pers. commun.)
Wells (1994, pers. commun.)
Newton (1980)
Seeley (1989, pers. commun.)

524

SW of Sutherlin

19, 26,06

Seeley (1989, pers. commun.)

S25
S26
S27

SW of Sutherlin
Coles Valley

04, 26,06

Reedsport

02, 22, 12

Seeley (1989, pers. commun.)
Kvenvolden & others (1995)
Kienle (1989, pers. commun.)

S28

Glengary

20,28,03

Kvenvolden & others (1995)

Sb

SI 1

25,24,04
21,26,06
26,26,07
35,26,07

03, 28,07

02,28,06
13, 35,12

11,29,08
16,29,08
3,30,09
28, 29, 10

20, 25,05

21,32, ii

26,26,07

Source of Data
Mobil (1980)
Mobil (1980)
Olmstead (1989)
Olrnstead (1989)
Newton (1980)

Niern (1990)

Comments
Rock Unit
7.14 ppm flammable gas in air
Lower Umpqua Group
7.86 ppm flammable gas in air
Lower Umpqua Group
light oil seen rising on gas bubble
Lower Umpqua Group
Strong flow of petroleum gas
White Tail Ridge Formation
methane (biogenic): Cl (522,000 ppm),
White Tail Ridge Formation
C2 (750 ppm), C3 (72.4 ppm), .r C4 (36 ppm)
gas
White Tail Ridge Formation
methane (biogenic): Ci (522,000 ppm),
White Tail Ridge Formation
C2 (750 ppm), C3 (72 ppm), & C4 (37.2 ppm)
gas
White Tail Ridge Formation
gas at 605 ft (TD 1,109 ft)
White Tail Ridge Formation
strong flow of gas at 615 ft
White Tail Ridge Formation
small amount of light oil and gas
White Tail Ridge Formation
gas at 75 ft
Lower Umpqua Group
11.79 ppm flammable gas in air
Dothan Formation
methane (biogenic); 49 ppm, iC4
Tenmile Formation
methane; 87 ppm
White Tall Ridge Formation
thermogenic gas Cl, C2 (230 ppm), C3, C4, & CS White Tail Ridge Formation
methane; 29 ppm
White Tail Ridge Formation
thermogenic gas Ci (13,500 ppm), C2 (7.4 ppm), Dothan Formation
C3 (0.6 ppm), iC4, & nC4
methane (thermogenic); Ci (2,300 ppm),
Dothan Formation
C2 (1.5 ppm), & iC4
report of bubbling, flammable gas
White Tail Ridge Formation
report of flammable gas in dry well
Lower Umpqua Group
gas reported
Baughman Member
detectable flow of natural gas
Tenmile Formation
during atmospheric lows
detectable flow of natural gas
Lower Umpqua Group
during atmospheric lows
detectable flow of oil
Lower Umpqua Group
methane; 30.2 ppm
Lower Umpqua Group
black asphaltic or tarry? substance un fractures Tyee Mountain Member
and joints
petroliferous odor from thin-bedded micritic
Whitsett Limestone
limestone and carbonaceous shales when broken

Table 3.10. Oil and gas shows in water wells and natural seeps.

Type of Seep
crack in rock
crack in rock
crack in rock
water well
water well

dry water well
water well
water well
coal core hole
coal core hole
water well
crack in rock
crack in rock
water well
water well
outcrop fractures or cleats
outcrop crushed coal sample
bubbling water well
bubbling water well
water well
water well
coal core hole
fracture in rock

fractures and joints in rock
small pipe in stock well
abandoned water well
new landfill site

quarry

320

124 W

44N

43 N

123 W

®
S18

oil and gas seep in water wells
and natural seeps
locality number (see Table 3.10)
gas show in exploration wells
oil show in exploration wells
(see Table 3.9)
Long Bell 1
Harris 1-4

124 W

0

5

10

15

Sawyer Rapids 1
Amoco F-1
Amoco B-1
7. Oakland
& Sutherlin Unit 1

10. Glory Hole
11. Scott 1

13. W. F. Kernin
15. F. W. Dillard
16. Ziedrich 1
18. Wollenberg I
20. Dayton I

(miles)

Figure 3.66-Location map of oil and gas shows in wells and natural seeps in Tyee
basin (from Niem and Niem, 1990; Kvenvolden and others, 1995).
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The Bonanza fault zone extends from Nonpareil westward to Meirose and the Flournoy
Valley where seeps are reported in the White Tail Ridge Formation. Natural gas seeps probably
also issue from lower Umpqua strata in the continuation of the Bonanza fault zone west of the
Tyee escarpment between Remote and Powers (Fig. 3.66), but the lack of population and water
wells in that area limits detection.

North of the fault zone, gas seeps occur in water wells and in fractures in the Tenmile
and lower Umpqua strata in anticlines and homoclines. The Mobil Sutherlin No.1 tested 28 Mcfd
at 3,000 feet in Umpqua turbidite strata in the Oakland anticline (Fig. 3.66). The axis of the

antidline which may be a fault-propagation fold is locally tightly folded and faulted and fractured
in outcrops east of Sutherlin.

Natural gas also was detected in the Mesozoic terranes of the northern Klamath
Mountains (e.g., Dothan Formation of Ramp, 1972; Wells and others, in prep.). Gas appears as

bubbles in water wells and issues from fractures in Myrtle Group sandstone and mudstone
southeast of Roseburg near Glengary and near Agness. The Dothan Formation is a mélange of

sheared mudstone which contains blocks of fractured and jointed turbidite sandstone. The blocks
range in size from <100 ft long to an acre. There are a few building-size blocks of petroliferous
carbonaceous shale and limestone (e.g., Whitsett limestone). Mark Pawlewicz of the U.S.

Geological Survey reports K bitumen in these limestone samples. Gas seeps are probably more

numerous and widespread in the sedimentary terranes of the northern Kiamath Mountains, but
low population density also results in few water wells and few observations of seeps.
Recent work by Kvenvolden and others (1995) shows that both thermogenic and biogenic

natural gas are present in the Tyee basin. These gases are predominantly methane (Ci; >99%)

with minor to trace amounts of C2, C3, C4 and C (Kvenvolden and others, 1994). The
Cl/C2+C3 ratios of this methane are high (i.e., 290 to >100,000), typical of dry gas. Thermogenic
natural gases typically contain isotopically heavy methane; Tyee basin gases have 613C values of

-33.3 and -50.6% and D values of -155 and -134%. These thermogenic gases are thought to be
derived from more deeply buried and tectonically deformed source rocks which have undergone
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thermal alteration (i.e., metagenesis) (Kvenvolden and others, 1995). In contrast, biogenic gases
are characterized by isotopically light methane; Tyee basin gases have &3C values of -64.8, -63.9,

and -64.9% and 6D values of -245, -207, and -123%. The biogenic gases are thought to have

formed in sun through microbial reduction or early diagenesis of thermally immature coals and
carbonaceous mudstone (Fig. 3.67a).

Thermogenic gases (mainly metagenic thy methane C1) are found in water wells in pre-

Tertiary mélange and broken formation (Dothan Formation) in the northern Kiamath Mountains
(S18 and S19 on Fig. 3.66). One sample has an isotopic composition that appears to be a mixture

of biogenic and thermogenic methane. The isobutane to normal butane ratios of gas samples
collected in these Kiamath Mountain water wells is similar to absorbed gas released by crushing

rock samples from outcrop (Kvenvolden and others, 1995). In the northern Kiamaths, thrust

faults between blocks of locally thermally matured(?) Dothan strata and/or subducted Umpqua
turbidites and mudstone may serve as conduits for migration of thermally mature gas into the
overlying thermally immature strata of the Umpqua Group (Kvenvolden and others, 1995). Some

gas issues from fractures and joints in lower Umpqua turbidite strata assodated with these
thrusts (e.g., S23, Table 3.10) (Seeley, 1989, pers. commun.; Niem and Niem, 1990).

Biogenic methane, on the other hand, is prevalent in Lookingglass Valley and Camas
Valley, espedally west of Melrose (e.g., S5 and S7 on Fig. 3.66). Small pockets of methane gas are

encountered by shallow water wells. The biogenic gas may be coal bed methane from
subbituminous coals and carbonaceous mudstones in the deltaic Remote and Coquffle River
members (Kvenvolden and others, 1995). Microbial dry methane also occUrs in thin-bedded
slope mudstone and turbidites of the Tenmile Formation in Camas Valley (S14 on Figs. 3.66 and
3.6Th).

Some thermally immature coals (i.e., R0 <0.6% and T1

<435°C) in these units,

however, contain thermogenic gas (S16 on Fig. 3.67a) that may have migrated up faults and

microfractures from underlying thermally matured Klamath Mountain rocks and/or from more
deeply buried and subducted lower Umpqua strata (Kvenvolden and others, 1994). Metagenic
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dry methane derived from Type III organic matter normally requires a much higher level of

maturation (i.e.,

>1.4 and Tm >470°C) than normally observed in the Tyee basin and

northern Kiamath Mountains. The occurrence of dry metagenic methane with a thermogenic
isotopic signature in thermally immature Coquille River coals (e.g., R0 <0.7%) (Fig. 3.67a and

3.6Th) may be the result of heretofore unexplained isotopic fractionation or diffusion processes in
situ in these coals. Thermally immature coals in the Coos Bay basin also release methane that has

thermogenic carbon and deuterium isotopic signatures (Kvenvolden and others, 1994;
Kvenvolden and others, 1995). Dry natural methane with both thermogenic and biogenic isotopic
signatures is common throughout the Pacific Northwest (e.g., Armentrout and Suek, 1985;
Stormberg, 1992; Johnson and others, 1993; Kvenvolden and others, 1989). The principal source

rocks appear to be coals and/or lean source rocks of marine origin in which the organic matter is
mostly gas-prone Types ifi and W similar to Tyee basin strata.

BASIN SUBSIDENCE HISTORY AND KINETIC MODEL

FOR HYDROCARBON GENERATION

In the preceding section, the source rock potential of Tyee basin units is evaluated in

terms of source rock generative potential, type of hydrocarbon generated, and level of thermal
maturity. The timing of hydrocarbon generation and expulsion (if any) from these source rocks

can be evaluated further by reconstructing the geohistory of basin subsidence and uplift. A
computer program, BasinMod, which was developed recently by Pratt River Associates, Inc.,

models the burial history of stratigraphic units and uses a kinetic model approach. This kinetic
model simulates the evolution of hydrocarbons from three different types of organic matter (Type
1,11, and ifi) against burial depth and geologic time, and provides a quantitative evaluation of the

types of hydrocarbons that could (if any) have been generated during basin subsidence and later
uplift. It also identifies which stratigraphic unit(s) could generate hydrocarbons.
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A composite section representing 45 measured sections and 11 oil and gas exploration
wells of Ryu and others (1992) was used to reconstruct the burial history of the southern Tyee
basin. Table 3.11 lists the stratigraphic thicknesses, ages, lithologies, porosities and

permeabilities, and paleobathymetry entered as data from which the program calculated and
drew this subsidence model. Thicknesses of stratigraphic units were decompacted using the
Falvey and Middleton (1981) equation; a residual subsidence curve, derived by assuming Airy

isostacy, adjusted for isostatic rebound. Paleobathymetry and age of various Tyee basin units are
based on analysis and interpretation of assemblages of benthonic foraminifers, mollusks, and
coccoliths (McKee!, Moore, and Bukry, 1989-94, written communications) and on radiometric

dates.
The burial subsidence model created from the composite section suggests that rapid
deposition of Tyee basin sediment was initiated at 54 Ma. The time-depth history of the
sediment, since deposition, is shown by the solid lines in Figure 3.68. The burial history consisted

of very rapid rates of subsidence and sediment deposition in the early and middle Eocene (i.e.,
most Tyee basin units) until 37 Ma, at which time there was a brief period of uplift. Uplift was

followed by renewed subsidence at a slower rate during deposition of upper Eocene to lower
Miocene Coos Bay basin strata. At 15 Ma, uplift of the southern Coast Range began at a rapid
rate in the late-middle Miocene (6,000 to 10,000 ft). According to Niem and others (1992b), the

uplift rate slowed in the Pliocene and Pleistocene but continues today. The Tyee basin sediment
is now (time=0) at a depth of 0 to 20,000 feet. However, because the locus of sediment deposition
changed during the history of the basin (i.e., in the early to middle Eocene; Ryu and others, 1992),

this composite thickness overgeneralizes the total subsidence of the basin. Exploration wells
penetrate <15,000 feet of strata overlying the Siletz River Volcanics. The overlying Coos Bay

basin strata and Western Cascades volcanics which had overlaid the Eocene Tyee basin strata
were entirely eroded off due to continual uplift after 15 Ma (Fig. 3.68). Today, the Coos Bay basin

strata are only partially preserved in a structural downwarp along the western margin of the

Formation

Age
(Ma)

Thickness
(Feet)

Sandstone

1200
1200
1000

85
5
95

5
10

90
70

5
10

Tenmile
Bushnell Rock
pre-Tertiary

52
54
67

600
3400
600
1200
4200
2000
4000
3000

-

WTR

48
48.2
48.5
49
49.5
49.6
49.8
51

Bateman
Elkton
Baughman
Hubbard Ck.
Tyee Mtn.
Raster Ck.
Camas Valley

Lithology
Siltstone
10

25

-

5

70

15

30
90
90
45

30
5
5
55
2.2

Paleo-Water Depth

Mudstone
5
70
90
5
20
95
15
40
5

5
Initial Porosity (%)
60
Compaction Factor (km-i)
1.75
2.4
Neritic; ON=Outer Neritic; UB=Upper Basthyal; MB=Middle Bathyal
WTR=White Tail Ridge Formation

(Feet)
0 to 150
1560

0 to 150
1560
4700

0 to 150
4700
Otoi5O
4700
0 toi5O
0 to 150

Table 3.11. Input values for geohistory calculations for Basin Mod program for the Tyee basin

IN
ON to UB
IN
ON to UB
UB to MB
IN
ON to MB
IN
UB to MB

IN
IN
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TYEE BASIN

CMP=FM; TH=SHF; MAT=LL

TG=1; 11=5; EXP=VR

COMPOSITE SECTION
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Figure 3.68-Burial subsidence model of Tyee basin stratigraphic units using
a composite section (Ryu and others, 1992). Dotted line represents
tectonic subsidence curve. Stratigraphic units were decompacted
using Falvey and Middleton (CMP=FM) equation (1981). Thermal
history (TH) is calculated using a steady state heat flow (SHF).
Maturity (MAT) was derived from Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratories Easy %Ro (LL). TG is thermal gain. TI is time interval
for calculation of maturity and expulsion. Expulsion (EXF) is based
on vitrinite reflectance (VR).
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Tyee basin. Western Cascades arc volcanics form a major topographic high on the eastern flank
of the Tyee basin.
The second aspect of the BasinMod burial subsidence model is reconstruction of the

temperature history of the basin. The subsurface temperature must be specified for every depth
throughout the geologic past. The simplest way to do this is to determine the present geothermal
gradient by using bottom-hole temperatures from exploration wells in the basin and assume that
the temperature history of the basin has been constant throughout the time interval covered by
the burial subsidence model. Bottom hole temperatures from 10 exploration wells in the Tyee
basin were used to calculate the average geothermal gradient for each well and a regional
gradient was calculated as an average of all 10 wells (Table 3.12; Fig. 3.69). The average regional

geothermal gradient in the Tyee basin is i.27°F/100 feet. This value is higher than the average
geothermal gradient from uncorrected bottom-hole temperatures of other wells in the Pacific

Northwest and the world average geothermal gradient of forearc basins applied by Brown and
Ruth (1983). This higher than expected geothermal gradient might be due to the anomalously
high values of 1.81°F/lOOft, 1.54°F/lOOft, and 1.46°F/lOOft in the Scott, Amoco F-i, and Harris 1-4

wells (Table 3.12). There may also not have been sufficient time after drilling ceased for the

drilling mud to cool before these bottom hole temperatures were taken. If these wells are
excluded from the data base, the average gradient for Tyee basin wells is i.12°F/i00ft which is
closer to the forearc basin average. The average geothermal gradient of i.27°F/lOOft is used,

however, to reconstruct thermal history in the basin and is plotted on the burial subsidence and
kinetic models as an isotherm (Fig 3.70). The isothernis (dotted lines) in Figure 3.70 thus

represent the subsurface temperature during geologic time.
Time and temperature are important factors in modeling hydrocarbon generation and
expulsion from potential source rocks in a basin (Lopatin, 1971). These two factors are

interchangeable; high temperatures acting for a short time can have the same effect on thermal

maturation of potential source rocks as a lower temperature acting over a longer time. Lopatin
(1971) assumed that the relationship of maturity to time is linear; that is, doubling the cooking

Well Name
Long Bell

Total Depth

Surface Tern.

(Feet)
9004
5962
5560
4390
11300
6686
13160
3684

(°F)
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65
65

Bottom H. Tern. *Correction F.

Gradient

(°F)

(°F)

(°F/100 feet)

143

30

1.1995

Florida Harris
129
23
1.4592
Sawyer Rapid
108
21.3
1.1565
Amoco F-i
115
17.4
1.5353
Amoco B-i
152
32.7
1.0593
Union Liles
108
25.1
1.0185
Mobil Sutherlin
178
32.5
1.1056
Scott
117
14.8
1.8132
U. Ziedrich
3061
90
12
1.2088
Great Discovery
3497
90
14
1.1152
*Stdard AAPG temperature correction (Meissner, 1978) applied Average = 1.2671 °F/i00 feet
Table 3.12. Modern geothermal gradients calculated by using bottom-hole temperatures from ten
exploration wells in the basin. The average regional geothermal gradient is 1.27 °F/100 feet.
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Bottom Hole Temperature
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Pacific Northwest Average: 0.92 °F/100 feet
Forearc Basin Average: 1.13 °F/100 feet
Southern Tyee Basin Fit: L27FI100 feet
World Average: 1.40°F/100 feet

Figure 3.69-Linear plot (dashed line) of the average geothermal gradient
for the Tyee basin (1.27 °F/100 feet) based upon bottom-hole
temperature measurements (solid circle) at known depth of 10
wells in the basin. Bottom-hole temperatures were obtained
from electric-log header data from the wells. Other lines are
for comparison with geothermal gradients elsewhere in the
world (modified from Brown and Ruth, 1983).
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TYEE BASIN
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Figure 3.70-Maturity model (A) and kinetic model (B) superimposed on the
burial subsidence model for the composite section of Tyee basin.
Dotted lines represent isotherms. Maturity model shows that, at
depth of 14,500 feet, potential source rocks would generate oil and
wet-gas if they contain Type II and Type ifi organic matter. Kinetic
model indicates that the middle part of the Bushnell Rock Formation
and pre-Tertiary units would be in the main phase of hydrocarbon
generation and expulsion. Refer to Figure 3.68 for abbreviations in
the upper right corner.
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time at a constant temperature doubles the maturity (i.e., 1k, and Tmax). Using the average
geothermal gradient and the geologic age of each Tyee basin unit, the maturation level of each

stratigraphic unit (i.e., Time Temperature Index) can be calculated, assuming that the maturity
reaction doubles for every 10°C increase in temperature (Lopatin, 1971). The resulting 1TE value

is then converted to vitrinite reflectance value and a maturity model is constructed showing the
level of maturation of each unit (Fig. 3.70a). This maturity model derived from Tfl value is
adjusted (as necessary due to the geothermal gradient) until the calculated vitririite reflectance
values match the measured vitrinite reflectance values.
The maturity model suggests that lower Umpqua strata (e.g., Bushnell Rock Formation)
first attained a vitrinite reflectance value of 0.7 %R0 during the middle Eocene (43 Ma). The

model predicts that this level of maturity is now encountered in the middle part of the Tenmile
Formation at a depth of 14,500 feet (Fig. 3.70a). Deeper than 14,500 feet, source rocks reached

sufficiently high levels of thermal maturity (0.7 to 1.0 %R,) to have generated thermogenic wetgas. Also source rocks at depths of 8,750 to 14,500 feet (White Tail Ridge and Camas Valley

formations) are sufficiently mature (0.5 to 0.7 %R0) to generate oil. However, potential source
rocks overlying the Camas Valley Formation (e.g., Rasler Creek Tongue and Tyee, Elkton, and

Bateman formations) have not been buried deep enough to generate significant amounts of
thermogenic wet gas or oil even though some units contain organic rich coals and carbonaceous
mudstones (Fig. 3.70a).

Combining calculated vitrinite reflectance values with total organic carbon content (TOC)
and type of organic matter (Type 1,11, or ifi), the expulsion efficiency (the amount of

hydrocarbons expelled from a given source rock), is calculated to construct the kinetic model for

the basin as shown in Figure 3.70b. Because the organic matter is predominantly Type ifi in the
Tyee basin, the hydrocarbons expelled from source rocks would be mainly thermogenic dry-gas
(methane). This model does not include shallow-burial biogenic methane. The kinetic model
indicates that, at present (t=0), the lower part of the Bushnell Rock Formation and pre-Tertiary

mudstones are in the main phase of thermogenic gas generation and expulsion at depths greater
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than 17,500 feet (Fig. 3.70b). The gas generation and expulsion from these units started at a burial
depth of 22,500 feet during middle Eocene time (43 Ma). There is no evidence that these rocks

were ever buried to such a depth based on Tmax and R0 measurements and thickness of
stratigraphic sections (Ryu and others, 1992). The only exceptions are the pre-Tertiary units and

some Umpqua strata that may have been subducted to great depth beneath the Kiamath terranes
in the early Eocene. However, that also is speculation. More realistic results might be obtained
by using specific wells to generate the models rather than using a composite section for this

tectonically active setting. For example, the locus of sediment deposition shifted through
geologic time, and there were periods of uplift in the late-middle Eocene and late Eocene.

Neither of these is factored into these simplified computer-generated models (see discussion in
the next section).

PEIROLEUM SYSTEMS OF THE TYEE BASIN

Magoon (1988) developed the concept of the "petroleum system" which emphasizes or

implies the genetic relationship between a particular source rock and the resulting petroleum (or
natural gas) accumulation. In contrast, basin analysis concerns a study of a structural or

sedimentary depression and the lenticular body or prism of sedimentary rocks within, regardless
of any relationship to hydrocarbon accumulations. A petroleum system may occur within a part
or all of the sedimentary basin or may extend beyond the borders of a basin into the adjacent
geologic provinces.

A play, according to Magoon (1988), tells whether the existing trap is detectable with
geological, geophysical, or geochemical technology. A play need not include all the elements of a

petroleum system. A prospect is a drillable trap within a play. The Petroleum Geology Branch of
the US. Geological Survey has utilized the petroleum system (Magoon, 1988,1990, 1992) and

more recently the play concept in that agency's assessment of the petroleum potential of the
United States, including the Pacific Northwest (Gautier and Varnes, 1993).
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In order to better organize and synthesize source rock, maturation, porosity,

permeability, and structural data to understand the oil and gas potential of this study area, we
have followed Magoon's (1988) methodology for identifying petroleum systems and plays in the
Tyee basin. We believe that the source rocks, maturation, migration paths, potential traps, and
reservoir rocks are more likely to exist in some areas within the basin and in areas beyond the
basin limits in the adjacent Western Cascade volcanic arc and in the Mesozoic Dothan Formation

of the northern Klamath Mountains borderland. Thus, we do not restrict our approach to basin
analysis.
The elements of a petroleum system, according to Magoon (1988) include: (1) a source
rock for petroleum; (2) migration path(s); (3) reservoir rock; (4) seal; (5) trap; and the geologic

processes that form these elements. All these elements must be appropriately arranged in space

and time such that organic matter in the source rock can be matured or converted to petroleum
and migrate into petroleum accumulations. The areal extent of a petroleum system can be
delineated by a line which circumscribes both mature source rock and oil or gas accumulations
(Fig. 3.71).

Magoon (1988) proposed the following conventions for naming petroleum systems. The
system name should consist of the name of the source rocks, followed by the name of the major
reservoir rock, followed by a symbol that indicates the level of certainty.
Magoon (1988) classified petroleum systems into three levels of certainty: known,

hypothetical, and speculative. In a known petroleum system, there is a good geochemical match
between the source rocks and the existing oil or gas accumulation. In a hypothetical petroleum
system, there are geochemical data that identify a source rock but don't match the source rock to
a known oil or natural gas accumulation (e.g., Mist Gas Field, northwest Oregon). In a speculative
petroleum system, geological or geophysical evidence is used to postulate the existence of a link

between source rocks and potential oil and/or gas accumulations.
If a petroleum system can be identified for a geographical area, it then can be classified
into one of 12 categories based upon: (a) type of source rock (i.e., I, II, or ifi); (b) reservoir rock
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composition; and (c) whether the system is purebred or a hybrid (Magoon, 1988). In a purebred
system, the structural framework did not change during the geologic existence of the system. In a

hybrid system, there is a major structural reorientation from that which created the petroleum
system.

The level of certainty for any petroleum system is indicated by a punctuation mark
within parentheses following the name of the system. For example, the name of a known
petroleum system is followed by an exdaniation point within parentheses; i.e., (!). Similarly, a
hypothetical petroleum system is indicated by (.) following the name; and a speculative system is
indicated by (?) following the name.

Following Magoon's (1988) petroleum systems methodology, we have identified three
speculative petroleum systems in the southern Tyee basin: Umpqua-Dothan-White Tail Ridge (?)

hybrid petroleum system; Umpqua-lower Tyee Mountain(?) petroleum system; and SpencerWhite Tail Ridge-Western Cascade Arc(?) petroleum system. Figures 3.71,3.72, and 3.73 are a

map and schematic cross sections of the Tyee-Umpqua basin and bordering geologic provinces.
These figures depict the hypothetical or speculative areal extent of petroleum systems and

potential plays within each system. A heavy boundary line circumscribes the hypothetical or
speculative petroleum deposits and the location of the pod source rocks that could have
generated hydrocarbons in those accumulations.

Umpqua-Dothan-Wbite Tail Ridge(?) Hybrid Petroleum System

Figure 3.71 is a map of the southern Tyee basin and surrounding geologic provinces;
Figure 3.72 is a NNW-SSE cross section in late Eocene time, showing the production of dry gas

(methane) from two sources. Biogenic methane is produced in situ from coal and overbank

carbonaceous mudstone source beds (largely Type ifi organic matter) in deltaic units, such as the
Remote Member of the lower Eocene White Tail Ridge Formation. This natural gas may have

migrated into stratigraphic traps in adjacent distributary channel sandstone and into up-dip
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pinch outs of delta front sandstone (e.g., Berry Creek and Coquille River members). Seals include

neritic shelf/slope mudstone of the Camas Valley Formation. Isotopic and field studies indicate
that biogenic gas in water wells in these deltaic-coastal plain units is largely derived from
degassing of coals and disseminated plant debris in overbank carbonaceous mudstone and finegrained sandstone (Kvenvolden and others, 1995). Coals also could act as fractured gas reservoirs
for coalbed methane if sufficiently matured (bituminous grade; Pappajohn, 1994, pers. commun.).
The other source for dry gas (methane) is deeply buried lower Eocene-Paleocene and pre-Tertiary

sedimentary units.
A maturity model (Lopatin diagram) was computed from the Twelvemile Creek
measured section of Ryu and others (1992) (Fig. 3.74a). This model indicates that below a depth of

8,500 feet potential source rocks in the lower Umpqua Group (lower part of the Tenmile

Formation and Bushnell Rock Formation) and pre-Tertiary Kiamath terranes would have reached
sufficiently high levels of thermal maturity (>0.7%) by the middle Eocene to have generated wetgas and oil (Fig. 3.74a). Gas-prone Type ifi organic matter in pre-Tertiaiy strata would have bad
an L of 1.0 to 1.3 at depths greater than 14,500 feet by the middle Miocene (Fig. 3.74a). The

kinetic model predicts that, at present, the lower part of the Bushnell Rock Formation and preTertiary Dothan Formation are in the main phase of gas generation and expulsion at depths
greater than 11,750 feet (Fig. 3.74b).

Lower Umpqua Group strata may be more deeply buried in thrust slices interleaved with
thrust slices of Mesozoic Dothan Formation and mélange beneath the northern margin of the
Kiamath Mountains as a result of partial subduction or underthrusting (Fig. 3.71). Carbon and
deuterium isotopic studies of natural gas from water wells which were drilled in Mesozoic
mélange indicate that the dry gas is thermogenic (metagenic) and was generated from Type ifi
terrestrial organic matter (Kvenvolden and others, 1994). The gas could have migrated up along
thrust faults into overlying deltaic White Tail Ridge sandstone and coal beds (Fig. 3.72). Field

data suggest that small quantities of natural gas are migrating and seeping out of fractured rocks
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associated with these thrusis (e.g., Bonanza fault zone; Fig. 3.66); some seeps emit thermogenic
gas (e.g., S16 on Fig. 3.66, 3.67a, and 3.6Th).

The metagenic dry gas could also have been formed earlier in the Late Cretaceous to
Paleocene during melanging and subduction of Mesozoic to lower Eocene potential source rocks
(Types II and ifi organic matter). This dry gas could then migrate into the overlying thermally

immature to submature upper Umpqua deltaic reservoir sandstone (i.e., White Tail Ridge
Formation) and possibly into fractured and jointed sandstone and conglomerate reservoirs in the
Bushnell Rock, Terimile, and lower Umpqua turbidite strata. The Camas Valley mudstone and

diagenetically tight sandstone and mudstone of the Tyee Formation could act as a seal for natural
gas accumulations west of the Tyee escarpment (see Fig. 3.71).

Some potential sandstone reservoir bodies in the deltaic White Tail Ridge Formation (e.g.,

Coquille River Member) are also involved in or overlie fault-propagation folds associated with
renewed movement on blind thrusts (e.g., Reston high of Ryu and others, 1992) that were formed

during underthrusting or subduction as the Umpqua Group and Siletz River Volcanic crust were
accreted to North America (i.e., Mesozoic Klamath Mountains). These structural traps were
created prior to subsidence of the Tyee forearc basin and deposition of the upper White Tail
Ridge (Remote Member and Rasler Creek Tongue), delta/submarine fan of the Tyee Formation,
Elkton slope mudstone, and Bateman-Spencer-Coaledo formations and younger Coos Bay basin
sfficirlastic strata (3,000 m, upper Eocene to upper Miocene).

Metagenic natural gas in the Umpqua-Dothan-White Tail Ridge (?) petroleum system

was generated and started to migrate in the late-early Eocene during early deformation of the
Umpqua basin associated with accretion. Later, subsidence created the Tyee forearc basin which
trends obliquely across the strike (Ryu and others, 1992; Figs. 3.43 and 3.72). Therefore, this

system would be classified as a hybrid petroleum system. In addition, because there is no known

coimection between the potential source rocks and potential reservoir rocks/traps and no large
accumulations of natural gas (i.e., commercial gas pools) are known to exist, the UmpquaDothan-White Tail Ridge(?) petroleum system is speculative.
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Except for the area west of the Tyee escarpment, much of the Umpqua-Dothan-White Tail
Ridge (?) petroleum system has been breached by erosion since uplift of the southern Coast
Range which began in the late-middle Miocene; only gas seeps remain (see Kvenvolden and
others, 1995) (Fig. 3.71). Some oil shows also are reported in thrusts and fractured, thermally

matured Bushnell Rock and Tenmile strata in the Scott No.1 well near Melrose in the southern

part of the Umpqua basin. There are also possible subthrust Umpqua plays beneath the northern
margin of the Klamath Mountains and less likely some untested NE-SW-trending anticlines and

blind thrusts in the lower Umpqua Group between Roseburg and Yoncalla north of the Umpqua
arch and between Remote and Coquille (Fig. 3.71)

Umpqua-lower Tyee Mountain(?) Petroleum System; Basin Center Gas (?)

A second more speculative petroleum system may exist in the center of the Smith River
subbasin of Ryu and others (1992) and is named the Umpqua-lower Tyee Mountain(?) petroleum

system. This petroleum system may indude a tight-gas sandstone reservoir. According to Law
and Spencer (1993), "tight-gas reservoirs are gas-bearing rocks that usually have an in-situ
permeability to gas of less than 0.1 md".

Maturity and kinetic models for the Smith River subbasin were created, using data from
the Long Bell well (Figs. 3.75a and 3.75b). These models show that the lower Eocene Umpqua

mudstone (Type ifi terrestrial gas-prone organic matter) could have been buried sufficiently deep
to generate thermogenic wet-gas and oil at peak generation. Umpqua Group mudstone may have
been buried by several thousand feet of submarine fan fades of the middle Eocene Tyee
Mountain Member and by upper Eocene strata of the Coos Bay basin during the Oligocene. In
addition, flash heating caused by basalt sifis (e.g., at a depth of 5,595 feet in the Long Bell well;

Figs. 358 and 3.60) could have matured the gas-prone deep basinal Umpqua mudstones. The
kinetic model for the Long Bell well suggests that the lower Umpqua Group entered the early
phase of thermogenic gas generation in the Oligocene time when burial depth exceeded 14,000

1
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feet (Fig. 3.75b). The model predicts that, at present, the lower Umpqua Group is in the early

phase of thermogenic gas generation at depths greater than 7,650 feet
Gas could migrate up along faults and fractures to charge small accumulations in lower

Tyee Mountain turbidite sandstones in which some secondary porosity and permeability has
been noted (see Reservoir section of this report; and Figs. 3.35 and 3.72). Mudstone beds and less

permeable turbidite sandstones in the Tyee Mountain Member could act as seals although a seal

and structural or stratigraphic traps are not necessary in tight-gas sandstone reservoirs (Law and
Dickinson, 1985; Law and others, 1994; Law and Spencer, 1993). These accumulations may occur

in untested antidlines which were formed in the Tyee Mountain Member in the late-middle
Miocene in the northeastern part of the study area (see Tyee Mountain antidinal plays in the
Structural and Stratigraphic Plays section of this report). One of these structures was drilled
unsuccessfully by Florida Exploration (Harris 1-4 well; Fig. 3.44). The Umpqua arch, a buried
seamount of Siletz River Volcanics southeast of the Long Bell well, has been drilled

unsuccessfully by three wells (i.e., Amoco Weyerhaeuser F-i, Amoco Weyerhaeuser B-i, and
Northwest Exploration Sawyer Rapids). Only shows of gas were reported in those wells (Fig. 3.66
and Table 3.9).

in addition to a basin-center tight-gas sandstone reservoir in the lower Tyee Mountain

Member, an unconventional overpressured tight-gas mudstone reservoir is possible in the
Umpqua Group in the Smith River subbasin. Law and others (1994) have suggested that an
unconventional basin-center tight-gas reservoir mudstone or tight sandstone (permeability <0.1
md) may be present in the Tyee basin and in other Pacific NOrthwest basins. Tight-gas sandstone

and mudstone reservoirs produce large quantifies of natural gas in other North American basins
(Law and others, 1994; Law and Dickinson, 1985; Law and Spencer, 1993). These tight-gas

reservoirs are abnormally pressured (either underpressured or overpressured), low permeability
(<0.1 md), low porosity (<1%), blanket and lenticular, marine, gas-bearing sandstone, mudstone
(shale), and chalk. They can be characterized by overpressured zones, R0 >0.7% and gas-prone
source rock with a kinked vitririite reflectance profile (Spencer, 1987). In many cases, the source of
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the gas is interbedded shales and coals. There is no definable structural or stratigraphic trap, but

the gas reservoir occurs in the deep basin-center downdip from water-bearing strata which act as
an unconventional seal (Law and Dickinson, 1985).
An overpressured zone is present at a depth of 6,970 feet in the Long Bell well in the
deeper part of the basin (Fig. 3.76). A projected vitrinite reflectance value at the top of the
overpressured zone is approximately 0.7 to 0.95% which is sufficient to generate thermogenic
wet-gas. Although the projected R0 value of >0.7% is high enough to generate gas from Type Ill

organic matter and there is a kinked vitrinite reflectance profile that typifies overpressured gas
reservoirs (Law and others, 1989), no measurements of R0 have been made of rocks within the

overpressured zone.
According to Law and Spencer (1993), tight-gas reservoirs almost always require artificial

stimulation (i.e., hydraulic fracturing) or special drilling (e.g., horizontal drilling) and completion

in order to produce commercial quantities of gas because production depends on the presence of
natural fractures. In the Tyee Formation, fractures are generally vertical and, therefore, would not
be efficiently intersected by a vertical well bore. This may also be true for overpressured tight-gas
sandstones in the White Tail Ridge Formation in the Umpqua-Dothan-White Tail Ridge(?)

petroleum system discussed above.

Spencer-White Tail Ridge-Western Cascade Arc(?) Petroleum System

A third speculative petroleum system is the Spencer-White Tail Ridge-Western Cascade
arc(?) system (Figs. 3.71 and 3.73). in this hybrid system, the source rocks are coals and

carbonaceous overbank mudstone and sandstone of the Spencer Formation and White Tail Ridge
Formation (Coquille River and Remote members). Less likely, lean to marginal source rocks

(Type II and Type ifi organic matter) indude the underlying lower Umpqua/Tenmile deepmarine mudstone and Camas Valley slope mudstone. The reservoirs would be fluvial crossbedded arkosic sandstones in the delta plain facies (Remote Member and Spencer Formation) and
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fluvial-deltaic and delta front sandstones in the Coquille River and Berry Creek members (Ryu

and others, 1992). These units dip homoclinally eastward beneath several kilometers of upper
Eocene to Miocene volcaniclastics, basalt and basaltic andesite lavas, and ash flow tufts of the
Western Cascades arc (Fig. 3.43). The volcanic sequence probably extended farther westward

prior to erosion.
Biogenic gas could be sourced from the coals and carbonaceous strata which contain
Type UI gas-prone organic matter. Thermogenic dry gas is likely to have been generated beneath
the Western Cascades because of deeper burial, because of heating by Western Cascades arc
plutons (e.g., >1,000-ft thick andesite-basaltic andesite sills intrude these units in the Glide and

Nonpareil area), and because of a generally higher geothermal gradient in the Western Cascade
arc during the late Eocene to Miocene (Black, 1994, pers. commun.).

The maturity model for the Glide section predicts that, at present, potential source rocks
in the Spencer, Camas Valley, White Tail Ridge, and Tenmile formations, below 14,000 feet, have

reached sufficiently high levels of thermal maturity (i.e., >0.7% R0) to generate wet-gas and oil
(Fig. 3.77a). Dry metagenic gas could be produced from Tenniile source rocks at depths of 16,500

feet. The kinetic model indicates that, at present, the lower part of the White Tail Ridge Formation

and upper part of the Tenmile Formation are in the main phase of wet-gas and oil generation and
expulsion at depths ranging from 15,500 to 17,750 feet (Fig. 3.7Th).

Several types of structural traps are possible. Reactivation of some thrusts in the Bonanza
fault zone and associated fault-propagation folds in the late Eocene to Oligocene(?) (see structure
section) deformed the friable Spencer deltaic reservoir sandstone into large asymmetrical folds
(partly breached) in the Nonpareil-Glide area along the eastern margin of the Tyee basin (see

Structural and Stratigraphic Plays section of this report). Faults recently mapped in the foothills
of the Western Cascades by R. E. Wells (1994, pers. commun.) may have created untested

structures with natural gas accumulations (Fig. 3.73). The seal could be carbonaceous mudstone

in the Spencer Formation or Camas Valley neritic mudstone over delta front and distributary
channel White Tail Ridge reservoir sandstone. Thick, diagenetically altered, upper Eocene debris
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flow deposits, basaltic sandstone and conglomerate, tuffaceous strata, and ash flow tuffs could
also act as seals.

Metagenic dry gas could be generated by Western Cascades plutons intruding Spencer

and White Tail Ridge coal-bearing strata at depth; the dry gas could then migrate updip
(westward) through those units. Similarly, Miocene and Oligocene(?) mercury sulfide (cinnabar)-,

quartz-, and pyrite-bearing hydrothermal fluids from such plutons have apparently migrated

westward updip and flowed through porous units under artesian pressure in the Bonanza fault
zone. The heat from these hydrothermal fluids resulted in alteration and mineralization of the
fractured sedimentary rock along and above this fault zone for several miles along the eastern
margin of the Tyee basin (Figs. 3.71 and 3.73) (e.g., Bonanza and Nonpareil mines; Wells and

Waters, 1934). Field mapping by R. E. Wells shows that hydrothermal fluids and associated sills

and dikes have also baked (and probably matured) coal-bearing source rocks in the Spencer and
White Tail Ridge formations for hundreds of feet in the Nonpareil area.
Flash heating by sills could have generated local accumulations of gas along the eastern

margin of the basin. Some gas seeps are present along and near these mineralized fault zones
near Nonpareil and Gassy Creek (see Niem and Niem, 1990 and Source Rock section of this

report). This metagenic gas and possibly some oil? may have migrated in an artesian flow system
as far west as Melrose (e.g., Scott and Glory Hole wells) where there are numerous gas seeps.

This is a hybrid speculative petroleum system. The Eocene strata which comprise the
source rocks and reservoir rocks in the system dip eastward beneath the Western Cascades and
are deformed to various degrees by early Eocene, late Eocene, and Oligocene thrust faults. They

are truncated by an unconformity over which Oligocene and Miocene volcanic flows and
pyroclastic rocks of the Western Cascades were deposited. The volcanic units are largely

unaffected by the thrusting but were intruded by Oligocene-Eocene mafic and intermediate sills
and by Miocene silicic plutons and all were tilted by faulting in the Western Cascades (Walker
and MacLeod, 1991).
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Other petroleum systems may have existed in the southern Tyee basin. For example,
biogenic methane may have been present in the Baugbman Member of the Tyee Formation, in the
coals and deltaic arkosic sandstone of the Bateman Formation, and locally in the Jurassic-

Cretaceous Myrtle Group and younger Upper Cretaceous/Paleocene(?) sandstones. However,

these units and structures have been uplifted and largely breathed by erosion; it is unlikely that
commercial quantities of natural gas remain. Until a drilling program is mounted, all these
petroleum systems will remain speculative as did the Mist Gas Field of northwest Oregon until
1979 when the discovery well was drilled (Newton, 1979; Armentrout and Suek, 1985).

STRUCTTJRAL AND STRATIGRAPHIC PLAYS

Structural and stratigraphic plays in the southern Tyee basin are incompletely defined at
this time due to incomplete mapping of units, faults, and folds. In 1990, Niem and Niem
compiled a geologic map (scale 1:125,000), showing a preliminary interpretation of the structure
and rock units. Detailed geologic mapping of 7.5-minute quadrangles and a map at a 1:100,000

scale is in progress by the U.S. Geological Survey in the Umpqua basin and Kiamath Mountain
borderland in the Roseburg, Coquille, and Remote areas (R. E. Wells, A. Jayko, and R.

McLaughlin, 1994, pers. communs.). In addition, personnel of the Oregon Department of Geology

and Mineral Industries (DOGAMI) are mapping 7.5-minute quadrangles from Lookingglass
Valley on the east to the settlement of Dora on the west (Wiley and Black, 1994, pers. communs.).

Some preliminary structural data from those new maps are compiled on small-scale maps in this
report (Figs. 3.79.3.80,3.81,3.82, and 3.83). A compilation map of the southern Tyee basin,

revising the map of Niem and Niem (1990), is in preparation (Black and others, in prep.) and will
synthesize much of the new mapping and structure on a 1:100,000 base. Thus, additional

structural traps and plays will be better defined as those projects are completed.
Several new structural and stratigraphic plays have been identified with this new

mapping. Discussion of these potential structural plays indudes a ranking based not only on the
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size and closure of the structure but also on the position relative to potential source rocks, seals,
and reservoir rocks, -and on the timing of formation relative to the timing of migration of

potential generated hydrocarbons.
Identified structural plays (Fig. 3.78), in order of potential to produce hydrocarbons, are:

Burnt Ridge antidline and underlying blind thrust, south-central part of southern Tyee
basin;

Western Cascades plays and Bonanza Thrust near Nonpareil;

Klamath subthrust play, Glide area;
Tyee Mountain antidlinal plays, northeastern part of study area;
Anticlirial and subthrust plays in the Myrtle Point-Sutherlin subbasin.

Burnt Ridge Anticline

The Burnt Ridge anticline trends west to northwest through T. 27 S., R. 9 W. subparallel
to and five miles west of the Williams River (northwest of the settlement of Reston). The anticline
was brought to the authors' attention in 1994 by R. E. Wells of the U.S. Geological Survey and by
Tom Wiley of DOGAMI. The southeastern segment of the fold appears on the Mt. Gurney 7.5mm geologic quadrangle by Wiley and others (1994). The axis of the broad anticline is defined by
strikes and gentle dips (6° to 12°) in the Baughman Member on the new 1:100,000 compilation
map by Black and others (in prep.) (Fig. 3.79).

Closure on the northwest is afforded by two northeast-trending, high-angle (back
thrust?) faults which project across the fold axis and by the gentle plunge of the fold to the

northwest. Closure is partially lacking at the southeast end of the fold because the Tyee and
Canias Valley formations are breached by erosion. There are two high-angle faults, one EW to
NE-trending and one N-S-trending, in the Camas Valley Formation (unit Tcv on Fig. 3.79) with

the northwest block down. These faults may possibly afford closure in older Umpqua units (i.e.,
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White Tail Ridge and Tenmile formations). The EW to NE-trending fault also offsets the

Baughman Member and truncates the northern end of the Reston high.
The northwest-trending Burnt Ridge antidline appears to overlie and trend obliquely

across two older northeast-southwest-trending fault-propagation folds in the underlying
Umpqua Group turbidites (potential source rocks) and Siletz River Volcanics. The older fault-

propagation folds are associated with blind thrusts which appear to be part of the Bonanza fault
zone (Fig. 3.1). Projecting these structures northeastward, two fault-propagation folds are
recognized in a north-south seismic-reflection proffle in the Wffliams River canyon. There

appears to be relatively little net slip on the blind thrusts. White Tail Ridge strata (potential

reservoirs) appear to thin and pinch out over the crest of the southern fold, possibly presenting a

stratigraphic trap.
An E-NE-trending high-angle reverse fault or back thrust associated with the northwardverging thrust may project to the surface and truncate the Hubbard Creek Member in Williams
Canyon (Fig. 3.79). Field mapping in the Reston area by Black (1990) shows other thrusted

basement highs (e.g., Reston fault and Reston high) composed of Bushnell Rock conglomerate
overlying Siletz River Volcanics.

Farther north along the Williams Canyon seismic-reflection proffle, another high of

faulted and folded Siletz River Volcanics is thrusted northwestward over a wedge of Umpqua
Group turbidites and possibly White Tail Ridge deltaic strata. A pool of natural gas could be

trapped in the upturned, northward-dipping strata in the footwall beneath Siletz River Volcanics
in the hanging wall. This basement high lies on the projection of the Oakland or Heavens Gate

antidines which may be fault-propagation folds. The overlying unfaulted Camas Valleyundifferentiated Umpqua Group mudstones which could be potential seals can be projected into
the Amoco Weyerhaeuser B-i well.
The Weyerhaeuser B-i well drilled through several thousand feet of Elkton Formation,

Tyee Formation, and undifferentiated Umpqua Group mudstone before encountering several
thousand feet of Siletz River Volcanics (Fig. 3.3; Ryu and others, 1992). On the seismic-reflection
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line, the volcanics appear to form a basement high composed of a well-bedded sequence of
acoustically transparent palagonitic volcanic breccia and strongly reflecting pillow lavas (Plate 8).

The arch at this position on this seismic-reflection profile projects northeastward toward the
Dickinson Mountain anticline which is cored by Siletz River Volcanics. The angular unconformity

at the base of the Tyee and Camas Valley formations is evident as a distinct truncation of Siletz

River flows and of lower Umpqua Group strata and as thirming or onlap of those strata onto the
arch. Thus, stratigraphic traps are possible on the flanks of this subsurface structure.
Farther north along this seismic-reflection profile, a broad downwarped structure would
project into the northeast-southwest-trending Hardscrabble Creek syncline, and several reverse
faults lie between this syndine and Northwest Exploration's Sawyer Rapids well. The Sawyer
Rapids well drilled an antidline mapped in the Elkton Formation and penetrated >5,000 feet of
Tyee Formation (Fig. 3.3; Ryu and others, 1992). This well is located in the southern Smith River

subbasin, on the north flank of the Umpqua arch.
Possible reservoir rocks and stratigraphic traps in the Burnt Ridge anticline area are the
White Tail Ridge Formation (i.e., fluvial and delta front sandstones of the Remote and Coquille
River members, respectively) that thin over the Reston high (Fig. 3.3). The thrust faults represent

potential migration paths for natural gas (see Natural Gases section of this report). Fracture
porosity is possible in Ump qua Group turbidites and White Tail ridge strata affected by the early

Paleogene thrusting. Secondary porosity in the turbidite sandstones in the lower part of the Tyee
Formation represents a low potential reservoir target in this fold (see Reservoir section of this

report). Seals indude mudstone of the Camas Valley Formation and the Hubbard Creek Member
of the Tyee Formation as well as tightly cemented turbidite sandstone and mudstone within the
Tyee Mountain Member.

The timing of formation of structural traps is critical to accumulate hydrocarbons. The

Reston and Bonanza thrusts and associated basement highs appear to have formed prior to
deposition of the Tyee Mountain turbidites and Camas Valley mudstone in the middle Eocene
(Fig. 3.79). For example, White Tail Ridge pebbles in a locally pebbly sandstone in the lower part
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of the Tyee Mountain Member west of Reston were apparently derived from the Reston high
(Torn Wiley, 1994, pers. commun.). Field mapping suggests that some NE-SW-trending thrusts of

the Bonanza fault zone were reactivated in post-White Tail Ridge time because these faults
truncate and fold White Tail Ridge strata (see maps of Black and others, in prep.; Wiley and
others, 1994; Wells and others, in prep.). Many fold axes and faults terminate at the basal contact
of the Tyee Formation or Canias Valley Formation; other faults cut the Tyee Mountain Member as

well. The WNW-trending Burnt Ridge antidline likely formed during the late-middle Miocene
and younger folding and uplift of the Oregon Coast Range (Niem and Niem, 1990; Niem and
others, 1992a). This should have allowed ample time for migration of hydrocarbons (mainly

methane) along thrust faults up into the antidinal structure and into subthrust plays. Migration
of gas is ongoing today as indicated by gas seeps (mainly thermogenic methane) along faults in
the Bonanza fault zone (see Natural Gases section of this report and Niem and Niem, 1990).

In addition, coal beds, carbonaceous mudstone, and fluvial-overbank siltstone and
sandstone in the Remote Member of the White Tall Ridge Formation which emit biogenic

methane in water wells (e.g., in the Meirose and Lookingglass valley area) represent another
source of gas in the Burnt Ridge and underlying structures (see Natural Gases section of this
report).
Other anticlinal folds in the Tyee Formation with possible underlying fault traps exist in
the area between Dora, Remote, and Reston (Black, 1994b; Wiley and others, 1994; Black and

others, in prep.). The best reservoir rocks (i.e., White Tail Ridge deltaic fades) are buried by the
Camas Valley (mudstone seal) and Tyee formations (see Reservoir section of this report). White

Tail Ridge reservoir units also overlie and are involved in basement thrusts of the Bonanza fault
zone (Black and others, in prep.). High-angle normal, reverse, and oblique-slip faults in the Tyee

Formation and younger units may provide additional dosure and act as structural traps, but such
structures are still being defmed by mapping in the gently folded Tyee Formation.
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Western Cascades Plays and Bonanza Thrust near Nonpareil

Recently, R. E. Wells (1994, pers. commun.) has mapped faulls of the Bonanza fault zone

into the foothills of the Western Cascades, as far as 8 miles northeast of the settlement of
Nonpareil east of Sutherlin (Fig. 3.80). The Bonanza thrust fault truncates a NE-SW-trending

asymmetrical anticline which involves the Spencer and White Tail Ridge formations. The north
limb of the fold is vertical to overturned; the south limb is gently dipping. A companion

asymmetrical syndline in the footwall below the thrust suggests that the antidine is a faultpropagation fold. The fault was originally mapped by Bob Brown of the U.S. Geological Survey
(R. E. Wells, 1994, pers. conimun.; unpublished mapping) and appears on the geologic map of
Oregon by Walker and MacLeod (1991). The vertical to overturned north limb of the anticline

includes volcanic pebble conglomerate, sandstone, and tuffaceous strata in the basal part of the

upper Eocene and Oligocene Colestin/Fisher Formation of the Western Cascades, suggesting that
compressional activity on this thrust was renewed during or after the latest Eocene or Oligocene.

The fault appears to die out into folded Colestin/Fisher Formation to the northeast in the
Western Cascades. Closure on the fold is accomplished by the Bonanza fault to the southwest.
Evidence of dosure on the southeast is buried by volcanic rocks of the Western Cascades. Some
closure may be afforded by a NW-trending fault mapped by R. E. Wells.
Potential reservoir rocks in this asymmetrical antidline include the 1100- to 1700-ft thick,

moderately indurated to friable, medium- to coarse-grained micaceous arkosic sandstone of the
Spencer Formation (unit Tes on Fig. 3.80). These distributary channel, delta front, and fluvial

sandstones are time-equivalent to the gas-producing C&W sandstone of the upper Eocene
Cowlitz Formation of the Mist Gas Field in northwestern Oregon. Another, potential reservoir

unit in this fold is the underlying, less permeable, delta front and distributary channel, pebbly,
non-micaceous sandstone beds of the White Tail Ridge Formation (unit Twt on Fig. 3.80). A
possible younger reservoir is the basal 100 to 200 feet of the Colestin/Fisher Formation. These

beds overlie an erosional unconformity on the Spencer Formation and consist of friable,
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micaceous arkosic sandstone (reworked from the Spencer) and beds of moderately consolidated
volcanic pebble-cobble conglomerate. Potential source rocks (for biogenic and thermogenic

methane) are the several one to six-foot thick coal beds and laminated, highly carbonaceous fine-

grained sandstone and overbank mudstone within the Spencer Formation and possibly the
underlying deep-marine undifferentiated Umpqua and Camas Valley mudstones. Seals for the
White Tail Ridge Formation indude some thin Camas Valley mudstone. Seals for the Spencer

Formation would be the very thick, diagenetically altered "tight", basaltic sandstone and
conglomerate, altered tuffs, and debris flow deposits of the Colestin/Fisher Formation (unit Tcf
on Fig. 3.80).

This play lies in the foothills of the Western Cascades arc, and there is abundant evidence
of local hydrothermal fluid activity in the vicinity of Nonpareil. Two mines, the Bonanza and

Nonpareil mines, produced cinnabar from hydrothermal mineralized deposits in altered,
bleached white Umpqua turbidites along the Bonanza thrust fault (Fig. 3.80). Extensive

hydrothermal alteration is also recognized in White Tail Ridge and Spencer sandstones in the
core of the anticlinal fold adjacent to the thrust just before it disappears beneath the Western
Cascades volcanic rocks (R. E. Wells, 1994, pers. commun.). The alteration zone can be traced for

hundreds of feet. The hydrothermal fluids were associated with thick, mafic to andesitic Western
Cascades sills and dikes or with undetected Miocene granodioritic plutons farther east beneath
the Western Cascades (Wells and Waters, 1934). The heat from these fluids could have thermally

matured potential source rocks. Gas shows also have been reported along the fault near Gassy
Creek (see Mobil oil Corp. data in Niem and Niem, 1990).

Another possible heat source for thermal maturation of Spencer coals and carbonaceous
strata is flash heating by thick (>1,000 ft) upper Eocene-Oligocene sills or Miocene intrusions of
the Western Cascades (see Source Rock section of this report).

Originating from or near intrusions in the topographically high Western Cascades, gas-

charged hydrothermal fluids could have migrated along the strike of thrust faults southwestward
into the Tyee basin. Artesian pressure may have forced the fluids up the fault zone to the surface,
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baking and mineralizing White Tail Ridge and lower Umpqua strata in the process. A gaseous
envelope of methane may have formed in front of the hydrothermal fluids as the hot fluids

thermally matured sedimentary source rocks in their path.
Numerous gas seeps have been reported in the Bonanza fault zone (Niem and Niem,
1990), and gas may have seeped along this zone beneath the Western Cascades rocks. Spencer

sandstone is a potential gas reservoir in this area, and the overlying impermeable, day-altered
volcanic rocks of the Colestin/ Fisher Formation could be a seal. Coal beds and overbank

carbonaceous sandstone and mudstone in the Spencer Formation contain Type Ill organic matter
and are potential source rocks. Thus, reservoir units, source rocks, seals and structural traps were
in existence before the Miocene. During the Miocene, hydrothermal fluids, derived from Western

Cascades intrusions, flowed through and altered rocks of the eastern Tyee basin (Wells and
Waters, 1934). Those fluids may also have matured the potential source rocks to produce natural
gas.

The prindpal reservoir in any structural or stratigraphic play in the foothills of the
Western Cascades is the Spencer Formation although the extent of this unit beneath the Western
Cascades is unknown. The Spencer Formation is exposed from Glide to Cottage Grove along the

eastern flank of the southern Tyee basin. It indudes coarse-grained, fluvial to distributary
channel arkosic micaceous sandstone and is coal-bearing. In contrast, the type Spencer near
Eugene and northward to Corvallis in the Wifiamette Valley is fine-grained, is more marine, and
locally contains basaltic sandstone and volcanic conglomerate (Baker, 1988). Therefore, it is

unlikely that the Spencer Formation near Glide was derived from the Spencer fades to the north.
Instead, it represents a separate deltaic-fluvial-coastal plain system which was probably once
laterally continuous with the Bateman Formation (in the center of the southern Tyee basin)
(Weatherby, 1991) and with the Coaledo Formation of the Coos Bay basin (Dott, 1966). A possible

correlative micaceous arkosic unit is the Eocene Payne Cliffs Formation in the Ashland area
which also contains white mica derived from the Idaho batholith (McKnight, 1971; Heller and
others, 1992; T. Wiley, 1994, pers. commun.). A few paleocurrent measurements, however,
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indicate a southwestward paleocurrent dispersal pattern, suggesting that the Spencer fluvial
system may have once extended farther to the east beneath the volcanic rocks of the Western
Cascades.

Other structural traps (faults and folds) exist north and south of Nonpareil in the foothills
of the Western Cascades (e.g., extension of the Oakland anticline south of Ben More Mountain;
Fig. 3.80). These faults were mapped by R. E. Wells and others (in prep.) and by MacLeod in

Walker and MacLeod (1991). Spencer sandstone could be drag folded along these faults to form

small antidlinal structural traps similar to the Cowlitz Formation in structural traps in the Mist
gas field (Niem and others, 1994).

Near Glide along the Umpqua River, hundreds of feet of friable (reservoir quality),
arkosic sandstone and some coal beds of the White Tail Ridge Formation (Berry Creek and
Remote members) dip homodinally beneath Western Cascades rocks (Fig. 3.81). The overlying
Canias Valley mudstone which is hundreds of feet thick could act as a seal for the White Tail
Ridge Formation (Fig. 3.3, section 14). Overlying the Canias Valley mudstone, friable Spencer

sandstone (a younger potential reservoir) dips eastward beneath Colestin/Fisher mudflows and
altered tuffs (potential seals). Fault traps could be created by a NW-trending high-angle fault
mapped by R. E. Wells north of Buck Rock (Fig. 3.81). Maturation could have been accomplished

by flash heating by very thick sills (basaltic and andesitic). For example, thick sills intruded into
the White Tail Ridge Formation are exposed at Coffiding Rivers State Park; at Buck Rock and

Scott Mountain, southeast and northeast of Glide, sills intruded the Colestin/Fisher Formation.
Between Glide and Nonpareil, the White Tail Ridge, Camas Valley, and Spencer

formations are currently mapped on a reconnaissance level as a largely unfaulted homoclinal
sequence. An angular unconformity at the base of the White Tail Ridge Formation locally cuts out
thousands of feet of Tennüle turbidites and Bushnell Rock Formation such that White Tail Ridge
strata rest on older Siletz River Volcanic highs (R. E. Wells, 1994, pers. commun.) (Fig. 3.80).

Further definition of faults or folds in the Western Cascades foothills will require additional
mapping or geophysical surveys before a structural play is developed in this potential target area.
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One problem with a Spencer/White Tail Ridge play beneath the Western Cascades is that these

potential reservoir units may be cut out entirely in the subsurface by a post-Spencer/preColestin-Fisher erosional unconformity. For example, mapping by A. Jayko of the U.S. Geological

Survey southeast of Canyonvile shows that both units are missing and that Colestin/Fisher
Formation overlies Mesozoic rocks of the Kiamath Mountains (Jayko, 1994, pers. commun.). In

addition, one or both units may be cut out by faults beneath the Western Cascades. The depth of
burial of these eastward-dipping arkosic units beneath the thick Western Cascades volcanic
sequence limits drilling targets to within a few miles of the western margin of the highly
dissected Western Cascades.

Kiamath Mountain Subthrust Plays

The boundary between the Coast Range and Kiamath Mountains has been interpreted as
a thrust boundary; that is, Mesozoic Klamath Mountain rocks are thrust over Tertiary Coast
Range rocks (Heifer and Ryberg, 1983; Carayon, 1984; Carayon and others, 1984). Therefore, a

possible play is to drill through thrust slices of Mesozoic rocks into the underlying Tertiary strata.
One such subtbrust play could exist within a few miles south of the Wildlife Safari fault. Another
possible play is a few miles southeast and southwest of Glide (Fig. 3.81).
South of Glide, Jurassic-Cretaceous Dothan Formation (broken formation), Mesozoic

volcanic rocks, and granodiorites are thrust over thousands of feet of delta front and fluvial,
pebbly arkosic sandstone of the White Tail Ridge Formation along the Wildlife Safari and
subparaflel thrust faults. If the NNE-trending fault near Buck Rock is also a thrust, then a
subthrust play also exists southeast of this fault in the vicinity of Little River (Fig. 3.81). The

White Tall Ridge Formation is a potential reservoir unit. Fracture porosity may enhance the
reservoir characteristics of this unit if it is involved in folding at depth. Potential source rocks are
coals in the Remote Member (possible biogenic gas) and slope mudstone of the Tenmile
Formation. Some thrust slices of Dothan Formation might also be source rock (see Natural Gases
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section in this report). The Klamath Mountains mélange and broken formation in upper thrust
slices could also act as partial seals. Thermogenic gas generated from thrust slices of Umpqua and

pre-Tertiary strata appear to be still migrating to the surface in seeps and in water wells (e.g., in
the northern margin of the Kiamath Mountains and along thrust faults in the Umpqua basin; see
Natural Gases section in this report; Kvenvolden and others, 1994; Kvenvolden and others, 1995).

Gas seeping from Klamath Mountains pre-Tertiary rocks could alternatively have been formed in

situ through heating by hydrothermal fluids migrating along faults from the nearby Western
Cascades arc.

Wells and Snavely (1989) offered an alternative interpretation to the subduction zone
model of Heller and Ryberg (1983). They suggested that the Siletz River Volcanics were erupted

in a rifted continental marginal basin. Later, minor, oblique subduction of the Farallon plate
beneath North America seaward of this basin caused a "soft collision" with the northern Klamath
Mountains in the late-early Eocene which produced some compressional folds and minor thrusts.
The lack of a thick Paleocene-Eocene mélange and broken formation, which would represent an
accreted subduction zone complex, argues in favor of the rifted marginal basin model of Wells
and Snavely (1989) (R. E. Wells, 1994, pers. commun.). According to R. E. Wells, this model also

explains local intercalation of the upper part of the Siletz River pifiow lavas with polyniict

conglomerate and lithic (metamorphic) turbidite sandstone (Bushnell Rock Formation and

undifferentiated lower Umpqua Group) that were derived from Klamath Mountains sources.
The exploration implications of the rift model are important. If underthrusting along the
suture has been minor, then there are no major thrust slices of Umpqua Group strata beneath the
northern margin of the Kiamath Mountains and a subthrust play is unlikely. This model also

implies that Umpqua Group strata matured by deep burial through underthrusting are not the
source for the thermogenic dry gas in some seeps and water wells in the Umpqua basin and
northern Klamath Mountains (Kvenvolden and others, 1994, 1995).

Also, if net slip or thrusting is minor, then reservoir rocks of the deltaic White Tail Ridge

Formation below the thrusts would exist only within a few miles south of the Coast
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Range /Klamath Mountains suture. Further deep refraction, reflection, gravity, or magnetic
profiling across this suture zone could reveal if Umpqua Group strata are caught in thrust slices
that extend far beneath the northern margin of the Kiamath Mountains.

Tyee Mountain Antidlinal Plays

Several untested antidlines are mapped in the Tyee Mountain and Baughman members of
the Tyee Formation (see Niem and Niem, 1990; Black and others, in prep.). The foremost of these,

the Burnt Ridge anticline, was discussed above. Three wells drilled on the Umpqua arch (the
Amoco Weyerhaeuser B-i and F-i wells and the Northwest Exploration Sawyer Rapids well)
failed to produce commercial quantities of hydrocarbons. Some gas and oil shows were reported
in Tyee Mountain and Baughman sandstones in these wells, but these diagenetically altered

sandstones have insufficient permeability to act as reservoirs and/or have been breached by
erosion. A basement high northwest of the Drain anticline was tested without success by the
Florida Harris well which drified through 1,500 feet of Tyee Formation and 800 feet of Umpqua
mudstone into the Siletz River Volcariics.

Younger north-south trending folds in Tyee, Elkton, and Bateman strata in the northern

part of the study area probably formed during a compressional stage starting in the late-middle
Miocene (Niem and Niem, 1990). This younger structural fabric is superimposed on the older NE-

SW-trending structure, creating dosure. The compilation map of Niem and Niem (1990) shows
that these north-south axes gradually become NE-SW-trending, subparallel to the older structural
trend on the eastern flank of the basin. The Long Bell and Sawyer Rapids wells were drilled on

north-northwest-trending anticlines mapped in the Tyee Mountain Member.
One largely untested anticlinal structure is centered near Stony Point (northwest
quadrant of T. 19 S., R. 6 W.), 10 miles northwest of the Florida 1-larris well (R. E. Wells, 1994,

pers. commun.). The axis of this NNW-trending fold subparallels the Siuslaw River in the

northeastern part of the study area (Fig. 3.82). It shows up subtly by strikes and dips in the Tyee
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Mountain Member on the compilation map by Niem and Niem (1990) although the fold axis was
not drawn. The structure was mapped in detail on a proprietary map by R. E. Wells and
colleagues for Mobil Oil Corporation in the 1970s (R. E. Wells, 1994, pers. commun.). The fold

shows 10 to 15 miles of closure on the southwest, northeast, and northwest, but not obviously on
the southeast flank where it may merge into the older NE-SW-trending Jack Creek antidline (R. E.
Wells, 1994, pers. commun.).

The stratigraphy in the Florida Harris well which was drilled on the southern plunging
nose of this structure is an indication of the lithologies and thicknesses that could be expected
structurally higher on this antidilne (Fig. 3.82). In that well, a thick section of impermeable

turbidite sandstone and mudstone (Tyee Mountain Member mid-fan fades) and thinner section
of Umpqua basinal mudstone overlie Siletz River Volcanics. There is a problem of finding good

reservoir rock in this structure and other structures in the northern part of the study area because
the permeable delta front sandstone of the White Tail Ridge Formation pinches out south of this
area (Fig. 3.3; Ryu and others, 1992; Black and others, in prep.). Fracture porosity is limited in

Tyee Mountain Member turbidite sandstones (Penoyer and Niem, 1975). Diagenetically altered

(zeolites and smectite clay) Tyee Mountain turbidite sandstone and mudstone higher in the
section could act as seals in the Stony Point domal structure.
Secondary porosity in Tyee Mountain sandstone in this structure and in the more deeply
buried part of the Smith River subbasin, however, could create a limited reservoir. Newton (1980)

reported secondary porosity (as much as 15%) in some turbidite sandstones in the lower part of
the Tyee Mountain Member from outcrops on the western flank of the basin. This secondary

porosity is due to dissolution of feldspar grains and volcanic rock fragments and has been
reported in lower Tyee Mountain Member sandstones in the Long Bell well, 20 miles westsouthwest of the Stony Point structure (see Diagenesis section in this report).

Several other northward plunging anticlines and NE- and NW-trending faults are
mapped in the northern part of the study area (see Niem and Niem, 1990; Black and others, in
prep.). For example, the Long Bell well was drified on the east limb of a doubly plunging north-
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south-trending fold. Reservoir rocks, however, are scarce. Turbidite sandstones in the lower
Umpqua Group in the Myrtle Point-Sutherlin subbasin also pinch out in this direction due to a
fades change, distance from the source, and barrier effects of the Umpqua arch (Fig. 3.3). The unit
which is the best potential reservoir, the White Tail Ridge Formation, does not extend this far

north.
On the other hand, Umpqua basinal mudstones penetrated by the Long Bell well in the
Smith River subbasin (Fig. 3.3) are lean to moderately organic-rich (mainly gas-prone Type ifi
organic matter; see Source Rock Evaluation section of this report). In the lower part of the well,

they are nearly at the top of the oil/dry gas window. These more deeply buried mudstones could
act as source rocks for unconventional basin center gas (Law and others, 1988; Law and others,
1994). A computer-generated model (i.e., BasinMod; see Basin Subsidence History section of this

report) shows that basin center gas could have been generated initially in the middle Miocene if
the thick upper Eocene to middle Miocene section of the adjacent Coos Bay basin were deposited

on top of the Tyee Formation in the northwest corner of the study area. Unfortunately, the
structure on which the Long Bell well was drilled may have formed in the late-middle Miocene

after maximum burial, peak generation, and migration of basin center gas. It is possible that, due
to the lag time between generation and migration, some gas may have migrated into these folds.

Even though untested structures exist, the hydrocarbon potential of the northern part of
the study area is low, compared to the southern part of the basin, due to a general lack of
maturation, lack of organic-rich source rock (e.g., coals), and "tight" reservoir rocks.

Anticlinal and Subthrust Plays in the Myrtle Point-Sutherlin Subbasin

In the Roseburg-Sutherlin-Glide area, imbricate thrust faults, some back thrusts, and
associated anticlinal and synclinal folds deform turbidite fan strata and slope mudstone of the
lower Umpqua Group, Bushnell Rock submarine channels, and deltaic strata of the White Tail
Ridge Formation of the Myrtle Point-Sutherlin subbasin (Fig. 3.83; Wells and others, in prep.).
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fault zone and the Dickinson Mountain antidline (from R. E. Wells, U.S. Geological Survey, mapping in progress).
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Some folds may be underlain by blind thrusts and may be fault-propagation folds. North of the

thrust faults, from Sutherlin to Drain, Umpqua turbidite sandstone and mudstone beds are folded
into broad anticlines and synclines that trend northeast-southwest. The anticlines are cored by
Siletz River Volcanics.

One such anticline, the Oakland antidline, was drilled by Mobil Oil Corporation
(Sutherlin Unit No.1) five miles northeast of Sutherlin. The Sutherlin well penetrated <4,000 feet

of Umpqua outer and middle fan turbidite strata overlying Siletz River subaerial and submarine
tuff breccias, pillow lavas, and flows (Fig. 33; Ryu and others, 1992). The axis of the symmetrical
antidline is definable by surface attitudes and by seismic-reflection proffles. Dips of the broad
fold, measured at the surface, range from 100 to 30°, and the axis of the fold is exposed in a

roadcut along the 1-5 one-quarter mile north of Sutherlin. However, near faults, the dips of the
limbs are steeper, ranging from 40° to 70°. Several subparallel high-angle faults formed by

flexural slip along bedding planes.
The southwest-plunging nose of the Oakland antidline crosses the Umpqua River south
of Tyee Mountain and disappears beneath the Tyee escarpment (Fig. 3.83). It was unsuccessfully

drilled by Union Oil Company of C1ifornia (Liles No. 1). That well penetrated several thousand

feet of tight, thin- to medium-bedded Umpqua turbidite strata. It may also have encountered a
repeated section (recognized by repetition of foraminiferal zones Bi and C; McKeel, 1992, pers.
commun.) probably due to a thrust fault (see section #8 on Fig. 3.3 and in Ryu and others, 1992).

Gas shows were encountered in "tight" lithic turbidites of the lower Umpqua Group in both the
Sutherlin and Liles wells, but there was no commercial production. Gas (methane) issues from a
water well drilled on the axis of the fold near the Liles well (see Natural Gases section of this

report).

An untested antidine north of the Oakland antidine, the Heavens Gate anticline, was
defined in recent mapping by R. E. Wells (1994, pers. commun.) (Fig. 3.83). The NE-SW-trending

symmetrical antidilne occurs south of the Dickinson Mountain antidline and north of the
Calapooya syncline (Mets Hill syncline of Wells and others, in prep.). The Heavens Gate anticline
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involves generally impermeable outer and middle fan turbidite sandstone, slope mudstone, and
thick basin plain mudstone of the lower Umpqua Group. These strata presumably overlie a thin
section of well-indurated basaltic sandstone and subaerial flows of Siletz River Volcanics similar
to those exposed along the 1-5 in the core of the Dickinson Mountain antidline. Some gas seeps are

reported in water wells on the axis of the Heavens Gate fold (see Natural Gases section of this
report).

These folds and faults were formed in the late-early Eocene which may pre-date
generation of hydrocarbons (see Basin Subsidence History section of this report). However, the
Umpqua mudstones in this area are thermally immature, contain low TOC (generally <0.5%; see
Source Rock Evaluation section of this report), and are unlikely to be significant source rocks. The

rhythmically bedded, outer and middle fan lithic turbidite sandstone beds in the Umpqua Group
generally would be poor reservoirs because they are thin and contain abundant silica, laumontite,
zeolite, and corrensite cements which fill pores (see sections on diagenesis and porosity and
permeability in this report). The fold plunges to the southwest. In the area between the Umpqua
River and Dodge Canyon, this fold involves White Tail Ridge sandstone (Wells and others, in

prep.). Unless fracture porosity is developed in Umpqua and White Tail Ridge strata beneath the
Tyee forearc basin sequence west of the Tyee escarpment, this fold would be a low priority play.

The area between the Bonanza fault zone and Wildlife Safari fault presents low priority
possibilities for subthrust plays and untested anticlines in the Myrtle Point-Sutherlin subbasin
(Fig. 3.1). Several gas seeps are reported along the thrust faults and in the associated drag folds.

The Scott No.1 well near Meirose drilled through several thrust plates of the Umpqua Group and
reported oil shows (fluorescence) in fractures in the Bushnell Rock conglomerate, Teninile
turbidite sandstone, and Siletz River Volcanics. Small, non-commercial quantities of gas were
present. This well and the nearby Glory Hole well are both on strike with the Bonanza fault zone.
Several seeps of biogemc gas are reported from water wells drilled in the deltaic coal-bearing
White Tail Ridge Formation near Meirose (see Natural Gases section in this report).
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Any subthrust or stratigraphic pinchout play in the Myrtle Point-Sutherlin subbasin must
take into account that Bushnell Rock conglomerates and lower Umpqua Group (Tenmile)

turbidites have low porosity and permeability and, therefore, do not have good potential as
reservoirs (see porosity and permeability section of this report). However, fracture porosity is
locally developed in these units along back thrusts and fault-propagation and drag folds (e.g.,
along the Umpqua River northwest of Roseburg).
Potential source rocks are deeply buried broken formation and mélange of the Mesozoic

Dothan Formation and other Klan-iath Mountains rocks in thrust slices interleaved with thrust
plates of lower Umpqua strata to the south (e.g., near Bushnell Rock, south of Teninile, and west
of Remote; Wiley and Black, 1994; Black, 1994b; see cross section in Niem and Niem, 1990). Lower

Eocene Umpqua Group turbidites and deep-marine mudstone may also have been thermally
matured by deep burial as thrust slices beneath Kiamath Mountains rocks or by hydrothermal
fluids from the Western Cascades (see other plays discussed above).

Several younger sandstone-dominated units (upper Umpqua Group) in the Myrtle PointSutherlin subbasin could be reservoirs, including the delta front and distributary sandstone and
pebbly conglomerate of the Remote, Coquille River, and Berry Creek members of the White Tall

Ridge Formation.
Another possible, but limited, reservoir unit is the clean Cretaceous(?) or Paleocene (?)

arkosic-quartzose micaceous sandstone which is exposed in widely scattered outcrops along the
Wildlife Safari fault (e.g., near Winston and Hoover Hill; see Niem and Niem, 1990). This locally

cross-bedded to laminated, pebbly sandstone contains clasts derived from the Kiamath
Mountains (R. E. Wells, 1994, pers. commun.). It is locally several hundred feet thick and was

deposited in shallow-marine (?) or fluvial conditions. The permeability of the unit is widely
variable. At some localities, it has excellent permeability and would make a good reservoir (see
Reservoir section of this report). Elsewhere, it is well-cemented (tight) biotite-muscovite
sandstone which appears to be part of the Dothan Formation (A. Jayko and R. E. Wells, 1994,

pers. communs.). it is most friable two miles northeast of Myrtle Point along the East Fork of the
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Coquille River where it either lies on top of or is included in an isolated klippe of Dothan

mélange (Niem and Niem, 1990). Because of the scattered distribution of this unit, it would be

difficult to predict where this potential reservoir sandstone would occur in the subsurface in
subthrust plays in the Myrtle Point-Sutherlin subbasin.

Other units in the northern margin of the Kiamath Mountains that could be reservoir
rocks in thrust slices interleaved with lower Umpqua Group strata are the pre-Tertiary Days
Creek and Riddle formations of the Myrtle Group (see cross sections in Ramp, 1972; and Niem

and Niem, 1990). Conglomerate and sandstone beds in these units have moderately high

permeability and porosity although they appear "tight" in outcrop (see porosity and permeability
section in this report). The mudstone/shale interbedded with the sandstone in these units is
generally immature and has moderately low TOC and, therefore, would be marginal source rock
at best (see Source Rock Evaluation section of this report). These units, however, represent

possible, but limited, reservoir targets in subthrust plays.

Additional subthrust plays and oblique-slip fault plays will be better defined in the next
few years as new geologic mapping is completed by the US Geological Survey (R. E. Wells and R.
McLaughlin) and by DOGAMI (T. Wiley and J. Black) in the Myrtle Point-Sutherlin subbasin west
of Remote, Powers, and Dora (Fig. 3.1). Several NE-SW-trending oblique-slip faults, steep-limbed

anticlines, high-angle reverse faults, and thrusts emerge from beneath the Tyee forearc basin
sequence in this area and some reverse faults involve the White Tail Ridge Formation (Black,

1994a). The details of the structural relationships of the Umpqua Group and Klatriath Mountains

terranes in the southwestern part of the Myrtle Point-Sutherlin subbasin remain to be unraveled.
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CHAPTER 4: SUMMARY

An Eocene forearc basin sequence and underlying subduction zone complex form the
southern Tyee basin, Oregon Coast Range (Figs. 15 and 1.8). Owing to syndepositional intrabasin
tectonism and earlier oceanic volcanism, thickness and lateral facies variations of sedimentary

units are pronounced. This has led to difficulties in creating a coherent stratigraphic framework
for the basin by previous investigators (e.g., Baldwin, 1974; Molenaar, 1985). The stratigraphic

problem, in turn, has resulted in erroneous prediction of hydrocarbon potential and in opposing
views on lithofacies distribution and depositional models of the Eocene units (e.g., Chan and
Dott, 1982; Heller and Dickinson, 1985).

The earlier stratigraphy is revised in this investigation based on detailed surface to
subsurface correlation and new geologic mapping (Fig. 2.5). Stratigraphic relationships are

illustrated on a fence diagram of the basin constructed from 24 measured stratigraphic sections,
well logs of 11 exploration holes, seismic-reflection records, and foraminiferal and coccolith

biostratigraphy. Lithostratigraphic revisions include raising the Bushnell Rock, Tenmile, White
Tail Ridge, and Camas Valley members of Baldwin (1974) and Baldwin and Perttu (1989) to

formation rank within the Umpqua Group. Several new informal units are recognized. They are
the Slater Creek Member of the Bushnell Rock Formation and Berry Creek, Remote, and Coquille
River members, and Rasler Creek Tongue (from oldest to youngest) of the White Tail Ridge

Formation. The Lookingglass, Flournoy, and Roseburg formations and Olalla Creek Member of
the Lookingglass Formation of Baldwin (1974) and Baldwin and Perttu (1989) are dropped due to

miscorrelation of stratigraphic units and mismapped relationships between the eastern and
western flanks of the basin. The Tyee Formation and its three members (the Tyee Mountain,
Hubbard Creek, and Baughman members), the Elkton Formation, and the Bateman Formation of
Baldwin (1974) and Baldwin and Perttu (1989) are retained because these units can be mapped

and correlated throughout the basin.
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Applying sequence stratigraphic concepts to this convergent margin, four depositional
sequences, separated by sequence boundaries, are recognized in the 20,000 ft of Eocene strata that
overlie the Paleogene Siletz River Volcanics of the southern Oregon Coast Range and the
Mesozoic terranes of the adjacent Kiamath Mountains (Fig. 2.31). Each depositional sequence

begins with a lowstand systems tract (LST) (either as a prograding wedge and/or incised valley
fill and/or slope-fan - basin-floor fan), overlain by a transgressive systems tract (TST)

(backstepping parasequence sets with major marine flooding surface), and capped by a highstand
systems tract (HST) (wave-dominated delta with shoreface progradational parasequence sets).
The oldest depositional sequence (Sequence I) consists of alluvial and fan delta
conglomerate of the Bushnell Rock Formation, shallow-marine sandstone of the Slater Creek
Member, and turbidites in the lower Tenmile Formation (1ST); massive slope and shelf mudstone
of the upper Tenrriile Formation (TST); and deltaic sandstone of the Berry Creek Member of the
White Tail Ridge Formation (HST). Sequence II includes fluvial conglomerate and sandstone of

the Remote Member and wave-dominated deltaic fades of the Coquille River Member of the
White Tail Ridge Formation (LST), slope and shelf mudstone of the Camas Valley Formation
(TST), and the deltaic sandy Rasler Creek Tongue of the White Tail Ridge Formation (HST). In

Sequence ifi, the sandy submarine fan facies of the Tyee Mountain Member (1ST) is overlain by

shelf and slope mudstone and nested channel sandstone of the Hubbard Creek Member (TST to
HSI) of the Tyee Formation. Sequence lv consists of the sandy deltaic Baughman Member (1ST)
of the middle Eocene Tyee Formation, slope mudstone of the Elkton Formation (1ST), and the
deltaic Bateman-Spencer formations (HST).

Sequence I represents a syntectonic accretionary wedge which was deposited in a

northeast-southwest-trending trench (Umpqua marginal basin) that was subsequently partially
subducted. The silicidastics were largely derived from the nearby tectonic active basin margin
faults in the adjacent Mesozoic Klamath Mountains. To the north, Sequence I onlaps a paleohigh
of subsiding oceanic basalt islands and seamounts of Siletz River Volcanics (Umpqua Arch) (Plate

2B). The thick, turbidite trench fill (lower Umpqua Group) rapidly thins and orilaps this high to
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form a condensed section of deep-marine mudstone <200 ft thick. Deltaic Sequence II filled

irregular lows and pinches out on syntectomc submarine highs (e.g., Reston high) created by

intrabasin imbricate thrust faulting. Sandy submarine fans and wave-dominated deltas of
Sequences ifi and lv thicken and prograded northward down the axis of the forearc basin and
across the structural trend of the lower Eocene Umpqua basin (Plates 4A and 4B).
In the ideal sequence stratigraphic model developed by Van Wagoner and others (1990)
for passive continental margins, a depositional sequence consists of a distinct stacking pattern of

strata such as backstepping parasequences in the LST and aggradation or progradation of
parasequences in the HST. The prograding HST is generally truncated by sequence boundary
(i.e., basin edge unconformity) of the next depositional sequence. The sequence boundary, in
turn, is overlain by a backstepping LST of the next depositional sequence (Van Wagoner and
others, 1990). However, a 300-foot thick shelfal mudstone (upper Camas Valley Formation)
between the Rasler Creek Tongue (HST of Sequence II) and the Tyee Mountain Member (LST of

Sequence ifi) does not fit the ideal sequence stratigraphic model (Figs. 2.31 and 2.32). In the

northern part of the basin, delta front sandstone parasequences of the Rasler Creek Tongue HST
of Sequence II initially prograded seaward (northward). The parasequences then rapidly

backstepped landward (southward) and were abruptly buried by a 300-foot thick transgressive
shelfal mudstone unit of the upper Camas Valley Formation (Fig. 2.32). Slope channel turbidite
sandstones of the overlying Tyee Mountain Member LST of Sequence ifi are locally incised into

the transgressive mudstone, forming a sequence boundary (Fig. 2.32).

This transgressive shelfal mudstone of the upper Camas Valley Formation is defined
herein as a tectonism-forced transgressive systems tract (TFFST) (Figs. 2.31 and 2.32). During

rapid basin subsidence, a transgressive systems tract of shelfal mudstone should be deposited
along the basin margin. This occurs if the rate of tectonic subsidence exceeds the rate of eustatic

sea level rise or fall, and if the rate of accommodation is greater than the rate of sedimentation.
Under these conditions, the transgressive systems tract (TST) is called a tectonism-forced
transgressive systems tract (TVFST) because the onlap was caused by tectonic subsidence. Since a
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tectonism-forced transgressive systems tract (TFTST) is mainly controlled by basin tectonics

rather than eustacy, it serves as a stratigraphic fingerprint of basin tectonics for convergent basin
margins (Ryu and Niem, 1994).

In addition, the sequence boundary at the base of Sequence Ill is also quite different from

the sequence boundary formed during relative sea level fall. A sequence boundary formed
during relative sea level fall shows evidence of subaerial erosion (i.e., unconformity), basinward

shift in facies across the sequence boundary, onlap of nonmarine strata above the sequence
boundary, and progradation of the underlying HST (Van Wagoner and others, 1990). The
sequence boundary at the base of Sequence Ill, however, is characterized by submarine erosion
(Fig. 2.19), landward shift of facies across the sequence boundary, absence of onlapping

nonmarine strata above the sequence boundary, and backstepping of the underlying HST with an
intervening tectonism-forced transgressive mudstone (Fig. 2.32).
The Tyee Mountain, Hubbard Creek, and Baughman members.of the Tyee Formation

formed as two separate unconformity-bounded depositional sequences based on sequence
stratigraphic concepts (Fig. 2.31). These overlapping members were previously interpreted by
others as conformable lateral depositional fades of one another using Walter's law (e.g., delta-fed
sandy submarine fan model of Chan and Dott, 1983; delta-fed submarine ramp model of Heller
and Dickinson, 1985; Figs. 1.4a and 1.4b). However, this study found that the fluvial-deltaic

Baughman Member locally overlies a disconformity incised into the Hubbard Creek Member and
that disconformity becomes conformable deeper in the basin to the north. That is, that surface is a

sequence boundary. Therefore, the Baughman Member is not a deltaic fades that laterally fed

either the Tyee Mountain submarine fan or Hubbard Creek slope mudstone and nested turbidite
channels of Sequence ifi, but is, instead, a separate chronostratigraphic unit of the overlying
depositional sequence (IV) (Fig. 2.31; Plates 4A and 4B).

Sandstone petrography of each depositional sequence provides further insight into the
compositional variations of Tyee basin units. Mineralogical variations are attributable to changes

in rates of sedimentation, and to dominant processes in the depositional environments that are
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related to changes in eustacy and intrabasin tectonism as well as to regional changes in the
provenances. For example, sandstones and conglomerates of Sequences I and II are primarily
composed of polycrystalline (vein) quartz, metamorphic and sedimentary rock fragments, and
heavy minerals (Umpqua Group lithic petrofacies) (Fig. 3.12). In contrast, sandstones of

Sequences ifi and IV are characterized by abundant monocrystaffine quartz, K-feldspar and
plagioclase, volcanic rock fragments, and coarse flakes of biotite and muscovite (Tyee and postTyee rnicaceous arkosic petrofacies) (Fig. 3.12). This petrofacies change supports the

interpretation of Heller and Ryberg (1983) of a regional change in provenance from local Kiamath

Mountains metamorphic-sedimentary recycled orogen sources in the early Eocene to more
distant extrabasinal dissected granitic magmatic arc (Idaho Batholith) and undissected volcanic
arc (Clarno Formation of eastern Oregon) sources in the middle Eocene. In addition, the
composition of framework grains varies systematically from the LST to the HST in each sequence
(Fig. 3.12). These compositional changes reflect the difference in total mechanical energy

expanded by current transport processes (e.g., sorting, winnowing, and abrasion) in low-energy,
deep-marine depositional environments (in the LST) compared to shallow-marine, higher energy,
wave- and current-dominated deltaic depositional environments (in the HST).
Sandstones in the Tyee basin display a variety of diagenetic changes in thin section and

under the scanning electron microscope. The sequential relationships between authigenic

minerals and cements and the stratigraphic distribution of those minerals and cements (Ryu and
others, 1992) suggest the following paragenetic sequence (Fig. 3.34): (1) an early burial stage of

mechanical compaction and grain rotation, (2) formation of early clay coats and clay rim cement,
(3) a late-early stage of more extensive smectite clay pore-fill (pseudo and orthomatrix) which

was altered to corrensite with deeper burial, obliterating most primary porosity, (4) albitization
and partial dissolution of plagiodase grains to form secondary porosity, (5) early
heulandite/clinoptilolite zeolite pore-ifil followed by late stage deep-burial laumontite pore-fill,
(6) intermediate-stage laumontite replacement of framework grains and dissolution of framework
grains creating additional secondary porosity, (7) late-stage precipitation of quartz overgrowths,
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(8) detached broken clay rim cement, (9) late-stage calcite replacement of detrital grains and
earlier formed clay, zeolites, and quartz overgrowth cements, and (10) late-stage uplift, oxidation,
and formation of minor iron oxide cement by weathering (Fig. 3.34).

Quantitative measurements of porosity and permeability of outcrop samples and
petrophysical well log analysis of exploration wells indicate that the units with the highest
reservoir potential are wave-dominated delta front lithic arkosic sandstone facies of the White
Tail Ridge Formation in the southern part of the basin, especially the shoaling and thickening
upward parasequences in the Coquille River Member and the Rasler Creek Tongue (Fig. 3.35).

Friable micaceous arkosic sandstones of the deltaic Spencer Formation are the second best

potential reservoir unit in the basin. In addition, some more tightly cemented pre-Tertiary

Klamath Mountains terrane sandstones and lower Eocene Umpqua turbidite sandstones have
limited reservoir potential where secondary tectonic fracture porosity is developed near thrust
faults and intense drag folds. Micaceous volcanic arkosic turbidite sandstones in the lower part of
the Tyee Mountain Member locally may have moderate reservoir potential in the deeper part of
the basin to the north, where minor secondary porosity is developed (Fig. 3.32). Other friable

potential reservoir units (e.g., Bateman Formation) have been uplifted and breached by erosion in
the center of the basin.

Lithic sandstones and conglomerates of other units have very limited reservoir potential
due to the lack of effective porosity and permeability (Fig. 3.35). The low permeability in lower

Umpqua and Tyee Formation sandstones is mainly attributed to extensive burial diagenesis.
Mechanical compaction of ductile mica and metamorphic and volcanic rock fragments and

formation of extensive day, zeolite, and quartz cements has clogged most primary intergranular
pores and pore throats. These sandstones, however, may act as overpressured tight-gas
sandstones in the more deeply buried central part of the basin. Similar overpressured tight-gas
sandstones in other basins in the United States have produced large commercial quantities of

natural gas. Unconventional exploration and production methods, such as fracturing and
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horizontal drilling, however, would be necessary to produce gas from Tyee basin tight-gas
sandstones.
Organic geochemical analyses (e.g., Rock-Eval, TOC, Ro) of Tyee basin strata indicate

that the most organic-rich source rocks with the highest generative potential are the
subbituminous coals and carbonaceous overbank mudstones in the deltaic White Tail Ridge
Formation (e.g., Coquile River and Remote members) and the overlying forearc basin units, such
as the Baughman Member of the Tyee Formation, and the Bateman and Spencer formations (Fig.
3.65). The organic matter is predominantly Type ifi (gas-prone terrestrial matter). These organic-

rich forearc and marginal basin units, however, are thermally immature and have produced noncommercial quantities of biogenic methane in some water wells (Fig. 3.65). However, higher

levels of thermal maturation necessary to produce oil and thermogenic gas (i.e., in the oil and gas

window) are locally present in deep-marine and outer shelf/slope mudstones of the underlying
more deeply buried lower Umpqua subduction zone complex units (e.g., Bushnell Rock
Formation, Slater Creek Member, Tenmile Formation, and Berry Creek Member) (Fig. 3.65).

Unfortunately, most of these marine mudstones are organically lean and are non-source to
marginal source rocks.

Although the best source rock and highest thermal maturity are not generally coinddent
in any Tyee basin units, a few organically rich source beds (e.g., coals and carbonaceous

mudstones of the White Tail Ridge Formation) are sufficiently thermally mature to produce

thermogenic gas or possibly oil in the previously more deeply buried southern part of the basin
before uplift Some usually immature source beds in the Umpqua and younger units have also
been thermally matured by flash heating by thick basalt sills and/or by thermal friction or
migration of hydrothermal fluids along thrust faults. Cretaceous Whitsett pelagic limestone and
shale and Remote Member coals and carbonaceous overbank mudstone represent the most
effective source rocks in the southern Tyee basin and adjacent Klamath Mountains in terms of
source rock generative potential and thermal maturity (Fig. 3.65).
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Using the criteria of Magoon (1988), three petroleum systems are proposed. These

summarize where the best source rocks, reservoir rocks, seals, structural or stratigraphic traps,
and thermal maturation occur together. All three are speculative systems; that is, there is no
proven resource at this time (Figs. 3.71,3.72, and 3.73).

The first petroleum system occurs in the southern part of the basin near the border with
the Mesozoic Kiamath Mountains and is herein named the Umpqua-Dothan-White Tail Ridge(?)
hybrid petroleum system (Figs. 3.71 and 3.72). Gas seeps in water wells suggest that biogenic

methane is produced in situ from coal and overbank carbonaceous mudstone source beds (largely
Type ifi organic matter) in thermally immature deltaic units, such as members of the White Tall

Ridge Formation. This natural gas could have migrated into stratigraphic traps in overlying
adjacent distributary channel sandstone reservoir (Remote Member) and into up-dip pinch outs
of delta front sandstone reservoir (e.g., Berry Creek and Coquille River members buried beneath

the Tyee forearc basin sequence). Seals indude neritic shelf/slope mudstone of the overlying and
interfingering Camas Valley Formation.

Thermogenic dry gas (mainly methane) detected by carbon and deuterium isotopic
analysis (Kvenvolden and others, 1995) in some water wells and natural seeps, could have been

generated from subducted Mesozoic Kiamath Mountains pelagic liinestones and from lower
Eocene Umpqua deep-marine slope to basinal mudstones which contain both oil- and gas-prone
Type II and ifi organic matter. This dry gas could have migrated up into the overlying thermally
immature to submature upper Umpqua reservoir sandstone (e.g., deltaic White Tail Ridge
Formation) and possibly into potentially fractured and jointed lithic sandstone and conglomerate
reservoirs in the Bushnell Rock and Tenmile formations and in lower Umpqua turbidite strata
which were folded and thrusted in the late-early Eocene. The Camas Valley mudstone and
diagenetically tight turbidite and deltaic sandstone and mudstone of the Tyee Formation of the
overlying forearc basin sequence could act as a seal for natural gas accumulations west of the
Tyee escarpment (Fig. 3.72).
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The second petroleum system is centered on the Smith River subbasin of Ryu and others
(1992) in the northern part of the study area (Figs. 3.71 and 3.72). The speculative system is

named the Umpqua-lower Tyee Mountain(?) petroleum system. This system may indude an
overpressured tight-gas turbidite sandstone reservoir in the lower part of the Tyee Mountain
submarine fan fades based on analysis of electric logs (e.g., Long Bell well; Fig 3.76). According to

Law and Spencer (1993), "tight-gas reservoirs are gas-bearing rocks that usually have an in-situ

permeability to gas of less than 0.1 md" and are overpressured. A computer generated
maturation model (BasinMod) predicts that in the center of the basin by the Oligocene lower
Eocene Umpqua basinal mudstone (dominated by Type ifi terrestrial gas-prone organic matter)

was buried suffidently deep to generate thermogenic wet-gas and oil at peak generation. In
addition, flash heating caused by late Eocene basalt sills may have locally matured these
generally immature basinal mudstones in the northern part of the basin (e.g., Long Bell well).

Natural gas could migrate up along faults and joints to charge small accumulations in

potential reservoir sandstones in the lower Tyee Mountain turbidites in which some secondary
porosity and permeability has been recognized in thin section (Figs. 332,3.71, & 3.72). Overlying

hemipelagic mudstone beds and less permeable turbidite sandstones in the Tyee Mountain
Member could act as seals although a seal and structural or stratigraphic traps are not necessary
in tight-gas sandstone reservoirs (Law and Dickinson, 1985; Law and others, 1994; Law and

Spencer, 1993). These accumulations may also occur in untested anticlines which were formed in

the Tyee Mountain Member in the late-middle Miocene in the northeastern part of the study area
(see Tyee Mountain plays in structural and stratigraphic plays section). One of these folds (Stony
Point anticline) was tested, but the well (Florida Exploration Harris 1-4; Fig. 1.6) was drilled too

low on the structure.
The third petroleum system occurs near the eastern border of the Tyee basin and is herein
named the Spencer-White Tail Ridge-Western Cascade arc(?) petroleum system (Figs. 3.71 and

3.73). In this hybrid speculative system, the best source rocks are coals and carbonaceous

overbank mudstone and sandstone of the deltaic Spencer and White Tail Ridge formations
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(Coquille River and Remote members). These units project beneath the volcanic rocks of the
adjacent Western Cascade calcalkaline arc. Less likely, lean to marginal source rocks (containing

Type II and Type ifi organic matter) include the underlying lower Umpqua/Tenmile deepmarine mudstone turbidites and slope mudstone of the Camas Valley Formation. Potential
reservoirs indude cross-bedded fluvial and distributary channel micaceous arkosic sandstones of
the Spencer Formation and Remote Member and the delta front lithic arkosic sandstones of the
Berry Creek Member (Ryu and others, 1992). These units dip homoclinally eastward beneath

several thousand feet of upper Eocene to Miocene diagenetically tight volcanidastics, basalt and
basaltic andesite lavas, and ash flow tuffs of the Western Cascade arc. These extrusive rocks, as
well as the Camas Valley mudstone, could act as seals. The volcanic sequence probably extended

farther westward over Tyee basin strata prior to uplift and erosion.
The higher regional geothermal gradient of the Western Cascades arc, hydrothermal

fluids (derived from Miocene granodiorite plutons), and/or heat from thick upper Eocene
basaltic andesitic sills have locally thermally matured Tyee basin source rocks along the eastern

margin of the basin. Thermogenic methane in seeps as well as hydrothermal fluids, could have

migrated along older thrust faults and possibly into fault propagation folds on the eastern flank
of the Umpqua basin.
Five new structural and stratigraphic plays have been identified in this study. They are:

Burnt Ridge antidline and underlying blind thrusts, south-central part of southern Tyee
basin (Fig. 3.79);

Western Cascades plays and Bonanza Thrust near Nonpareil (Fig. 3.80);
Klamath Mountains subthrust play, Glide area (Fig. 3.81);

Tyee Mountain anticlinal plays, northeastern part of study area (Fig. 3.82); and
Anticlinal and subthrust plays in the Myrtle Point-Sutherlin subbasin (Fig. 3.83).

Additional plays are expected as ongoing mapping studies by the U.S. Geological Survey and
Oregon Department of Geology and Mineral Industries are completed. This basin is a relatively

untested frontier area compared to actively producing basins of the world. Although the overall
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oil and gas potential of the southern Tyee basin is moderately low, this study condudes that the
several requirements for commercial accumulations of hydrocarbons could exist together locally
within and adjacent to the basin. These merit further exploration.
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